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PREFACE
thai most irksome and difficult part of literature, with
so much labour of the memory, and with so little assistance of the understanding ' '

There are two ways of studying the historiography of linguistics:
either you stress the continuity of the history of linguistics and bring
out the essential similarities between geographically and chronologically diverse approaches to the study of speech, or you treat every
approach as an individual and unique phenomenon without bothering
with parallels. The former method was used by Chomsky in his
'Cartesian linguistics', and it brought him a lot of criticism from both
historians and linguists.2 The latter, more or less philological, form
of the historiography of linguistics seemed to have gone out of use,
but there appears to be a revival in recent times: congresses, collections of studies, a special journal.3 Within this new wave of interest
in the history of linguistics Arabic linguistics does not seem to have
received its full share, neither from general linguists, nor from Arabists;4 it is rather frustrating to read that 'curiously enough, the
Arabs seem to have contributed nothing to the study of language
comparable to the additions and improvements they made in mathe1
Robert Lowth, Introduction to English grammar, London, 1762; ed. Alston, 1967,
no 18, preface.
2
Chomsky, 1966. From the many reviews and discussions pro or contra we cite :
Aarsleff, 1970, especially pp. 571-2; id., 1974, Koerner, 1976; Miel, 1969; reviews in.
Linguistics, 49, 1969, 74-91 (Brekle; the same review in: Linguistische Berichte, 1, 1969,
52-66); Archiv Orientálni, 36, 1968, 484-5 (Zgusta); International Journal of American
Linguistics, 34, 1968, 290-303 (Zimmer); Philosophical Review, 77, 1968, 229-35 (Harman); Language, 45, 1969, 343-64 (Lakoff).
3
Congresses about the history of linguistics were held in 1964 at Burg Wartenstein
bei Gloggnitz in Austria, and in 1968 in Chicago; the thirteenth volume of the series
'Current trends in linguistics', edited by H. Aarsleff, R Austerlitz, D. Hymes, L. Romeo,
E. Stankiewicz will be dedicated to the historiography of linguistics; a collection of
studies about the history of linguistics with special attention to the relevance of Kuhn's
theories for the historiography of linguistics was edited by Hymes, 1974; in his introduction to this collection Hymes announces the appearance of a new journal, Historiographie Linguistica, under the editorship of E. F. К Koerner (cf. ib pp. 20-1), which is
now in its third year; an important collection of original articles has been edited by
Parret, 1976.
4

The only comprehensive history of Arabic grammar is still G Flügel's Die
grammatischen Schulen der Araber, the first and only part of which was published in
Leipzig, 1862
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matics, astronomy, physics, medicine, and natural history'. 5 The history
of classical grammar is treated somewhat better, although not much. 6
The special problem of the relationship between Greek and Arabic
linguistic thinking is almost completely disregarded: reference is made
almost solely to the supposed similarities between Aristotelian logic
and Arabic grammar. The theory that Aristotle provided the Arabic
grammarians with some basic notions concerning speech and the study
of speech has been advanced before, especially in the past century,
and it met then as now with the seemingly unrefutable objection that
the origin of Arabic linguistics lies before the introduction of Greek
writing into the Arabic world. Our thesis is that Greek logic (not just
Peripatetic, but Stoic logic as well) did play a considerable role in the
history of Arabic linguistic thinking, but only at a later time, during
the 9th/3rd and the 10th/4th centuries, when the center of Arabic
linguistics had been transferred to Baghdad. The beginnings of Arabic
grammar, on the other hand, are characterized by the direct, personal
contact with living Greek education and grammar in the recently
conquered Hellenistic countries. 7
We hold that in this early period many elements of linguistic theory,
especially in the field of paradigms and terminology, were borrowed
from Greek by those Arabic scholars who started to describe their
own language scientifically.8 When we use here the word 'borrowing'
(or sometimes caique) we use the technical apparatus of the study
of 'christianisms' in Greek and Latin. The study of borrowings has
reached such a level in this field that it may have a special methodo
9
logical relevance for the study of borrowings from Greek into Arabic.
The chapters of our dissertation are arranged according to a rough
chronology. The first four chapters discuss Greek elements in the first
5

J. С Greene, in Hymes, 1974, 494
A brief, but useful state of the art in Scaglione, 1970, 11-43
7
General studies about the history of the relevant period Byzantine history:
Oslrogorsky, 1963', аыііе , 1935-68; id., 19702, Arabic history: Spuler, 1952-3;
Gabrieli, 1965; Brockelmann, 1974 2 : Hitti, 1968' About the problem of the contacts
between the Byzantine empire and the Arabic East: Kraemer, 1959.
8
We use the word 'scientifically' in order to distinguish between the activities of
Sibawaihi and his immediate predecessors on the one hand, and the obscure origins of
Arabic grammar at a pre-scientific stage on the other; cf. the discussion in chapter 1.
* Cf. Mohrmann, 19612, especially the articles 'Quelques traits charactéristiques du
latin des Chrétiens' (21-50), 'L'étude de la latinité chrétienne État de la question,
méthodes, résultats' (83-102), 'Le problème du vocabulaire chrétien Expériences
d'évangélisation paléo-chrétiennes et modernes' (113-22); about calques' ib. 44 sqq.,
280 sqq.
6
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IX

stages of Arabic grammar. Chapter I gives a brief sketch of the
historical context of the process of Greek influence on Arabic
grammar. The next three chapters deal with the various Greek ele
ments we have found within this first stage: in the field of sound,
articulation, and meaning (chapter II); in the theory of the parts of
speech, declension, verbal tenses, and so on (chapter III); in the
methodology of grammar, i.e., in the system of norms of linguistic
method (chapter IV). Chapter V deals with the position of the two
schools of Basra and К Ufa in the history of Arabic linguistics.
Chapter VI and VII are concerned with a later stage, when Greek
writings had begun to play a more indirect role, through their
translations into Arabic: their influence was felt not only in grammar,
but also in logic and philosophy. In chapter VI we sketch the histori
cal context; then we examine in detail the logical arguments used in
grammatical literature, in so far as they can be traced back to Greek
influence (chapter VII). Chapter VIII discusses the role of the Mu'tazila, an important sect in the history of Muslim theology. The
Mu'tazilites are characterized by their liberal use of Greek dialectic
methods in defense of their theological dogmas, the most important
of which was a rigorous monotheism. They should not be regarded as
a group of free-thinking liberals, on the contrary, when their point
of view gained official support under the 'Abbäsid caliphs from
833/218 till 850/236, they took a very intolerant stance on contrary
opinions. 10 They are interesting for our purpose mainly because of
their use of logical methods, and their particular views on speech
and thinking. In chapter IX we discuss the theories concerning the
origin of speech, a comparatively recent topic in Arabic linguistics. In
chapter X, we examine the role of Stoic linguistics, especially in the
theory of meaning.
Originally, the essential part of this dissertation was a translation of
the work of a tenth century grammarian of Baghdad, namely the
Idäh β 'Hal an-nahw (Explanation of grammatical norms) by Abu
Ί-Qâsim 'Abd ar-Rahman ibn Ishâq az-Zaggâgî. ' ' We have abandoned
this plan, but its traces are still discernible throughout our dissertation in the form of the many quotations from the Idäh, which turned
out to be a very useful work on Arabic linguistics, not because of
10
СГ about this period. Patton, 1897; Gabrieli, 1929; about the Mu'tazila: Nader,
1956.
1
' Data about this Arabic grammarian in the introduction to the edition of the
Tdâh by M Mubarak, Cairo, 1959
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the originality of the author, but because of his personal acquain
tance with most of the important Baghdadian grammarians.12 Often
we have not been able to trace a particular point of linguistic doctrine
back to its first occurence; in these cases we have contented ourselves
with quotations from the Tdäh, or we have had to rely on even later
authority, more than once as late as Suyutî, a fifteenth century compiler, who wrote his Muzhir by quoting extensively from all sorts
of grammatical and lexicographical writings. The necessity of combining the two disciplines of Classical and Arabic studies caused
some rather long discussions: we tried to make the context comprehensible for both disciplines, but we fully understand that the digressions are often tediously self-evident to the specialist in either field.
In translating Arabic and Greek terminology we have generally used
current English equivalents, not as a matter of principle, but in order
to make the discussion somewhat more readable; a few exceptions to
this custom are mentioned in the following note.13 Details about the
abbreviations used in references and quotations are given in the bibliography at the end of the book.14
In my view it is difficult, given the present condition of our sources,
to determine beyond any reasonable doubt the extent of Greek influence
in Arabic grammar, as far as the scientific beginnings of Arabic
grammar are concerned—for later periods we have the translations of
the Corpus Aristotelicum as a textual basis at our disposal. At most
12

As he himself tells us, Zagg Id 78-80
One should keep in mind thai the English terms are not synonymous with the
Arabic terms, e g 'declension' translates i'räb; 'nominative' represents raf In a few
cases we have used the Arabic term, when no English term was available, e.g alif,
masdar (for obvious reasons the English 'infinitive' could not be used). In other cases
a Latin term was used, e.g. 'nominatum' (for musammo). In accordance with Arabic
grammatical theories the concept of 'declension' has sometimes been applied to the
verbs, so that verbs may be said to be declinable and to have cases. For gazm we
have chosen 'jussive' 'Inflection' translates sarf or tasrlj. One should always keep in
mind that ism and ft'! have two meanings: 'noun' / 'name' and 'verb' / 'action',
respectively. The third part of speech, harf, is the '(meaningful) particle', harf as
against haraka (vowel) is sometimes translated as 'consonant', but in other cases we
preferred to translate this term with 'letter'. Added words in quotations are between
brackets; explanations are introduced by ' s c ' ; the other abbreviations will be obvious.
Greek proper names are transliterated, except 'Plato' and 'Aristotle'; Latin proper
names are used in their Latin form. The system of transliteration of Arabic is almost
identical to that of Arabica (exceptions: ai instead of ay; the assimilation of the
huruf samsiyya is indicated, as well as the hamzat al-wasl)
14
In quoting from the Sloicorum Veterum Fragmenta we have used two systems for
ease of reference' either three figures, referring to volume, page, line; or two figures,
referring to volume and fragment.
13
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we can show the probability of a connection between Arabic and Greek
linguistic thinking I am fully aware of the fact that details of my
explanation of the phenomena and terminology of Arabic grammar,
which form the basis of my argumentation, are perhaps consistent
with alternative explanations I have, however, tried to define the
historical context within which I place my explanations, and this,
I believe, justifies my bringing together these arguments and regarding
them as sufficient support for my case, even though I am also
aware of the high risk of a vicious circle starting from the assump
tion that there was contact between Greek and Arabic grammar,
I was, of course, continuously tempted to regard something as proof
precisely because of my original thesis I have taken this line of research,
because up till now there has been hardly any serious attempt to put
together materials from later Greek grammar and Arabic linguistic
thinking I have tried to collect these materials and to compare them,
even if the comparison seemed sometimes far-fetched or tivial Perhaps
these materials will be useful, even if the original thesis should have
to be modified
Historiography of linguistics is a dangerous field of research, in
which anachronistic thinking is very tempting I have, however, re
frained from any commentary on similarities and parallels between
Arabic linguistic theory and contemporary linguistics, and only tried
to present the facts as I saw them, without subscribing either to a
relativist or an evolutionist point of view The historiography of
linguistics has not yet begun, or rather, has not yet proceeded beyond
a first exploration of the facts What we need now is a methodology,
and a critical reflection on the historical growth of linguistics We may
expect that in this sense the historiography of linguistics will contribute,
not so much to the solution of the problems of our discipline, as to the
formulation of the relevant questions
ΝВ

The abbreviations A and G refer to the original texts included on
pp 209 fT The former abbreviation indicates an Arabic text, the latter a
Greek one

CHAPTER ONE

THE FIRST CONTACT WITH GREEK GRAMMAR
'This science is called in Greek garmäiiqi, and in Arabic

It is nowadays generally agreed that learned Arabs in a good many
branches of science were influenced by their Greek predecessors, but a
restriction is made for the so-called pure Arabic sciences, such as the
science of tradition and linguistics. This view is partly based on the
Arabic tradition : a good example of the traditional account of the
history of linguistics is the one given by Ibn Haldun, who explains
how the science of linguistics was born from the necessity to prevent
the corruption of the Arabic language.2 Our intention is to show that
a claim for Greek influence may be made for Arabic linguistics as
well, and that, as a matter of fact, this influence followed the same
course in linguistics as, for instance, in the field of logic and philosophy. This means that we have to distinguish between a direct and
an indirect way of transmission, the first one of which was earlier
than the second. In the first place we must direct our attention to the
origin of Arabic linguistics in order to demonstrate which elements in
this phase were the result of direct contact between Arabic grammarians and Hellenistic culture in many of the conquered territories;
in the second, we must show how later developments may be explained
by the growing influence of Arabic translations of the works of
Aristotle and his commentators.
All over the eastern Hellenistic world, in every place of any cultural
standing, the Greek language was being used, at first as a sort of
lingua franca for the cultured people—the lower strata of the community continued to speak Aramaic dialects (e.g. Syriac) or Coptic—, 3
but soon there arose independent cultural centres, the importance of
1

HwSr МаГ 42, 13 [Al]
b Hald Muq , 546-7, d" also Fuck, 19552, 6 sqq , Weiß, 1910, 349-50
3
СГ e g Festugière, 1959, 291 sqq several monks did not even understand Greek
(4th century) For the situation in Egypt we refer to note 16 below About the political
situation in the Byzantine empire and the hostility towards the central government in the
Eastern provinces Stratos, 1968
2

2
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which grew as the power of Greece itself declined. Alexandria in
Egypt and Antioch in Syria were among the most important ones,4
but in a later period the number of cities with their own universities
and educational systems increased, partly as a result of the competition between the various Christian sects, for instance in the Nestorian
East Edessa and Nisibis,5 and later, in the Persian empire, the famous
school of Gundi-Säpür near Kufa, a refuge for scholars of other universities who had had to flee because of their heretical opinions. The
Persian emperor Hosroes Anusirvan (d. 587 A.D.) gave shelter at his
court to those philosophers who were without a job after Justinian had
closed the Athenian academy (in 529 A.D.), among them even the
great Simplikios!6 In these centres of culture and science, Greek
philosophy was studied and Greek writings were translated into Syriac
and Persian.7 It was in this region, near Gundi-Säpür, and not in the
neighbourhood of the Umayyad court at Damascus, that the first
signs of Greek influence appeared. The first juridical speculations,8
and the nature of the first Mu'tazilite debates about the creation of the
Qur an, the problem of free will, and the doctrine concerning the
attributes of Allah:9 all these issues bear witness to the contact
between the two cultures in various fields, before the 'officiar translation of Greek writings. Muslims and Christians were forced to live
together, and so, inevitably, Greek knowledge was communicated to
the East before the indirect transmission began.10 We will try to
show that this first contact played a considerable role in the field of
logic and linguistics.
4
On Alexandria. Meyerhof, 1930; Schemmel, 1909; Parsons, 1952; Meyerhof, 1933;
Bell, 1946 On Antioch· Downey, 19662.
5
On the Eastern church and its influence on Islam· Bell, 1926. About Edessa. Duval,
1892, Segal, 1970, Hayes, 1930, Furlani, 1937 About Nisibis: Vööbus, 1962, Hermann,
1926.
6
Agathias, II, 30
7
There is an interesting statement in the chronography of Abu 'Tsä ibn al-Munaggim
(3rd/10th century, Sezgin, 1967, 1, 322) that under the reign of the Sassanid king
Säpür (241-272 A D ) the Persians conquered Greek and Roman provinces, such as
Upper Mesopotamia, Syria, Egypt, Constantinople (sic!), and that they took 'the books
of the philosophers' King Säpür even received, according to this account, Greek
scientific books from the Roman emperor (Islamic philosophy, 1972, 437-66, especially
p. 454), cf Peters, 1968, 46
8
On traces of Greek logic and Roman law in early Muslim legal thought van Ess,
1970, 33 and η 59, Schacht, 1950b. СГ below, chapter IV, note 53.
4
On the polemic of Byzantine theologians against Islam1 Khoury, 19692; Krumbacher, 18972, 49-51 The influence of the Church fathers on Islamic theological
thinking is emphasized by Seale, 1964, cf also van Ess' remarks, 1966, 18-20
10
de Lacy O'Leary. 1949. 142; also pp 68, 143, Daif, 1968, 21.
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The Hellenistic universities not only gave courses in Greek philosophy, but also in the Greek language, which as the most important
instrument and medium of teaching, constituted a compulsory subject
for every student of philosophy.11 For a long time the language of
education remained Greek, but in the East Syriac gradually took its
place. At the end of the 4th century a Spanish nun Egeria, who
made a pelgrimage to the Holy Land, observed that only part of the
population spoke both Greek and Syriac, the rest spoke only one of
the two languages.12 Bilingualism was probably restricted to the upper
classes, but sometimes even a bishop only began to study Greek at an
advanced age.13 Greek exercised an enormous influence upon Syriac
—many loanwords, the system of the vowel-signs,14 even the literary
style—, but Syriac remained in use as the language of the lower
classes. After the invasion of the Arabs, it became more important as
the intermediary language between Greek and Arabic: translations
were made first from Greek into Syriac, and then from Syriac into
Arabic. This shows that the study of Greek did not disappear; on
the contrary, it became more important than ever to have at one's
disposal trained translators who could provide the students with translations of Greek philosophical writings.15 In Egypt, although even
among the clergy many people, even bishops, did not understand
Greek,16 this language remained in use as the language of educated
11

Georr, 1948, 10
Itinerarium Aelheriae (Egeriae), ed. H Pétré. Paris, 1948 (Sources Chrétiennes):
"... and in that province (sc Syria) only part of the populations knows both Greek
and Syriac; others only Greek, and still others only Syriac, the bishop, therefore,
always speaks Greek, never Syriac, even if he knows it. There is always a priest nearby,
who translates what the bishop says in Greek into Syriac, so that everyone may hear
the argument', (el quoniam in ea provincia pars popuh et graece et siriste novit, pars
etiam alia per se graece, aliqua eliam pars tantum siriste, itaque quoniam episcopus, licet
siriste noverit, lamen semper graece loquitur, et numquam strine itaque ergo stat semper
presbyter, qui, episcopo graece dicente, siriste interpretatur, ut omnes audianl, quae
exponunlur) (cap. 47, pp. 261-2)
12

13

S Ephraemi Syri Rabbulae Episcopi Edesseni . opera selecta, ed J. Overbeck,
Oxford, 1866, 160. On Greek Hellenism in the Eastern provinces. Liebermann, I960 2 ,
Peelers, 1950.
14
СГ Segal, 1953 (Jacob of Edessa's innovations: pp 37-47). Greek loanwords in
Syriac: Schall, 1960
15
de Lacy O'Leary, 1949, 71-2
" Cf Mitteis/Wilcken, 1912, pp 87-8: during the Byzantine period Coptic gradually
penetrated into public life, increasingly few people understood Greek, for instance,
the bishop of Hermonthis, Abraham ( + 600 A D ) , who had to dictate his testament in
Coptic In Arabic limes the decline of the Greek language may be deduced from the
language of the papyri (ib. ρ 91), cf. Peeters, 1950, 12-5; 27-32
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people; at the Alexandrian university, medical courses were always
given in Greek.
It is significant that Greek materials remained available. Until the
reign of the caliph 'Abd al-Malik (685/66-705/87) Greek remained the
language of the administration and the tax-register (dïwan) in Damascus.17 As late as the 10th/4th century we find the historian Hamza
al-Isfâhânï (d. 961/350) using directly Greek historical materials concerning the Byzantine emperors with the help of a Greek-speaking
servant at the court in Isfahan.18 But, of course, it cannot be denied
that Greek rapidly lost its significance as a medium of communication, and that the number of commentaries on the works of Aristotle
in Greek decreased.
All the same, there were still people who had studied Greek
according to the rules of Greek grammatical tradition, which had been
formulated by many authors, beginning with Dionysios Thrax (± 170 ± 90 B.C.). At that time, Greek grammatical tradition was actually
the only source of grammatical knowledge and study. The Téchnè of
Dionysios Thrax was translated at an early date into Syriac, according
to the Nestorian tradition by Joseph of Ahwäz, who died before
580 A.D. 19 Quite fundamental was the work of Jacob of Edessa, who
seems to have had a lasting influence on later generations of Syrian
grammarians.20 Some of these Syrian scholars studied Greek in Alexandria, for instance Sergios of Res'ainä (d. 536 A.D.), who wrote a
commentary on Aristotle's Categoriae, and a treatise about the parts
of speech,21 and also the aforementioned Joseph of Ahwäz and Jacob
of Edessa. We may, therefore, safely assume that there were translators
with a good or reasonable knowledge of the Greek language far into
Arabic times.22 We may also assume that, unwittingly, the work of
these translators and their methods were dominated by Greek linguistic
methods, terminology, and categories. Thanks to these translators, a
tradition was built up during a period of a few centuries, which served
17
Hitti, 1968', 217, and the anecdotic account with Baläduri, Futüh al-buldän, ed.
Ridwän, Misr, 1959, 196-7: according to Baläduri the naq\ ad-diwän took place in
700/81 ; the reason was that a Greek clerk had urinated in an ink-pot !
18
Hamza, Ta'rih, ed. Gottwaldt, St. Petersburg/Leipzig, 1844-48, (Bagdad, 1961) 70,
11 (mm lafz аг-гйті), cf. WakF's sources, ib. 68, 4-5, cf. Rosenthal, 19682, 74, η 1, also
pp. 91; 136-7
19
Merx, 1889, 9, Baumstark, 19682, 116-7, 222; Georr, 1948, 5, n. 1
20
Merx, 1889, 34-101; Baumstark, 19682, 248-56; Baumstark/Rücker, 1964, 191-2.
21
On Sergios: Merx, 1889, 6; Baumstark, 19682, 167-9; Georr, 1948, 17 sqq.; cf
b. a. Usaibi'a, 1, 109; 185-9; 204.
22
Peters, 1968, 58.
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as the foundation for the development of Arabic grammar. The story
of the first Syriac translations of Greek writings has already been
told several times, and we refer to the accounts by Baumstark and
others. 23
Returning to the origins of Arabic linguistics we may summarize
them as follows. The different accounts about the first Basrian grammarian, Abu 'l-Aswad ad-Du'alï (d. 688/69?), emphasize that his
primary intention in 'inventing the art of grammar' was to prevent
the corruption of the Arabic language in the mouths of the illiterate
and the neophytes, especially, of course, where the text of the
Qur'an was at stake. 24
A careful study of the sources reveals that, whatever the differences
may be in details, they always connect the names of ad-Du'alï and of
the fourth caliph 'Ali ibn Abi Tälib (d. 660/40) with the wad an-nahw.25
We do believe, therefore, that the tradition should be given credit, at
least in the main point, namely that grammar was invented in order
to save the Qur an from corruption. Wild's objection that there are
hardly any quotations from the Qur'an in the oldest lexicographical
work, the Kitäb al-'ain, and that grammarians were not regarded as
particularly religious scholars, is not valid, since it is based on later
data. 26 Moreover, the development of lexicography should not be
connected with the development of grammar. It is only natural for
the early lexicographers to be interested more in rare words from
classical poetry than in the comparatively normal vocabulary of the
Qur'an. The most important argument in favour of ad-Du'all's activities is the unanimity of the sources about the fact that he was inspired
by the necessity to correct the various versions of the Qur'än and to
put a stop to the corruption of speech. As a matter of fact, it is typical
of almost every grammar to be used originally as a means to preserve
ancient or sacred literature, for instance, the Homeric epic in Greece,
the Vedas in India, the sagas in Icelandic literature, and the Confucian
texts in China. 27 The reason is, of course, that as the traditional texts
23
Baumstark, 19682 (1922). 1900, Baumslark/Rùcker, 1964, 168-204; Duval, 19073;
Georr, 1948; Klinge, 1939; Huby, 1969 Recent synthesis· Rosenthal, 1965
24
Semaan, 1968, 21 sqq., Daif, 1968, 13 sqq., сГ the version of the story in Zagg
Id. 89, 3-12
" Mubarak, I974 3 , 10-37, gives a detailed analysis of the different accounts, he
concludes that the fundamental facts of the story are correctly transmitted by the
Arabic sources
26
Wild, 1965, pp. 5-6.
27
On Greece: Steinthal, 18902, 1, 28-9, 18912, 2, 71 sqq. On India· Renou, 1940,
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remained the same, and the colloquial language gradually changed,
the danger arose of misunderstanding the (sacred) meaning of the old
texts.
The corruption of speech in ad-Du'all's time consisted mostly in a
confusion of the case-endings. This explains why we find Abü '1-Aswad
mainly concerned with two problems: in the first place punctuation
and the creation of a vowel-orthography—which he borrowed from
the Syriac script—; 28 and in the second place the study of the fa il,
the maf"Hi, and the mudâf ilaihi (or the raf, the nasb, and the garr),
i.e., the case-endings.29 The 'discovery' of the cases may well have
originated with ad-Du'all; the terminology was probably interpolated
by later grammarians, who applied the grammatical terms of their
own time to ad-Du'all.
As for 'All's role: he is said to have instructed Abu '1-Aswad as
follows: 'Language is noun and verb and particle; noun is what
gives information about the nominatum; verb is that by which information is given; particle is what comes to a meaning'. 30 We do not
know if there is any truth at all in this tradition; maybe we should
ascribe it to Si'ite partisanship, as Nöldeke does, with the traditions
about 'Alî having been the first to collect fragments of the Qur'än. 31
We certainly do not know whether this story may be connected with
Greek influence—not even when we find 'Alî using at least one Greek
word, namely the word qälün (i.e., Greek kalon, 'good!'), in normal
1, 1,7; Misra, 1966, 17-8 On Iceland: Gordon, 19572, XLIV sqq On China: Karlgren,
1926, 47; 63 sqq
28
Semaan, 1968, 11 sqq This is confirmed by the fact lhal ihe Syriac name for the
vowel 'a' (Arabic falha), ptähä already existed at the lime of its supposed invention by
ad-Du'all, cf Tarazi, 1969, 115. Later Arabs were aware of this Syriac influence, cf
Semaan, 1968, 18, η 2 On the vocalization in early Arabic manuscripts: G. Bergstraßer/
О Pretzl, in· Nöldeke/Schwally, 19612, III, Die Geschichte des Koränleus, pp 261-69,
where different traditions about the invention of the vocalic signs are mentioned as well.
29
'He laid down the chapter of the doer and of whom it is done to' (fa-wada'a
bäh ai-ß'ii wa-'l-mafül). Sir. Ahb 18, 10; 'he (sc. 'All) pointed out to him (sc Abu·
Ί-Aswad) the nominative, the accusative, and the genitive' (asära lahu ilä 'r-raf wa-'nnasb wa-'l-garr), Abu 't-Tayyib al-Lugawi, Marätib an-nahwiyym, ed. M. A Ibrahim,
Qähira, 1954, 6, 13-4; the question whether or not declension still existed in spoken
Arabic at this time is irrelevant to this point of view, since what matters is, whether
grammarians were convinced of the necessity of preserving the correct declensional
endings. About this question: Fuck, 19552, 1-5, 8-10, and the critical remarks of
Spitaler (Bibliotheca Orientalis, 10, 1953, 144 sqq.) and Wehr (ZDMG, 102, 1952,
179-86).
30
b. Anb. Nuzha, 4, 9-11 [A2], cf below, chapter III A
31
'An alledem ist kein wahres Wort": Nöldeke/Schwally, 19612, II, 8-11, cf Wild,
1965, ρ 5, η 20
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conversation 3 2 If we were able to go further back into the history of
Arabic linguistics, and if we had reliable information about the way
grammar was taught previously to al-Halil (d 791/175) and Sibawaihi
(d 793/177), we could perhaps extend our conclusions concerning
Greek influence to the first period of Arabic linguistics, but given
the present state of knowledge this is impossible
About the period following on Abu '1-Aswad's activities information
is almost completely absent, except for a few names of authors and
titles of books, but at the time of al-Halil and Sibawaihi, about a
century after Abu Ί-Aswad, we find an Arabic grammar that has
reached a high stage of perfection Nothing is left of al-Halil's own
writings the Kitäb al-'am, the first lexicographical work of Arabic
literature, was certainly not compiled by him alone, although he seems
to have invented the system of arranging the radicals and the phonetic
principles underlying this arrangement His phonetic theories are
probably due to Indian influence, and maybe we must also reckon
with Syrian influence 33 Haul's grammatical writings are lost, but
according to Reuschel the grammatical system which is found in
Sïbawaihfs Kitäb is to a substantial degree Haul's 34 It does not seem
very probable a priori that this balanced system with its advanced
terminology should be the result of a natural development in the course
of less than one century It has been objected that Sibawaihi lived too
early to have undergone the influence of the translations of Greek
writings, this is even more the case with al-Halil But, true though it
is, this argument cannot be used in favour of the independence of
Arabic grammar, since there is another factor to be reckoned with
Everything points to the fact that these first real grammarians did not
have anything to do with the Aristotelian logic of speech, but with
the living practice of grammar which existed all over the Near East
We do not agree with Madkour's statement that 'ces grands fondateurs al-Khalïl et Sïbawayh vivaient au milieu du mouvement traducteur de l'Islam',35 which is contradicted even by Madkour's own
account of the history of the translations he situates their apogee
at the end of the 8th/2nd and the 9th/3rd century 36 Besides, his
Xa'älibi ар Suy Muzh 1, 163 ult , cf Lisän, s ν qln, 13, 347r
Wild, 1965, 37-40, manuscripts of the Kitäb al-'am lb , 9-13, edition by 'A
Darwis, Bagdad, 1967 (1st part)
34
Reuschel, 1959, cf the index of quotations from al-Halil in Sibawaihi's Kitäb,
to be supplemented by Troupeau, 1961
35
Madkour, 19692, 17
36
Madkour, 19692, 26
32
33
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comparison of the grammatical qiyäs with the logical syllogism is
certainly wrong, 37 and the argument based on the division into three
parts of speech, ism, fTl, and harf as compared with Aristotle's
tripartition in the De Interpretatione is not decisive at all. 38 In our
view, Arabic grammar was indeed influenced by Greek logic, but this
influence took place at a much later date, when Baghdad had become
the centre of Arabic culture.
When Merx in his Historia artis grammaticae apud Syros tried to
prove the dependence of Arabic grammar on Greek logic, he used
mainly terminological resemblances. His most important arguments
were: 3 9
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

the notion of declension and the term Cräb
the division of words into three parts of speech
the distinction of two genders
the distinction of three tenses
the notion of zarf (local or temporal adverb)
the notion of hai.

We believe that these arguments do not prove the influence of Greek
logic, but contact with Greek grammar. The first two arguments will
be discussed in the second chapter, as well as the fourth argument.
The third argument is trivial. The case of the term zarf, which is
traced back to Aristotle's angeion (vessel, jar), is stronger, and it does
not seem possible to refute its value as an argument for the influence
of logic on the beginnings of Arabic grammar. Still, the combination
of time and place, which underlies Merx' identification of the two
terms, is not typical of Aristotle alone, since it may also be found in
Stoic theories, and is present in a Latin work about grammar. 40 It
is therefore not too unlikely that somehow the word angeion came to
be used in Greek grammar with the technical meaning of 'temporal
or local adverb' (which envelops as it were the action taking place in
it, just like a vessel does), which is the meaning of the Arabic word
zarf, though not the meaning of the Aristotelian angeion, which
means 'temporal or local circumstance'. Nevertheless, this is purely
31

Cf below, chapter IV
Cf below, chapter III A
1V
Merx, 1889, 141-8 (ea vero, in quibus Grammatici nolionibus ab Aristotele proposais usi sunt, haec sunt )
40
SVF 2, 331, Varrò, De L L , 5, 10-2 Is there any connection with the Stoic
term pandekti's (adverb), did this term ever have the meaning of 'vessel, container' 9
3H
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hypothetical, and the fact remains that nothing much can be argued
against Merx' identification. As for hai, usually defined as 'condition,
appearance of the active and the passive person', 41 this is compared
by Merx to the héxeis ka) diathéseis, which in Aristotelian technical
language mean 'permanent and temporary qualities and states'. But
on the other hand, Merx himself tells us that the Arabic hai corresponds to diathesis alone, so that the distinction between permanent and temporary qualities has disappeared. Besides, hai has been
connected by others with the Stoic pos échon, one of the four Stoic
categories.42 There is also the possibility that the Arabic use of the
word corresponds to the use of diathesis in Greek grammar, which
not only means 'verbal voice', as Merx asserts, 43 but is also used for
the verbal mood, i.e., for the expression of a mental condition (psuchikè
diathesis).**
Our theory advocating a direct contact between Arabic grammarians and Greek scholars, possibly with the Syrians as intermediaries,
is further confirmed by the history of Stoic influence on Islamic logic,
theology, and philosophy. Most scholars assume a so-called voie
diffuse to be responsible for those similarities between the two doctrines which cannot be explained by influence through translations of
Greek writings. 45 This voie di/fuse consisted in direct contact with
the cultural centres of Hellenism, and especially with the monasteries
and learned clergy.46 This contact had been established even before
the beginning of Islam, by those Arab tribes that had been christianized, and it was maintained on a much larger scale after the
conquest of Egypt, Syria, and the other Hellenistic territories where
Muslims and Christians had to live together in the same cities. We
should keep in mind that the clergy were generally in charge of
passing on and teaching literature and the sciences, and that they
were trained in such disciplines as grammar and rhetoric. A typical
case is that of Jacob of Edessa, who asks whether it is allowed for a
Christian presbyter to teach Muslim children. 47 In later times, these

41

b Anb Asr 77. 9,Zam Mul 27, 18
Rescher. 1966, 80
" Merx, 1889, 146
44
Steinthal, 18912, 275 sqq
45
Jadaane, 1968. 45 with further relerences. also Amine, 1959, 97
46
On the monasteries in Syria in the 4th century A D Festugiere, 1959, 311-6
47
Merx, 1889, 43 quoting from Lagarde, Reliquiae iuris eulesiustiLue antiquimmae
syncae, 1856, ρ 140, quaestio 48
42
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Christians came to Damascus and Baghdad, where they sometimes
obtained high functions in the administration and in education. 48
Not only the Christian clergy were active in this process : we must also
reckon with the professional translators, who had to have a professional interest in grammatical matters. Halli has been mentioned as
one of the teachers of the most important of all translators, Hunain
ibn Ishâq, but this is contradicted by chronology: al-Halil died at
the latest in 791/175, whereas Hunain lived till 873/260 or 876/263.49
Nevertheless, Hunain had predecessors and other teachers, from whom
he received his knowledge of Greek grammar. 50 One of the first translators was the Byzantine Roman Yahyä ibn Bitriq, who lived during
the reign of the caliph al-Mansür (754/137-775/159).51 This means that
Arabic linguists were or could have been acquainted with methods
and rules of Greek grammar well before the times of, say, al-Mâzinï
(d. 863/249), the teacher of al-Mubarrad (d. 898/285). These methods
were totally different from the logical theories of Aristotle, which were
to have a considerable influence through the commentaries of Ammonios, Porphyrios, and others. In order to prove this difference we shall
have to show that there is a fundamental difference between linguistic
activity in the period of al-Halïl and Sïbawaihi, and that of later
linguists, who were concentrated mostly in Baghdad. Then we shall
have to prove that this difference may be explained in terms of a
different foreign background, and that those foreign elements which
may be found in the work of Sïbawaihi and other early grammarians
should be attributed to direct contact with living grammar, whereas
later authors in the Baghdadian period underwent the influence of
translated Greek writings.
An interest in grammar was to men like Sïbawaihi and his immediate
predecessors and successors not theoretical, but only a means to a
single goal, substantially the same one as Abu '1-Aswad had had,
namely to create some order in the immense material of the Arabic
4B

On the position of the Christians in the Islamic empire Nau, 1933
Incorrect Brockelmann, GAL S I, 366, cf Gabrieli, 1968, 283, Bräunlich, 1926
50
The first group of translators was concentrated around Ibn al-Muqaffa' (GAL I,
158) in the reign of al-Mansur (754/137 - 775/159). and had connections with
Christians from Harrân, the most important among them being Tâbit ibn Qurra (GAL
I, 241, S 1, 384) The former was a pupil of Johannes Damaskenos Cf Peters, 1968, 5960 Peters mentions elsewhere (1968, 134, η 136) a typescript thesis by G Afnan,
La connaissance du grec parmi les philosophes islamiques, which I have not been able
to find
51
Cf below, chapter IV, note 26
49
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language. This they tried to achieve by means of a few fundamental
notions, which very often were not defined at all, or defined in a
descriptive way. The basis of their theory of language was the natural
instinct as to the correctness of speech, which the pure Arabs were
assumed to possess. 52 Many terms were used in a non-technical way,
for instance the term ism (noun). 53 The notion 'verb' was described in the
following way: 'As for the verbs, they are patterns taken from the
expression of the events of nouns, and they are constructed to (signify)
what is past and what is to come and what is being without interruption'. 54 This is not to be taken as a definition—as, for instance,
Zaggâgï seems to do—, 5 5 but as a simple reminder of the fact that
verbs are derived from the masdars, and that they occur in various
forms which are expressive of tense; in other words, it is not a
definition of the essence of the verb—such as we find with later
grammarians—, but a description of something that happens in speech.
Non-technical terms are found for instance in the chapters about
the passive and about the various forms of transitivity. 56 Sibawaihi's
Kitäb could be called a diwän of all the curiosities and nawädir of
the Arabic language, but as such it operates on a very high and
accomplished level, rarely attained by later grammarians. It is difficult
to imagine that in the fifty or sixty years following Abu TAswad's first
endeavours, Arabic grammar could all on its own have assumed such
large proportions without any foreign influence. The absence of Aristotelian influence should not be interpreted as an argument for the
thesis that grammar was a purely Arabic science untainted by any
foreign elements, nor is it surprising that there is no clear evidence
of foreign influence, as long as we take the view that the first
contacts with the Greek world were direct, as it were 'unofficial',
contacts with the living instruction of grammar at the Hellenistic
schools and universities.
In the following three chapters we will discuss some elements in
Arabic grammar which we believe to have been coined on Greek
52
Cf. Mubarak, I9743, 63-4 (dauq al-'arab), for the story about al-HahTs sources
for the study of the 'ilal, cf. below, chapter IV, note 76.
53
Sib Kit. 1,2,2 : 'The noun is ragul (man) and faras (horse) and hail (wall)'. Cf. Zagg
Id 49, 9-10 (without hail)
54
Sib Kit 1, 2, 2-3 [A3], cf. below, chapter III A.
55
Zagg Id 53, 1-5 Zaggâgï refers to his Sarh ar-nsala where he dealt with this
question more fully Nothing is known about this work except for what he tells us
himself in the Tdäh (41, 11 ; 53, 5). On the Risala: cf below, note 78.
56
Cf Sib. Kit. 1,13 sqq
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examples; these elements are: the terminology of articulated sound
and of phonetic change; the term haraka (vowel); the definitions of
noun and verb; the paradigms for noun and verb; the theory of the
parts of speech; the notion i'räb; the verbal tenses; the theories
concerning the infinitive; the concept of transitivity; the system of the
usül an -nahw. We wish to make clear from the start that we do not
agree with Weiß's methodological remarks about the borrowing of
systems or doctrines. Weiß vigorously opposes the thesis of Greek
(and even Latin) influence on Arabic grammar, and states that it is
methodologically wrong to look at one isolated term, since every term
is part of a complicated system, without which it is meaningless.57 One
musi, of course, concede that his opinion arises from the laudable
wish to prevent wild conjectures, but his appeal to the psychological
improbability of the borrowing of single elements out of their context
is contradicted by modern studies, notably by Barwick's studies concerning the relationship between Greek and Latin grammar. We firmly
believe that one of the characteristics of grammatical systems is that
each element tends to lead its own life outside the original framework.
This is, indeed, the cause of such misunderstandings as arose—and still
arise—in grammatical problems. We do agree, of course, with Weiß
that one should not postulate a dependence on Greek sources without
sufficient proof.
The current opinion about the dependency of Arabic grammar on
Greek examples is expressed by Fleisch in the following words: 'Des
influences grecques sont à signaler: la spéculation grammaticale arabe
a emprunté des concepts initiaux à la science grecque, non pas à la
grammaire grecque, mais à la logique aristotélicienne'; and: 'Ceci
réduit beaucoup l'influence grecque; munis de ces concepts initiaux
aristotéliciens, que la simple ambiance a pu leur fournir, les grammairiens arabes ont travaillé avec leur mentalité arabe; la description
des catégories grammaticales est arabe; l'agencement en un système
est arabe, si bien qu'on peut dire que, de toutes les sciences isla-

57
Weiß, 1910, 389-90 'Handelt es sich gar wie bei der Grammatik und Philosophie
um ein wissenschaftliches System, so erscheint von vornherein der Versuch, auf Grund
bloß gelegentlicher Übereinstimmungen eine Beeinflussung nachzuweisen, als ein sehr
wenig aussichtsreiches Beginnen, insofern die zahlreichen Divergenzen die eventuelle
Beweiskraft der Kongruenzen gründlich paralysieren; denn man darf nicht übersehen,
daß ein System ein Ganzes darstellt, und daß es psychologisch ganz unwarscheinhch ist,
daß ein einzelner Begriff daraus wie ein erratischer Block gewandert sein soll, ohne
Spuren sogar semer nächsten Nachbarschaft mitzunehmen'.
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miques, la grammaire est peut-être celle qui a le moins subi d'influences extérieures et est restée la plus purement arabe' 4S
In the following chapters we shall try to show that there is more
than one reason to reject, or at least to modify this theory, namely
that all traces of Greek influence which may be detected in Arabic
grammar should be attributed to Greek logic It appears that the
influence of logic was at first almost non-existent, or only filtered
through to a small degree along the vote di/Juse, ι e via direct contact
between translators and grammarians, whereas the real influence was
exercised by Hellenistic educational institutes with their long-standing
tradition of grammar-teaching Sometimes, Synac grammar must have
acted as intermediary Logic became important as Greek philosophi
cal writings were gradually translated from Greek into Arabic, mostly
indirectly via Synac Its influence came to be felt in linguistics with
the rise of the so-called 'philosophical school', which has long been
regarded as a special group of philosophically minded scholars who
were also interested in grammar and language, 59 but which we believe
to have been nothing more than the development of linguistics after
the introduction of logic into the Arabic world under the influence of
the Mu'tazila 6 0 The rise of this 'philosophical school' coincides with
the transference of the centre of linguistics from Basra and Kiifa to
Baghdad As for the first period of Arabic linguistics, the chronology
of the translational activities compels us to reject any appreciable
influence of logic before, for example, Hunain lbn Ishäq This opinion
is confirmed by the study of those linguistic elements which may be
traced back to Greek grammar Viewed in this light, the problem of
the sudden appearance of a complete model of grammar with al-Halïl
and Sïbawaihi ceases to be a problem the Arabian conquest of the
culturally superior civilization that was Hellenism, the geographical
location of Basra and Kufa near Hellenistic centres of education, the
fact that there were many bilingual people, and the presence of some
striking similarities between Greek and Arabic grammar, these are the
main points of our evidence for the thesis of a direct contact between
the first representatives of a new method of describing language and
the last representatives of the old
In two articles, Les origines de la grammaire arabe and An Arab
56
59
60

Fleisch, 1961, 23
Kraus, 1942, 2, 251, η 2
Cf below, chapter Vili
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grammarian of the eighth century A.D.,61 M.G. Carter attacks the
—what he calls—thèse helléniste. In our view his theory that Arabic
grammarians were influenced by Arabic theories and methods of law
is not as incompatible with our theory as one would think at first
sight.
Carter believes that every form of linguistic study preceding Sïbawaihi—i.e., the period of orthographical innovations, and the period
of the group of nahwiyyuna (les gens concernés par la façon de
parler) 62 —had been the work of amateurs. Sïbawaihi was the first
real grammarian. In his Kitäh he brilliantly undertook to assemble the
linguistic facts, which form part of a social system, into a juridically
organized corpus. His purpose was the description of linguistic behaviour, a normative grammar of the kind that was customary with
later grammarians. At the time of Sïbawaihi's activities there existed
an abstract legal system set up by Islamic lawyers in order to analyse
laws and traditions: this proves that Sïbawaihi did not need any
abstract Greco-Hellenistic theory for his grammatical system.
Sïbawaihi had at his disposal two sets of terms. 63 In the first place
he used a series of already existing terms for the categories and
phenomena of the Arabic language. These terms may or may not
have been modelled on Greek examples. In the second place he used
a set of operational-functional terms, which are borrowed from the
legal system.
Carter adduces four important terminological arguments :
1. the use of moral criteria in grammar (hasan, 'good'; qahih,
'bad') 6 4
2. the qiyäs is a juridical method 6 5
3. the terminology of maudf etc. is derived from the study of law 66
4. a great deal of linguistic terms have a juridical connotation (e.g.,
sart, 'condition'; 'iwad, 'compensation') 67
Furthermore he points out that there were many contacts between
lawyers and grammarians. Sïbawaihi himself had started his educa" Carter,
62
Carter,
63
Carter,
64
Carter,
65
Carter,
66
Carter,
67
Carter,

1972; 1973, cf. also id , 1973b.
1972, 76-7
1972, 80; 81-2.
1972, 83, 1973, 147-50
1972, 84.
1972, 84-5; 1973, 147-8
1972, 86.
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tion as a student of law, and lawyers often needed the help of
grammarians for the explanation of linguistic subtleties in legal texts
Carter concludes that if it can be proved that the science of law
furnished the examples for Sïbawaihf s theory of speech, the Greek
hypothesis has lost its raison d'être In his view the Greek hypothesis
is a prion improbable because of the complete silence in Arabic
sources concerning any dependency on Greek examples What is
more, Greek grammar is of a completely different character
Carter's observations concerning the relations between grammar and
law in the Islamic world are certainly very plausible, but they do not
rule out Greek influence We agree with Carter that borrowing grammatical terms does not imply a total dependency, Arabic grammar
is a linguistic system in its own rights Our point is that the early
Arabic grammarians borrowed several elements from Greek grammar
in order to build their own system The argument e silentio is very
strong, indeed, but presumably religious reasons as well as patriotic
feelings played a role in this respect, and we can certainly appreciate
that grammarians were more sensitive about the purely Arabic origin
of their discipline than physicians or philosophers 68
Apparently Carter agrees with this point of view when he says
about the fundamental notions of Arabic grammar—Sibawaihi's first
set of terms— 'certains de ces termes peuvent avoir une éventuelle
origine grecque', but he adds that 'même dans le cas peu probable
où on pourrait trouver la trace de tous ces termes dans le grec ils
représentent quand même un groupe fort restreint par rapport à
l'ensemble de la terminologie du Kitäb' 69 We do not assert that
Arabic linguistic thinking was a copy of Greek grammar, but we do
believe that the instruction of Greek grammar was the model and the
starting point for Arabic grammar It is generally difficult to trace
exactly the way transmission took place, but there is an unmistakable
similarity between the two grammars in their categorization This first
influence was, of course, quite distinct from the second wave, after
the introduction of the Corpus Anstotehcum into the Islamic world
the second wave is concerned much more with linguistic method and
linguistic philosophy than the technical aspects of grammar
68

Cf below, chapter VI, notes 36-7
Carter, 1972, 80 We believe, indeed, that the Greek origin of many of the terms
in the first set may be demonstrated ism, musammo, fil (9), raf, Cräb, ¡'gam, bina',
haraka, ta'alluq, mädi, ma'nä, kaläm, qaul, 'odala, sarf faida, mu fid, sahih, mutali
(cf Carter, 1972, 83), ta'addi
69
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As for Carter's terminological arguments :
ad 1 .It is true that in describing linguistic facts Sibawaihi uses terms
that are also used for moral categories; there may be a connection with the study of law, but we must also point out that in the
Hellenistic and Byzantine periods there were many treatises about
the aretai km kakiai tes léxeôs (virtues and vices of speech), i.e.,
about correct and incorrect speech. These treatises had been an
integral part of the Stoic téchnai, and through the téchnai they
were introduced into rhetorical education. 70
ad 2.The origin of the linguistic method called qiyäs may well lie in
juridical practice. We shall try to demonstrate the connection
between the set of four criteria of scientific analysis in the Islamic
world on the one hand, and on the other hand the method of the
empiricist physicians in the Greek world. 71 Whether grammar
obtained its kind of qiyäs through law, or through another discipline, or even independently, is not very relevant. All the same,
there is the matter of chronology : according to Schacht as-Sâfi'î
was the first to codify the juridical usui, so that the question arises
whether such a system could already have existed at the time of
Sibawaihi. We would rather favour a dependency on medical
studies in this respect.
ad 3.The terminology of maudi' etc. 72 We agree with Carter that this
set of terms is a genuine Islamic invention, but we do not know
whether its grammatical application is really derived from the legal
system.
ad 4.Carter's assertion that such terms as sari (condition), 'iwad (compensation), badal (replacement), hadd (definition), hugga (argument), niyya (intention)—we might add the important term gaza
(requital, recompense; in grammar: the protasis of a conditional
period)—have a juridical flavour, is plausible enough in itself, but
the argument needs to be developed more fully.
We cannot accept the picture of a spontaneous creation of the
linguistic corpus at the hands of one man. The character of the
oldest extant grammatical literature supports much more Sezgin's
70
Barwick, 1922, 95-9. Donnei, 1967, 154-6, cf also Apoll Dysk index, s ν kakia
(mala dictio). Quint inst oral 1, 5, 1 virtules vs vina Mustaqim may be related lo
Greek orthös
71
Cf below, chapter IV
72
Cf for this terminology Weil, 19Π, 24, η 3, Carter, 1973, 147-9, below
chapter VII, η 86
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conception of the history of Arabic scientific literature, 'wonach z.B.
dem monumentalen grammatischen Werk von Sibawaihi eine vorbereitende Literatur vorangegangen sein muß und die umfangreichen
Bücher von Historikern derselben Zeit, wie z.B. ibn Ishäq und Saif
b. 'Umar, Kompilationen früherer Schriften darstellen und zahlreiche
Qur ankommentare des ersten Jahrhunderts der Higra in den späteren
Werken verarbeitet wurden'.73 We assume that Sibawaihi borrowed
a great deal from written sources, even if this borrowing took place
under the supervision of a teacher. We do not possess much information about the organization and methods of instruction and education of the early grammarians, but we suppose that Sezgin's conclusions concerning the muhaddituna and the muarrihuna are also valid
for the nahwiyyuna. Some of the terms with which Sibawaihi introduces
his quotations from earlier grammarians refer in that case to the
modality of transmission, not to the value of the contents of the
quotation.74
According to this conception the nahwiyyuna who are mentioned by
Sibawaihi—Halil ibn Ahmad, Yunus ibn Habib, Abu 'Amr ibn al-'Alä',
al-Ahfas Abu '1-Hattäb, 'Tsa ibn 'Umar a.o.75—should not be regarded
as mere amateurs interested in linguistic curiosities. According to
Reuschel a great deal of the facts and theories collected in the Kitáb
are the result of a linguistic tradition, although it is true that
Sibawaihi marks the culminating point of this tradition, and that he
represents at the same time a remarkable technical innovation in
grammatical description.76 The difference between the nahwiyyuna
—experts in traditional linguistics77—and Sibawaihi is that Sibawaihi
organizes the linguistic facts into a consistent whole. Reuschel refers
to the fact that only in the first seven chapters of the Kitäb—the
so-called Risala16—does Sibawaihi not quote any of the older gram71

Sezgm, 1967, 393
СГ Ihc table of the terms used by Sibawaihi in introducing a quotation from
Halil· Reuschel. 1959, 11 , he suggests that the difference in the terminology is indicative
of a different 'Wertung der Aussagen Halïls', ib p. 10, π 2, but cf Sezgin, 1967, 58-60;
77-9,240-1.
75
For these scholars, cf Brockelmann, GAL I, 96-8; S I, 158-60
76
Reuschel, 1959, 7-8
77
Perhaps Carter's explanation of the term nuhn in nahwiyyuna as 'façon de parler'
is correct, but he is not right in regarding the nahwiyyuna merely as interested laymen.
7
" According to Mubarak, 1963, 112-3, the Risala comprises the first seven chapters
of Sibawaihi's Kitäb (Kit 1, 1-13). Commentaries written exclusively on the Risala are
known from Zaggâgï (cf above, note 55) and also from al-Ahfas as-Sagir Cf the
remark in an editorial note in one of the mss of the Kitäb (mentioned by de Sacy,
74
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marians. This may be significant inasmuch as these first chapters
discuss precisely the fundamental notions of grammar, and mark the
beginning of a really technical grammar. In our view this achievement
was partly influenced by the growing acquaintance with Greek grammatical practice.
On the other hand Carter is certainly right in supposing that the
juridical system exercised a considerable influence upon the Arabic
grammarians of this time, just as it is true that there has always been
an intimate relationship between the two disciplines, especially in the
discussions about the usti!, the 'ilia, the qiyäs and other subjects that
touch on the methodology of the discipline. However, in this case
there is more a similarity in methods than a dependency of grammar
on law.79
In our view Arabic grammar is far from being a slavish imitation
of Greek grammar. What may be the most startlingly original trait
of Arabic grammar is that it applies the theory of a natural balance
(mizäri) to language; this results in a conception which views speech
as a harmonious structure, in which every constituent part has its
rightful place,80 which it cannot lose without repercussions in the
rest of the system, or without being compensated. This conception
is not paralleled by any Greek theory. We refer to Weil's introduction to the InsäJ for a discussion of the grammatical consequences of
this theory, and to Kraus' study about Gäbir ibn Hayyän for a
discussion of the methodological background of the theory of the
natural balance, as well as its sources.81 We are fully aware that in
trying to prove the presence of Greek influence we have given far
too little attention to this and similar aspects of the originality of
Arabic grammar.
1829, 382, line 19) that Ismâ'ïl al-Warraq copied the Risala of the Kitäh, as well as part
of Ihefail (i.e , the bob al-fa'il, the eighth chapter) (nasaha min al-Kiläb ar-risäla на-ba'd
ai-fati)
19
Mubarak, 1974\ 79-93.
80
For the terminology of 'syntactic place'· cf chapter VII, η. 86
91
Weil, 1913, 7-28; Kraus, 1942, 2, 187-303 (La théorie de la balance), (ib. 187).
'La science de la Balance ('ilm al-mizän) a pour but de réduire toutes les données de la
connaissance humaine à un système de quantité et de mesure, leur conférant ainsi un
caractère de science exacte'; cf especially the sections 3 (la balance des lettres) and 4
(la philosophie du langage); Kraus refers to theories of Galenos and Plato as the
sources of the '¡Im al-mizän

CHAPTER TWO

ARTICULATED SOUND AND ITS MEANING
'Most scholars agree in thinking fit to begin the study of
dialectics with the subject of sound' '

In this chapter we will discuss a few aspects of the relation sound
vs. meaning : the notion of a long vowel ; the term haraka ; the theory
that a change in the sounds of a word affects its meaning; and the
terminology of articulated sounds and their meaning. The phonetic
studies of the Arabs lie outside the scope of this chapter;2 it has been
suggested that the first classification of the Arabic sounds in al-HahTs
Kitäh a\-'ain was due to Indian influence since a similar classification
is used for the Indian alphabet.3
The relationship between the three vowels and the so-called huruf
al-lin wa-'l-madd, i.e., the ah/, the wäw, and the ya had already been
recognized by early grammarians: according to Sïbawaihi a word can
go eight 'ways' (magari), in other words it may have eight different
endings in declension. These eight endings form four pairs, because
the alifand the 'a', the 'w' and 'u', the 'y' and the 'i' belong together;
the fourth pair is formed by the nominal and the verbal zero
ending.4 There were two opinions as to whether the letters are original,
or the vowels,5 but the relationship between the two groups is acknowledged by both theories. The conception of a long vowel was fairly
uncommon: vowels and hurûj al-lin wa-'l-madd are related, but they
do not belong to the same category. There is a third theory, which
regarded the huruf al-lin wa-'l-madd as long vowels.
In his treatment of the declension of the dual and the plural, Ibn
al-Anbäri does not mention the theory of Ta'lab, which is mentioned
by Zaggâgï in the same context:6 Ta'lab held that the alif, the wäw,
and the ya may serve as substitutes of the vowels (abdäl al-harakät) ;
1
2
3
4
5
6

Diokles Magnes ар Diog Laert 7, 55 = SVF 2, 136 [Gl]
Cf Schaade, 1911, Cantineau, 1960, 19-25, Bravmann, 1934, Semaan, 1968
СГ Wild, 1965, 37-40
Sib Kit 1, 3, 2-3
Cf Zagg Id 123, 9-13, b Anb Asr 127,9-12
Zagg Id 141, 10-2
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in the plural zaiduna the wäw is the substitute of three 'u"s. We do
not believe that this is a mere formal or functional comparison
between two elements of speech, such as we find in other chapters of
Arabic grammar,7 but we connect this isolated observation about
Ta'lab's theory with other texts, and conclude that it forms part of a
theory which differs from the general Arabic conception of vowels
and letters.
Ibn al-Anbârï's second question in the Insäf deals with the declension of the so-called 'six words', abun, ahun, etc.8 Ibn al-Anbäri quotes
Mâzinï, who says that the series abü, abä, abi is derived from the
series abun, aban, abin by lengthening of the vowels (isba). The Arabic
term for 'lengthening' is normally used for a metrical phenomenon,
namely the lengthening of a vowel in a line for metrical reasons.9 But
we could also say that Mâzinï departs here from the current Arabic
conception : instead of 'long vowel = vowel + letter' he says 'long
vowel = vowel + vowel', or 'long vowel = lengthened short vowel'.
In that case 'u' comes from 'u + u', just as Ta'lab said.
There is proof that such a conception actually existed in the Arabic
world, and, what is more, that it was explicitly connected with Greek
theories. In the section about grammar in Hwârizmï's Mafàtih al-'ulum
there is a chapter about the ways of declension 'according to the
doctrine of the Greek philosophers' ('ala madhab jaläsifat al-yünäniyyin);10 it is probably a quotation from the work of Hunain ibn Ishäq,
who wrote about Greek and Arabic grammar.11 Hwârizmï says that
'the logical scholars of the Greek people call the nominative an
imperfect wäw, and likewise the "u" and her sisters ..., and the "i"
and her sisters are in their view an imperfect ya, and the "a" and her
sisters are in their view an imperfect ali/. But if you wish to do so,
you may also call the long, soft wäw a lengthened "u", and the long,
soft yâ' a lengthened "i", and the long alij a lengthened "a"'. 12
7
For instance the article and the idäja, which have the same function, and may,
therefore, take each other's place, i.e., they have the same maud!, though not the same
manilla.
8
b Anb. Ins. 6, 11- 12, 25
' The term isba is explained by Ibn al-Anbiri, two of his examples are also found
with Ibn Ginni, Has. 3, 136, 1, in a passage about the /itó'-theory in connection
with the declension of the dual and the plural. Possibly both authors quote from a
work of al-Mâzinï
10
Hwâr. Maf 46, 3-10
11
Cf below, chapter VI, note 23.
12
0war. Maf. 46, 4-8 [A4].
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This quotation shows that the conception of long vs. short vowels
instead of short vowels vs. short vowels + alif, wäw, ya was felt to
be connected with the declension and with Greek sources. Perhaps
this may be explained in the following way: Arabic translators and
logicians by virtue of their knowledge of the Greek language and of
Greek grammar tried to improve the theories of Arabic grammarians
by showing that the difference between zaidun and zaiduna, and
between abun and abu is nothing else than an alternation of long and
short vowels. It is quite understandable that this 'improvement' was
misunderstood in the course of time and became a separate type of
declension, or was confused with a metrical phenomenon.
Ibn. Ginni mentions as one of the reasons for the resemblance
between letters and vowels that the vowel is a small letter (har/ sagir) :
'Don't you see that some people in the past used to call the "u" the
small wäw, and the " i " the small yä\ and the " a " the small a///?' 1 3
The same terminology of the vowel as a 'small letter' is found in
Sïrâfi's commentary on the Kitäb,1* and with Gäbir ibn Hayyän. 15
Bravmann mentions a phonetic theory according to which an alif
is composed of two 'a' 's, a wäw of two 'u' 's, and a yä' of two 'i' 's,
and alif, wäw, yä* are the result of pronouncing a vowel with
isba.16
Arabic philosophers use another terminology for the sounds, taken
from Aristotle, who divides sounds into phônèenta, hèmiphôna, and
aphôna.11 In this division there is a special category for the continuous
sounds, the hèmiphôna, for which the 'r' and the 's' are given as
examples. This terminology is found in Arabic translation, for instance in Ibn Sina, who divides sounds into three groups: voiceless
sounds (sämität), i.e. the consonants; semivoiced sounds (aliati lahä
nisf saut), i.e. the fricatives; voiced sounds (musawwität), divided into
long and short voiced sounds (mamduda wa-maqsura).18 In the last
group the maqsitra are the vowels and the 'weak letters' (hurufal-'illa),

13

b Gin Has 2, 315, 7-8 [A5]
СГ. Hegazi, 1971, 71-2, the passage from
19743, 118-9.
15
Kraus, 1942, 2, 244, η. 1.
16
Bravmann, 1934, 13, quoting from 'Ali
Kitäb al-minah al-pknyya 'ala main al-Gazanvya,
17
Aristot. poet 1456 b 24-30, cf Stcinthal,
VII-VIII, and note 2
18
b Sina, Si'r, 191, 11-4.
14

Sïrâfi's Sarh is quoted by Mubarak,

ibn Sultan al-Qäri's (d. 1014/1605),
ed. Cairo, 1308 Α Η , ρ 50.
18902, I, 254 sqq.; Bravmann, 1934,
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i.e., the alif, the wäw, and the ya, and the mamduda are also called
maddät, i.e., probably the long vowels.
The theory of short vowels as 'small' (sagir) or 'imperfect' (näqis)
letters is connected by Hwârizmî with the Greek world, so that we
would expect the two terms sagir and näqis to be related with Greek
terms. In Hellenistic Greek the opposition between long and short
vowels, and between diphthongs and vowels, had completely disappeared, at least in pronunciation; in writing, the traditional orthography was strictly maintained.19 Actually, the correct spelling of the
vowels and the diphthongs formed an essential part of education and
scholarship. For this purpose lists were made of words with their
correct spelling, i.e. mainly whether to write 'o' or 'ô'; 'e' or 'ai'; 'u'
or 'oi', 'ei' or 'i' or 'è' for instance in the Herodian Epimerismoi.20
In the Epimerismoi, 'ei', 'i', and 'è' are indicated by their names
(i.e. ei diphthongos, iòta, eta). 'O' and 'ô' are referred to as о mikròn
(little о) and ô mega (big о); 'e' and 'u' are distinguished from 'ai'
and 'oi', respectively, by the addition psilon, i.e. 'bare, naked, sepa
rated from, simple'.21 Perhaps these terms mikron, and psilon are
the originals of sagir and näqis. This could explain why we find a
different terminology with Ibn Sina: he was dependent on the Aristotelian terminology, which originated at a time when the original
opposition between long and short vowels still existed.22 Hunain ibn
Ishâq and the other translators, however, learned the Greek language
as a living language. Perhaps they took the terms for the written
vowels and introduced them into Arabic grammar.
The Arabic term for vowel, haraka (movement), has up till now
been explained by only one theory, namely that of Bravmann.23
" Cf Kühner/Blass, 19663, 1, 1, 41, Anm 2; also Browning, 1969, 32-3
Herodiani Partitiones. Ed J.Fr. Boissonade. London, 1819 (Amsterdam, 1963)
cf. about the epimerismoi. Glück, 1967, 35-40. These lists ultimately derive from an
Alexandrian grammarian of the second century A.D., Herodianos, the son of Apollonios
Dyskolos.
21
Note that in the scholia on D Τ psilós is used as the opposite of dasus, i e
'pronounced with a spiritus asper' (e.g scholia D T 32-3); later о mikron, ô méga, e
psilon became names, cf. Liddel/Scott, s.v й and s ν psilós
22
Steinthal, 18912, 2, 192 sqq.; 201.
23
Bravmann, 1934, 12-8. We do not take into account the explanation mentioned
by Râzî (Maf. 1, 48, 3-7). the voice moves from one sound to another in pronouncing
a consonant with its vowel; a vowel is, therefore, a movement (haraka). Râzï himself
disagrees, since it is not the vowel itself that is the movement Cf. also Rasati Ihwän
as-Saß' (3, 136, 2): 'The movement (haraka) is the transferring (sc. of the sound)
from one place to another in a second time' (about the expression 'second time' : Bravmann, I.e.).
20
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According to Bravmann, haraka is a term from musical literature
metre and rhythm consist in the alternation of consonants with and
consonants without a vowel (huruf mutaharnka wa-sawäkin) Hence
the original meaning of haraka was 'syllable', where syllable is interpreted as consonant + vowel The term itself is a caique of the
Aristotelian kinesis, which is used in the Physica for a specific form of
change, namely the realization of something potential2* In this
context, the vowel is considered to be the necessary condition for the
realization of the consonant Fischer adds that in Greek poetical
theory one of the primary characteristics of a syllable is its movabihty, ι e , the fact that it may be compressed or extended According
to him, this movabihty is also expressed by the Arabic term 2 5 Both
authors also point to a statement made by as-Sâtibï (d 1193/590),
that the vowel is the accident ('arad) and the consonant the substance (dát), where the vowel is defined by means of logical terms 26
The fundamental failure of this theory is that it does not take into
account historical context Sïbawaihi used the term haraka long before
Aristotle's Physica became known in the Arabic world in the translation of Ishäq lbn Hunain We must also point out that, as far as
we know, nowhere in Greek logical or musical literature is kinesis
used with the meaning of 'vowel'
We propose to give another explanation with the help of Greek
data There is a striking terminological similarity between Zaggâgï's
words 'It (sc the declension) is a vowel that enters speech after the
completion of its phonetic structure' (hiya haraka dahlia 'ala Ί-kaläm
ba'da kamäl binaihi),21 and a text in the scholia on Dionysios Thrax
where a grammatical case is defined as 'a movement that occurs at
the end of a noun' (onómatos katà to télos ginoménè kinesis)28 That
24

Anstot phys 201 b 4
Fischer, 1964, 146
26
Quoted by Bravmann, 1934, 13
27
Zagg Id 72, 2-3
28
Scholia D T 383, 3-4, 550, 24, cf also praefalio, XLI, 2, and Grammatici Graeci,
IV, XXII, 12 Note the similarity between bina (phonetic structure, originally construction) and suntaxis The Greek word has among its significations also that of 'the
internal phonetic structure', e g in the title of a book written by the grammarian
Herodianos Per) suntaxeôs ton stoicheiôn (About the phonetic structure of the elementary
words), and especially in a phrase used by Apollonios Dyskolos 'the structures resulting
from these (sc from the syllables)
complete the word' (Apoll Dysk Synt 2, 7-8
About suntaxis Donnet, 1967b, 23-30) We may also quote another phrase from the
same author 'Every undeclinable part of speech has one and the same structure
(suntaxis) in each gender' (Apoll Dysk synt 316, 8-9, cf synt 488, 5-6) In later
Greek, suntaxis is also used with the same concrete meaning as bina possesses in
25

24
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haraka and the grammatical term kinesis are related may also be
deduced from another parallel: the Greek word kineisthai is used in
the sense of 'to be declined',29 and the word akinètos sometimes has
the meaning 'undeclined';30 in Arabic we find the word mutaharrik
(set in motion) with the meaning 'declined'.31 That· this word was
already used at an early time is proved by a quotation from al-Halïl:
'Al-Halïl was asked about the nominative, why it is used for the agent,
and he answered: the nominative is the first "movement", and the
agent is the first "moved", and so they used the first movement to
indicate the first moved'.32 This text also shows that the notion of
movement was really felt to be connected with the declension.
It is not so strange that the word for vowel should be derived from
the theory about the declension, if we consider that the primary
motive of the Arabic grammarians was to preserve the Qur an from
corruption. This corruption was mostly the result of a wrong use of
the case endings: we fully appreciate this when we read the stories
about Abu '1-Aswad ad-Du'alï!33 Haraka as an equivalent of the
Greek grammatical term kinesis was then originally the vowel par
excellence, namely that vowel which indicates the cases : hense it came
to be used as a general term for vowel. Elias of Tirhan, a Syrian
grammarian (d. 1049/441) defines grammar as 'the knowledge of the
movements of the nouns, the verbs, and the particles'.34 Even if the
Syriac word zau'ä or mettezi'änütä (movement) is a caique of the
Arabic term, and not a translation of the Greek kinesis, Elias' definition still proves that there did exist a definition of grammar in terms
of movements, i.e. the case endings.
It is quite understandable that the term haraka was taken by later
grammarians to indicate a real movement, for instance in the explana-

Arabic. for instance in an inscription from Ephesos 'the construction of the door-way'
{he iiintaxis Ιού penthurou), Liddcl/Scott, s ν Note also the similarity in meaning
between the Greek word lelos and the Arabic word kamäl (completion) The word
kamäl was already used for related words such as leleioies, enlelécheia (Daiber, 1968,
77). and a confusion between telos = end and lélos = fulfilment is easy to imagine
29
Scholia D T 230, 26, Sophr in Thcod 2, 418, 17-8
"' Scholia D T 427. 11, Apoll Dysk pron 70. 17, 71, 2, el passim
M
'Abd al-Gabbâr, M ugni, 7, 205, 13 Abu Häsim is quoted as saying mutaharrik
hi-raf ан-nash ан-garr (set in motion by the nominative or the accusative or the
genitive)
32
Al-Halïl ар Zagg Mag 253, 12-4 [A6]
" Cf above, ch I, note 24. and e g Zagg Id pp 89-90
,4
Merx. 1889, 155
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tion of the names of the cases.35 They may have been influenced by
the fact that vowels were also called 'voiced' (musawwität),36 and that
a sound, according to Stoic doctrine, is a body because it moves.37
The ultimate consequence of this interpretation is found in the writings
of the Hebrew grammarian Marwän ibn Ganah, who compares the
vowels to the three principal movements in the physical world, and
classifies them accordingly.38
In the introduction of Weil's edition of Ibn al-Anbäri's Insäf there
is a long excursus about the various phonetic rules which were used,
especially by the Basrians, to explain changes in words, and deviations
from the norm. These phonetic rules were axiomatic and they were
accepted as an ultimate explanation of phonetic change.39 Three
procedures are mentioned by Weil: change of a letter (qalb), metathesis (naql), and elision (hadj). A fourth procedure certainly existed :
the addition of a letter (ziyäda).*0 This system of phonetic rules is
called i'läl*x i.e., an affection of the word, a deformation, which
makes the word 'ill', as it were: essentially it is an offence against the
laws of speech, against the harmony that ought to reign in linguistic
structure—which is evidently thought of as an organic whole. Such
affections are allowed in the case of poetry, when a poet has to
change the form of a word for metrical reasons.42 But apart from
poetry, such an offence can be tolerated only when there is a very
good reason for a phonetic change, for instance when a change will
make the word easier to pronounce. Even then, the change remains an
'illness', which makes the word unfit to be used in a grammatical
analogy: the word remains a deviation from the norm. A word which
35

Zagg ld PP 93-4
"• b Sina. Si'r, ρ 31
17
SVF 2, 140, this doctrine was known (o the Arabs through the translation of the
Piatila Philowphorum, cd Daibcr, pp 278-80, cf below, notes 44, 69, 70
3B
Bacher, 1970-, 9. Ibn Ganâh, Opuscules, 275-6. cl Chomsky's notes on Kimhi's
Mikhhl, ρ 32, η 12
19
Weil, 1913. 10 'Die Gesetze der Laulphysiologie, die die Araber schon früh
aufgestellt haben, gelten als unbedingt gilligc Erklärungen von Abweichungen'
40
Cf for instance the huruj az-zatda, the additional letters Ibn Ginnï uses this
category to explain the 'n' in the word 'unbar, which is derived from the radicals '-h-r.
Has 3, 66
41
Cf Zagg Id pp 60, 4-5, 11-2 sahha, iihha and i'talla, i'liläl Ibn Ginni uses
the expression i'liläl bi-'l-qalb (an illness as the result of a change). Has 1, 377, 17-8,
ΠαΙ hi-'l-had/, ib 2, 155, 7
42
This is called claruru (Weil, 1913, 28). e g b Anb Ins 203, 9, 228. 18 In
classical literature we find the term netessitas for the same phenomenon, e g Quint
inst 1, 6, 2
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is not affected by any of these changes is called 'sound' {sahih). In
Syriac grammar the same terminology exists. We find there a distinction between words which are sound {Mima), and words which are ill
(kriha), just as in Arabic grammar.43 It is our contention that Syriac
and Arabic terminology were influenced by a similar doctrine in Greek
grammar. In that case, of course, the Syrians played an intermediary
role in the contact between Arabic and Greek grammar.
In Greek grammar we are frequently confronted with the doctrine
of the 'affections of speech' {pàthè tes léxeôs, tes phônès), which
describes phonetic change in words in terms of four categories. These
categories were borrowed from the Peripatetic terminology of physical
change, which distinguished between four categories: addition {prosthesis), elision {aphairesis), transfer {metathesis), change {enallagè). It is
no coincidence that these were borrowed by Stoic philosophers, since
Stoic philosophers tended to compare linguistic facts with parallels
from the physical world.*4 The same tendency existed in Basrian
grammar: speech is the mirror of the physical world, the same laws
apply therefore to both speech and nature.45 This specific conception
of speech as a replica of nature—which in the case of the Stoa was
caused by their materialistic philosophy : speech is part of the physical
world, sound is a body46—resulted in both grammars in the same
terminology : pàthè and 'Hal are related in meaning. In both Greek and
Arabic grammar it was customary to regard a word which did not
undergo any change at all as being 'sound', i.e. not affected by any
alteration.47
The Stoic method of analyzing phonetic processes is also used in
Latin grammar, which provides us with a few more details. Varrò
43

Tarazi, 1969, 115
Barwick, 1922, 98' 'Sie (sc the Stoics) haben eine auch für uns noch erkennbare
Neigung gehabt, die Verhaltnisse der Sprache mit den Dingen der körperlichen Natur
in Parallele zu stellen, eine Neigung, die man ohne weiteres versteht, da nach stoischer
Lehre, das Grundelemenl der Sprache, die phônè, ein soma ist (Diog Laert VII 55)'
About the physical categories. Barwick, ib , 96-9, especially p. 96, note 5, with loci
from Greek literature concerning the division into four categories; cf also van den Bergh,
1954, 2, 2, 27.
45
Weil, 1913, 7 + note 1· "Die Sprache ist nach streng bayrischer Auffassung ein
treuer Spiegel der Erscheinungen, Dinge und Begriffe, die sie zum Ausdruck bringt
Daher mussen in ihr dieselben Gesetze wie im Denken, in der Natur und im Leben zu
beobachten sein'.
46
Cf above, note 44; below, notes 69, 70
47
Eg. Theodosios, 14, 4, 14, 10 apatht-s, Apoll Dysk adv 156, 11, 160, 3, 200, 22
hugiès (phonetically correct)
44
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says: 'For (changes) are caused by the elision or the addition of
letters, and also by their transposition or their change, likewise by the
lengthening or shortening of syllables, and finally by their elision or
loss'.48 The Stoic origin of the system is also proved by Varro's
remark: 'Chrysippos and Antipatros ..., who both write that words
are derived from other words in such a way, that some words take on
letters, other words drop them, still other words change them'.49 The
conception of phonetic laws as physical events which come about in
a mechanical way, is of course older: we find it already in Plato's
Cratylus.50
There is another, later, development of this doctrine in Greek
grammar, which is usually connected with the name of the grammarian
Tryphon, who lived in the first century B.C.51 He used the same
categories as the Stoa did,52 but he connected a change of sound with
a corresponding change of meaning: the sounds suffer together with
the meaning, as he put it : 'Limos (famine), the lacking of provisions.
Limos comes from the verb leipô (to leave behind), future lei'psô; it
should have been written with a diphthong (se. leimos), but the same
happened to the sounds as to the meaning. The word indicates a lack,
and that is the reason why it lacks a sound as well. Thus Tryphon'.53
We may compare with this the words of the scholiast on Dionysios
Thrax : The form epoioun (I was doing) contains more of the past than
the form poiô (I do)'. 54 Here the additional 'e' in the imperfect tense
is explained from the grammatical meaning of the word. The difference
49
Varrò De L.L 5, 6: Lillerarum enim fit demplione aut addinone et propter earum
traiectionem aut commutationem, item syllaharum producitene aut correptione, dem que
adiectione aut deireclione, cf Quinl. insl. 1, 5, 6 where the categories are listed as
follows adiedlo, detract io, immutano, transmutatie.
49
Varrò De L.L. 6, I = SVF 2, 154: Chrysippus et Antipater .... qui omnes verba
ex verbis ita declinan scribunl, ut verba Hileras alia assumant, aba mutant, aba commutent...
,0
Plato, Crai 394 В [G 2] : 'In the same way, perhaps, the expert оГ words
considers their power, and he is not disconcerted, when a letter is added or trans
ferred or taken away, or when the power of the word finds its expression in com
pletely different letters.', cf. Gentinelta, 1961, 112 sqq
51
Steinthal, 18902, I, 346 sqq An edition of Tryphon's fragments has been published
by A de Velsen in 1853 (1965). According to others the theory is much older. Barwick, 1957, 57
52
According to this theory, words may change by addition (pleonasmos), elision
(sunkopè), change (metabolè), or metathesis (trope) Tryphon uses the term pallié for
these phenomena, e.g. frg. 131, pp. 97-8
53
Tryphon, frg 130, ρ 97 [G3], another example, Barwick, 1957, 56-7
54
Bekker, AG, II, 891, quoted by Steinlhal, 18902, 1, 311, note [G4]
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with ordinary sound symbolism is that this doctrine of Tryphon does
not explain the meaning of a word by means of the sounds of that
word, but that it seeks to give an explanation of the change of one
form into another in terms of the change in meaning. There is, of
course, a certain .relationship with the doctrine of the significant value
of sounds, as it is found in the Cratylus, in so far as each sound is
believed to contribute to the formation of the meaning.55 Both doctrines are found in Arabic grammatical works. In Ibn Ginnï's Hasais
we find three chapters that deal with the subject of the relations
between sounds and meaning: 'Chapter on sounds that follow the
meaning',56 'Chapter on the strength of the sound as corresponding
with the strength of the meaning',57 'Chapter on sounds that imitate
the meaning'.58 Ibn Ginni says: 'As for the correspondence between
the words and those events that are symbolized by their sounds, this
is a large subject ..., namely that they (sc. the Arabs) very often make
the sounds of the letters correspond to the events expressed by those
letters. They treat the events and the letters alike, and they try to
imitate the events with the letters'.59 Suyuti quotes these remarks
about sounds that imitate the meaning of the word,60 and in the same
context he also deals with the theory of 'Abbäd ibn Sulaimän, according to whom there is a natural relationship (munâsaba іаЬГіууа)
between words and meanings;61 this brings us to the theories con
cerning the origin of speech and the epistemological value of words.
A good example of the way in which Ibn Ginnl's theory about the
correspondence between sound and meaning operates is that of the
words hadm (to eat) and qadm (to crunch something dry) : 'An example
of this are the expressions hadm and qadm, because hadm is used for
eating fresh herbage ... and qadm for eating something hard and dry ...
They chose the letter 'h' to indicate the softness of the fresh herbage,
and the letter 'q' to indicate the hardness of the dry things, in
order to imitate the sounds which are heard when we observe these
62
actions". Here we are dealing with ordinary sound symbolism, very
55
СГ Sokrates' remarks concerning the value of the various sounds, Crat. 426 C427 D ; cf Sleinthal, 18902, 1, 129
56
b. Gin. Has. 2, 145 {Bab p lasäqub al-aljäz li-tawqub al-ma'äni).
51
Ib. 3, 264 (Bobβ quviwal al-lafz li-quwwat al-ma'na).
58
lb 2, 152 (Bobβ imsäs al-alfäz asbâh al-ma'änt).
54
Ib, 2, 157,9-11 [A7].
60
Suy. Muzh 1, 31-35.
61
СГ chapter IX, note 65.
62
b Gin. Has. 2, 157, 13- 158, 2, quoted by Râzï, Maf 1, 22, 14 sqq (Râzï mentions
his source) [A 8].
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similar indeed to the remarks made by Sokrates in the Cratylus, but
the doctrine is also used for grammatical purposes. In that case we
are not comparing two words on the same level, but one primitive,
original word, and a secondary form that is derived from it. A good
example of this is the explanation of the reduplication of the second
radical of a verb as a sign of the repetition of the action expressed
by the verb. 63
It goes without saying that such a theory is founded on the belief
that words are not arbitrarily chosen, but that they actually express
the essence of the things denoted, in other words, that every word is
'invented' (wuçii'a) for a specific reason, and that there is a natural
relationship between words and objects. 64 When a word is changed
after the first imposition (awwal al-wad), this indicates a change in
meaning, and this change must be explained, otherwise the change of
the sounds could not be justified. Sometimes we find the argument of
the 'frequency of use' (katr al-isti'mäl) as an explanation of the
change of a word, but this argument was not accepted by all grammarians. 65
The conclusion of our discussion is that Greek grammarians with
their etymological theories exercised a certain influence upon their
Arabic colleagues, who developed the theory in their own way.
Probably the structure of the Arabic language, with its clear-cut
patterns, helped the Arabic grammarians considerably in their efforts
to build up a system of rules that could explain the changes in
sound occurring in actual speech. In building up this system they made
use of the principles they had received from Greek grammar. Our
thesis is that this influence was already being felt at the time of
Sibawaihi, in view of the fact that Ibn Ginnï mentions al-Halïl in his
chapters about sounds that imitate the meaning of the word. In the
phonetic chapters of Sïbawaihi's Kitäb the term mutali is already a
frequently used technical term, and it is also used by al-Halïl,
according to one tradition. 66
The terminology of sound and its relation to meaning is of great
interest to a better understanding of the views of Arabic gramma63

b. Gin Has 2, 155. 3 sqq
According to Stoic theory, words in the first imposition were imitations of reality,
cf. chapter IX
65
Weil, 1913, 11-2 asserts that it is not a Basrian principle and that the Basrians
refused to accept it, but cf b. Anb. Ins 173, 7 and al-Halîl ар. b. Gin Has 3, 35, 11
66
Sib. Kit 2, 355; 362; 368 et passim, Wild, 1965, 35, 94
64
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nans, 67 it also gives us the opportunity to illustrate their relations
with the Greek world We will discuss below the opposition maná/
lafz,6B here we will occupy ourselves with the term saut (sound) and
the classification of sounds—not, though, according to their various
phonetic properties, but according to their semantic value
First we must consider the Greek data, which we assume to represent
to a large degree the Stoic theory According to the Stoics sound is a
body,69 which comes into being as the result of a percussion of the air:
'Sound is air which is struck, or (it is) what is perceived especially by
the ear, as Diogenes the Babylonian says in his treatise about sound' 70
The most important subdivision of sounds was the division into sounds
produced by an act of will (1 e human speech), and sounds which are
produced instinctively (1 e sounds produced by animals) Only the first
group of sounds may receive the attribute 'meaningful' (sèmantikós)
It goes without saying that human speech is always articulated and
that it can be written (which in Stoic terminology amounts to the same
thing) 71 Animal sound, on the other hand, is never a carrier of
meaning, even though it may be considered articulated at times 72
Moreover, there are sounds which are produced in the form of
meaningless and unarticulated noises, which cannot be written down
(i.e., the sounds proper, produced by inanimate objects): 'The sound
of an animal is air which is hit instinctively, (the sound) of a man is
articulated and intentionally pushed out, as Diogenes says' 73 'Speech,
according to the Stoics, as Diogenes says, is a sound which can be
written down, like hèméra (day) ; language is meaningful sound, which
is intentionally produced, like hèméra estí (it is day) ... Sound differs
from speech, because sound may also be a noise, but speech can only
be something articulated. Speech differs from language, because language is always meaningful, whereas speech, unlike language, may also
be meaningless, like blituri\1A
67

Cf also Loucel, 1963, 263-4, 201-2
Cf chapter X
69
SVF 2, 140-2, 3, 213, 2. cf scholia D T 181, 4 sqq , SVF 3, 212, 29 sqq
70
SVF 3, 212, 23-5 [G5], cf SVF 2, 138, 139, 142, Sen Quaest nat 2, 6
71
Barwick, 1957, 11, Steinthal, 18902, 1, 291, Diomedes, 2, 413 ed Keil
72
Even about the articulateness of animal sounds there existed some disagreement,
cf SVF 2, 135, 2, 734, and Pohlenz, 1939, 194, note 1 The speech of animals
formed one of the basic issues in the discussion about the 'inner' and the 'outer'
speech (cf chapter X, note 18) Most of the later Stoics conceded that, for instance,
parrots do have a voice which can produce articulated noises, but according to Stoic
doctrine animals can never communicate a meaning
73
SVF 3, 212, 25-7 [G6]
74
lb 213, 5-21 [G7]
68
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In the scholia on Dionysios Thrax we find a schematic elaboration
of this system: 'articulated' is used in the sense of 'meaningful',75 and
a new category is added, consisting of those sounds which can be
written down : 'Let it be known that some sounds are articulated and
have a spelling, like our own; some of them are not articulated, nor
can they be spelled, like the crackling of a fire or the sound of a
falling stone or a piece of wood; some of them are not articulated,
but they can be spelled, like imitations (of the sounds) of irrational
animals, e.g. brekekéx (sc. the sound of a frog), or koi, the sound of a
pig: the sound itself is not articulated, in so far as we do not know
what it means, but it does have a spelling, in so far as it can be
written down; still other (sounds) are articulated, but they do not
have a spelling, such as the sound of whistling: the sound itself is
articulated, in so far as we know what it means—for instance "and
whistling he gave a sign to the brilliant Diomedes (Horn. К 502)"—,
but it has no spelling in so far as we cannot write it down'. 76 Because
of the synonymity of 'articulated' and 'meaningful' there is no place
in this classification for the articulated speech of some animals, e.g.
parrots, which is meaningless in spite of its articulateness. Imita
tions of the sounds of animals appear as meaningless sounds with a
spelling, which is quite reasonable, when we consider the fact that
'with a spelling' (engrammatos) only indicates that such and such a
sound can be reproduced in writing with normal letters. The category
of 'whistling'—i.e. a sound which is articulated, but does not have a
spelling—may be explained as a misunderstanding on the part of the
scholiast: what he meant to say was that the sound of whistling
cannot be reproduced in writing, but that the word which is used to
indicate this sound is meaningful; he then confused the two state
ments, thereby completing his classification.
A similar division of the sounds is adopted by Ammonios, but he
uses 'articulated' again with the sense of 'writable', in accordance with
the Stoic use. 77 He says: 'It follows that some sounds are meaningful,
75

Scholia D.T. 181, 23-7.
lb. 18-27 [G 8].
17
Amm. comment, in Aristot. de interpret. 31, 3-5 ed. Busse; also Joh. Dam. D ,
5, 1-27; cf. Zinn, 1974, who translates agrammatos with 'not resolvable into discrete
units of speech-sound', identifying the grommata with phonemes. We agree, but have
retained the translation 'not having a spelling' in order not to confuse the terminology
As a matter of fact, we may safely state that prior to the beginning of phonology only
phonemes were used and (implicitly) known ; the real discovery of phonology has been
that the chain of phonetic events was endless and variable. In order to reestablish a
76
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while they can be written down, like human speech ; some sounds are
meaningful, though they cannot be written down, like the barking
of a dog; other sounds are meaningless, but they can be written
down, like the word biituri; still other sounds are meaningless and they
cannot be written down, like a whistle which is produced for no
reason at all and not for purposes of communication, or like the
imitation of the sound of some animal'.78 We observe in the first
place that Ammonios attributes to dogs a meaningful, though not
'writable' sound, unlike the Stoics, who grant to animals at the utmost
an articulated, never a meaningful speech. This is, however, in accordance with the Peripatetic doctrine that animals, too, use their voices
to express a meaning.79 But when we try to imitate these animal
sounds, they remain sounds which cannot be written down, and
which, moreover, lose their original meaning. In the second place, we
find that Ammonios' primary division is made into meaningful and
meaningless sounds. This brings words like biituri into another category than human speech.
The Stoic opinion that sound is a body, is found in the Arabic
translation of the Piacila Philosophorum.80 This materialistic doctrine
was taken over by Nazzâm (d. 231/846),81 a Mu'tazilite whose affinity
with Stoic philosophy in various respects has been demonstrated by
Horowitz.82 The Stoic definition of sound as the result of a percussion of the air is found in a number of authors in the Arabic world,
who have in common that they used Greek logical and physical
theories: Ibn Sina, the Ihwân as-Safa', and 'Abd al-Gabbär.83 'Abd
al-Gabbär also gives us his ideas about the classification of sounds:
'The principle of this chapter is that sound in general is produced in
different ways: it may be produced as sound proper,84 not articulated;
sound basis for the study οΓ these events it was necessary to formulate exactly and
explicitly the operational function of the phoneme It is, of course, absurd to suppose
that, prior to modern enlightenment, all grammarians confused letter and sound, cf
Caron, 1947 A very good analysis of the mediaeval concept intera in Bcncdiktsson,
1972, 41-86
78
Amm comment in Aristot de interpret 41, 12-6 [G 9]
79
Pohlenz, 1939, 191 sqq
80
Plac Phil 277, 17
81
Ap Razi, Maf I, 29, 7
82
Horowitz, 1903, 1909, 8-33
83
b Sin ap Râzï, Maf 1, 29, 3-4, RasäU 3, 123, 10-1, also p. 132, 'Abd
al-Gabbär, Mugnï, 7, 12, 7-8
84
Correuing tentatively mufid into muaawad, cf below Saut muqavyad should be
translated by "specific sound', muqa\ \ad is synonymous with mu'avvan, cf b Anb Ins
103, 7
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it may be an articulated sound in general; and it may be articulated,
and then either be connected or interrupted; 8 5 it may be produced
»о form one or more letters, but sometimes it is produced as some
thing which cannot be described thus, for instance the creaking of a
door: even though it consists in something with the same nature as
some of the letters, it is only recognized as such when the sound is
produced in a place with a definite acoustic structure, such as the
structure of the mouth. 8 6 There is also a remark about the speech
of birds : 'Therefore (sc. because it is meaningless), the speech of birds
is not called language, even though it consists sometimes in two or
more letters in a definite order'. 8 7
To begin with his last remark about the speech of birds: 'Abd
al-Gabbar apparently agrees with the Stoics that animals can imitate
human speech, and that, therefore, their speech can be written down
and is also articulated. ββ This speech, however, can never be meaning
ful (mufìd), since animals do not possess reason.
The rest of the sounds are divided into sounds proper, which cannot
be articulated, and articulated sounds, which may or may not have a
spelling. Our emendation of the text seems to be unavoidable, because
if language alone is meaningful, and if language consists in letters in a
definite order, 89 and if these letters have to be articulated sounds,
then a sound which is not articulated, but does have a meaning, is
hardly conceivable. The examples of the two subdivisions of the
articulated sounds—those which have a spelling, and those which
cannot have one—are the same as in the scholia on Dionysios Thrax :
on the one hand we have human speech, which can be written down,
and on the other hand we have a sound which as a sound cannot be
written down, but as the word which denotes that sound, is articulated, i.e. meaningful. In both cases the misunderstanding arises from
the confusion between the sound and the word that denotes it. The
expression 'a definite acoustic structure' is matched by the Stoic
descriptions of the nature of sound and speech. 90

HS

For an explanation of these terms Rasali, 3. 137. sqq
"" 'Abd al-Gabbar. Mugni. 7, 6. 16- 7, 2 [A9]
87
lb 6. 14-5 [A 10] The "speech of birds' (mannq al-iair) Qur'ân, 27/16
Ββ
ΙΓ sounds can be written down, they are also articulated, cf Mugni, 7, 11-2
* . (speech) cannot be letters in a definite order, without at the same time being
articulated sounds' [All]
"" Mugni, 7,6. 11-2.
"° СГ SVF 2. 44, 15-6, 2, 227, 35-7, 2, 258, 32 sqq
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The classification of sounds that we have discussed here uses the
same categories of articulateness and spelling as the Stoic division.
There is another division—found in the Rasa il Ihwän as-Sqfä and in
Räzi's Mafätih91—, namely into animal and non-animal sounds. In
this division there is also a place for interjections, which are classified
as those human sounds which cannot be expressed by letters, or as
those human sounds which do not convey a meaning. One of the
technical meanings of the word saut (sound) is indeed 'interjection'.
Another important resemblance between Greek and Arabic theories
is provided by the distinction between 'speech' {lexis) and 'language'
(logos) on the level of human speech, which is so characteristic for
Stoic linguistics, and which turns out to have been known in the
Arabic world. Ibn Ginni writes: 'As for language (kaläm), this is
every self-sufficient expression, which communicates its own meaning.
This is what the grammarians call "sentences" (gumal), such as zaid
ahüka (Zaid is your brother), qäma muhammad (Muhammad stood
up) ... As for speech, (qaul), essentially it is every expression which
is uttered by the tongue, be it complete or incomplete. Complete
speech is communicative—I mean the sentences—..., while incomplete
speech is not, such as zaid, muhammad, in (if) ... Every language is
speech, but not every speech is language'.92
The distinction between complete speech (qaul lamm) and incomplete
speech (qaul näqis) is identical with· the Stoic lektà autotelè and lek ta
ellipè:9ì the similarity in terminology is striking.94 The Stoic example
of a meaningless word—i.e. a word which is speech, though not
language—, blituri occurs in an Arabic source, namely in the notes
of al-Hasan ibn Suwar (d. 942/331) on the Arabic translation of
Aristotle's Categoriae: here it has the form balantur.95
The word that we have translated with 'communicative' is mufld;
this attribute may be applied only to complete sentences which consist
minimally of a verb with its subject. A verb and its subject form a

"

Rasâ'il, 3, 123-4, Râzî. Maf 1, 21, 19 sqq
b Gin. Oas 1, 17, 9-16 [A 12]
93
SVF 2, 58, 29-30, 2, 61, 25-6
94
Ellipès = náqn; autoielès = muslaqiH β najvhi As the exact equivalent for
autotelès we regard the term mufid. which means in our interpretation 'completing,
realizing', cf below Musiaqill /; nafsihi is a translation of the Greek term, not a
caique
95
Ed Georr, 361 antepcn.(the vocalization is hypothetical), cf chapter VI, note 38,
and Walzer, 19632, 72
92
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sentence that is independent and yields meaning (β'ida).96. The term
fä'ida indicates an independent meaning that is self-sufficient; it is
connected with other words from the same radicals 'f-y-d'. The fourth
form of the verb, afäda, means 'to do someone a service, to give
property to someone', or 'to derive profit from' (in this sense it is
synonymous with the tenth form istafäda); the masdar ifäda means
'advantage, usefulness'. Afäda is also a technical term with the sense
of 'to transmit something, to express'; it may be said about the
transmission of science, an opinion, knowledge, a meaning, 97 or about
the expression of grammatical categories, for instance of the tenses,
or of determination. 98 Goichon translates afäda with 'il donna', and
consequently, ifäda with 'don, acquisition' : (Ibn Sina) 'l'acquisition de
l'existence par la nécessité d'être (ifädat al-wugüd li-wugüb al-wugüd).99
We believe that in all examples quoted, afäda also expresses the
actualizing of something potential, the realization or the completion
of something.
In the technical vocabulary of 'Abd al-Gabbär, afäda is used for
persons : speech is only possible when it is produced by someone who
'talks sense' (yufìdu).100 A similar use is found in grammatical writings,
when the verb is used absolutely: this or that word 'imparts a meaning',
'completes the meaning of the utterance' (yujìdu), for instance when
it is said that 'the particle only means something in conjunction with
two words' (al-harf lä yufìdu illa bi-kalimataini).101 In this sense
ifäda may come very close to ma'nä, for instance when ibn Hisam
says that speech consists in two parts: the phonetic expression (lafz),
and the semantic function (ifäda).102

96

Zag|. Id. 119, 18-9 (wa-'l-fTIwa-'l-fä'il ¿umla yustagnä bihä wa-taqa'u bihä'I-Jä'ida)
Yufìdu Ί-'ilm (b Anb Lum 33, 2; 34, 2); yufìdu 'z-zann (lb. 34, 1), yufìdu
ma'rifa (Far Sarh, 53, 19); yufìdu Ί-ma'nä (b. Anb. Ins. 72, 7-8, As'ari, Iblna, 44, 10;
Suy Muzh 1, 16, 13: ifädat al-lafz ΙιΊ-ma'nä). Ishäq ibn Hunain translates the Greek
verb phôtizem with vufidu 'd-dau (ap Gätje, 1971, 147, 12-6) Cf. van Ess, 1966, 447,
s v. ('einbringen').
98
Ifädat al-azmma (b Gin. Has 1. 375, 9); at-la rif (b. Anb Asr 93, 6) Cf Suy
Muzh 1, 25, 15-6 'the fact that qäma 'n-näs expresses the predication of the standing
up to all of them' (ijädat qäma 'n-näs al-ihbär Ιι-qiyäm gami ¡him).
99
Goichon, 1938, 288, s ν ifäda We would prefer to translate 'realization' (cf in the
same lemma 'faire acquérir l'être, donner l'être à une chose qui n'a pas en soi cet
être')
100
'Abd al-Gabbâr, Mugnï, 7, 6, 14; 7, 9, 16-7, 7, 10, 9 sqq.; 7, 48, 9-10; 7, 63, 18-9;
7, 101, 20-1, 7, 102, 3; 7, 182,9-12; 7, 183, 16
10
' b Anb Lum. 51, 7-8; cf Zagg. Id. 55, 1-4
102
b His. Awd. I, 11,2-3.
97
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A sentence which contains everything it needs, a complete sentence,
is called mufid: only kaläm can be called mufid, unlike the qaul, which
may be gair mufìd.103 In this sense, mufid is equivalent to the Greek
term autotelès, which is used to indicate the quality that separates
lexis from logos. The literal meaning of autotelès is something like
'self-accomplished, complete in itself, realized by itself. 104 The product
of a mufid sentence coming from a mufid person, or, in other terms,
the result of the process of ifäda is the fa ida. Fa ida is the meaning
of the sentence, which can only be conveyed by a complete sentence,
not by a string of loose words. Completeness should be understood
in this context as syntactic completeness: the verb and the agent are
the minimum constituents of an independent sentence that makes a
complete sense. 105 In Greek grammar this complete meaning is called
autotc4eia.l0b
The tenth form of the verb, istafäda, means 'to receive, to acquire',
for instance 'with the "m" and the wäw of the form maful you obtain
a specific meaning (tastafidu bi-mim maful wa-wäwihi ma'nan mahsusan). ' ° 7 The meaning resulting from this is mus tafäd (realized, acquired,
complete). Goichon translates 'c'est ce qui est donné par le mufid et
acquis par le mustafta".108 It indicates what is received from outside,
and what completes and realizes a potential quality: (Ibn Sina) 'things
imagined by the mind, under the influence of something from outside'
(umur tusuwwirat fi 'd-dihn mustafäda min härig).109 We may also
refer to a technical term in Islamic psychology 'aql mustafäd, i.e. ho
thiirathen nous: the 'aql hayüläni in so far as it is realized by the
'aql Ja'äl, that is, by a factor not coming from itself, but from
outside. 110
103

Cf. above, noie 93
Dion. Thr 22, 4-5; SVF 2, 166, 2, 181, 2, 187; a synonym of amoleles is télelos,
cf. also Donnet, 1967, 150-3
105
Cf. Zagg. Id. 119, 17- 120, 4, and below, chapter VII, note 101. Lane, s.v.,
translates faida with 'utility as expressive of a meaning, or as contributing to the
expression there of; meaning, import, complete meaning'.
106
Donnet, 1967, 150-3
107
b Gin Has 2, 481, 13-4; cf Suy Muzh. 1, 25, 19; b. Gin. Has. 1, 300, 1:
yusta/ädu ma'nan (a meaning is obtained).
108
Goichon, 1938, 289, s ν mustafäd.
109
Goichon, 1938, 290.
110
Hwär Maf. 135, 2, cf. Hunain b. Ishâq's translation ар. Badawî, 1971, 35, 4;
cf ib pp. 36-7 with Alexandras of Aphrodisias' treatise Perì noù, Scripta Minora, 1,
106-113, ed. Bruns, Berlin, 1887, for' the psychological theories: Gätje, 1965, 277.
Finnegan, 1957, discusses the connection between mustafäd and the Greek term epiktètos, pp. 147-8.
104
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We believe that 'f-y-сГ is equivalent to the meanings espresseci
by the Greek verb telein; the Arabic root is singularly suited for the
translation of the Greek verb, since both verbs indicate a relation
of giving, paying, as well as a completion, a realization. Probably the
first term to be used in this context in the Arabic world was mufid
as the translation of au totales (or téleios). The philosophical terms
mustafäd, a/äda etc. must be a later development. It is interesting that
télos in the sense of 'use, aim, goal' of a science is translated with
faida.1"
Another trace of the Stoic theory about the logos is found in
observations about the development of speech and reason—in Stoic
terminology translated both by the word logos. Jamblichos tells us
that according to the Stoics the logos is not immediately realized at
the time of birth, but that it takes fourteen years to build it up. 1 1 2
The number of fourteen years is mentioned by Diogenes the Babylonian in his definition of language 'which is completed after fourteen
years'. 113 A number of seven years is given in the Piacila Philosophorum in the chapter about the question 'How do perception, insight, and the internal logos come into being?'. 114 The answer is that
the internal logos is formed in the course of seven years, which is
evidently the first phase of a process that results in the possession of
both inner and outer logos (i.e. both reason and speech). This passage
in the Piacila Philosophorum, or rather its translation by Qustä ibn
L ü q ä " 5 may have been the source for Gazzâlï 116 and Râzï, 117 who
mention the same division of human life into periods of seven years. 118
111

Cf. below, chapter VII, noie 18.
SVF 2, 835, сГ. also Zenon, SVF 1, 149
113
Diog Laert. 7, 55 = SVF 3, 212, 27-8 A number of fourteen years, necessary
for the maturing of the mind, is mentioned by Poseidonios, a later Stoic ( ± 150 A D ),
according to a quotation by Galenos (de a(T. dign 8. 3 (ρ 29.9 de Boer = p. 41, 10 К ),
cf Walzer, 19632, 162
1,4
SVF 2, 83, for the term endiálhesn. cf Pohlenz, 1939, 193, and chapter X,
note 18
115
Plac. Phil. 71, 17. Daiber's translation 'Woche' is to be corrected into 'Hebdomade' according to the data given here.
116
Gazz Ihyä, 4. 9, 1 11; Munqid, 41, 15, ed. transi. F Jabre, Beyrouth, 1959.
" 7 Razï, Maf in sura 12/22, ρ 111, 5 sqq
118
Also van den Bergh, 1954, 198-9
1,2

CHAPTER THREE

THE THEORY OF GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES
'Children should know in the first place how to decline
nouns and verbs, for otherwise it is impossible for them
lo reach an understanding of the rest ' '

A. THE PARTS OF SPEECH AND STBAWAIHI'S DIVISION
At first sight the division into three parts of speech (aqsäm al-kaläm)
in Arabic grammar seems to be a blueprint of the Aristotelian division
into noun (onoma), verb (rhèma), and particle (súndesmos). This was
already suggested by Merx, but he pointed out the resemblance to
Aristotle and Greek logic exclusively, without taking into account
Greek grammar.2 While it is true that there is an undeniable superficial parallelism between the Aristotelian and the Arabic tripartition
—a parallelism noticed by Arabic authors as well3—it cannot be
denied that there is a great difference between the Aristotelian logical
division and the Arabic grammatical division, especially when we
consider the fact that the Aristotelian terms did not denote parts of
speech, but rather constituent parts of sentences.4
Merx accepted the identification of the three Arabic parts of speech,
ism, fi'I, and harf, with the Aristotelian onoma, rhèma, and súndesmos
without any reserve, but this was rejected by Weiß.5 According to
him harf is a non-technical notion (i.e., it is used for every word that
is neither noun nor verb), whereas súndesmos is something specific,
namely a word which binds together other words and phrases.6 There
1
Quint instit. oral. 1, 4, 22 (nomina declinare el verba in primis puer'i sciant
ñeque enim abler pervenire ad inlellectum sequentium роччипі)
2
Merx, 1889, 141-3.
3
Cf. H war Maf. 145, 9 sqq.; kalima and ribäi are called by the grammarians /Γ/
and harf al-ma'nä, adä respectively; Far Ihs. 34, 4-7. the Arabic parls of speech,
ism,fîl, harf are called by the Greek (sic') grammarians ism, kalima, adä I
* Weiß, 1910, 379 sqq.; on the nature of the Aristotelian division· Koller, 1958,
28-9; Larkin, 1971, 27-33
5
Weiß, 1910, 379 sqq.
6
On the súndesmos in Aristotle's writings: Gallavotti, 1954. The definition, poet
1456 b 38-1457 a 6, is completely corrupted, but the examples show that the súndesmos
has a specific function, namely that of linking words and phrases, as is suggested by
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did exist in the Arabic world a logical triad which correlated with the
Aristotelian 'parts of speech', namely ism, kalima, ribät, for instance
in the writings of Fârâbï and Hwarizmi, but these terms date from a
later time. Weiß is right in saying that the Arabic grammatical division
was anterior to the introduction of logic into the Arabic world, so
that the latter cannot have been imitated by the former: 'Die Auffassung, als gingen bei den Arabern die Anfänge der Logik denen der
Grammatik voraus ist ein Hysteronproteron, das die Folge der historischen Tatsachen auf den Kopf stellt'.7 We must add, though, that
although the logical division became known to the Arabs at a later
time, it could have influenced Arabic grammar through Greek grammatical theory, which often betrays the traces of logical influence. For
most Greek grammarians the study of language was identical with the
study of the nouns and the verbs, while the rest of the words were
considered not essential for the sentence, and therefore, not for grammar.8 In this respect, they undoubtedly followed the tradition initiated
by Aristotle.
Sibawaihi begins his 'Kitäb' with the words 'Words are noun, verb,
or particle with a meaning that is neither noun nor verb'.9 The term
ism does not receive any definition, but three examples are given:
ragul (man), f aras (horse), hait (wall).10 It is a well-known fact that
the analysis of paradigms is very important for the history of Greek
and Latin linguistics, not only because in giving examples grammarians tended to use their own names or those of their teachers, but
also because the recurrent use of the same examples often helps to
its name. Cf. Pohlenz, 1939, 161-3; Steinthal, 18912, 2, 263 sqq.; Gudemann, RE, VII,
2, 1780-1811, s.v. Grammatik; Morpurgo-Tagliabue, 1967, 43-58
7
Weiß, 1910,381.
8
On the opinion of the Latin grammarians in this respect: Gluck, 1967, 29-30
9
Sib. Kit. 1, 2, 1 [A 13]. Usually the word kalim (words) is explained as a collective indicating the material from which the kaläm (speech) is made (ism al-gms, ism
ad-div, cf Sir. in marg, Sib Kit. 1, 2; b. Mal. Alf. vss. 8-9; b Hi5. Awd 1, 11, 9-12)
A single word is called kalima, which is defined as 'a sound which indicates a single,
conventional meaning' (Zam. Muf 4, 14 al-lafzat ad-aalla 'ala ma'nan mujradm bi-'lwatf). The regular plural of kalima is, of course, kalimât. The difference between kalim
and kaläm is that the latter always possesses a complete meaning (ß'ida), whereas the
former does not necessarily possess such a meaning, cf. b. Hi5 Awd. 1, 12, 1-6.
10
The word hail is left out in Zaggagi's quotation of the 'definition'. Id., 49, 9-10
As far as I know, 'wall' is not used in Greek grammatical literature, except for the
famous example of soloikismos: penpatôn egô ho toichos épese (while I was walking
the wall fell down); according to Donnet, 1967, 250-1, this was the standard example
of the grammarians; cf. his reference to Johannes Glykas, Johannis Glycae opus de
vera syntaxeos rat ione. Ed. A. Jahn. Bern, 1848, 35, 15 sqq.
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establish links between different groups of grammarians. 1 1 The field
of Arabic grammar lies almost barren in this respect. It is, therefore,
rather significant that Sibawaihi uses the two words ragul and faras
as examples of nouns. Barwick already observed that when these two
examples occur in Greek or Latin grammar {ánthropos Ihippos, and
homo/equus, respectively) they spring from Stoic tradition.12 We do
not believe that the occurrence of the same two words 'man' and
'horse' in Arabic grammatical literature is a coincidence, and we think
that by his use of precisely these two substantives—the origin of the
third one, ha it, remains unclear—Sibawaihi followed a very old tradition, a tradition even older than the examples cited by Barwick, since
the very same words are already used by Plato and Aristotle.13 Of
course, Sibawaihi's source could not have been the Aristotelian tradition, since he lived before the introduction of Greek logic into the
Arabic world, but he was dependent on the tradition of the schools, as
reflected in Dionysios Thrax' Téchnè, which in its turn was dependent
on the Stoics. Incidentally, Dionysios' third example, lithos (stone),
was also among the popular examples of Arabic grammarians, but in
this case Aristotle may have been the source. It is true that later
grammarians who continued to use Sibawaihi's first two examples may
have borrowed them from the by then already existing translations of
the works of Aristotle, but it is certainly more obvious to attribute
them to the enormous influence of the Kitâb.
Among later grammarians who used ragul (or insän) and faras are
Zaggâgï,14 Mubarrad,15 Ibn Kaisän,16 Abu 'Ubaid,17 Ibn Ginni,18
" For the use of one*s own name or the name of one's teacher, cf Barwick, 1922,
93 and note 2, 173 As a typical example we may mention Apollonios' use οΓ the
name truphôn, the name diogénes in the Tedine of Diogenes of Babylon, the names
tfíón and dioklês in Diogenes Laertios, 7, 56 sqq Cf however Schmidt, 1839, 66, η 91,
last paragraph For the tradition of the paradigms Barwick, 1922, 93, 1957, passim,
Donnet, 1967, 294-6
12
Barwick, 1957, 8, η 1 'Die beiden Substantiven (sc homo, equus in Augustinus'
De Dialectica) stammen aus stoischer Tradition, Diogenes ν Bab (SVF III, 213, 29)
nennt ebenfalls "Mensch" und "Pferd", anthropos und hippos als Beispiele', cf Dion
Thr 24, 5
13
Plato. Ale I, 111 D, Anstot categ 1 b 28 et passim, cf also Antisthenes in
discussion with Plato ар Simpl in Anstot categ 208, 28 ed Kalbfleisch {hippos)
14
Zagg Id 100, 6, Gum 17, 8
15
Mub ap Zagg Id 51,2 (quoted from the beginning of the Muqtadab), cf Zagg
Id 100, 6
16
b Kais ap Zagg Id 50, 13, cf below, chapter III B, note 23
17
Abu'Ubaid ap Suy Muzh I, 191,4
18
b Gin Has 2. 206, 9
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Ibn al-Anbäri,19 to name but a few. Even outside grammar we find the
same two nouns being used as examples, for instance by a theologian
such as al-As'ari,20 and by two philosophers, al-Fârâbï21 and Ibn
Sina.22 In the case of al-As'ari the use of insän and /aras may be
ascribed either to his knowledge of SIbawaihi's Kitäb, or to his use of
the commentaries on the Aristotelian writings, which, under Stoic
influence perhaps, use anthrôpos and hippos." The same holds true
for Ibn Sina. With al-Fârâbï there is also the possibility of influence
by Greek grammar.24
Sibawaihi's words 'As for the verbs they are patterns taken from
the expression of the events of the nouns, and they are constructed to
(signify) what is past, and what is to come, and what is being without
interruption'25 have often been taken as a definition of the verb.26
But when we understand the term ma hud in the sense of 'etymologically derived from', we find that it is an assertion that the masdars
are etymologically prior to the verb. Merx thought that there is a
connection between this assertion and a passage from Aristotle, where
the same thing seems to be stated in slightly different words.27 There
is, however, no need to look for a connection in the commentaries
on Aristotle, if we take into account the data furnished by the
Greek grammarians, as we will see below in the discussion concerning
the priority of the masdar.28
Another problem is the interpretation of the words 'the events of
the nouns' (ahdät al-asmä). According to Zaggägi we must understand
by 'nouns' 'the owners of the nouns' (ashäb al-asma), i.e., the real
persons who perform the actions, and who are the nominata of the

" b Anb Ins 102, 17, Asr 16, 17
Aä'ari, Ibâna, 21, 24-5 As'arï uses, insán wa-jaras instead of ragul wa-jaras
21
Far Ihs 11 ull - 12, 1 {insän wa-faras), Färäbi also uses Sibawaihi's examples for
the personal names zaid »a-'amr
22
van den Bergh. 1954. 2, 130
21
See Aristot caleg 1 b 28
24
Cf below
25
Sib Kit I, 2. 2-3 [A 14].
2fi
These words are also quoted by Râzî, Maf. 1, 36, 7-8
27
Merx, 1889, 142. cf Gátje, 1971, 5-6 It really does not seem very probable
that Aristotle meant an etymological derivation of the verb from the noun when he
says (de interpret 16 b 8 sqq ) "I say that it also signifies time (sc the verb), such as
"health" (hugieia) is a noun, but "'is healthy" (hugiainei) is a verb, because it also
signifies the present occurrence, and it is always a sign of those things which are said
about something else' [G 10]
2H
Cf below, chapter III С
20
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nouns.29 This interpretation is criticized by Bäqilläni: according to
him such an interpretation is only allowed when there is sufficient
proof to alter the manifest meaning (zähir) of the words. In the present
case, it is perfectly right to interpret Sibawaihi's words as an implicit
statement that nouns are identical with their nominata.30 'Events of
the nouns' are thus identical with 'events of the persons' (ahdät
al-ashäs).
Concerning the paradigms of the nouns, ragul and faras, we can
have no absolute certainty whether their origin must be sought in the
translation of the commentaries on Aristotle, or in direct contact with
Greek grammar. The most frequently used paradigm for the verbs,
however, hardly leaves any room for such doubts. The Greek verb
túptein (to hit) was never used by Aristotle, or by his commentators,
whereas in grammar it was the most popular example for the category
of the verbs.31
Throughout antiquity túptein remained the most popular and the
most frequently used verbal paradigm. Theodosios used its conjugation
as an example in his treatment of the verb)—which means that it was
used in the schools. We come across túptein—sometimes together with
graphein (to write) and poiein (to do)—in almost every work of Greek
grammar.32 It is hardly surprising then that this verb, translated into
Arabic as doraba should have been borrowed by the Arabic grammarians, if they really were dependent on the contact with living
grammar in the Hellenistic countries. Since Aristotle uses other paradigms, e.g. hugiainein (to be healthy) and badizein (to walk), we
cannot but attribute Sibawaihi's use of daraba to the influence of
living Greek grammar.33 Note that kataba (to write) and fa'ala (to do)
are also frequently used.
29

Sähib al-ism is in ZagêâgTs terminology synonymous with muiammä, Id. 56, 5,
82. 3 ; 83, 4
30
Bâq Tamh 228. 17-229. 7.
" A few examples. Dion Thr 49. 1 (túptein. poiein, gráphem), 54, 2; 55, 1
(graphein, légein), Greg Cor 95 (túptein, poiein), Barwick (1922, 93, η 3) supposes
lhal gráphem and legem slem from the Stoic tradition, cf Diog Lacrt. 7, 58, from the
Stoic Téihnè of Diogenes of Babylon. Note that the verb legem in its Arabic translation
qàla was less appropriate because of its weak medial radical, still, it is often used as an
example of this class of verbs
12
Cf Uhlig's amusing note in his introduction to the Téclmè of Dionysios Thrax,
LIII. 16-25, where he also draws the attention to the fact that the Syriac and
Armenian translations use the verb 'to hit'
33
Sib Kit (a few examples chosen at random) I, 1, 14. I. 2. 6, 1, 4, 4, I, 14, 10;
1. 24, 4, 1. 55, 12, 1, 66, 5 sqq., 1, 82, 9 sqq.. 1. 87, 7-8, 1. 93, 3 sqq , I, 100, 8-9:
1, 103, IO, 1,211, 8 sqq : 1, 278, 16; 1, 386, 7; 1.407, 10: 1.433, 11, cf. also Sib ар. b
Fär Sah 49. 11 sqq
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Owing to the enormous influence of Sibawaihi's Kitäb daraba
remained in use with later grammatical writers; these include: Mäzini, 34 Mubarrad, 35 Zaggägi, 36 Siräfi,37 Ibn Ginni, 38 Ibn al-Anbari, 39
Zamahsari. 40 The same verb is used also in logical writings, mainly
in a grammatical context, for instance with Hwarizmi 41 and with
Razi, 42 but there are also instances where it is used in purely logical
texts, for instance by Cazzali 43 and by Ibn al-'Assäl (1st half of the
13th/7th century). 44 This shows that whatever may have been the
influence of the Corpus Aristotelicum on Arabic logic and grammar.
Sibawaihi's influence as the author of the Kitäb surpassed it in such
things as the choice of a paradigm.
The interpretation of Sibawaihi's definition of the third part of
speech harf gaa li-ma'nan laisa bi-'sm wa-lä /77 45 is essential for the
understanding of the Arabic doctrine of the parts of speech. The first
translation into a European language was given by de Sacy: '(et la
lettre) employée pour exprimer un sens et qui n'est ni nom, ni
verbe'. 46 According to this translation the particle is a part of speech
with a special meaning, just as nouns and verbs have their special
meanings. Merx tried to fit Sibawaihi's words into his conception of
an Aristotelian division of the Arabic parts of speech, and was therefore forced to regard the third part of speech as a category without
a meaning of its own, since according to Aristotle the sundesmos is a
meaningless sound (phônè asemos).*1 This resulted in the translation :
'partícula sive littera, quae ad sensum aliquem accedit', 48 i.e., the
particle serves to indicate a meaning in another word. Similarly we
find with Jahn: '... um (den Nominibus und Verbis) Sinnstellungen zu
geben (welche sie sonst nicht haben), ohne selbst Nomina und Verba
34

Maz. ap. Zagg Mag 81; 88
Mub ap. Zagg Mag 219, 15: ap Zagg Id 1.16, 7 sqq.
36
Zagg. Id. 56, ull : 59. 8. 60, 1,61, 3,62, 3, 64, реп.; 65.9, 12; 72, 13 etc
17
Sir ap Tauh Muq. 175, 20 sqq.
38
b. Gin Has 1. 375. 12,1, 379. 5, 2, 44, 5 etc
39
b. Anb Ins 2, 17
40
Zani Muf. 126, 10
41
Hwär. Maf 42, 15
42
Râzï, Maf 1, 33, 4; for his use of the example, cf the quotation from Sïbawaihi
ap b Far Sah 49, 11 sqq
43
Gazz. Maq. 10, 13
44
Cf Rescher, 1966, 117.
45
Sib Kit 1, 2, 1.
46
de Sacy, 1829, 361, cf 385.
47
Anslol poet cap 20, 1456 b 38.
48
Merx, 1889. 142-3.
35
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zu sein'.49 This interpretation is correct according to the definitions of
the particle given by later grammarians, for instance by Zaggâgî
'particle is whatever signifies a meaning in another word' (ma dalla
'alä ma'nan fi gairilii),50 which assign to the particle the function of
modifying the meaning of another word in the sentence.51
We agree with Weiß52 that Slbawaihi's words, interpreted in this
way, are in conformity with the interpretations of later grammarians,
but that they do not represent Sîbawaihi's own conception of the
particle. In the first place, the words laisa bi-'sm wa-läji'l cannot belong
as a second attribute to the word harf—which would be a highly
unusual construction—, but they determine the word ma'nan.5i In the
second place, these words would be completely redundant, if we were
to follow Merx and Jahn in interpreting gaa li-ma'nan as 'gives a
meaning in another word', since in that case the particles would have
been defined sufficiently as something different from the nouns and the
verbs, which do have a meaning of their own. In the third place, it is
difficult to imagine that Sibawaihi should have left out words to the
effect that this ma'nä is found in other words. For these reasons Weiß
translates '3. Harfe, die zum Ausdruck für etwas gemeintes stehen, das
nicht Name (d.h. Ding) und nicht Aktion ist'.54 In other words ga a
li-ma'nan does not distinguish the particles from the nouns and the
49

Jahn, I, 1, 1 СГ also Gátje, 1971. 6-7, who apparently believes that Jahn and de
Sacy had the same idea about the semantic function of the particles. At least, that is
what appears from Gätje's words about later Greek theories, which assign to the
simde.smoi a certain meaning· 'Daß man den súndesmoi eine semantische Funktion
zuerkennt, würde in jedem Falle auch zur Auslegung Sibawaihs durch de Sacy und
Jahn passen'.
50
Zagg Id 54, 12-3.
" Cf also b Anb Ins. 72, 7-8 'the particle is only used in order to communicate a
meaning in a noun or a verb' (al-harj шпата gä'a li-i/ádal al-ma'nà fi Ί-ism wa-'l-JTÍ);
Mub ар. Zagg Mag 222, Il : '... it is like a particle of meaning, which is dependent
on another word' (
känal ka-harj al-ma'nä allodi huwa mu'allaq bi-gairihi), Gazz.
Mi'yär, 43, 1 '(the particle) is what does not signify a meaning, unless it is combined
with another word' (ma la yadullu 'ala ma'nan illä bi-'aliränihi bi-gainhi), id , Maq 10,
10-5
52
Weiß, 1910, 375-9.
" Sibawaihi uses ¡im in the sense of musammo, which explains how he can say
about a ma'nä that it is neither a noun nor a verb, cf. Weiß, ib. 376-7 and e g. Zagg.
Id 56, 3-6 There is, though, a note in the margin of the manuscript used by de Sacy,
which says (de Sacy, 1829, 385). 'And (the words) laisa bi-'sm wa-lä /TI are an attribute
to har/, not to ma'nan, as some people believed. This is proved by his (se. Sîbawaihi's)
words at the end of the chapter (wa-asmâ' ma gaa li-ma'nan) wa-laisa bi-'sm wa-lä ßT.
(cf. Sib. Kit. 1, 2, 6-7) [A 15]. The same argument is used by Diem, 1970, 322; cf. also
Mosel, 1975, 217.
54
Weiß, 1910, 376
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verbs, but from other particles without a meaning, i.e., the huruf in the
sense of 'letters, syllables'. We may compare with this the expression
al-Ahfas uses when he speaks about the word mundu (since): hiya
harf manan laisa bi-\im.5S Here the category of the huruf with a
meaning of their own is designated with the term 'meaningful particle'
(harf ma'nan). We may also refer to Zaggâgï's category of the huruf alma'ani as against the huruf as letters and as parts of words. 56 Hwärizmï informs us that the Aristotelian ribätät = súndesmoi are called by the
Arabic grammarians huruf al-ma'âni.57 That particles contribute to the
meaning of the sentence with their own meaning is already stated in
"All's' definition 'a particle is what communicates a meaning'. 58 This
interpretation seems to be preferable to the one given by Diem, 59 who
takes gaa li-ma'nan and laisa bi-'sm wa-lä fi'I as two 'parallele asyndetische Relativsätze'. According to Diem gaa li-ma'nan indicates the
function of the harf, namely having a meaning, as against the nouns
and the verbs, which denote a thing and an action, respectively.60
The question remains how the words gaa li-ma'nan are to be
translated. Merx' criticism of de Sacy's translation 'employée pour
exprimir un sens'—according to Merx this should have been bima'nan—is invalidated by the loci cited by Weiß, where the same
words are used in the unambiguous sense of 'meaningful', 'giving a
meaning', 61 which seems to be the correct interpretation of Sibawaihi's words.

55

Ahfas ар. Zagg. Amali, 92, 1, 1 (сГ Weiß, 1910, 379)
Zagg Id 54, 12 sqq
57
Hwär Maf 145, 13-4, cf also Far Alf 42, 7-8 'To the meaningful words belong
those words which are called by the grammarians huruf, and which are used to signify a
meaning' [A 16]
se
Ap b Anb Nuzha, 4, 10-1 in a vana кто which has gaa h-ma'nan instead of
afäda ma'nan. Cf. also b. Fär. Sah 53, 6-8' 'Arabic grammarians discussed this very
often (sc the nature of the harf), but the nearest thing to the truth is what Sibawaihi
said, namely, that it is that which expresses a meaning which is neither a noun nor a
verb. Like when we say zaid munlaliq (Zaid is leaving), and then we say hai zaid
mumaliq (is Zaid leaving?): with the word hal we express a meaning which is neither
present in zaid, nor in munlaliq' [A 17] СГ Carter, 1972, 85' the particle possesses a
certain meaning, but its function is not specified.
59
Diem, 1970, 321-2.
60
Diem, 1970, 316-7
61
Merx, 1889, 142, η 2; Weiß, 1910, 378; cf. Sib. Kit 2, 328, 11,2, 473, 22, 2, 172,
4; cf. also above, note 51 (b. Anb.. Ii-ifädat al-ma'nä) In his commentary on Sibawaihi's
words Sïrâfi says (Sarh, 1, 7, quoted by Mubarak in his edition of the Idäh, ρ 54, η. 3).
'And if someone were to ask. why did he say harf gaa li-ma'nan, yet we all know that
nouns and verbs are meaningful as well (gi'na li-ma'âmn)l ...' [A 18]
56
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Several philosophical sources demonstrate the fact that a connection
was felt between the grammatical harf (together with ism and /;"/) and
the philosophical rihai or räbit (together with ism and kalima), for
instance in the remarks made by Fârâbï, 62 Hwârizmï, 63 and Gäbir ibn
Hayyän, 64 and also in Zaggâgî's conspicuous use of the word ribät
in his explanation of the term harf.bS Rihai may be regarded as a
caique of the Greek (Aristotelian) sündesmos.bb
For the original meaning of harf we should turn to Sïbawaihi. In
the Kitäb the harf is the third part of speech, with a meaning of its
own. Sïbawaihi wished to express the fact that the huruf have their
own meaning in order to distinguish them from another kind of huruf,
namely the letters. Huruf in the sense of 'letters, sounds' are divided
by Zaggägi into two groups : in the first place, they are the hurüf almu'gam, i.e., the sounds of the alphabet, which constitute the elementary material for all languages. But these huruf may also be regarded
as the elements of the words, e.g., the 'ain in the word ga'Jar, or
the däd in the word daraba, i.e., as the letters of these words. 67 This
corresponds to the Greek distinction between the stoicheion and the
charaktèr toû stoicheiou, a distinction that is made by Diogenes of
Babylon, by Sextus Empiricus, and by Ammonios in his commentary
on Aristotle's De Interpretationen* In the translations of Aristotle's
writings stoicheion is first transcribed as ustuquss,—under the influence
ofSyriacMJ/M^sä = Greek stichos, contaminated with Syriac ustuqyä =
Greek stoicheion—but this transcription was soon replaced by the
term harf, which is very near to stoicheion in meaning: both words

62

Far Sarh, 54, 8-9: rabti is called by the grammarians harf.
Hwâr. Maf. 145, 13-4: ribât is called by the grammarians harf.
64
Cabir ар. Kraus, 1942, 2, 250: in grammar we have ism, fi'l, harj; philosophers
(ahi al-kaläm al-gauhari) use to call these parts of speech ism, kalima, rihai (unites two
nouns) / sila (unites a noun and a verb), cf. above, note 3.
65
Zagg Id. 44, 11 : the particle is a tie (ribäi) between noun and verb
66
E g . in the translations of Aristotle's Poetica: Ibn Sina, Si'r, 191, 15 ( = wasila);
Matta ibn Yünus, Sfr, 127, 9 (distinguished from wasila= arthron, ib 127, 12); Ibn
Rusd, 235, 20 (distinguished from fäsila = arthron, ib. 235, 24); cf. Fischer, 1964,
148. For wäsila, cf. below.
67
Zagg.'id- pp. 54-5.
68
Diog. Bab. ap Diog. Laert. 7, 56; Sext. Emp. adv. math. 1, 99; Ammon.
comment, in Aristot. de interpret, ed Busse, 23. 17 sqq ; cf. Barwick, 1922, 102 and note
1; Schmidt, 1839, 19, η. 32 Bravmann, 1934, 7-8, refers to a définition in the Rasati
Ihwän as-Safä', where a distinction is made between three meanings of harj: a mental,
a phonetic, and a graphic meaning (Rasä'il, I, 311, 16); cf Fischer, 1964, 145; scholia
D.T. 317, 32; 326, 7-8.
63
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indicate the smallest part of something, an element, a little piece.69
In order to distinguish them from the meaningful hum/ these elements
are also called huruj al-mugam.10
The second category of huruj is called huruj al-ma'äni: they are
distinguished from the huruf in the sense of 'letters, consonants' by the
fact that they are meaningful. According to Weiß the meaning of har/
as a member of the second category is not yet restricted to the
technical meaning of 'particle': 'Hier ist nun zunächst festzustellen,
daß bei Sïbaweihi noch kein Ansatz für diesen Sprachgebrauch vorhanden ist. Nie bedeutet har/ bei ihm schlechtweg "Partikel" ; wo er
wirklich den dritten Redeteil als solchen bezeichnen will, bedient er
sich umständlicher Umschreibungen, in denen oft das Wort harf nicht
einmal vorkommt'.71 Very frequently Sîbawaihi uses har/ in the sense
of 'word', 'phrase', 'combination of words', or generally 'small component of the sentence'.72 This is also confirmed by Zamahsari's
warning that the ancient grammarians often used harf with the meaning
of kalima (word).73 The Greek term stoicheîon, which we have met
above as the prototype for the Arabic harf = 'letter', is also used in
expressions where its meaning seems to be rather close to the term
'word', as for instance with Apollonios Dyskolos: the meaning that
corresponds to each word is as it were a component of the sentence
(stoicheîon toû logou);1* sometimes a sentence lacks an element
(stoicheîon), e.g. a preposition.75 But the most frequent meaning of
stoicheîon—apart from the meaning 'letter'—is that of 'part of speech' :
in the scholia on Dionysios Thrax' Téchnè it is stated that the philosophers call stoicheia what is called in grammar mere toû lógou;16
doubtlessly this use of stoicheîon was also known in other grammatical writings. The Arabic word harf was an ideal caique of the Greek
6

" Fischer, 1964, 142; Weiß, 1910, 369 sqq ; ustuquss. e.g. Malta ibn Yünus,
Badawi, 1953, 126, 5
70
Weiß, 1910, 375
71
Id. ib.
72
Id. ib 361 sqq.
73
Zam. Kassaf, 1, 61, 10.
74
Apoll. Dysk synt 2, 11.
75
Ib. 5, 14.
76
Scholia D.T. 514, 35; Chrysippos, SVF 2, 45, 11 ; Apoll. Dysk synt. 7, 12; 449, 2.
The classic study about the meaning of stoicheîon is Diels, 1899. Cf. also: Balázs, 1965.
According to Balázs, the stoicheîon was originally a rhythmical-metrical term, which
denoted the smallest element of a verse, and later became a grammatical term with the
meaning of 'sound', 'letter'. The Atomists' use of stoicheîon in the sense of 'constituent
elements of the universe' was derived from the grammatical term (cf. Balázs, ib 234).
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stoicheion, since it shares with the Greek word the meaning 'component, small part, element'; the meaning 'letter' was original; the
meaning 'particle' is the result of the development of the meaning of
harf via 'small word' to 'small word other than noun or verb' and
finally to 'third part of speech'. This development was already determined by the use of stoicheion in Greek grammatical and philosophical literature.
Besides the three official parts of speech, ism, fi'l, harf Arabic
grammar recognized a number of other grammatical or syntactic
categories without considering them to be real parts of speech. This
is also the case in Greek grammar, where we find for instance the
category of the adjective {epitheton), which is not regarded as a
separate part of speech, although it is being used as such In a
discussion between the grammarian Tryphon (1st century B.C.) and
an unknown Stoic77 the criteria for the division into parts of speech
are dealt with: the morphological change of a word (paraschèmatismós) can never be the criterion for a division into parts of speech.
For instance in the case of proper names, even when they may be
shown to possess a different declension, they are not a separate part
of speech, since their meaning is identical with that of the rest of the
nouns : 'It must be said about each part of speech that we should take
into account the essential characteristics (sc. the semantic ones), and
not the secondary ones (sc. the morphological ones), and we should
divide (the words) accordingly'.78 The same opinion is expressed in
Arabic grammar: the proper name ('a/aw) has its own phonetic rules
and its own deviations from analogy due to its frequent use,79 yet the
77
Scholia D T 214, 17 sqq , 24 sqq , 517, 33 sqq On Tryphon RE VII A, 1, 72644 Schneider, Apoll Dysk frg pp 30 sqq connects ihis discussion with Apollonios
Dyskolos (cf also Schmidt, 1849, 44, η 64) His main argument is that it is improbable
that Priscianus (instit 1, 2) should have borrowed his opinion about the paries oratioms
from Tryphon, and not from Apollonios Dyskolos On the other hand, it seems more
obvious to proceed from the fact that Tryphon's name is actually mentioned by the
scholiasts Cf also Prise instit 9, I with Tryphon, frg 39, ρ 33
7
" Scholia D T 214, 29-31 [ G i l ]
79
This is already recognized by Sïbawaihi, e g Kit 1, 229, 9 sqq , 2, 211, II sqq
Cf also Ibn Ginni's chapter in the Hasä'is on those characteristics of the proper
names (a'läm) that are not shared by the generic nouns (agnás). Has 3, 32, 8 sqq ,
cf Xa'lab, Mag 1, 211, 8-9 The distinction agnäs / а'Шт Zagg Läm 37-8, Zam
Muf ρ 5 (important for Barhcbraeus' doctrine, cf Merx, 1889, 235 sqq ) Laqab is
used for proper names by al-Hasan ibn Suwar in his notes on the Calegoriae, 371, 16
'A nickname (laqab) is a name used for things which do already have another name'
[A 19] Laqab is also used in grammar, e g Zagg Id 89. 16 noun (ism), and attribute
(sifa) and proper name (laqab) The difference between nouns and proper names is
mentioned in some definitions of the noun, cf below, chapter III В
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proper name cannot be set apart as a separate part of speech. In the
same way, Arabic grammar distinguished between 'general' (kullí)
and 'particular' (guz'í) nouns, but did not regard them as separate
parts of speech: the distinction, which is probably borrowed from
logic, is based on a difference in use and extension, not in essential
meaning. 80
We have already pointed out that adjectives were not recognized as
a separate part of speech either in Arabic or in Greek grammar. 81
The Greek grammarian Dionysios Thrax defined nouns as 'words
which signify something concrete or abstract'. If it is accepted that
this something may be a substance as well as a quality, then adjectives will be nouns as well, since they indicate a quality, which may be
attributed to more than one substance. 82 This is, of course, in
accordance with the Stoic doctrine that everything, including the
qualities, is a body. Adjectives are defined—as a subspecies of the
nouns—in the following way: 'Adjectives are words that are used
homonymously for general and proper nouns, and which signify praise
or blame'. 83 In Arabic grammar we find a de facto distinction between
adjectives and substantives: in a discussion with Ibn Hälawaih, Abu
'AH al-Fârisï is criticized for neglecting the distinction '... it was as if
the learned sheikh (se. al-Fârisï) did not distinguish between noun
(ism) and adjective (j/'/α)!' 84 It is hardly a coincidence that several
Arabic authors define adjectives as words that are used as indications
of praise or blame. 8 5 According to Diem, Sîbawaihi distinguished

80
This difference is explained by Razi, Maf I, 40, 11 sqq . Gazz Mi'yar, 36, 3-4,
6-7,37, 11-6, Maq ρ 10 Cf Arnaldez, 1956, 127
β
' Steinthal, 18912, 2, 251-60
82
The category of the onomata kalegonka (ι e nouns serving as predicates) is
conjectured by Sleinthal (1891 2 , 2, 256), a class of adjectives called katègorika is
mentioned in the scholia D Τ 233, 24 In the definition of the noun given by Ibn alAnbârï, Ins 2, 14, the two syntactic functions of the nouns are mentioned '(A noun is)
thai which can receive a predicale, and which can be used as a predicate', cf below,
chapter III B, note 33
83
Dion Thr 34. 2-4 [G 12]
84
Suy Muzh 1, 240, 15 (na-ka'anna 's-iaih lä \ajruqu bama Ί-fsm na-'s-si/a), cf
Suy lqt 72, 8 if a word is a noun, it has to be either solid (gamid) or an attribute
{uasf) (on gamut, cf below chapter III C, note 73, and Ta'lab, Mag 350, 8) The
same distinction with Zagg Id 89, 16 noun (ism) or attribute (w/a) or nickname (laqab)
Cf also b Kais ap b Anb Ins 19, 7 'the nouns, but not the adjectives' (ai-asma duna
Ч-и/ö/)
" , b Gin Has 2. 371, 2 sqq , b Far Sah ρ 56, cf 61, 10. 'Abd al-Gabbâr,
Mugni, 7, 52, 15, Zam Muf 46, 12-5, Rumm ap Mubarak, 1963, 315, 15, Ta'lab,
Mag 2, 360, 12
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between three parts of speech, of which the ism indicates objects, the
fi'l actions, and the harf meanings (functions). The category sifa is a
syntactic category which includes the adjectives but not only them:
'Das Adjektiv wurde seinem Wesen nach als syntaktisches Attribut
aufgefaßt und stand damit außerhalb dieses Systems'.86 In later
grammar ism became a grammatical category, so that abstract nouns
and adjectives could be reckoned among the asma. The criterium for
the inclusion of a word in a category is whether it may replace words
from that category.87
Morphological and semantic differences between the noun and the
pronoun (e.g. different declension, absence of a deictic element in the
nouns) led the Greek grammarians to separate the pronoun from the
noun and to recognize it as a part of speech (antônumia) which
included the personal and the demonstrative pronouns.88 The Aristotelikoi continued to regard the noun and the verb as the pivots of the
sentence, and the rest of the words as unessential; in their view the
pronoun was only a substitute for the noun. We may quote in this
context the testimony of the above-mentioned discussion in the scholia,
as well as the remark of Ammonios that Alexandras of Aphrodisias
added the pronouns and the adverbs to the category of the nouns.89
Stoic grammarians did combine the personal and the demonstrative
pronouns, but within the category of the arthra, which comprised
besides these pronouns the article, as well as the relative pronouns.90
Their argument was that pronouns may be replaced by articles, for
instance in Homeric Greek, and something which may replace a word
is identical with that word, and belongs to the same category.91 This
theory is criticized in the above-mentioned discussion between Tryphon and an unknown Stoic.92
It was precisely this argument of syntactic interchangeability that
made Slbawaihi include personal and demonstrative pronouns in the
category of nouns.93 The personal pronoun is called by him ism
86

Diem, 1970, 331
This doctrine is refuted in the scholia D.T , 518, 33 sqq , and by Apollonios
Dyskolos, cf Steinthal, 189I2, 2, 223 СГ Diem, 1970. 323, Mosel. 1975, 111, and
below, note 92.
88
Steinthal, 18912, 2, 213 sqq
89
Scholia D T 515, 30 sqq . Alexandros ap. Ammon in Anstol de interpret 13,
19-21, ed. Busse.
90
Barwick, 1957, 35. Schmidt, 1839, 39-42; Pohlenz, 1939, 164
91
Scholia D T 518, 33- 519, 5
92
Cf. above, note 87
93
On this criterium ofSibawaihi: Diem, 1970, 323, Mosel, 1975, 111
87
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mudmar (hidden noun), but this term may also denote the noun to
which the pronoun refers. 94 Ism mudmar is apparently related to the
Syriac term for the personal pronouns, hussabäyä (the understood one,
the intended one); the origin of the Syriac term is not clear. A variant
of the Arabic term, damir, became the usual name for the pronouns
in Arabic grammar. The demonstrative pronoun is called by Sïbawaihi
ism mubham (dubious, ambiguous noun), because it may refer to many
objects; 95 a later term for the demonstrative pronouns is asma al-isára.
Both categories, ism mudmar and ism mubham, are combined into one
category, the hawälif, by Hwârizmï and Fârâbï. In Hwârizmï's account
of Aristotelian logical theory he tells us that hawälif is a logical term,
and that it is the equivalent of the grammatical technical terms asma
mubhama, asma mudmara, and abdäl al-asmä'.96 Earlier in his work
Hwârizmï deals with the theory of the grammarians, and there he
asserts that in grammatical terminology asma mudmara denote the
personal pronouns, and asma mubhama the demonstrative pronouns.
The term hawälif was probably influenced by the Syriac term for the
pronouns, which was originally Map smä, before it became hussabäyä.91 Both hläp smä (hawälif) and abdäl al-asmä" would be good
translations of the Greek term antônumiai.
Fârâbï uses the term hawälif in his Kitäb al-alfäz al-musta'mala fi
'l-mantiq.9* In this work he describes the elements of speech in
accordance with Greek grammatical doctrine—as he himself admits:
Arabic grammarians did not distinguish between different kinds of
hum/, and he—Fârâbï—had therefore had to borrow names for these
different kinds of huruf from Greek grammatical scholars, who
operated with five categories: hawälif, wäsilät, wäsilät, hawäsi, rawäbit." The first category comprised the personal and demonstrative
pronouns and has been dealt with above.
The second category, the wäsilät, includes the article, the relative
pronouns, and the particle of the vocative yä. The combination of the
94
Mosel, 1975, 109, olher terms used by Sïbawaihi are 'alâmat al-mudmar, 'alämal
al-idmär, damir
95
Sib Kit 1, 63, 16, 2, 42, 7, Diem, 1970, 317-8, Mosel, 1975, 122-5
96
Hwâr Maf 146, 2, abdäl al-asmä is also used by Ta'lab, Mag pp 439-40. the
grammatical passage Hwar Maf 47, 3-4
97
Tarazï, 1969, 115, hläp smä was already used in the Syriac translation of Dionysios
Thrax' Téchnè
98
Edited by M Mahdi, Beirut, 1968 This book has recently been the subject of
two studies, cf Gàtje, 1971 and Haddad, 1969
99
Far Alf 42, 11 sqq
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article and the relative pronouns is typical for Greek grammar, for
instance in Dionysios Thrax' Téchnè, where they together form the
category of the arthra 10° Even more characteristic is the combination
of the article and the particle of the vocative the particle ô was
generally regarded as the vocative of the article, a doctrine refuted by
Apollonios Dyskolos 101 Arabic grammar often designates the relative
pronouns as asma mausüla, and this grammatical term is related to
Fârâbï's wäsilät 102 Wäsila translates the Greek word arthron Matta
ìbn Yunus used it to translate arthron in his translation of Aristotle's
Poetica 103 In Ibn Sïnâ's commentary on the Poetica, however, we
find rasila as a synonym for ribät, whereas the articles are called
fäsilät 104 Gatje solves this problem by supposing a division of the
rawäbit into two sub-groups, wäsilät and fäsilät, the first sub-group
being formed by the conjunctions proper, and the second by the
articles 105 In that case, the term fäsila may be related to the Greek
definition of the article, which was believed by some grammarians to
serve as a sort of distinctive mark of the gender of the substantives,
for instance by Diogenes of Babylon The article is a declinable
element of speech, which marks the difference in gender and number
of the nouns, e g ho, hè, tó, hoi, hai, ta' 106 The Greek word dihorízon (which marks) has the same meaning as the Arabic fäsila It is not
very surprising that Arabic grammarians regarded the article generally
as a particle, since this word does not have any declension 107
The third group in Fârâbï's division is formed by the prepositions,
which are called wäsität, because they always stand between two
substantives, or between a verb and a substantive We do not know
any equivalent in Greek grammatical terminology—the Stoic term
mesótès designates the adverbs That Fârâbï classifies the prepositions
100

Steinthal, 18912 2, 309
Apoll Dysk pron 6, 10, 14, 18 et passim, cf Steinlhal, 18912, 2, 309, Gatje,
1971, 15
102
Eg b Anb Ins 380, 25, 303, 4, Lum ρ 51, Zani Muf pp 56-61, also sita
Zam МиГ 57,3 Sïbawaihfs theory of the relative clause Mosel, 1975, 155 sqq
103
Matta ibn Yunus, ed Badawi, 1953, ρ 127
104
Ibn Sina, Sfr, 191, 15, 191, 19, 235 pen
105
Gatje, 1971, 12
106
Diog Bab SVF3, 214, 2-4 [G 13]
107
This group also includes according to Fârâbï a category of logical quantifiers,
such as kutl, bad, cf also Far Sarh, 63, 22 sqq , öwär Maf 146, 3-4 (sûr), cf
Zimmermann, Islamic philosophy, 1972, 534-5 In Greek logic such words were called
sunkategoremata, cf Pinborg, 1967, 31 About the article as a particle Gabucan, 1972,
35 (harfat-tarij),
Zagg Läm 17-29
101
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as particles is quite understandable within the Greek context : in Greek
grammar, the prepositions formed either a separate category or a subgroup of the conjunctions (súndesmoi protlwtikoí). In Arabic grammar
many words which we would call prepositions are included in the
category of the nouns under the name гмгм/. 108
The adverbs, hawäsi, constitute the fourth category of Fârâbï's
particles. If this word is really derived from the radicals h-s-w, the
meaning of this term is 'filling up, stuffing'. In that case hawäsi means
the same as the Greek word stoibai used by the grammarian Tryphon
to indicate the group of the conjunctions. Calling these words stoibai
implies that they are redundant, and that they only serve to fill out
speech, as it were. 109 Hasw in the sense of 'redundant word' is used
by al-Kindl in the case of the word inna, which according to him has
no real function in the sentence and is, therefore, unnecessary and
redundant. 110 Weil asserts that hasw is a Kufan term, but we know
from Zamahsari that the term was used by Sïbawaihi to indicate a
special class of expressions which contain a redundant word. 111 It is
unclear how this root came to be used by Fârâbï as a designation for
the adverbs; most adverbs were called zuruj in later grammar, and were
classified as nouns after the example of Sïbawaihi. 112 For the classification of the adverbs as nouns there are parallels in Greek literature:
Alexandros of Aphrodisias regarded the adverbs as nouns, and so did
the Stoa in the case of adverbs derived from nouns. ' ' 3
Fârâbï's last category is formed by the conjunctions, rawäbit. This
term seems to be a caique of the Greek sundesmos; it persisted in

10
" For the name of the wâutâi, cf perhaps Ibn al-Anbârï's remark that a particle
can only have a meaning with the help of two words (b. Anb Lum 51, 7-8), and
Zaggâgi's observation that the particle must be constructed with two words (Zagg. Id.
55, 2 sqq ) and that they join a verb with the genitive case with which it is constructed
(Id 93. 10 sqq.).
109
Tryphon, frg 41, p. 35; cf scholia D T 66, 30, and maybe Varrò, De L L 8. 10
(Julmentum)
1,0
Al-Kindi in a conversation with al-Mubarrad, reported by Rizî, Mal". 2, 42 ult.43,4.
111
Weil, 1913, 72, η (instead of the Basnan ilga , cf Mahzumi, 1958, 315); Zam
Muf 57, 3 (in expressions such as allodi abitini mumaliq zaid, where the normal term
is sua) HasH was also used to indicate the middle of the word, as against the end or the
beginning (tara); awwal, /nublada'), b. Anb. Ins 11, 23; b Gin Has. 2, 329, 11 sqq ,
2, 337, 13 According to Hwarizmi, Maf. 44, 7, hasw in this sense was already used by
al-Halil.
112
On the zarf: cf above, chapter I, note 40
113
Scholia D. T. 520, 16 and Schmidt, 1839, 45, η 66.
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Arabic grammar, as we have seen in the discussion concerning the
meaning of har/. " 4

B. THE NOUN
Several definitions of the noun have been proposed by Arabic
grammarians :
1. Mubarrad defines the noun, and at the same time describes it
morphologically. His definition—which is mentioned by Zaggâgi and
Ibn Faris'—indicates the function of the noun as a sign of meaning:
'A noun is what denotes a meaning, such as ragul (man), /aras (horse),
and zaid, 'amr, and so on'. 2 Nouns serve as 'names' for the objects, just
as verbs serve as 'names' for the actions. In the discussions concerning
the etymology of the word ism3 Mubarrad expresses the same thought
with different words, when he says 'A noun is what signifies a
nominatum underlying it'. 4
2. Morphological definitions of the noun—such as the ones transmitted from Mubarrad and from Hisäm ibn Mu'âwiya—emphasize the
fact that nouns may be in the genitive case; this is the one nominal
case that is not shared by the verbs : 'A noun is a word which is able
to receive one of the particles that govern the genitive, and, inversely,
what cannot receive any of them, is not a noun'. 5 How important
this morphological feature is, is demonstrated by the fact that Zaggâgï dedicates one very lengthy chapter to the question why verbs do not
have a genitive.6
3. Some definitions distinguish between 'general' and 'individual'
nouns. Stoic logic correlated the difference between individual terms
1,4

Cf above
Mub. ap Zagg Id 51, 2-3 [A 20] (quotation from the beginning of the Muqtadab),
b. Far. Sah 50, 19-20.
2
On these paradigmata· above, chapter HI A
3
Cf below, chapter IX.
* Mub ap. b. Anb Ins. 2, 10 (al-ism ma dalla 'ala musamman tahtahu). Cf also
the definition given by 'Ukbari, Mas. 43, 6: 'A noun is what names its nominatum
and explains it and reveals its meaning' [A 21]. Cf Diem, 1970, 316.
5
Mub. ap. Zagg. Id 51, 3-4; cf His ap. b. Far. Sah. 50, 9 [A22]; umtuma mm
dâhka. the same terminology in the definition of the verb, cf below, chapter HI C,
note 1.
* Zagg. Id. pp 107-20.
1
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and generic ones—which is a difference in logical connotation—with a
grammatical distinction between proper nouns (onómata) and common
nouns (prosègoriai),1—two parts of speech where older grammar had
had only one. Thus we find in the Per) phones of the Stoic grammarian
Diogenes of Babylon two definitions : 'A common noun is a part of
speech which signifies a common quality, such as anthrôpos (man),
hippos (horse). A name (proper noun) is a part of speech which
signifies an individual quality, such as diogénès, sôkratès'.8 Pohlenz
tried to explain this distinction of two sorts of nouns in terms of
the Stoic doctrine according to which only the individual phenomena
possess a real existence, whereas the lekta (translated by him as 'general
notions') are only found in speech.9 This explanation is rather unsatisfactory: the word diogénès is as much a lekton as is the word anthrôpos;10 only their denotata (tunchanonta) differ inasmuch as they are
either individual qualities, or qualities shared by several individuals.
As a matter of fact, the grammatical distinction is already to be found
in Aristotle's writings, who interprets the division of the nouns into
two categories in terms of the distinction between genus and species: ' '
'As some things are general, other things individual—I call "general"
something which can be naturally predicated about several objects,
and "individual" something which cannot be predicated in this way,
e.g. anthrôpos is general, and kallias is individual—, it is necessary to
show in which way something is present or absent in a substrate'.12
The Aristotelian distinction is found in Arabic grammatical writings,

7
Christensen (1062, 49) explains the distinction as follows: 'The meaning of a
proper name is an "individual quality" (¡dia poiólès) By asserting an individual quality
of a region of reality, we refer to that region as being the region of exceedingly complex
motion of high stability and permanence, since Socrates is what in physics might be
called a high-level tensional field .. The meaning of "Socrates" is intended to imply the
unique set of true propositions that can be made about Socrates' The common nouns,
on the other hand, denote 'field' with common qualities (koinè poiólès). On the grammatical distinction. Schmidt, 1839, 43-4; Barwick, 1957, 35.
• Diog. Laert. 7, 58 = SVF 3, 213, 27-31 [G14]; cf Steinthal, 18912, 2, 237 sqq.
9
Pohlenz, 1939, 163.
10
Cf. however Long, 1971, 77-8; 104-6· the meaning of a word such as diön is not
a lekton, but the object signified by that word, viz. Dion himself.
11
Koinos vs. ¡dios: Anstot categ. 2 b 8-13: 'If you wish to show what the first
substance is, you will make it more recognizable and more particular by mentioning
the species than by mentioning the genus ; for instance, you will make a certain person
more recognizable by calling him "man" than by calling him "living being"—the first
attribute is more characteristic for that certain person, the second more general' [G15].
12
Arislol. de interpret. 17 a 38 - 17 b 2 [G 16].
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for instance in Gazzäli.13 The difference between the Aristotelian and
Stoic distinctions is that Aristotle defines the logical extension of
general and individual nouns, whereas the Stoics are more concerned
with the nature of the objects denoted by those nouns: some philosophers like Philoponos and Romanos even modified the definition by
substituting the word 'substance' (ousia) for 'quality' (poiótès).1*
The Stoic distinction disappeared from Greek grammatical literature, but it left some traces. Dionysios Thrax explicitly mentions the
distinction between proper and common nouns, although he disagrees
with it: 'The common noun is a subspecies of the noun'.15 His
definition of the noun is also interesting in this respect: 'A noun is a
declinable part of speech ... which may be used generally or individually, generally like anthrôpos, hippos, individually like sôkratès\lt
It will be noted that Dionysios uses the same paradigmata as Diogenes
did. The arguments adduced by the scholiasts in defending the distinction between proper and common nouns are purely grammatical, and
probably not derived from Stoic sources.17 They need not bother us
here, but are more relevant in the discussion about the Arabic division
of the parts of speech as compared with the Greek division.18 Still,
the discussion proves that the Stoic distinction was not lost totally,
which is also apparent in the definition of the noun, attributed by
Priscianus to Apollonios Dyskolos: 'A noun is a part of speech which
shows the individual or general quality of the underlying concrete or
abstract things'.19 The influence of the Stoic distinction is also manifest in Latin grammar.20
In his Ihsa al-'ulûm Fârâbï describes the single words as follows:
'Some single words are names of persons, such as zaid, 'amr; other
13

Guz'ivs kulli Gazz Mi'yar, 37, 11-6, cf 36, 3-4, 6-7, Maq ρ 10 СГ Amaldez,
1956, 127
14
Choirob 1, 106, 5-7 (сГ Steinthal 189I 2 , 2, 239) 'A noun is a declinable part of
speech, which assigns to each of the underlying concrete or abstract things its general
or individual substance' [Gl7] Probably this Philoponos is Johannes Philoponos
an-Nahni, the philosopher-grammarian, cf below, chapter VI, note 40
' ч Dion Thr 23, 2-3 (hè gar prosègoria has eidos loi onómali hupobèblèlai)
16
Ib 24, 3-6 [G 18]
17
Scholia D T 214, 17 sqq , cf above, chapter III A, note 78
18
СГ above, chapter III A
19
Prise de XII vers Aen 6, 95 Nomen est pan oralioms quae smgularum corporalium rerum vel im orporpor ahum sihi suhiectarum qualitalem propriam vel tommunem
manifestât On this definition Schneider's remarks, frg Apoll Dysk , pp 38-9, Steinthal. 18912, 2. 240
20
Barwick, 1922, 106
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(single) words denote the species and the genus of the objects, such as
insän (man), /aras (horse), hayawän (animal), bayäd (whiteness), sawäd
(blackness)'. 21 Fârâbï's pupil and teacher, Ibn as-Sarräg, introduced
the distinction into grammar with his definition of the noun, the
one quoted by Zaggâgï: 'A noun is what signifies a meaning, and
this meaning is an individual thing, or a non-individual thing'. 22
Connected with this definition is the one quoted from Ibn Kaisän:
'A noun is what indicates individuals, and what has a meaning of
its own, such as ragul (man) and faras (horse)'. 23 In this form,
however, the definition can hardly be correct, since it only mentions
the proper nouns (individuals), but with the examples for the common
nouns. This does not make sense: we can hardly consider the words
'man', 'horse' representative for individuals (ashäs). Somehow, the
missing parts of the definition must be supplemented, namely the
examples for the individual things, and the name of the group of
words represented by the two examples given.
4. Nouns may be defined syntactically in that they may serve as the
subject of a sentence, unlike the verbs or the particles, for instance in
a definition ascribed to al-Ahfas Sa'ïd ibn Mas'ada: 'A noun is that
about which it is permitted (to say) "it helped me", "it harmed
me'". 2 4 There is a second version of this definition, quoted by Ibn
Färis, 25 which seems to be the original one. 26 The general meaning of
the definition is very close to that of the definition reported by Ibn
Fâris from Sïbawaihi : 'A noun is that about which something is told'. 27

21

Far. Ihs 11, 14-12, 2 [A 23]; cf Alf 58, 12-59, 4. an almost literal translation of
the Aristotelian text quoted above, note 12; here the examples are 'man', and 'zaid',
"amr'· the Aristotelian context leaves out 'horse'' On universels vs particulars in
Islamic logic. Zimmermann, Islamic philosophy, 1972, 518, 527, and note II with
quotations from Fârâbï's Sarh al-'ibàra
22
Zagg Id 50, 5-6 [A24]! cf. also b Anb. Asr. 5, 19-20.
21
Zagg Id 50, 12-3 [A 25].
24
Zagg Id 49, 12, the addition 'to say' is form Zaggâgï himself [A26]
25
b Fär Sah 50, 7-8
26
Instead of gaza fìhi (it is permitted) the expression hasuna flhi is used here, which
is also used in another definition of the noun by al-Ahfas, ap. b Far Sah. 50, 5-7
The same expression in two anonymous definitions of the verb, which are transmitted
by Ibn Fans, Sah 52, 11-2, 13-4 (cf Tarazï. 1969, 144), and in Zaggâgï's definition of
the verb. Gum. 21, 13, 22, 2 'To help' (naia a) and 'to harm' (darra) are possibly
borrowed from a Qur'anic verse, Qur'an, 22/12-3, this verse is discussed by al-Ahfas
ap Ta'lab. Mag 592, 2-3 Sïrâfi uses in a similar context the verb a'gaba (to wonder),
in marg Sib Kit 1, 123, 7
27
b Far Sah. 49, 7-8 (al-ism hun a Ί-muhaddat 'anhu)
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Another definition of the noun from al-Ahfas, also mentioned by Ibn
Faris, may be quoted as well, since it not only includes the verbal,
but also the adjectival predicates: 'When you find a word with which
the verb and the adjective may be properly used, such as "Zaid
stands", or "Zaid is standing", and when you find moreover that it
has a dual and a plural, such as zaidäni, zaidüna, and when you find
that it cannot be conjugated, know then that it is a noun'.28 These
three definitions have in common that they are formulated in syntactic
terms : a noun is characterized by the fact that it may be subject of a
sentence. There is apparently a connection with the Mu'tazilite definition of 'thing' {say'): 'A thing is something about which something
may be predicated'.29 We know that al-Ahfas was indeed a Mu'tazilite.50
Al-Ahfas' definition met with critical remarks from other grammarians. Zaggâgï, for instance, does not accept it, since it does not
include words such as aina (where?), kaifa (how?). About these words
nothing can be predicated, but they are nevertheless reckoned among
the nouns.31 This criticism is also mentioned by Râzï,32 who defines
the noun as 'something about the meaning of which something can be
predicated'.33 He remarks: 'Some people object to the words "noun is
that about which you can predicate something", since, as they say,
"where", "when", "how" are nouns, but you cannot predicate something about them. 'Abd al-Qahir, the Grammarian, gave the following
answer to this: When we say "noun is that about which you can
predicate something", what we intend to say is: "(noun is) that about
the meaning of which you can predicate something". As a matter of
fact, it is possible to predicate something about the meaning of ¡da
(when), since when we say ätika ida ta/a'at as-sams (I will come to
you when the sun rises), the meaning is ätika waqt tulu as-sams
(I will come to you at the time of the rising of the sun). About the
word waqt (time) you can predicate something, as is proved by the
2Я

b Far Sah 50, 5-7 [A 27]
This definition of ία>* stems from the Stoic tradition, cf Rescher, 1966, 69-70,
and below, chapter VII, note 33
3,1
Cf chapter VIII, note 10
31
Zagg Id 49, 14-50, 4 , ' U k b Mas 54-7
32
Râzï, Maf 1, 33-4
33
lb 1, 34, 13, the complete form of the definition lb 1, 32, pen 'The word
which allows predication about itself and with itself is a noun', as against the verb,
which allows only predication with itself, not about itself, and the particle, which
allows neither Cf the Basnan doctrine, reported by lbn al-Anbâri, Ins 2, 13 sqq
29
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expression täba 'l-waqt (the time is good)'.34 This discussion is continued in 'Ukbari's Masailhiläfiyya; after reproducing 'Abd al-Qahir's
argument, 'Ukbari tries to refute it. His conclusion is that adverbs are
nouns, but that it is nevertheless impossible to predicate something
about them.35 This conclusion makes al-Ahfas' definition unacceptable
to him.
5. According to Zaggägl the only correct definition of the noun, if
one is to work along grammatical standards, is his own definition:
'A noun in the language of the Arabs is something active (fa il) or
passive (maf Hi), or what takes the place of something active or
passive.'.36 There are other definitions, he says, but those are correct
only from a logical point of view. At first sight, he seems to define
nouns in terms of 'subjectivity' and Objectivity'; in that case his
definition would be a syntactic definition, just as the definition of
al-Ahfas mentioned above. But Zaggâgï quotes al-Ahfas' definition as
an example of a definition in terms of 'subjectivity' (taqrib 'ala 7mubtada'),31 and he criticizes it for precisely this reason: adverbial
nouns can never be the subject of a sentence; still, they are nouns.
This suggests that we should interpret Zaggâgî's definition differently,
and that the terms β'il and mafül do not denote activity and passivity
in a grammatical sense, but in a physical sense.38

34
Râzï, Maf 1, 33 [A28]. СГ Räzi's answer, Mai". 1, 34, 2-7. The 'Abd al-Qâhir the
Grammarian who figures here and in 'Ukbari's account is 'Abd al-Qâhir lbn 'Abd
ar-Rahmän al-Gurgânï an-Nahwï, the author of Dalä'il al-fgäz and Asrär al-baläga
(d 1078/471), cf Brockclmann, GAL I, 341 ; S I, 583, Suy. Bugya, 2, 106, nr 1557 He
also wrote a Mugni fi sarh al-Tdäh, but that may be Fânsï's Tdäh.
3,i
'Ukb. Mas. 53, he uses the same arguments as Zaggâgï does, Id. 51, 14- 52, 8, in
his answer to those who criticize Mubarrad for this definition (an argument in terms
of general principle and exception to the rule)
36
Zagi Id· 48, 6-7 [A 29]
37
Zagg. Id 49, 13, cf above
38
This notwithstanding the fact that the same terms are used elsewhere in a grammatical sense: lbn al-Anbârï tells us that one of the characteristics of the noun is that
it may be active or passive, e.g in the sentence claraba zaidun 'amran (Тала hit 'Amr);
what he means is that a noun may be subject or object of a sentence (Asr 6, 6-7; cf. also
Räzi, Maf. 1, 34, 17). Fa'ti and mafül do not correspond exactly to our 'subject' and
'object'· in the sentence dunba zaid (Zaid was hit) zaid is the mafül in Sibawaihi's
terminology, cf Mosel, 1974, 246-7. Zaggâ|ï himself uses fail and mafül in another
definition of the noun in their grammatical sense, Gum 17, 6-7. 'A noun is that which
may be used as a subject (Jail) or as an object (mafül)
' [A 30] The difference with the
definition in the Tdäh is emphasized by the words '
which may be used ...'. in the
Cumal Zaggâgï deals with the possibilities of the syntactic use of the noun, not with
the nature of the substances denoted by it, which are always active or passive
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In order to clarify this we would like to call in evidence a few
Greek texts. Dionysios Thrax: 'A noun has two dispositions, action
and passion, e.g. kritès (a person who judges), kritos (a person who is
judged)'.39 Scholia on Dionysios Thrax: 'It is always the substance
which is doing something or undergoing something, whereas the verb
signifies the action or the passion'.40 Apollonios Dyskolos: 'The noun
precedes the verb of necessity, since to act or to be acted upon is
characteristic of the body, and the giving of names concerns the
bodies. From the names is derived the characteristic property of the
verb, namely the action and the passion'.41 Being active or passive,
according to these definitions, is something characteristic for substances, which are represented in speech by the nouns. Verbs represent
the actions of the substances.
This suggests that Zaggâgï's definition must be explained in the
following way: there is a well-known dictum about nouns signifying
substances, and verbs actions ; we know that substances are the agents
of the actions which are indicated by the verbs (or, indeed, the objects
of such an action by another substance); we may conclude, then, that
nouns are characterized by the fact that they are active or passive.
This definition is connected with the discussions about the priority of
nouns,42 and we may deduce from its existence that the doctrine
according to which nouns signify substances, and verbs actions—which
is why nouns are prior to verbs—was known in the Arabic world, even
though the specific formula is not found in these discussions. What we
have here is probably a Stoic doctrine. The Stoa asserted that every
substance is a body, and that activity and passivity are among the
essential attributes of the bodies.43 This Stoic dogma is found in the
39

Dion Thr. 46, 1-2 [G 19]
Scholia D.T 515, 16-8 [G20]; cf. 215, 28-30.
41
Apoll Dysk synt. 18, 5-8 [G21]; cf Steinthal's translation, 18912, 2, 233: 'Das
onoma aber gehl dem rhèma voraus, weil das Bewirken und Bewirktwerden dem Körper
angehört, und auf die Körper sich die Gebung der Namen erstreckt, aus denen sich die
Eigentümlichkeit des Verbums, nämlich das Tun und Leiden, erst ergibt'.
42
Cf below, chapter VII, η. 88.
43
Cf. SVF 2, 359: body (soma) and substance (ousia) are identical, ib 2, 363:
something without a body (to asômaton) is unable to act or to suffer; on the 'dynamic
concept' of the Stoic bodies: Sambursky, 19712, 95-6. The doctrine that only bodies
possess existence was introduced into the Arabic world under the influence of the Stoa,
cf. Jadaane, 1968, 137-47; for the connection between Nazzâm's theories and Stoic
materialism. Horowitz, 1903 (Nazzâm held that atoms can be divided infinitely, and
that a body is nothing more than an assembly of accidents, which are corporeal, cf.
Nader, 1956, 155-8); on Mu'tazilite materialism in general: Nader, 1956, 150-67.
40
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Arabic translation of the Piacila philosophorum: 'Everything which
acts or is being acted upon is a body'. 44 But, of course, an explanation of the difference between nouns and verbs in terms of action
and passion is quite common: we find it as early as Plato. 45 Our
conclusion that this definition of nouns really deals with substances
rather than with nouns themselves, is confirmed by the fact that
apparently the objection to al-Ahfas' definition is not applicable:
substances denoted by words such as kaifa, aina are actually regarded
as something active or passive, which makes them fall under this
definition.46
In the Greek world there was no definition of the nouns similar to
the one proposed by Zaggâgï, since Greek grammarians did not
combine data from the discussions about the hierarchy of the parts of
speech with the definitions of these parts of speech. It is evident that
we are here concerned with a definition which is completely different
from the Aristotelian tradition : not only from a terminological point
of view, but also with regard to the substance of the definition:
Aristotle is interested in the linguistic properties of the definiendum,
c.q. the noun (nouns do not have tenses, nouns are conventional
signs, no part of a noun is meaningful in itself)· This definition,
however, tries to define the nature and the physical properties of the
objects denoted by the definiendum, c.q. substances (substances always
play an active or a passive role in the actions denoted by the verbs).
In his Rhetorica Aristotle uses the term hellènizein in the sense of
'speaking uncorrupted Greek without using wrong words or making
grammatical mistakes'. 47 It is on this use of the word that Merx bases
his identification of the word i'räb (declension) with hellènismos, but
he does not explain the difference in meaning: although the identification of the two words as to form may be correct—both words are
causatives with the same lexical derivation—, the difference in technical meaning cannot be explained away. The term hellènizein as it is
used by Aristotle—who does not use the substantive hellènismos—has
a much wider range than the Arabic term, which only means 'declension of nouns and of those verbs that resemble nouns'. The solution
44

Plac. Phil. 277, 18 [A 31].
Plato, Soph. 262 A: 'the sign for the actions is what we use to call rhèma
and the phonetic sign for those who perform those actions onoma' [G22J; cf also the
discussion about the priority of the nouns, below, chapter VII.
46
Cf above, note 31
47
Anstot rhet III, 1407 a 20
45
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may be that Merx wrongly based his argumentation on the Aristotelian
use of the word exclusively, and that he disregarded later developments in Greek grammar. In order to clarify this we must turn to
Sextus Empiricus, who tells us a good deal about later grammar—he
lived about 150 A.D.—notwithstanding his critical attitude towards
grammar as well as all other dogmatic disciplines. Sextus says: 'They
(sc. the grammarians) compose general theorems, and from these they
pretend to be able to judge about every single word, whether it is
Greek or not'.4" These general theorems49—also called kanónes—
formed the core of the so-called Téchnai per) hellènismoû; they were
meant at first as a description of the actual state of the language, but
soon became normative rules for teaching purposes. As the téchnai
were primarily concerned with the declension,50 the word hellènismós
itself came to be used in the sense of 'declension' : one may compare
with this the Stoic definition of the word hellènismós: 'Correctly
inflected speech in the civilized, and not in the vulgar way of
speaking'.51 Considering the fact that the word kanónes has been
arabicized by the Arabic grammarians (qänün, plural: qawänin), we
believe that these treatises about flexion somehow served as a model
for the first attempts of the Arabic grammarians to describe their own
language. The imitation of the kanónes which is found in the fragments
of Jacob of Edessa may have played an intermediary role in this
respect.52
We have a description of such a treatise which determines the
flexion of nouns and verbs by means of qawänin, in the section about
grammar in al-Färäbi's Ihsa al-'ulüm:53 'Then, it (sc. the qänün)
48

Sext. Emp adv. math. 1, 221 [G23]
*' For this meaning of katholikos and the difference between hóros and kalhohkón:
Sext. Emp. adv math 9, 8 = SVF 2, 224 In Latin grammar we have Varro's universa
discrimina. De L.L 10, 8 sqq. and Char. 63, 16 sqq.
50
Berwick, 1922, 182: 'Es muß also einen Typus grammatischer Lehrschrift (léchnè
perì hellènismoû) gegeben haben, der die Darstellung der Flexion zum Gegenstand hatte
mit der ausgesprochenen Absicht Regeln für den richtigen Sprachgebrauch (hellènismós, latinitas) an die Hand zu geben'.
51
Diog. Laert. 7, 59 [G24] For the word adiaplôlos in this definition, cf Liddell/
Scott, s.v., especially the quotation from Apoll. Dysk. pron 109, 23, where the word
is translated as 'not using the cases at random'; cf. Steinthal, 18912, 2, 121 ; 126.
52
Merx, 1889, 56-62. Jacob of Edessa followed the example of Dionysios Thrax
and Theodosios. We will not enter here into the question of the relationship between
these Syriac kanónes and al-Färäbi's description of the kanónes
53
The rest of Fârâbî's section about grammar also shows a remarkable influence of
Greek terminology, cf. lawähiq, p. 14 ( = parhepómena); wugüh, 14, 14 (= prósopa; cf
Daiber, 1968, 25. The Syriac term parsupa, Merx, 1889, 17; 19; Tarazï, 1969, 115, is a
transliteration of the Greek word); tasarruf ( = klisis), cf below, chapter III C.
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teaches us in which case which ending is attached to each noun and
each verb, then, it enumerates briefly the cases of the singular nouns,
case by case, for those nouns that are declinable and can receive in
each case one of the endings, then, it does the same for the feminine,
the dual, and the plural nouns, then, it gives the same list for the
singular, the dual, and the plural verbs, until all cases which change
the endings of the verbs have been exhausted, then, it informs us
which nouns are only declined in some cases, and in which cases they
are declined, and in which they are not, then, it informs us which
nouns have only one case-ending, and which ending each of these
(nouns) has' 5 4 This description corresponds exactly to the Greek
kanones onomatikoi and kanones rhematikoi, as we know them from
Theodosios, even in the distinction of words which are declined only
in one case, or only in some cases 55 The order of the Färäbian
flexional tables is the same as the one we know from Greek examples
This proves that there still existed at this time traces of the Greek
flexional tables with general rules about the flexion of nouns and
verbs The general character of these rules is correctly defined by Ibn
Haldün 'They (sc the scholars) extracted from the course of their
own speech general rules , and by means of these rules they judged
about the rest of the forms of speech, and they attached similar
endings to similar words' 5 б Viewed in this light the difference between
the Aristotelian hellenismos and the Arabic i'räb is no longer a
problem i'räb in fact translates the hellenismos of later Greek grammarians
Our explanation does not take into account the explanation of the
Arabic grammarians themselves They translate i'räb as 'explanation'
(bayän)sl In their view the i'räb is the focal point of grammar, which
gives the Arabic language its clarity—even to the point where some of
them believe that the Arabic language is the only language to possess
an iräb 5 8 Fräb in the sense of 'declension' is defined as follows
declension is a vowel at the end of the word that indicates the
meanings (sc the grammatical meanings 59 ) It should be added that
" Far Ihs 16, 11- 17, 9 [A 32]
55
Grammatici Graea, IV, 1, cf Gluck, 1967, 23 and η 6, the distinction between
monoptôta and apiola Barwick, 1922, 177 sqq , Steinthal, 1891z 2, 224-6
56
b Hald Muq 546, 18-20 [A 33]
57
Zagg Id 91, 3-8, b Gin Has 1, 36, 2- 37, 4, b Anb Asr 9, 16 sqq , cf Fuck,
19552, 25,60
58
E g b Far Sah 42, 161
39
Zagg Id 72, 2-3 For haraka = kinesis cf above, chapter II, The 'meanings'
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declension is a semantic, not a phonetic matter, or, to put it in Râzî's
words, 'the declension is a rational, not a physical state'. 60 This was
recognized already by the scholiast on Dionysios Thrax, who says:
'(it should be known) that the five cases are a matter of meaning,
not of sound'. 61
Words with a complete declension (triptotic words) are called in
Arabic grammar from the time of SIbawaihi munsarif, words with an
incomplete declension (diptotic words) are gair munsarif.62 As the
nunation indicates the complete declension,63 in some cases sarf and
tanwin are very close to each other in meaning. 6 * We believe that the
term sarf is connected with the Greek word kl'tsis, although the exact
relation between the two terms is very difficult to trace.
Two things are more or less certain. In primitive Arabic grammar
the term used for 'declension' was i'räb, in our view a caique of the
Greek hellènismos. On the other hand, in philosophical circles the
terms sarf and tasrif are consistently used for all morphological
changes of nouns and verbs, but this term is, of course, found only
after the first translations of Greek writings had been made. We find,
for instance, in Matta ibn Yünus' translation of Aristotle's Poetica
the term tasrif as the translation of the Aristotelian ptosis, i.e., the
inflection of both nouns and verbs. 65 Ibn Suwär tells us: 'Inflection
{tasrif) is a sound added to the word and consisting in a vowel that
is added to the first case (istiqâma) ... and there are five kinds of
inflection (i.e., five cases), as I have mentioned in the De Interpretatione\6b The same is said by al-Färäbi who distinguishes between
nouns in the first case (muslaqim) and inflected nouns (ma if); both
nouns and verbs have inflection (tasrif).01 It is obvious that we are

(ma'äni) alternate on the words (ta'tawiru 'ala Ί-asma), they are equivalent to Râzî's
'states that occur to the nouns' (ah»äl 'arida 'ala 'I-asma ), Maf I, 45, 7 sqq Zagg. Id.
69, 6 sqq. gives examples of these meanings.
60
Râzï, Maf 1, 48, 14 (al-i'räb häla ma'quia lä mah\üsa).
61
Scholia D T 230, 34-5 (ton sèmamoménôn ou ton phônôn cum hai pente ptôsen),
сГ Schmidt, 1839, 59
62
Wright. 19643, I, 234-47 (the triptotic and the diptotic declension); Sib Kit.
1, 7, 6, cf also the detailed analysis, lb 2, 2-13
63
Cf. Zagg. Id 97, 3 sqq
64
E g Zagg Mag 92, 7 sqq
" , Matta ibn Yünus, Badawi, 1953, 128, 20-4, cf Ibn Sina, Si'r, 191, pen., b. Rusd,
Si'r. 236, 14-8
66
b Suwär, 372, 4-7 [A 34]
67
Far Sarh. 32, 15; 36, 8; 42, 21, Ihs ρ 16 Cf Islamic philosophy, 1972,
PP 521 sqq
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dealing here with a direct translation of Greek words, where ma il
stands for enklinomenos, mustaqim for orthos, and the term tasrif
itself for the word used by the Greek commentators of the writings of
Aristotle and the Alexandrian grammarians alike, namely klisis.66 The
tasrif is an imitation of the Greek declension, c.q. inflection, as is
evident from the five cases given by Ibn Suwar.
In Alexandrian grammar klisis was used for the morphological
changes of nouns and verbs, whereas other (analogical) changes of
words were indicated by the term paragoge.69 In the Stoic-Pergamene
type of grammar, klisis was used for every change of a word, be it
regular or irregular. 70 Later distinctions allowed to nouns a ptosis and
a klisis, but to verbs only a klisis:11 verbs are optata, just as, for
instance, adverbs and prepositions. 72 Among the nouns there are also
those with only one case (monóptota), e.g. the name ho abraam; nouns
are called aklita, when they miss some of their cases. 73
According to the Arabic grammarians, only nouns are declinable
(mu'rab), whereas verbs have no right to declension, although they do
have an inflection (tasrif).74 On the other hand, nouns are divided into
those which are fully declined (munsarif), and those with only two
cases: the latter category is called gair munsarif, and it seems that
we have here the equivalent of the Greek term aklitos, which we
have mentioned in the preceding paragraph. The Arabic theory,
according to which nouns lose something of their declension on

6

" Islamic philosophy, 1972, 521 sqq
Barwick, 1957, 34
This was precisely the reason why the debates about analogy and anomaly were
so fruitless both parties disagreed as to where analogy was to be demonstrated, cf
Barwick, 1922, 179 sqq
71
Cf scholia D Τ 549, 33, on the question why the terms klisis and ptosis are used
for the nouns, but only the term klisis for the verbs Unfortunately the answer has not
been preserved in the manuscript It is difficult to find out what exactly a klisis of the
nouns is From the way Apollonios Dyskolos uses the term it appears that klisis
denotes every morphological change of either a noun or a verb, and that ptosis is the
special name for a klisis of a noun
72
Steinthal, 18912. 2, 224-6
73
Scholia D T 231, 12-5 'How docs the monoplôton differ from the úkliton'1
(Answer ) the monoplôton receives only the article, e g ahraam, but the akliton is a
word which neither receives (only the article), nor docs it have a complete declension,
e g oûs (ear), dénias (stature)" [G25] Also Apoll Dysk synt 47, 8 adjectives like
taclni (swift), which are used as adverbs, become aklita, thus imitating the undeclinabihty of the adverbs this is the only trace in Greek grammar of a theory of resemblance
(cf below) Cf also Choirob 1, 341, 24-37 (on the names of the letters)
74
Zagg Id 80, 7-9, 101, 5-6 (a quotation from Ta'lab)
69

70
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account of a resemblance to the verbs or the particles, was, however,
unknown in Greek grammar.
Sarf and tasrif have yet another meaning in Arabic grammar. The
science of sarf is defined as the science of the phonetic forms of words
and their changes, apart from those changes that are caused by
declension. We may cite the following definitions: 'It (sc. the sarf) is
the science of the roots, by which we know the various phonetic
forms of the words, apart from the declension' (Ibn Hägib); 75 'It is
the knowledge of the root of the word, and its additions, elisions, and
changes' (Ibn al-Atir). 76 Apparently sarf could indicate every change
of the word in general, i.e., almost the same meaning as the Pergamene
use of the word klisis. Perhaps this may be explained by the fact that
in Arabic as well as in Greek grammar ptosis/i'räb was reserved for
the nouns, so that its opposite klisis/sarf could obtain the double
meaning of 'inflection of the verb' and 'derivation in general'. Whatever the case may be, it seems rather probable that sarf is the
translation of the Greek term klisis, since both words indicate a
departure from the original meaning or form of the word—the original
meaning of klisis is 'bending, inclination', normally in a downward
direction, but also aside, whereas sarf means 'turning away, averting'.
In philosophical grammar this change in meaning by means of a
phonetic change applies to the declension of the nouns and the verbs;
in grammatical works it refers either to the inflection, or to every
change apart from those caused by declension. When the word is used
in this second sense, it has a sub-category, 'adi, which indicates more
specifically the analogical derivation of one form from another: Ibn
Ginni says that 'adi is a kind of derivation (tasarruf), which consists
" b Hägib ap Astarâbâdï, Sarh ar-radd 'ala 's-Sápvva, ed M N al-Hasan, Qähira,
1358 A H , 1,2, 3[A35]
76
b al-Atir, al-Matal as-sa ir, ed. M.N 'Abd al-Hamïd. Qähira, 1358 A . H , I,
12 [A 36]. Bolh this definition and the one quoted in the preceding note are quoted by
'Ubaidi, 1969, 98-9, who discusses several other definitions, as well as the place of
sarf within grammar Compare Flùgel's note 1862, 13-4, note 2 On the etymology of
sarf : 'Ukb. Mas 106-9 We are not concerned here with another use of sar/, namely in
Kiifan grammar, where this term is used for the procedure that causes the accusative
in sentences such as lä la'kul as-samak на-tas'raba 'l-laban (don't cat fish, while you
are drinking milk 1 ), cf b Anb. Ins 229-30; Farrâ', Ma'ânï Ί-Qur'ân, I, 33, quoted by
Mubarak, 1963, 325 with further discussion; cf also Carter, 1973, who tries to show
that it is incorrect to attribute the term sar/ in this sense to the К ¡¡fans exclusively
According to him Farrâ' and Sibawaihi (Kit I, 424-7) to a large extent agreed as to the
nature of this principle, which is called hilä/ by Sibawaihi Later Basrian grammarians
rejected it, and it was, therefore, attributed to the KuTans On the \ar//ljilä/ Reckendorf, 1921, 462; de Sacy, 1829, 217-9, Mahzümi. 1958. 293 sqq: Mosel, 1975, 57-8
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in a change of the root from its primary meaning to a secondary
one.77
'Adala in its sense of 'to derive analogically from' represents the
Alexandrian term paragein, as against the term tasrif (i.e., the Greek
klisis), which is restricted to the inflection. In the Stoic-Pergamene
system, on the other hand, klisis (tasrif) is used for every sort of
derivation, including declension and inflection.78 A few examples of
the use of 'adala in Arabic grammar are : (Ibn Ginni) the form fu'äl
is derived from the form fa'il by means of 'udul;79 (id.) the form
fa'âli is derived from the form fa'la;60 (Farra') agma'una is derived
from {ma'dui 'an) agma',B1 (Ta'lab) sabûr is derived from the verb
sabira;82 (Ibn Madâ') the nouns which are derived from the participles.83 These examples are all in accordance with the Alexandrian
use of paragein: they are all cases of derivation, not of declension or
inflection. On the other hand, in philosophical grammar we find for
instance with al-Fârâbï that verbs (kalim) are changed (yu'dalu bihà),
so that they become commands or prohibitions (amr aw nahy).8* Here
we find 'adi applied to the verbs.
The Arabic name for the first of the nominal cases is raf, i.e.,
'lifting'. In 1889 Merx pointed out the similarity between this term
and the Greek name for the first case, orthè ptosis, but he did so not
without reservation: 'Potestne credi hoc casu esse factum, et negari
in seligendo nomine raf и Arabes doctrinam Peripateticorum esse secutos, quam a commentatore aliquo Aristotelico didicerunt? Nihilo
minus vero mihi nondum constat, nomen raf и nihil esse nisi interpretationem vocis orthè vel eutheîa, nam si raf и graecum esset, etiam
reliqua casuum nomina ex graecis processisse coniciendum esset, quod
85
probari nequit'.
In the first place we must remark that Merx attributed every
similarity between Greek and Arabic grammar in the early period to
Peripatetic influence; he did not look for similarities between living
77

b Gin Has 1, 52, 9-10.
Barwick, 1957, 34.
79
b Gin. Has. 3, 267, 9
80
b. Gin. Has 3, 261, 6, сГ Zagg. Mag. 223, 14. hadäim (hurry up') is a derivate
of the same order as, for instance, 'umaru, which is derived from 'ämir
81
Farr. ap. Ta'l Mag. 1,98, II
82
Ta'l. Ma| 1, 316, 4.
83
b Madâ-, Radd, 100, 3; cf Arnaldez, 1956, 91.
84
Far Ihs. 14, 8
85
Merx, 1889, 152
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Greek grammatical practice and Arabic grammar. In the case of the
names of the nominal cases we have a good example of the difference
between the two influences, since the Aristotelian tradition forced its
own names upon the Arabic translators and upon those philosophers
who based themselves on Greek material, namely mustaqim for Greek
orthos, and ma il for Greek enklinómenos. These are the terms used by
Fârâbî.86 It is obvious that Färäbi did not adhere strictly to the
Peripatetic doctrine, which considered the nominative as the basic
form, and the rest of the cases as declension (ptosis), but rather
followed the Stoic tradition, which considered the nominative as the
first of the nominal cases.87 This has been pointed out by Zimmermann, who may be right in attributing this departure from the
Aristotelian tradition to the discussions by Greek commentators concerning this point.88 On the other hand, it is also possible that Fârâbî
heard something about Greek grammatical practice, possibly via the
Arabic and Syrian translators, who were active at Baghdad during
his lifetime. We have seen above that he sometimes uses elements
from Greek grammar, which cannot be derived from translations of
Aristotelian writings.89
For an explanation of the grammatical names of the nominal cases
we cannot resort to the translations at all, but must base ourselves
on the data from Greek grammar. We do not believe that it is possible
—given the present state of our knowledge—to prove any connection
between raf' and orthè ptosis. Merx is certainly right when he says
that when there is a connection between the name of the nominative
in Greek and Arabic grammar, we expect the same connection to
exist in the case of the names of the other cases. His own efforts to
prove that connection seem rather farfetched,90 so that the question
remains undecided. The only additional observation we would like
to make is of a very hypothetical character : all Arabic names for the
cases taken together could give the picture of a noun being erected
(marju), which is then pulled aside (magrur), and finally brought down
86

Far Sarh, 64, 15 (as synonym for mail the term musarraf), Ibn Suwär, 365, 5
(only mustaqim as against musarraj). According to Zimmermann (Islamic philosophy,
1972, 540, note 14) these terms were used only in the Baghdad school of translators.
87
Cf. Steinthal, 18902, 1, 303-4; Schmidt, 1839, 59-60; Pohlenz, 1939, 169; cf the
discussion in the scholia D.T., 230, 24-33, 546, 15 - 548, 5.
88
Zimmermann, Islamic philosophy, 1972, 521-2 referring to the discussion by
Stephanos, 10, 22 sqq.
89
Cf above, note 53, and chapter III A (Fârâbï's division of the hurüf)
90
Merx, 1889, 152-3.
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(mansubl),91 in other words the same metaphor as in the Greek
ptôseis, which begin with the orthè and end with the plagiai piaseis.92
We must concede, though, that the evidence is rather meagre. Perhaps
the explanation of the Arabic grammarians of the names of the cases
in terms of the articulatory movements needed for the pronunciation
of the case-endings is correct after all.93
Although there seems to be no connection between the Greek and
the Arabic name for the genitive, there is a similarity in functions. The
genitive indicates the idäfa (adjunction, annexion), and the idäfa,
according to Zaggâgï, has three functions: it joins something to its
owner; it joins something to the person who has a right to it; it
joins something to its genus.94 We are reminded by these three
functions of the three names the second case may have in Greek
grammar:95 the second case may be called ktètikè (case of possession);
patrikè (case of fatherhood); genikè (interpreted as 'general case',
'case of the genus', 'case of the root').96
Nouns and particles may be said to be dependent {mu'allaq) on
other words:97 the meaningful particle, for instance, is said to be
always dependent.98 A second meaning of the word is 'being in
suspense, not yet terminated', when it is said about a sentence which
has not yet been completed and still misses an essential part.99 In
that case the term is almost synonymous with the term näqis (as
against tàmirì) used by Ibn Ginn!.100 Finally the word mu'allaq is
also used for the creation of the words, which are said to have been
'hung up' on the things.101 Ibn Madâ' explains the first meaning
"' For the lexical signification of the terms we refer to the Lisän al-'Arab, ss vv .
гаГ is the opposite of hafd (8, 129 right); garr is explained by the word gadh, i e ,
'pulling aside' (8, 4 right 9); but na\b means 'standing erect' (I, 760, left 12, cf. Shehaby,
1975. 78, note 7).
92
For the meaning of the Greek term ptosis: Sittig, 1931; Hiersche, 1955, cf also
Pohlenz, 1939. 169-71.
93
E g. Zagg. Id., pp 93-4; Semaan, 1968, 19
9
* Zagg. Id. 108, 10 sqq.; cf b. Gin Has 3, 26, 9 sqq
9
" E.g. scholia D T . 384, 1-7.
96
For a discussion about the meaning of the term genikè we refer to: de Mauro,
1965, appendice I (pp 206-8); also Pohlenz, 1939, 172-5
97
Cf. Zagg Lam 22, 8; b Kais. ар. Suy. Ham' al-hawämi', 1, 140 (quoted by
Daif, 1968, 251), b. Gin. Has 3, 107, 1-2; 3, 170, 2; 3, 256, I, 3, 270. 10, with other
forms from the same root (ta'allaqa, 'allaqa).
98
Mub ap, Zagg Mag. 222, 11
99
Mâzinï ар. Suy Bugya, 1, 465, 7
100
Cf above, chapter II (the distinction between qaul and kaläm)
101
E.g by Ibn Hazm, Ihk 1, 261, 13 'ulliqa 'ala ... (to be created in order to
signify ...).
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of the term, when he tells us that the grammarians use the verb
amala to indicate the word that governs a nominative or an accusative, but the verb 'allaga to indicate the word that is connected with a
genitive. He himself cannot accept the first verb, because as a Zähirite
he does not acknowledge any human action at all, and human action
is implied by the use of the verb a'mala, when we are talking about a
grammatical subject or object. 102 Ibn Madä' uses, therefore, 'allaqa
in all cases, since this verb indicates only a statement about an
established syntactic situation. 103 In Greek grammatical terminology
the verb artâsthai is used with the same sense as the first meaning of
muallaq, namely 'to be dependent on', for instance by Apollonios
Dyskolos. 104 There are also expressions with the verb kremâsthai
(to hang), which remind us of the second meaning of muallaq e.g.,
krèmataì ho logos (speech is in suspense, is not yet complete). 105

С THE VERB
Three types of definitions may be distinguished in Arabic grammati
cal literature.
1. In the first place there is the morphological definition, which
lists those morphological characteristics of the verb that mark it as
different from the noun and the particle. Some of these characteristics
are negative, e.g., the verb has neither dual or plural, nor a feminine
gender; 1 some characteristics are positive, e.g., the verb may have a
personal suffix attached to it, and it may be used in combination
with temporal adverbs, such as 'yesterday', 'tomorrow', i.e., it can
2
indicate time. Those definitions that mention positive characteristics
102

СГ below, chapter VIII, note 23
b. Madä', Radd, ρ 107
104
Apoll Dysk synt 24, 1-3; 72, 10, 120, 12, 421, 9, 463, 4
105
Cf. Liddell/Scott, s v.
1
СГ ap. b Far Sah. 52, 9 [A 37] 'the verb is that which is prevented from
(receiving) the dual and the plural', b. Anb Ins. 40, 18-9 [A38] 'the verb cannot be
made feminine, only the noun'. For the term imtina (umtunfa): cf Mubarrad's defini
tion of the noun, above, chapter III B, note 5. Note that it is the subject of the verb
that is made dual, plural, feminine, not the verb itself
2
Cf. ар b Far. Sah. 52, 11 'the verb is that which is correctly combined with -tu,
e.g. qumtu (I stood up), dahablu (I left)' [A 39]; lb. 52, 13 'the verb is that which is
correctly combined with amsi (yesterday) and gadan (tomorrow)" [A 40]; cf. Zagg. Gum.
21, ult. -22, 2.
103
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often contain the words hasuna an ... (it is correct to ...); these words
seem to be typical of the definitions of al-Ahfas.3 Sibawaihi gives
the indication of time as one of the characteristics of the verb.4
2. In the second place, there is a group of definitions which are not
concerned with the characteristics of the verb or with its function, but
with the nature of what is signified by the verb. These definitions have
been influenced by Aristotle's definition ; they will be discussed in the
chapter about the influence of logic.5
3. Finally, there are definitions which define the syntactic function
of the verb: it is always used as a predicate, but it cannot have a
predicate itself. That verbs serve as predicates in the sentence, had
already been mentioned by Aristotle; still, we believe this type of
definitions to have been formulated under the influence of Stoic
theories. The definition of the verb as an attribute which cannot
receive any attributes itself {sifa gair mausuf) stems from a very old
non-aristotelian tradition which regards the verb not as something
that denotes an action as well as the time of that action, but as one of
the two components of a complete sentence, namely the predicate.
Subject and predicate are called by Fârâbï mausuf and sifa.6 He also
mentions as synonyms musnad ilaihi\musnad bini and muhbar 'anhu/
muhbar bini, habar. The first set of synonyms is used by Sibawaihi,7
but the subject is normally called by him mubtada'. The second set is
found in the definitions of noun, verb, and particle in the Basrian
tradition : noun is 'what can be used as a predicate and can receive a
3

Cf above, chapter III B, note 26.
Cf. above, chapter III A, note 25. In Greek grammar Dionysios Thrax defines
the verb according to its morphological properties as follows· 'The verb is an undeclmed
word which can receive tense, person, and number, and which expresses an action
(enérgeia) or a passion {pathos)' (46, 4-5) [G26] This definition was imitated by other
authors, including Apollonios Dyskolos, who adds, however, that morphological properties are not essential for the verb: the most characteristic feature of the verb is that it
signifies an action (pragma), the rest of the properties is accidental (sumparhepomena).
Only thus can we include the infinitive in the verbal system. Cf Steinthal, 18912, 2,
267 sqq.
5
Cf. below, chapter VII.
6
Far. Alf. p. 57, the two terms are also used by Hwär. Maf. 142, Il sqq.
Gazzâlï tells us that this set of terms for the subject and the predicate was used
especially by the theologians, Mihakk, 23, 28; Qistäs, 67/62; cf. Brunschvig, 1970,
163 (21); Gätje, 1974, 163-4 On predication as the central part of traditional grammar:
Gabucan, 1971, 26 sqq.; Cohen, 1970.
7
Sib. Kit. 1, 7, 13-21 ; cf. Räzi, Maf. 1, 36, 9
4
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predicate itself; verb is 'what can be used as a predicate, but cannot
receive a predicate itself; particle is 'what can neither be used as a
predicate, nor receive a predicate itself.8 The function of the verb
as the predicate of the sentence is already expressed in, "All's' defini
tion: 'The verb is what is used to give information'.9 Habar came to be
used in Arabic syntax as the terminus technicus for the notion of
'predicate'.
Arabic syntax divides sentences into nominal sentences (gumal
ismiyya), and verbal sentences (gumalβ"liyya). The essential parts of a
verbal sentence are the 'do-er' {β'il) and the 'action' (/?'/)·10 The
nominal sentence contains a 'subject' (mubtada; muhbar 'anhu), and a
predicate (habar). The term habar is also used with the meaning
'proposition' : it is then defined as 'that which can be declared truth or
falsehood (allodiyatatarraqu ilaihi 't-tasdiq wa-'t-takdib).11 This defini
tion is identical to the Stoic definition of axioma. ' 2 Ploutarchos tells
us about the proposition: 'Is it because the classical authors used to
call what was then termed protasis, and now axioma "the first
sentence", because it is the first thing uttered by us, (which shows us)
telling the truth or lying? This first sentence contains a noun and a
verb; the former is called ptosis by the Stoic logicians, the latter
katègorèma\13 The predicative part of the proposition, the katègörèma, is then defined as 'That which is said about something', or 'A
composed meaning (pragma suntakton) about something singular or
8
Ap b Anb Ins 2, 13-8; cf Râzï, Maf 1, 32 pen - 33, 1, the same kind of
definitions for the noun, the verb, and the particle were used by the Coptic grammarians, cf Bauer, 1972, 68 The Basrian grammarians used these definitions as an
argument for the priority of the noun, cf below, chapter VII, note 107. On the ¡mad'
Zam Muf 13, 2 (predication (isnäd) necessarily consists of two parts, the musnad and
the musnad ilaihi).
9
Ap b Anb Nu7ha, 4, 10 (al-JTI ma unhi'a bihi).
10
For these terms an Indian origin has been suggested (kartr, karman), cf. Diem,
1970. 318, note I, on the other hand, we find in Greek grammatical literature ho
energôn and ho energoumenos with approximately the same sense as Arabic fail and
maf ill. cf Apoll Dysk. synt 139, "1 ; 344, 12-3, 396, 3 Enérgeia is already translated
by ¡TI in Quslä ibn Lüqä's translation of the Piacila Philosophorum, ed. Daiber, p. 69,
9 On the terms faillmaful used in another sense in a definition of the noun, cf above,
chapter III B. note 36
11
Gazz Maq 19, 11. in grammar· b Gin Has 1, 186, 12-3; b Anb Ins 54, 10-1;
61, 25. Mub Muqt. 3. 89; cf van Ess, 1970, 30 and note 40; also b. Far Sah 150, 7:
definition of the ahi an-nazar
12
Sext Emp adv math 1, 70 ( = SVF 2, 187), Diog. Laert. 7, 66 (= SVF 2, 186);
in logic axioma is translated by qadiya, cf van Ess, 19^0, 30 and note 40; Zimmermann,
Islamic philosophy, 1972, 536
' J Plout quaest plat X, p. 1009 С [G27]
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plural', or 'A deficient meaning (lektòn ellipés, i.e., an utterance
which does not form a complete sentence) constructed with a nominative in order to form a proposition'. 14 We suppose that the Greek
terms agoreuomenon (that which is said) and suntakton (composed,
constructed with) are at the basis of the Arabic terms muhbar and
musnad, respectively. This would explain the resemblance between the
definitions of 'proposition', as they are given in the Greek as well as
in the Arabic world, and also the existence of several sets of synonyms.
One could object that the Greek word katègórèma denotes a verbal
predicate, whereas in Arabic habar is precisely the nominal predicate
(in the Arabic sense of the word: in zaid kataba (Zaid wrote) we
would call the second word a verb, but in Arabic grammatical terminology it is called a nominal predicate, or rather, the predicate of a
nominal sentence 1 5 ). This problem may be solved, when we take into
account the Greek conception of the verbal predicate, which considers
di'ôn peripateî (Dion walks) equivalent with diôn est) peripatôn (Dion
is walking). This construction was borrowed by the Arabic grammarians and, adapted to the structure of the Arabic language, it
became a nominal sentence, where the predicate was the predicate of
a nominal sentence. For verbal sentences a new set of terms was
invented.16
The term used for the subject of the nominal sentence is not the
Stoic term ptosis, but a new term, mubtada'. This 'first position' (ibrida) does not indicate the first place of the subject in the sentence, but
it is the 'first position' of the noun itself, i.e., the nominative: 'The
mubtada' is the noun in the first position, before the existence of
any expressed grammatical regens. We use the expression "first position" in order to distinguish between that which has the first place
in the real sentence, even though it should come later, and that
which has a right to the first position, even though it comes later in
the real sentence by a process of extension (ittisâ'y.11 According to
14

Diog Laert 7, 64 ( = SVF 2, 183) [G 28]
Cf Cohen, 1970 Zimmermann (Islamic philosophy. 1972, 542, note 37) points
out thai a Greek sentence Philôn hugiainei (Philon is healthy) would be translated into
Arabic as fulân scihih. ι с a sentence with a nominal predicate.
16
But cf above, note 10.
17
Rumm ap Mubarak, 1963, 312, 13-6 [A41] On the difference between mubtada
and /ail· b Gin. Has 1, 196, 1-14 Mubarrad's use of the term ibtida' is rather
difieren!; he says (Muqt 3, 89) about the ibnda that it is 'what is called by the
grammarians the article (alif-läm)'. According to Mubarrad, in an expression such as
qäma zaid (Zaid stood up), if we want to predicate something about Zaid, we say
al-qä'im zaid (the stander-up is Zaid) and this process is called ibnda (''?).
14
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Sibawaihi's explanation the mubtada' is the first of the nominal states
(ahwäf). ' 8 Greek grammarians, too, held that the nominative is the
principal case, and Gregorios of Corinth emphasizes that the subject
should occupy the first place in the sentence, theoretically at least:
'Do not think that the noun necessarily occupies the first place in the
construction of the sentence, and the verb the second place, and then
the rest. On the contrary, the order of the words is left to chance ...,
even though it is in the nature of the words that the noun should be
put first, being the substance, and that the verb should follow, being
the accident, and that the rest of the words should be placed after
them ...\ 1 9 We will not go into the matter of the Syriac equivalents
of mubtada and habar, surräyä and tebbä, which are used by Barhebraeus, since these terms may be the result of Arabic influence,
especially by Zamahsarï's Muf assai.20
It is important to note that there also exists in Arabic literature a set
of terms that correspond to the Aristotelian terms for 'subject'
(hupokeimenon) and 'predicate' (katègoroumenon), namely maudu and
mahmul.21 The existence of two sets of terms, one used in grammar
and one in logic—this is stated explicitly by Hwarizmi and Gazzalï22—
confirms the fact that the original grammatical tradition was not
influenced by Aristotelian logic, but by the contact with living Greek
grammar, which bore the traces of Stoic influence.
It should be mentioned that some grammarians held that a verb
sometimes does have a predicate of its own, for instance in expressions such as daraba huwa fi'I (hit is a verb). The arguments for this
'predication about the verb' (ihbär 'an al-fi'i) are rejected by Razi.23
Another question concerns the position of the temporal and local
adverbs (zuruf), which according to some opponents fall under the
definition of the verb, since they cannot have a predicate. Zaggâgî
18

Sib. Kit 1, 7, 17, cf b. Anb. Ins. 15, 2
Greg. Cor 6-7 [G29], cf. scholia D T 548, 27-9
20
Merx, 1889, 147, 246, Tarazi, 1969, 115
21
Anslot categ. 1 a-b, the Arabic terms are given, for instance, by Far. Sarh.
17, 12; Hwar Maf. 142, 11 sqq , Gazz Mihakk, 23, 28, Qisläs, 67/62 (cf Brunschvig,
1970, 163 (21)), Sigistânîap Tauh Muq 284, 9, cf also Fleisch, 1961, 25, η. 1, Zimmer
mann, Islamic philosophy, 1972, 534
22
Hwär Maf 142, 11 sqq , Gazzalï explains that mubtada'¡habar is typical for
grammar, maumf/vifa for theology, and muhbar 'anhulmahmul for logic, in law mahkiim/hukm are used for the notions of subject and predicate, cf the references in the
preceding note As for si fa, according to Diem, 1970, 313-5, it is used in Sibawaihi's
Knäb as a general term for attributes, not for the adjective alone.
23
Razi, Maf I, 33, 6 sqq
19
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denies this: the words makän (place) and zamän (time), implied by the
adverbs aina (where?) and mata (when?), can receive a predicate.
'Abd al-Qahir argues in the same way against the objection of the
opponents: 'When we say "noun is something about which you can
predicate something", what we intend to say is "noun is that about
whose meaning you can predicate something" ...\ 2 4 Aina and mata
fall, therefore, under the definition of the noun, since it is possible to
predicate something about their meaning.
After having examined the definition of the verb, we will look into
two characteristics of verbs, namely the indication of tense, and
(in)transitivity; finally, we will discuss the relationship between the
masdar/infinitive and the verb.
Grammatical tenses are not the same thing as physical time; still,
the two are related. Time (chrónos) is defined by Chrysippos as
'interval (or: extension) of the movement of the cosmos' {diastèma tes
toû kosmou kinèseôs);2S it is one of the four incorporeal things
(asómala).26 With the 'void' (kenón) it shares the property of being
infinite in two directions, the past and the future.27 The present
moment is only an intersection of two infinite times, itself being
without dimensions and without existence from a geometrical point of
view.28 But on the other hand, the present time is the only one
which really exists (huparchein), whereas past and future only exist as
constructions of the mind (huphestánai).29
Aristotle wrote about the precarious existence of the present time,
which cannot exist in any physical sense.30 This implies that actions
24
'Abd al-Qâhir ap. Räzi, Maf 1, 33, pen
34, 2 Note the discrepancy between
Zaggagi s denial, Id 53, 7-12, and his own objections to the definition of the noun by
al-Ahfas Sa'ïd lbn Mas'ada, Id 49, 14 sqq
2,
~SVF 2, 510 Cf Chnstensen, 1962, 25-6, Rist, 1969, 273-88; Goldschmidt, 1953,
Sambursky, 1971, 98-108. Cf. in Arabic literature the definition given by Abu Sulaimân
as-SigislSni, ар Tauh. Muq. 278, 16-7, and the definition mentioned by lbn al-Anbârî,
Ins 63, 23-4 'time is the movement of the stars' (az-zamän harakal al-falak), and by
Muhammad ibn Zakariyyâ ar-Râzï, Opera Philosophica, 1, 243, 14-6 'time is the
duration of the existence of the stars' (az-zamän imidda wugud al-falak); cf Nader,
1956, 188-9, Jadaane, 1967, 214-5
26
Together with topos (place), kenón (void), and leklon (meaning), SVF 2, 331
27
SVF 2, 509; 520.
28
A point also made by Hebrew grammarians, cf Chomsky's notes on Kimhi's
Mikhlol, p. 361, η 628.
24
SVF 2, 164, 26-7.
30
Aristot. phys. 233 b 33 sqq ; natural, auscult. 219 b-220 a; cf Sleinthal, 18902,
1, 312 sqq For Aristotle's theories concerning time: Conen, 1964. After Aristotle
became known in the Arabic world the concept of time was dealt with in a more
scientific way, by means of the distinction between time in a broader and in a narrower
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in the present time cannot exist, and that verbs cannot possess verbal
forms of the present tense. However, besides time in the strictest sense
of the word, there exists another time, which is defined by Fârâbï
in the following words: 'If we take the time with a definite distance
in the past from the present moment, which is the end and the
beginning (sc. the present time conceived of as an intersection of two
infinite times, itself without dimensions), and we join it with the
same time in the future, and if their distance from the present
moment, which is the end and the beginning, forms one single distance
in past and future, and if they are taken together, then this time is
the present time'.31 According to Fârâbï, philosophers use the word
'now' in both senses, i.e., in the strictest sense and in the derived
sense, common people know only of the second sense,32 whereas
grammarians base themselves on the first sense exclusively in concluding that verbs in the present tense do not exist.33 In Fârâbï's
definition present time is actually the contraction of the last part of
the past and the first part of the future. This is expressed in grammatical terms by Priscianus, when he describes the present tense of a
verb: 'We use to call this tense praesens, because it holds together and
it unites, as it were, in one point the junction of the past and the
future tenses, without any intercision ..., like when I say in the middle
of a verse "I write a verse", when the first part of the verse has
already been written down, and the last part is still lacking. I use
the verb in the present tense, saying "I write a verse", but it is
imperfect, because part of the verse is still lacking'.34 In fact, this
is the original theory of Chrysippos : the present time consists of two
parts, one of which is past, and the other future.35
This present time may be long or short, for it is possible to say
'the present year', 'the present day', or 'the present minute'.36 The
sense As-Si|istânï (ар Tauh. Muq 278) and Ibn al-Anbäri (Ins. 103) use the terms
zamän mutlaq and zamän basil (or muayyan), their source was probably Fârâbï's
Sarh al-Ibära (Sarh, 40, 1 - 42, 26).
31
Far. Sarh. 41, 2-4 [A 42]
32
lb. 40, 2 5 - 4 1 , 2.
33
lb. 40, 17-8.
3
* Prise instit. 8, 52 (414, 24 - 415, 6): Ergo praesens tempus hoc solemus dicere quod
contineat el coniungat quasi puncto aliquo tuncturum praeteritt temporis et futuri nulla
intercisione interveniente... ut, si in medio versu dicam 'scribo versum' priore eius parte
scripta, cui adhuc dees! extrema pars, praesenti utor verbo dicendo 'scribo versum', sed
imperfectum est, quod deest adhuc versui, quod scribatur.
35
This theory is transmitted by Plout. de comm. not. cap. 41 sqq.; cf. SVF 2, 517.
36
Far. Sarh, 41, 8-9, cf. scholia D T . 559, 4-8: 'They say that Dionysios used
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present time is a gradual transition from the future into the past.37
In this time the action takes place simultaneously with the expression
of that action in speech : 'The present time comes into being during
the words of the speaker', says Zaggâgï,38 thereby agreeing with the
scholiast on Dionysios Thrax, who puts it like this : 'It (sc. the present
time) combines the existence of something with its expression'.39
Sibawaihi's analysis of the Arabic verbal system revealed two verbal
forms: a perfect (qatala), and an imperfect (yaqtulu) (and an imperative (uqtuf)). He described these forms in the following way: 'As
f
or the verbs, they are patterns taken from the expression of the
events of the nouns, and they are constructed to (signify) what is
past, and what is to come, and what is being without interruption.
The structure of what is past is dahaba, sami'a, makuta, húmida;
the structure of what did not yet occur is, ... when you are telling
something yaqtulu, yadhabu, yadribu, yuqtalu, yudrabu, and so is the
structure of what is being and is not yet finished, when you are
telling something'.40 Remarkable in this division is the fact that,
although there are only two verbal forms, and although these forms
do not indicate the time of the action, but its aspect, Sïbawaihi nevertheless designed a system with three tenses. Merx attributed this to
the influence of the Persian translations of Aristotle's De Interpretationen in combination with the fact that Sïbawaihi was of Persian
"times" in the sense of "distances of time", like when we divide the lime into years,
months, days, and hours. That is why he calls it "present tense" (enhestôs), namely, as
if it has the length of a year, or a month, or a day, or an hour, for we say "the present
year, month, day, hour"' [G30]; cf Choirob. 2, 12, 2 sqq (the platukòs chrono·, of the
grammarians), also Joh. Phil, comment, in Aristot. phys. 703, 16. On the grammatical
present tense, scholia D.T. 248, 13 sqq.; 249, 3-8; 403, 3; 404, 26-8, 559, 4 sqq., cf also
Ploutarchos' criticism on Archedemos, de comm. not cap. 41 = SVF 3, 263, 14
37
Cf. Prise, instit. 8, 51-3 (414, 9 - 415, 10): '. . as time flows continuously like a
river, it can hardly have a (fixed) point in the present time' (.. cum emm tempus fluvii
more instabili vohatur cursu, vtx punctum habere potest in praesenti), cf. Zagg Id 87,
5-6 'bit by bit' (awwalan awwalan).
38
Zagg. Id. 87, 3 (аі-mutakawnm fi hai hitäb al-mutakallim); Sïrâfi defines the three
grammatical tenses with similar terms (Sarh al-Kitâb, 1, 12, as quoted by Mubarak in
his edition of Zaggâgi's Tdâh, p. 87, η 1).
35
Scholia D T . 404, 27-8 (hàma gàr tôt légesthai échei ka) tó einai); cf. Choirob 2,
11,34- 12, 1.
40
Sib. Kit 1, 2, 2-5 [A43]. Merx' analysis of this text, 1889, 142, can hardly be
correct: Sïbawaihi most certainly did not mention the imperative as an example of
what is being done and is not yet finished! Sibawaihi's 'definition' of the verb cf
above, chapter III A, note 25; also : Troupeau, 1962b.
41
Aristot. de interpret. 113 b 17, as compared with the translation given by Paulus
Persa, ed. Land, IV, 15, 112, in the preserved Syriac translation of the Persian original
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origin. 42 On the other hand, awareness of three physical times is not
unique, and Sibawaihi may very well have adapted on his own initiative the Arabic verbal system to these three times. What is more, he
does not give to each of the three times its own name, but uses,
following the structure of the Arabic language, only one name for
the present and the future tenses together. The perfect 'tense' is
called by him mòdi, i.e., 'what has gone, what is past'. In this case,
there may be a connection with the Greek parelèluthôs, but not in the
case of the imperfect 'tense', which is called mudari', i.e., 'resembling'
(sc. the nouns, or the active participle /a if), since the verbal forms
of the imperfect have almost the same endings as the nouns, or since
the syntactic function of the imperfect resembles that of the active
participle. 43
The term mudäri' is used by Sibawaihi not only to indicate the
resemblance of the verbal modes to the nominal cases—which is
evident in Arabic—, but also the fundamental equivalence in function
of the imperfect verb and the active participle: zaid la-yaf'alu (Zaid
really does) and zaid la-fa il (Zaid is really doing) have the same
construction, and amount to the same thing. Another analogy between
the imperfect verb and the active participle is that verbs may receive
the particle saufa, just as participles may be determined by the article:
in both cases, according to the Arabic grammarians, the function of
the added article is to make the word to which it is added definite.44
This 'famous resemblance' {mudara'a mashura ) 4 5 was held for a long
time by all grammarians, although the Basrians and the Kufans
interpreted it differently: according to Ibn al-Anbari, 46 the Kufans
held that the imperfect verbs had a certain right to declension, because
they, like the nouns, are used to convey different meanings {ma'äni
muhtalifa);*1 the Basrians, on the other hand, granted the right of
(probably this Paulus Persa is identical with Paulus of Nisibis, who died in 571 A D ,
cf. Baumstark, 19682, 121, Georr, 1948, 15-6), quoted by Merx, 1889, 142
42
Merx, 1889, 142.
43
For mudäri" · Mahzumi, 1958, 238 : Diem, 1970, p. 319, note. Apparently, Zaggâgï
avoided the term mudäri : whenever it crops up in the argument of an adversary (e.g ,
Id. 107, 9 sqq., Id 87, 13 sqq.: // kulubihtm') he starts to explain its meaning
44
Sib Kit 1,3, 12 sqq ; cf. Hegazi, 1971, 55-9
45
Zagg Id 87, 14.
46
b. Anb Ins 224, 21 - 225, 25 (mas'ala 73)
41
Probably not in the sense thai homonymous verbs exist, as Zaggâgï tries to make
out, Id. 87, 13 sqq , but that verbs indicate different meanings—possess different
syntactic functions—, just as nouns are subject to changes which serve to express the
different functions of the nouns (maant), e.g. Id 69, 6 sqq. But cf Zam Muf 109, 8.
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declension to the imperfect verbs in accordance with their place within
the grammatical system, where they resemble the nouns in three
respects (wuguh).AS These three respects are: the analogy between the
article and the particle sauja\ the fact that both the imperfect verb
and the active participle may receive the particle la-; and the fact
that imperfect verbs may replace the active participles in many sentences. Essentially, these are the same points as those mentioned by
Sibawaihi. 49 Thus, according to the Basrians, imperfect verbs are
declined because they themselves resemble the nouns; according to
the Küfans, a certain category of the verbs, namely the imperfect
verbs, is declined, because verbs bear a general likeness to nouns.
The comparison of the verbal moods to the nominal cases is not as
original as it appears to be at first sight. The same comparison is
made in Greek grammatical literature, though not because of a
resemblance of verbs to nouns, but 'nach dem beliebten Parallelismus
zwischen den verschiedenen Gebieten der Grammatik'. 50 Zaggâgî's
remark that verbal forms may be used for more than one meaning, just
like the nouns, may be compared to the remarks of Apollonios
Dyskolos concerning the sumpatheia, i.e., the phenomenon that one
form takes the function of another form. 51 As for the equivalence in
function of the imperfect verb and the active participle, we may point
to the Greek doctrine, which states that a form such as loùei (he
washes) is equivalent to est) loùôn (he is washing), as is customary in
logic. According to the Kufans the active participle constitutes the
third tense of the verb, the present tense; the participle is then called
ihefl'l dä'im.52
It does not seem very likely that the Arabic term mudän' was the
result of the influence of the Syriac term zavnä de-damya, as is
asserted by Tarazï; 5 3 it seems more probable that the influence was
the other way round, since the Syriac term is of a much later date.
48

For this term: Weil, 1913, 22 sqq
Also b Anb Lum 56, 4 sqq., Asr 12, 21 sqq
Sleinthal, 18912, 2, 296, scholia D T . 246, 27-8; 399, 22-4; Apoll Dysk. fragm
pp. 86-7; Theod. 52, 4 sqq.; Choirob. 2, 104, 26 sqq.; Macrobius, difT. 611, 36 Keil;
Prise instit 8, 63 (421).
51
Apoll Dysk adv 202, 2-15. The possibility of one word with two different
meanings was denied by some Arabic grammarians, cf. Suy. Muzh 1, 237-8; b. Gin
Has. 2, 308,9-11
52
Cf. Mahzümï, 1958, 238-41 ; also the refutation by Sïrâfi in his commentary on the
Kitäb, 1, 493, as quoted by Mubarak in his edition of Zaggâgî's Tdäh, p. 86, note I.
53
Tarazi, 1969, 116.
49

50
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We have stated above that we do not believe that there is any
cogent reason to assume an influence of Aristotelian logic in order to
explain the occurrence of three tenses in Sibawaihi's analysis of the
Arabic verbal system. Such an influence could, however, be supposed
in the case of later grammarians who distinguished between three
tenses of the verb, each with its own name : mòdi, hai, and mustaqbal.
But because of the fact that this system was used in Arabic grammar
before the first translations from Greek into Arabic, we prefer to
assume a direct influence of Greek grammar, which should explain the
transition from Sibawaihi's terminology (mädi-mudäri) to the new
terminology with three names for three tenses (mödi-häl-mustaqbal5*).
Probably, the Syrian grammarians had something to do with this : in
Syriac grammar the names for the three tenses of the verb are evidently caiques of the Greek names, zavnä da-bar (= parelèluthôs), zavnä
de-qa'em (= enfiestas), zavnä da-'tid (= mellón).55 In Hebrew grammar
the term zemän 'ömëd—also a caique of the Greek enfiestas—is used
to translate the Arabic hai.56 Ibn Ganäh tells us that verbs have two
tenses, namely hôlëf{= parelèluthôs) and 'ätid (= mellón).51 We may
have one instance in Arabic logical literature of the term kalima
qaima being used to indicate the verb in the present tense, namely in
Ibn Sïnâ's Sarh al-'Ibära: 'The situation of the inflected (musarrafa)
and the present (qaima) verb in the language of the Greeks is that the
present verb is that which indicates the present time (hädir), whereas
the inflected verb is that which indicates one of the two (other)
times'.58 Note that the Greek term enhestôs came in use only a long
time after Aristotle, namely in Stoic grammar. This supports the thesis
of contact between Arabic grammar and living Greek grammar, where
enhestôs was used after the example of the Stoa.
Grammarians may object to the reality of the present tense with
arguments couched in physical terms,59 but when it comes to the
question of the hierarchy of the three grammatical tenses, these
objections disappear: speech is ruled by reason, and therefore, order
and regularity should be found in every category, if only you look for
СГ Gesenius/Kautzsch, 1909 28 , 132 η Muntazar (expected) is another name for
what is normally called mustaqbal Both terms could translate the Greek term mellón
(Zagg Id 85, 3, 87, 4, 108, 18 in combination with munqadi, perfect tense)
5S
Merx, 1889, 17, 26, Tarazi, 1969, 116
Sb
Bacher, 19702, (195)
,7
Ibn Ganâh. Sëfcr harnqmä, 41, 23
58
Ibn Sina, 'Ibära, 28, 7-8 [A44], (or qâ'im = musiaqim = or/Ain")
59
E g Zagg Id ρ 86
,4
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it ; moreover, speech is an image of reality, and there are, therefore,
three tenses, just as there are three times. Their hierarchy is determined by the hierarchy of the physical times. Zaggâgï, for instance
deduces from the chronological order of non-existence, existence, and
past existence the classification of the verbal tenses: future—present—
past.60 He probably follows the doctrine of his teacher, Zaggâgï, who
held the same theory, and had a famous controversy with Abu Bakr
ibn as-Sarräg on this subject.61 Ibn as-Sarräg thought that the present
tense was the first verbal tense; his arguments are mentioned by
Sïrâfï, who does not mention Ibn as-Sarräg by name, but evidently
thinks of him, when he deals with the controversy on this subject.62
Zaggâgï's point of view is also mentioned by Suyütï, and apparently
it was the point of view of the majority of the grammarians. Ibn
Ganäh, the Hebrew grammarian, tells us in his Kitäb al-luma' that
'the Arabic grammarians' consider the future tense the first verbal
tense, since every action must first be future, before it can be present,
and then past.63
The same problem is dealt with in Greek grammar. In the scholia
we often find the theory expressed that the present tense is the most
important of the verbal tenses, since it is the stem of the verb (thema
rhèmatos), a morphological argument that is, of course, absent in
Arabic grammar. The scholiasts also say that every past tense once
was a present tense; this resembles the argument mentioned by Zaggâgï in the ïdâh.6* Sophronios summarizes the arguments in support of
the possible theories concerning this point:65 a) present—past—future
(not identical with ibn as-Sarräg's theory, because he places the
future immediately after the past); b) the past is the first of the verbal
60

Zagg Id ρ 85
b Gin Has 2, 31, 1-2
62
Sïrâfï, Sarh, 1, 2, quoted by Mubarak in his edition of Zaggâgï's Tdáh, ρ 85, η 3,
unfortunately only in part, without the arguments used by Sïrâfï
63
Bacher, 19702, 139 and notes 3-5, cf also b Anb Ins 105, 13, Suy Asbah, 1, 54
ft4
Scholia D T 249, 9-12, 403. 33 sqq , 559, 10-3, also Apoll Dysk synt 16, 1-2
6,i
Sophr 413, 32 - 414, 7 'First comes the present, second the past, and third the
future tense, but others say that the future tense should be put first, since first something is going to happen, then it happens, and then it is past, others prefer the past
tense as the first tense, since past things happened before present things
, but according
to another theory, the present tense comes first, because it is visible and evident
[G31] Sophronios' arguments for the present tense resemble Ibn as-Sarrag's words
'The imperfect (mucJárí) has the first position in the mind prior to the past' (al-mudäri
asbaqurulhalan fi'n-nafsmmal-mâdi). ар b Gin Has 3, 105. 10,cf ib 3, 331. 13, obviously
because the present time is 'before our eyes', here mudân' denotes the present time, cf
the quotation from Sïrâfï (above, note 62). who uses hai
61
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tenses (this theory existed in Arabic grammar, according to Naggär 6 6 );
с) future—present—past. The third theory mentioned by Sophronios is
the theory which was held by the majority of the Arabic grammarians,
who defended it with the same arguments as the Greek grammarians:
first something is going to happen, then it happens, and then it is past.
In later Greek grammar the process by which verbs are connected
with their objects received the name metabasis or diabasis (in Latin
grammar transitici). This term denoted the extension of the action of
the verb to an object. This concept of 'transition' fits in with the point
of view we find in later Greek grammar about the role of the verbs:
verbs are no longer regarded as logical predicates in the sentence, but
rather as names of actions: the verb ceases to be the katègoroumenon,61
it is now the onoma toû pragmatos. Metabasis, diabasis are found for
instance in the writings of Apollonios Dyskolos, 68 as well as in the
scholia on Dionysios Thrax, 69 and in Byzantine grammar. 70 In Syriac
grammar there existed a term msanyänä for the transitive verb with
approximately the same meaning as the Greek term metabasis;11 in
Hebrew grammar we find the term mit'abbêr, which also corresponds
to the Greek term. 72 Both terms, though, may be caiques of the
Arabic term. Arabic grammar used the term muta'addi and its negative gair muta'addi (as well as the corresponding substantive ta'addi
or ta'diya) for the concept of transitivity and intransitivity.73 The
importance of these terms may be deduced from the fact that Sibawaihi devotes to this subject no less than ten chapters at the beginning
of his Kitäb.1A Considering the resemblance between the Greek and the

"^ Naggär .η his edition of lbn Ginnï's Hasais, 2, 31, η 1, unfortunalely without
references
67
For this term cf. above, note 21
68
Apoll Dysk synt 402 sqq , pron 45-7, active and passive verbs 1 synt 394 sqq
Cf also Schneider's index s.v. diá/metáhasis
"" Scholia D.T 89, 3 rhèma amelabaion vs rhèma en melábase/
70
E g a text ascribed to Gregorios of Corinth, ed. Donnet. 315, 1, 3 etc
71
Tarazï, 1969, 116, Merx, 1889, 253.
72
Bacher, I9702, 195, antepen
73
lbn Hisâm (Awd 2, 260) uses qäsir (failing) for gair muta'addi, for which
we also find gämid, e g b Gin Has 2, 215. 20, 2. 349, 2. Gamid is an interesting
term; it always indicates something simple as against something more complicated it
may designate substantives vs adjectives (Suy Iqt 72. 8, Razi, Maf. 1. 44, 6), a simple
noun vs a derivative (de Sacy, 1829, 329, 356), a not-inflected word vs an inflected one
(b Anb. Ins 57. 22, b. Gin Has I, 37, 10 (gamuda), Ta'lab ap Zagg Mag 350, 8)
Because of its concrete meaning ('thick', 'frozen', 'solid') wc would assume it to be a
caique of a foreign word, but we have not been able to find a Greek equivalent.
74
Sib. Kit 1, 13-26
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Arabic terms—the Arabic root '-d-w means 'to cross, overstep'—we
suppose that the Arabic terms are caiques of the Greek metabasis,
metabatikós, borrowed by the Arabs at an early date through contact
with living Greek grammar. The basic conception implied by the use
of this term is common to both grammars, namely that the action of
the verb passes on, is extended to the object.75
One of the hotly debated issues in the discussions between the
Basrians and the Kufans was the relation between the verb and the
masdar: the Basrians held that the masdar was the origin of the
verb, whereas the Kufans believed that the verb was the original form,
from which the masdar is derived. Ibn al-Anbäri deals with the
arguments of both parties in the 28th problem of his Insäj,16 and the
problem is mentioned by other authors as well.77 Traces of the
discussion are even found in Hebrew grammatical writings.78 The
discussion concerning the arguments pro and contra was garnished,
as usual, with extra-linguistic evidence.79
The origin of this question lies in Greek grammar: although the
Greek infinitive is of a completely different morphological and syntactic nature than the Arabic masdar, the connection between them
becomes obvious when we compare the names given to the Greek
infinitive and the Arabic masdar. The current name for the masdar,
ism al-fi I (verbal noun) corresponds to the Greek onoma toû rhèmatos.i0 When Zaggâgï tells us that the masdar is to be regarded as the
name for the actions of the things represented by the nouns,81 he is
actually translating the Greek onoma toû pragmatos.62 There are also
traces of Greek doctrines in the arguments which are adduced for or
against the priority of the masdar.
The first argument for the priority of the masdar is the one implied
by Sibawaihi's description of the verb, in the interpretation of later
75
Kufan grammar used another term to denote the transitive verb, namely wäqi'
(falling) (cf. Weil. 1913, 72, note 1)
76
b Anb Ins 102, 6 - 107, 24; cf Asr 69, 22 - 71, 19
77
b Ya'is, 135, II - 136, 13, Suy Asbâh, I, 61 sqq , Iqt 1 8 0 - 1 , according to
Mubarak, edition of the Tdah, ρ 56, note 1, Sirafi deals with this question in the
commentary on the Kitäb. 1, 9
7B
Ibn Ganah, Opuscules, pp 12-3; Kimhi, Mikhlol, cd. Chomsky, pp 363-4, cf lb
note 633 for a general discussion about the theories on this point in Hebrew grammar
79
Cf below, chapter VII, for logical arguments used in the discussion concerning
the priority of the masdar.
80
E.g. scholia D T 400, 25; Apoll Dysk. frg. 87 sqq.
81
Zagg Id 56, 3-8
82
E.g. scholia D.T. 72, 24; 399, 34, 558, 22; Choirob 2, 7, 12.
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authors : 'As for the verbs, they are patterns taken from the expression
of the events of the nouns'. 83 The actions of the nouns, according to
this interpretation, are the masdars, and the verbal forms are taken
from the masdars. 'Taken from' (ma'hud) receives the meaning of
'etymologically derived from', and this is the usual interpretation given
to it by Western scholars as well. As regards the idea of an etymological relation between verbs and infinitives, we may refer to an observation made by Apollonios Dyskolos: 'From the infinitive itself stem
all conjugated forms, and within the infinitive they are absorbed
again'. 84 This Greek grammatical theory, which makes the infinitive
the root of all verbal forms, is borrowed by Färäbi in his description
of the Greek kanones onomatiko) ka) rhèmatikoï:85 '(The rules distinguish) between those forms which are masädir—those are the forms
from which the verbs are derived—, and those forms which are not
masädir; (they also show) how the masädir are changed into verbs'.
The Basrians deduce from Sibawaihi's words that the masdar
occupies a higher position in the hierarchical system of the Arabic
language, and they assert that the infinitive is primary with regard to
the verb. Another way of saying this is to state that the masdar is the
genus (gins) of the verbal forms. In Arabic terminology this means
that an action, be it a single or a repeated one, can always be described
by the masdar. We find the same statement in Greek grammar. 86
Additional arguments mentioned by the Basrians are :
1. the masdar is the noun of the verb (ism al-fi'I); nouns are prior to
verbs; therefore, the masdar is prior to the verb. 87
83

Sib Kit. I, 2, 2-3; cf above, chapter III A
Apoll. Dysk firg. ρ 90 = Choirob 2, 209, 13-4 [G 32); Greek grammar does not,
however, grant the infinitive the first place in the hierarchy of the verbal forms, cf the
sentence preceding this quotation. 'You must know that the infinitive occupies the
second place, and rightly, even though it should have occupied the first place, being the
principle and, as it were, the root of the verbs, for from the infinitive ..." Apollonios'
opinion was not very consistent, cf below.
"^ Far. Ihs 14, 5-7 [A45]; on this passage, cf. above, chapter III B. The use of the
word masdar in this Greek context suggests a Greek origin for this word (?).
86
b. Gin Has. 1, 25, 5-6; 2, 206, 8 sqq ; cf 1, 27, 2 sqq. with Apoll Dysk. synt. 325,
1 sqq (quoted below, cf. note 103).
87
b. Anb. Ins 103, 12-6 (masdars are nouns; therefore, they can stand on their
own, and do not need a verb; this means that they are more than the verbs, a verb
cannot stand on its own, but needs a noun), cf. scholia D.T. 558, 21-8. Contrast with
this the reasoning of Choiroboskos, 2, 210, 6-12: an infinitive and a verb can form a
sentence together (e.g. hairoûmai philosophein, I prefer to meditate); this shows that
infinitives cannot be verbs, but must be adverbs An objection against Ibn al-Anbäri's
argument, cf. below, chapter VII, note 30.
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2. the name masdar shows that the masdar is the origin (masdar)
of the verb. 88
3. not to every masdar does a verb belong; this proves that the
masdar is prior to the verb (this morphological argument was
used by Zaggâg, Zaggâgï's teacher). 89
4. the form of the masdars vary; therefore, they are prior (a
morphological argument attributed to Ibn as-Sarräg). 90
5. the meaning of the masdar is always found in the verb, while the
opposite is not true (an argument adduced by the ahi an-nazar,
i.e., the logico-grammarians).91
Two other arguments are mentioned by Ibn al-Anbäri :
6. the masdar signifies an absolute time {zamän mutlaq), the verb a
special time (zamän muayyan).92
7. the masdar signifies a pure action, the verb an action together
with the time of that action. 93
Just as in Greek grammar another theory is put forward, namely
that the infinitive is nothing more than a derivative form of the verb,
actually a sort of adverb, 94 Küfan grammarians held that the verb is
the principle (así) from which the rest of the verbal forms are derived,
including the masdar. The Küfans propose the following arguments
for their point of view:
1. the masdar is only a reinforcement of the meaning of the verb
(taukid), e.g., in the expression daraba zaid darban (Zaid hit
really hard) (this argument was used by Abu Bakr ibn al-Anbäri). 95
88

Suy Iqt. 80-1, Zagg. Id 58, 14-8.
Zagg. Id 58, 19 - 59, 5, cf. Suy Muzh. 2, 112-3 Examples, bunuwwa (sonhood);
umuma (motherhood)
90
Zagg Id 59, 6-12
91
Zagg Id. 59, 13 - 60, 2, the same argument in the discussion concerning the
priority of the noun, cf. below, chapter VII, note 99.
92
b Anb. Ins. 103, 5-12
93
b. Anb Ins 103, 16-19. These last two arguments are only variants of Zaggâgï's
fifth argument (also mentioned by ibn al-Anbäri, Ins. 103, 22 sqq ), namely that
the masdar expresses less meaning than the verb, in other words, that the masdar
has less accidents than the verbs Were the masdar derived from the verb it would
have an added meaning, such as, for instance, the participles have This idea is explained
by means of a comparison with a metal and the objects made from it, cf below, chapter
VII, note 25.
94
Apoll Dysk frg. ρ 87 sqq.
95
Zagg Id. 60ult. -61,6.
89
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2. the name masdar shows that the verb is the principle, and that
the masdar is derived from the verb, contrary to what is asserted
by the Basrians. 96
3. the masdars are formed according to the same phonetic rules as
the verbs, i.e., if the verb has a strong radical, the masdar has
likewise a strong radical, and if the verb has a weak radical, so does
the masdar. 97
Three more arguments are mentioned by Ibn al-Anbäri:
4. syntactically verbs may prevail over the masdars, i.e., they may
have a masdar as their object; therefore, they are prior to them. 98
5. a masdar presupposes the action of an agent, which is expressed
by the verb; therefore, the verb is prior to the masdar. 99
6. not to every verb does a masdar belong; this proves that the
verb is prior to the masdar (contrast this with the third argument of the Basrians!). 100
Some Greek grammarians did not consider the infinitive a real
verb, because of the fact that it is devoid of the characteristics of a
normal verb, such as person, number, verbal mood, while it has some
96
Zagg. Id 61 ult - 63, 10 This argument is a common trick in this sort of
discussion, namely that you reverse the meaning of a term in order to obtain from it an
argument in favour of your own theory. We can compare the procedure in the discussion about the masdar with the discussion about the hurüf al-fräb in the third problem
of Ibn al-Anbâri's /ига/, where the Kiifans play the same trick with the term har/ al-írüh
(b. Anb. Ins. 13, 15-7). We find it also in theological debates: both parlies in the
discussion about free will used the term 'Qadarite' for their adversary, cf. AS'arï,
Ibâna, 47, 7 sqq.. Watt, 1971, 28-9; van Ess, 1965, 128-30
97
Zagg Id. 60, 3-9. On the other hand, there is the Basnan argument that
masdars sometimes have other consonants than the verbs When al-Asma'i says • 'Often
the masdar is derived from another form than the verb' (rubbamä 'stiqqa 'l-masdar mm
gair lajz al-Ji'l) (Zagg. Mag 140, 1-2) he is in fact undermining his own Kulan theory,
because it is precisely the uniformity of verb and masdar which is used as an argument
for the priority of the verb. A practical example of this question is found in Rummânï's
commentary on Sibawaihi's Kitäh (ар. Mubarak, 1963, 311) 'The patlern ifälallu
from the word huwwa (dark red or green colour) is ihwäwaiiu ... and the masdar from
it is ihwiyä Some grammarians say that it is better to say ihwaiwa, because the "y"
is the result of the change of the added alif in ihwäwaitu, just as it is changed in suwmr
But Sibawaihi does not mention this. The difference between the two forms is that in
the masdar we have the original form, without any change, because the verb is derived
from the masdar' [A 46].
,e

b Anb Ins 102, 12-5
b. Anb. Ins 102, 21-3
100
b. Anb Ins. 102, 18-21 (namely in the case of such expressions as m'ma, bi'sa,
ma afala, which are verbs according to the Basrian theory, cf problems 14 and 15,
Ins. pp. 47-68).
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of the characteristics of the noun 1 0 1 This is the reason why the
infinitive is called aparémphatos, ι e , a form which only signifies the
pure meaning, none of the accidents The argument proposed against
this opinion is that the infinitive is the real verb, which signifies
only and exclusively the action in itself with no accidents attached to
it 1 0 2 In the words of Apollonios Dyskolos 'As we have said before,
the mood of the infinitive is the most general mood, which of necessity
lacks those things we have discussed before, namely person and the
accident number These are not connected originally with the verb, but
only serve as an attribute of the persons who partake in the action
For the action in itself is one, e g writing, walking, after it has been
connected with persons, forms like " I walk, we walk" are derived
from it' 1 0 3
Some people are not convinced by this conception of the infinitive as
the general mood, and they continue to regard the infinitive as
something derived from the verb, as a sort of adverb 1 0 4 These people
wish to exclude the infinitive from the verbal system because of the
fact that it does not have any of the characteristics of the verb, 'just
as the participle
, which is devoid of all those characteristics, is
excluded from the verbal system' 1 0 5 In that case, the infinitive cannot
remain the 'root' (rhiza) of the verbal forms, still, most gram
marians believe it to be just that Even more difficulties arise when
we continue to regard the infinitive as a verb, while at the same time
we call it the noun of the action (onoma ton pragmatos), or when we
call the infinitives the 'nominal categories of the actions' (onomatika)
katègoriai ton pragmatôn)—Apollonios
Dyskolos manages to make
these two statements in one and the same passage 1 0 6

101

E g Choirob 2, 6, 8 sqq , Sophr 2, 411, 11
In other words, infinitives denote pragma without ousia, scholia D Τ 400, 9-11
103
ApolL Dysk 324, 10 - 325, 3 [G33], cf Choirob 2, 7, 12-5
104
Their arguments are mentioned by Apoll Dysk synt 320-2 and by Choirob 2,
210, 13 sqq The arguments against their theory, Apoll Dysk synt 323-4
105
Apoll Dysk synt 320, 6 - 321, 2 [G34] Translation of the entire passage 'An
attribute par excellence of the verbs is mental condition, but this is incompatible with the
infinitives, together with the categories of number and person, which cannot be expressed
by the infinitive, just as the participle
, which is devoid of all these characteristics,
is excluded from the verbal system' In Arabic grammar the participle is excluded from
the verbal system, because it has something more than the verb, namely the added
meaning of a noun
106
Apoll Dysk adv 129, 20-1, cf also scholia D T 400, 5-9 Rhiza is used by
Sophr 2, 411, 2-7, in the same sense arche (ib ), and hule (ib 410, 36)
102
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If we accept the infinitive as part of the verbal system, the problem
of its position within that system remains: some Greek grammarians gave the infinitive the first place, because it is the root of the
verbal forms: 'Some people wanted to put the infinitive in the first
place, reasoning that it is, as it were, the raw material and the origin
of the verb. This is the reason why it has not added to its signification
"subjectivity" (i.e., the verbal moods), or the persons, or the numbers:
for original elements are always simple, just as the four elements as
against the bodies (which consist of them), and the twenty-four elements (sc. the letters of the alphabet) as against the words, and
shapeless clay as against the household goods made from it'. 107 As a
counterargument, the fact is mentioned that the indicative mood is
the 'stem' of the verb, from which the other forms are derived. 108
Moreover, the acting person comes before his actions, and the verbal
form which expresses the combination of the acting person with his
action must needs be prior to the pure action, expressed by the
infinitive.109 Apollonios Dyskolos himself changed his mind about
this point: having first placed the infinitive after the indicative, he
later put it at the beginning of the verbal system.
In conclusion we can say that in all these discussions the fact is
emphasized that the infinitive signifies the pure action without further
accidents. 110 This justifies our considering it the 'general verb' (genikòn
rhèma).111 Herein lies the resemblance between the Greek and the
Arabic data: the contradiction between on the one hand the verbal
nature of the infinitive, and on the other hand its nominal characteristics. In both grammars this resulted in the same appellations, and in a
communis opinio to the effect that the infinitive and the masdar are
the rhiza and the asl of the verbal forms ; in both grammars, too, the
opposition against this point of view was not strong enough to make
people abandon it. Close parallels in morphological arguments were
not to be expected because of the great difference in nature between
the Greek infinitive and the Arabic masdar. But the fact that both
107

Sophr. 2, 410, 36 - 411, 2 [G35] For the comparison, cl*. above, note 93
Sophr. 2, 410, 34.
I0
' Scholia D T 400, 5-9, cf above, note 99 At this point the discussion in the
Idùh lakes another turn (Id. 56 ult. - 57, 3) Zaggagi tries to show from the priority of
the acting person in other circumstances the priority of the nouns over the verbs
110
In Greek, of course, the infinitive retains the accident 'tense'
111
Apoll Dysk. synl 325, 12 - 326, 2, scholia D T. 546 (explanation of the notion
genikon onoma) With regard to the genikòn rhèma, cf. Ibn Hazm's concept of an
'expression verbale commune aux choses', Arnaldez, 1956, 139-40.
,oe
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groups of grammarians used the same appellations, and arrived at the
same conclusions is sufficient proof that in this point, too, Arabic
grammar underwent the influence of Greek grammar. In other words,
Greek grammar provided the raw materials, the rest of the building
was set up independently by the Arabic linguists, as in so many other
cases.

CHAPTER FOUR

THE USÜL AN-NAHW AND GREEK EMPIRICIST MEDICINE
'Apart from the doctors, there is nothing more ridiculous
than a grammarian'. 1

The system of Arabic grammar is held together by a rigid complex
of methodological rules or norms, the so-called 'principles of grammar'
(usui an-nahw). Similar principles are also followed in other branches
of science, such as theology, jurisprudence, tradition, and exegesis
of the Qur'än, and they are generally believed by Arabic scholars
to belong to one and the same system. Their use in these sciences
illustrates how the development of Islamic culture depended on the
regulating system of working principles, and how different sciences
influenced each other through the principles and the interpretation of
the various elements of the system. In the law the system of principles
was used from the beginning of the 'Abbasid caliphate: as-Sâfi'ï
(d. 820/205) was the first to bring the different elements together into
a consistent whole, after various scholars before him had already used
them in their own conception of the law.2 In Arabic grammar this
system already existed at the time of Sibawaihi and al-Halil.3 In
this chapter we shall try to prove the thesis that these principles are
connected with those that were used in Greek empiricist medicine. In
antiquity they already served as a model for a new way of comparing
facts of speech in the so-called Kanónes hellènismou.* We shall first
give an outline of the epistemological theory implied by this trend in
medical practice. After that, we will try to show how Greek grammar
borrowed its criteria from this system, and how, under its influence, a
system of judging the facts of language was developed that runs
parallel to the Arabic usui an-nahw.
' Athenaios, Deipnosophulae, XV, p. 666 a [G36].
Schacht, 1953; on the development of juridical terminology Ansârï, 1972 (¡gma
282 sqq ; qiyâs. 288 sqq.).
3
Reuschel, 1959, 16, η 2' 'Qiyâs-Analogie lasst sich schon bei Sïbawaihi und
Halli ¡η einer erweiterten Bedeutung nachweisen.' For the use of qiväs in early Arabic
grammar. Mubarak, 19743, 51-71; Daif, 1968, 46 sqq (al-Halil): 80 sqq. (Sibawaihi).
4
Cf above, chapter III В
2
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Fundamental to the study of empiricist medicine is Deichgräber's
Die griechische Empirikerschule* a collection of fragments with an
excellent introduction about the theoretical background of the empiricist theories, in which the author explains how and why empiricist
physicians differed from—and emphatically wished to differ from—
current rational and dogmatic theorizing. This difference manifested
itself most clearly in the specific opinion about the value of an
analogical judgment: we find here the same reluctance to accept a
rational principle as an explanation of physical events as we find
in early Islamic theology—though, of course, for other reasons. The
empiricist school—which cannot be called a 'school' in the strictest
sense of the word, but which was only a way of practising science—
was 'founded' about 250 B.C. by the Greek physician Philinos of Kos,
who dissociated himself from the dogmatic schools of his time. Many
other physicians, most of them working in Alexandria, the centre of
the empiricist school, began to practise according to his principles;
the best known among them were Herakleides of Tarente ( 1 st half of
the 1st century B.C.) and Theodas of Laodikeia (about 100 B.C.).
The most famous of them all was Sextus Empiricus (about 150 A.D.)
who dedicated his life to a complete refutation of everything dogmatic, whether with respect to medicine, philosophy, or grammar.
After him the 'school' disappeared, only to leave traces in many
quotations by writers such as Celsus and Galenos.
The basic thesis of all these physicians was that knowledge can only
be derived from perception by the senses, to which all other criteria
of knowledge are reduced. Their dialectic methods are mostly based
on common Skeptic arguments, such as the equivalence of all theories,
the incompatibility of scholarly disagreement with the claim of scientific rationality, the reductio ad absurdum, the regressus ad infinitum,
and the uselessness of all theories. 6 The most important working
5
Pauly/Wissowa, RE V, 2, 2516-2523 s ν Empirische Schule (Wellmann), Deich
gräber, 1930, also Edelstein, 1933.
6
For the rich history these arguments had in Islam van Ess, 1970, 45-6; сГ the
example mentioned in chapter VI, note 47, also the discussion about the question how
it is possible that scholars disagree about scientific questions (a well known Skeptic
argument, Slough, 1969, 102; cf Tauh Muq ρ 233; Zagg. Id. 46-7. A common
Skeptic argument against the art of grammar is that it is superfluous, because either its
rules are in accordance with current speech—in which case we do not need grammar ,
or its rules are contrary to current speech —in which case it is the wrong sort of
grammar, cf. Sext. Emp. adv math 1, 184 sqq ; 200 (Varrò, De L L 8, 27, 33);
Celsus prooem с 27 sqq ap. Deichgráber, 1930, 93, 9-14, Fârâbi, Ihsâ', ρ 30, cf
Mahdi, 1970, 76. On empiricism and skepticism· Stough, 1969, 11-4; 107-25
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principle was observation, which a scholar can do himself {autopsia,
empeirid). But they define 'science' (téchnè) as 'a collection of observations',7 and as nobody is able to collect in his experience the whole
gamma of physical events, a scholar is also dependent on the results
of former experiments and observations (historia).8 It is required that
the informant through whom these results reach him should receive
his own knowledge from physical observation, that he is free from
prejudice, and reliable and expert. The safest conclusions can be
drawn from historical material, if the tradition is unanimous (sumphônia).9 If all these principles together fail in explaining the phenomena, there is a last resort : the observation that the same circumstances often result in the same healing process; this observation may
be used as a working principle. The greater the similarity of the
circumstances, the greater the probability of success, and this principle
of 'basing one's conclusions on similarity' (metabasis toû homoiou) is
therefore a principle of a probabilistic nature, which cannot give
certain guarantees. We must also emphasize that a conclusion on the
basis of this principle does not proceed from a compelling and certain,
intrinsic cause by virtue of which events are similar. In this respect
empirical analogy differs from dogmatic analogy: an empiricist physician is not interested in the question whether 'something causes something else to happen, because that something else is similar to it' ; for
him it is enough to know that 'similar events (generally) happen in
this or that way'. The metabasis toû homoiou is 'a way to find a
solution',10 'an instrument to find resources';11 in modern terms, it is
a heuristic strategy which serves to fill the gap in our incomplete
empirical knowledge. Finally, empiricist medicine used a principle
known as the diastole, which consisted in 'separating the particular
from the general'.12
'Thus, Latin speech consists of nature, analogy, custom, authority.
The nature of nouns and verbs is invariable and passes only on to us
7
Deichgraber, 1930, 95, 15 (hathroisma ton theôrèmatôn), cf lb ρ 297. 'Die
empirische Wissenschaft ist eine Summe wiederholter Beobachtungen, kein systematisch
geordnetes Ganze wie die Stoische' For 'Stoische' one may also read 'dogmatische'
8
Defined as 'Communication of what has been seen', ib 65, 32 (apangelia ton
ophlhéntôn)
9
lb 67, 19, 128, 20
10
lb 95, 30 (hodos ep'i tèn heuresin) On the Skeptic background of this doctrine
Stough, 1969, 133-7
1
' Deichgraber, 1930, 95, 23 (Organon boèthèmatôn heuretikón)
12
Ib 154, 8-11 (apò toû koinoû to ídion apokrinem)
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what it received, nothing more and nothing less ... Analogy is an
arrangement of speech as it is handed down by nature; it distinguishes
uncouth from cultivated speech in the same way as silver is distinguished from lead... Custom is on a par with analogy, not by virtue
of its technique, but by its force; it is only accepted because it is
supported by the agreement of many people ... Authority ... does
not contain reason, nor nature, nor custom: it is only accepted on
account of the opinion of orators'.13 In this way Charisius describes
the nature of speech by means of the four criteria natura, analogia,
consuetudo, auctoritas. These four criteria of correct speech may also
be found in a somewhat different arrangement in Quintilianus' writings.14 Barwick15 and Fehling16 have extensively investigated the
various accounts of this doctrine and established their mutual dependency, as well as the fact that the doctrine of the criteria has a Greek
origin. They are related with the Greek kanones orthographias: etumologia, analogia, diálektos, historia.11 Nowadays, it is generally accepted
that the model for this system may be found in the methods which
empiricist physicians used to derive knowledge about physical facts
from observation by sense perception.18 Grammar was not the only
science to be influenced by empiricist theory: the science of law
also borrowed many elements from the empiricist system of criteria.19
13

Constai ergo Latinus sermo natura analogia consuetudine auctoritate. Natura verborum nominumque immutabile est nee quii quam aut plus aut minus tradidit nobis quam
quod accepit
Analogia sermona a natura prediti ordinano est ncque aliter barbaram
linguam ab erudita quam argenlum a plumbo dissociai
Consuetudo non arte analogiae
sed viribus par est, ideo solum recepta, quod multorum lonsensione convoluti, . Auctoritas . . non ... quicquam aut rationis aut naturae aut consuetudine habet, tantum opinione
oratorum recepta est, Char, art gram 62, 14 - 63, 7, probably quoting from Varrò.
14
Sermo constat ralione veluslate auctoritate consuetudine. Rationem praestal praetipue analogia, nonnumquam et etymologw 'Speech consists of rationality, tradition,
authority, custom. Rationality is mostly represented by analogy, sometimes by etymology' (Quint inst. oral 1, 6, 1 sqq.) On Quintilianus' criteria of correct speech: von
Fritz, 1949
" Barwick, 1922, 213-5 et passim.
16
Fehling, 1956/7.
17
Barwick, 1922, 214.
18
Fehling, 1956, 263-4. On the observatie = paralèrèsis. Mette, 1952; I have not
been able to use Siebenborn, 1976.
" We will not go into this complicated matter, but only refer to the rhetorical
treatise Ad Herenmum (ed and transi. H. Caplan, Cambridge, Mass. 1964), chapter XIV,
where it is stated that law consists of the following elements: nature (natura), statute
(lex), custom (consuetudo), precedents (iudicatum), equity (aequum et bonum), agreement (pactum); in oratorical practice, the categories constituted a useful means for
presenting arguments, e.g. (in a somewhat modified form), Cic. Pro Milone, cap. 33
(ratio, nécessitas, mos, natura).
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Not surprisingly the empiricist idea of science as a collection of the
most frequent physical facts, as an empeiria, is found in grammatical
literature: Dionysios Thrax defined grammar as 'practical knowledge
of the words that occur most frequently in poets and writers of
prose'.20 Our conclusion is that grammarians, influenced by the empiricist doctrine, used to solve linguistic problems and to establish
correct speech as against barbarisms and solecisms by means of the
four criteria of correct knowledge, i.e. in the case of grammar: the
nature of speech; the analogical comparison of linguistic forms; the
normal, daily usage; and the authority of writers in the past. The
relative importance of each of these criteria may differ when compared
with the criteria of medicine, but this is only to be expected, in view
of the essential difference between the two disciplines.
The Arabic system of the usui, as we shall describe below, shows a
striking similarity to the Greek criteria. We could, of course, attribute
this similarity, in so far as it concerns the linguistic usui, to a direct
contact of Arabic grammarians with living Greek grammar, but in
that case the existence of the system in other sciences remains unexplained, unless we are to place grammar at the basis of the rest of
the Islamic sciences. It seems much more plausible to seek the origin
of the system as it existed in the Arabic world, in the translations of
Greek medical works, especially those of Galenos (d. 199 A.D.), who
was a prolific writer in this field, and who also wrote about the
methodology of his profession, i.e. about the various theories concerning the methods a scholar should use to attain knowledge about
medical and physical matters. We know that those of Galenos' works
that specifically discuss empiricist medicine were translated, or at least
known in the Arabic world, from Hunain's list in his Dikr ma turgi-

20
Dion. Thr. 5, 2-3 [G37], cf. Sexl. Emp. adv math 1, 57; 76 The ep'i ìò polii
argument is already used by Aristotle, e.g top., 112 b 1-20, and cf. van den Bergh, 1954,
2, notes 1.6, 2.1. Dionysios Thrax considered grammar an empeiria notwithstanding
the modern custom to refer to his book as the Téchnè of Dionysios Thrax—, cf Barwick,
1922, 217, n. 2. For the discussions concerning the nature of grammar: ib. 221 sqq.
Arabic grammarians preferred to follow the Stoic custom and called grammar a
technique (sinffa), e.g. Hwär Maf. 42, 13; b Hald Muq 546, 23; b Mada", Radd, 88,
12; 93, 11 ; cf Rummani's definition of grammar: 'The art (smaa) of grammar is based
on distinguishing correct from incorrect speech, in accordance with the opinions of the
Arabs, by a sound analogy' [A47]. (Mubarak, 1963, 247; lb 277, 8 ahi as-smaa = the
grammarians). Ibn Ginni distinguishes between san'a, i e , the phonetic aspect of
language, and luga, i.e. the morphological-lexical aspect of language (Has. 1, 356, 2 et
al ; Sina i vs. ma'nawi, ib. 2, 156, 13).
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ma min kutub Gälinüs,21 particularly Galenos' work KitäbfiΊ-tagribat at-tibbiyya (Book on medical experience), which has been edited
by Walzer.22 It is a well-known fact that medical writings were among
the first to be translated, and that the tradition of the medical
philosophers from Alexandria, the centre of the empiricist 'school',
continued to exist during the 'Abbäsid caliphate.23 The early translators were generally practising physicians as well as philosophers
who heeded Galenos' injunction that a good physician should also be
a philosopher.24 Many of these medical books were already known
long before the times of Hunain, not only in Syriac translations, but
also in Arabic.25 The first known translator, Yahyä ibn al-Bitrïq, a
Byzantine Roman who lived in the reign of the caliph al-Mansûr
(754/137-775/159), translated Ptolemaios' Tetrabiblos and other, medical treatises.26 That in this process empiricist works and methods were
very popular is proved among other things by Mas'üdï's remark that
in the reign of al-Wätiq (842/227-847/232) there were still empiricists
practising at the caliphal court.27 It was through these translations
and maybe through contact with the first translators that Arabic
21
Hunain, Dikr, 46, 3-13: 'As for the books in which he follows the methods of the
empiricists, I have found three treatises about them
His book on medical experience
This book consists of one treatise, in which he sets forth one by one the arguments of the
followers of experience and of the followers of analogy (sc the dogmatists). I translated
it not long ago into Syriac for Buhlisu' ... To these works also belongs his book on the
stimulation of the study of medicine This book consists likewise of one treatise. In this
book he gives a paraphrase of the book of Menodotos, it is a good, useful, and spiritual
book. I have translated it into Syriac for Gibril. Hubais translated it into Arabic for
Ahmad ibn Musa ... To these works also belongs his book on the fundamentals of
experience This book also consists of one treatise. I have a manuscript of it among my
books; I did not translate it' [A48]. On these books- Steinschneider, I9602, 351, no. 85,
345, no. 61; 351, no. 85. For Hunain's medical background and activities: Meyerhof,
1926, Brockelmann, GAL, I, 224; S I, 366.
22
The Arabic translation of the first of Galenos' books mentioned by Hunain
(On medical experience, Pen tes theatrikès empernas') has been edited by Walzer, 1944,
cf. Steinschneider, I9602, 351, no. 85. On Galenos: Temkin, 1973; Kieffer, 1964,
esp. 1-18 (this is the Eisagôgè dialektikè translated by HubaiS, cf. Steinschneider, I9602,
348, no. 70, Hunain, Dikr. 51, 10-3).
23
Meyerhof, 1930.
24
Galenos' book Holt ho anslos ¡atrás km philosophes in the Arabic translation of
'Isa ibn Yahyä has been edited by P. Bachmann, Gòttingen, 1965 (also translated by
Hunain, Steinschneider I9602, 345, no. 59; Hunain, Dikr. 44, 15-9). On Galenos'
philosophical writings in Arabic translation : Steinschneider, I9602, 346-8; Badawi, 1968,
112-3; Walzer, I9632, 142, + note 1 ; Amine, 1959, 86-91.
25
Hitti, 1968', 311 sqq.
26
Brockelmann, GAL, 1, 221-2; S I, 364; Steinschneider, I9602, 58, 200, 313,
316-7, cf. p. 257 s.v.; Dunlop, 1959; Badawi, 1968, 190
27
Mas'üdï, Murûg, 7, 173; cf. van Ess, 1970, 35, η. 73; 24, η. 14.
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science in its early stages became acquainted with the highly developed
methodology used by the empirical physicians, as presented to them
by Galenos' writings. This system served as a scientific foundation not
only for those scholars who practised medicine, but also for those who
studied law or discussed theological problems, and even for those who
tried to describe the Arabic language, like al-Halïl and Sîbawaihi. They
used the same type of primitive analogy so characteristic of empiricist
medicine, and checked it against the very same elements of experience
(c.q. the Qur'än and older poetry) and observation (c.q. the actual
state of the language) that were commonly used in Greek medicine. It
is clear that Sîbawaihi could never have derived such knowledge from
the Corpus Aristotelicum—which had not yet been translated at the
time—, but only from a direct contact with those who understood
Greek culture, in this case probably the early translators. The connection is shown not so much by the fact that these elements existed in
both Greek and Arabic culture (although it is an important argument
in itself), but rather by the fact that these elements were handled in the
same way.
We have solid proof of the existence of the empirical criteria in
Arabic medicine in the writings of the Christian physician Yühannä
ibn Mâsawaih (d. 857/243), teacher of Hunain ibn Ishäq and first
vice-chancellor of the Bait al-hikma in Baghdad.28 He says in his
Nawädir at-tibbiyya: 'Everything that is agreed upon by the physicians,
which is attested to by analogy, and confirmed by experiments, let
that be your basis (sc. of knowledge in medical matters)'.29 Here we
find the medical criteria igma ( = sumphônia), qiyäs ( = metabasis toû
homoïou), and tagriba (the experiment which is indispensable for the
autopsia). Not only did Yühannä ibn Mâsawaih write about these
matters, but we have also a report about a discussion that took place
at the court of the caliph between Ibn Mâsawaih and his teacher,
Gibrïl ibn Buhtïsu' (d. ± 830/215);30 according to some people,
Hunain ibn Ishäq was also present. The caliph asked them: 'I would
like to know the essence of obtaining medical knowledge, and the
basis of its principles : is it by the senses (hiss), or by analogy (qiyäs),
or by tradition (sunna); are these things (sc. this knowledge) obtained
by rational principles, or is knowledge of these things and the method
28
On Yühannä ibn Mâsawaih Brockelmann, GAL I, 266, S 1, 416, Meyerhof, 1926,
717, Meyerhof, 1930, 402.
29
Yuh b Mas. Nawädir, 33, 9-10 (= fasi. 132) [A49]
30
For the Buhtïsu' family. Peters, 1968, 44, 59
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(of arriving at this knowledge) obtained according to you by hearsay...'.31 According to some of those present, physicians derive their
knowledge from four principles: natural (tabíí), accidental ('aradí),
rational (irádí), and analogical (naqil32) principles. This is the method
of those (Greek) physicians who base themselves on the empeiria
(tagriba). This text is a very important one, since it provides us with
evidence about the use of terms from the field of the usui in discussions about medicine at an early date (1st half of the 9th/3rd century).
Especially interesting is the term sunna, which is better known as a
term used in the sciences of law and tradition.33
This originally medical system was, of course, used in different ways
in each discipline by which it was taken over. The criteria of grammar,
law, and theology, for instance, are not identical, and they do not
have the same power. Comparisons between the various sets of principles were already made by Arabic authors, for instance by Ibn
Ginni in his Hasais under the heading 'On the norms of the Arabic
language, whether they are theological or juridical ones?' 34 Ibn Ginni's
conclusion is that grammatical norms are more related to theological
norms, in so far as both are based on common sense, on reason,
whereas juridical norms derive their power from revelation, which can
only be accepted and believed, though not proved. On the other
hand, grammatical norms are inferior to theological norms, because
theology uses only norms which are based on necessary and stringent
arguments, whereas grammar uses also another category of norms,
namely those which are based on probable, i.e. facultative arguments.35 This is also stated by Zaggâgï at the beginning of his chapter
about the grammatical norms.36
As for grammatical arguments, they are described by Ibn al-Anbari
in his Lumd al-adilla in the following way. Ibn al-Anbari distinguishes between three different kinds of arguments (usui, adilla):
" Mas- Murug. 7. 173-80 [A 50]
Naqil might be tcrminologically related to metabasis mû homoiou
33
For the history of this term Ansari. 1972. 259-82, sunna is also, though infrequently, used in grammar, e g Sib Kit. I, 74, 7, cf. Carter. 1973. 147. also Suy Muzh
1, 194, 4 (mm siman al-'arah)
34
b. Gin Has 1, 48-96 the length of this chapter of the Hasä'is shows the
importance of the criteria for correct speech and the wish to be absolutely clear about
their nature Loucel gives a paraphrase and a partial translation of this chapter, 1963,
271-5(40-5)
35
b Gin ib 1, 88, 1-3
36
Zagg. Id 64. 2-3.
32
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transmission (naqf), analogy (qiyäs), and the argument called istishäb
al-häl; the argument of igma' is related to the tradition.
Naql is the tradition concerning grammatical forms as handed down
through earlier literature. Just as we saw above in the case of the
historia in Greek medical writings, not every tradition is acceptable:
the informant must meet certain requirements. Van den Bergh already
recognized the similarity between the requirements in use in traditionist
circles, and those of the Greek empiricists.37 It seems that grammatical
practice was strongly influenced by the practice of the traditionists : in
fact, the terminology that describes a tradition's usefulness and reliability is largely borrowed from that discipline.38
Unanimity (igma) is one of the most frequently used criteria; it is
considered obligatory for the correctness of a linguistic expression,
and as such it is related to theological unanimity.39 It is used in all
sorts of discussions not only in a general way,40 but also in the more
restricted sense of 'unanimity of a certain group', just as theologians
tended to restrict the notion of igma to one single group of theologians, or at least to professional theologians, not to just anybody
who cared to advance something about theology.41 In grammatical
discussions we find for instance the unanimity of the grammarians,42
or the unanimity of the Küfans and the Basrians.43 Schacht and
van den Bergh discovered some connections between the igma in
Arabic theology and law, and certain procedures in Greek logic.44
The second, and far more controversial, norm is analogy (qiyäs),
which is defined by Ibn al-Anbäri as 'The interpretation of the
meaning of the secondary in terms of (or: analogously with) the
primary',45 and also as : 'the comparison of the secondary with the
17

Van den Bergh, 1954, 2, 16
Sâmarrâ'ï, 1971,60
39
Ansari, 1972 (especially pp 282 sqq )
40
Ε g Zagg Id 52, 1, 72, 4, 77, 11, 78, 1
41
Goldziher, 1884, 32 sqq , Schachl, 1950, 82-97
42
E g Zagg Id 41, 2 (igma an-nah»i\ни), 62, 15 (igtima an-nahnι\ \¡n)
43
E g Zagg Id 61, 14-5 {igma аі-кй/п іп na-l-basri\\in) 119, 12-3, b Anb Lum
44, 9, 47, 2 (both times with the addition 'unanimity is a deciding argument' (»a-'l-igma
huggaqâii'a)), cf also b Anb Ins 203, 12 (Basra), b Gin Has 2, 326, 14-7, and lb 1.
189 sqq (chapter on the use of the igma as an argument)
44
Van den Bergh deals with the probabilistic value of this argument, which is
already used by Aristotle, 1954, 2, 198, note 349 3 On igma in theology and its
connections with the Stoic consensus lb 205, note 362 3 On consensus as a trace of
Greek logic in early Muslim legal science Schacht. 1950, 83
45
b Anb Lum 42, 5-6 [A 51]
38
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primary by virtue of something that causes the secondary to be
analogous to the primary'.46
The admissibility of the qiyäs has been an issue throughout the
history of Islamic culture. One could even say that there is a remarkable correlation between a scholar's attitude towards analogy and his
attitude towards Greek logic and science.
In order to understand why a criterion based on analogy could
cause such tremendous differences of opinion, it is important to
consider the history of Islamic science, and especially of theology.
Early Islamic theology was confronted with a situation in which the
conquered peoples were the possessors of a much superior science
and culture, and also of a much greater experience in discussion and
application of knowledge. On the other hand, the newly converted
Arabs, Persians, and other nations, were urging their religious leaders
to provide them with practical rules of life, and with arguments to
defend themselves against the sarcasm of other religious communities.
The theological experts were, therefore, forced to expand the limited
number of Qur anic regulations, and, as their religious conscience did
not permit them to invent such regulations on their own authority,
they had to look for other authoritative sources of knowledge. Since
not even the practice of the Prophet, as it was handed down by later
generations, sufficed, nor the consensus of the (learned) community,
they were compelled to use yet another method : reasoning by analogy.
But here they were hampered by the fact that in these early times
Islam could not at the same time hold the omnipotence of Allah and
the existence of causae secundae, which are inherent in and essential
to the type of analogy used by Aristotle, and by Greek logic in
general. Thus, another type of analogy arose, that of the qiyäs in its
early form: reasoning from one concrete instance to another, where
the causes are only pseudo-causes,47 and where everything but a
strict occasionalism is severely condemned. Every statement can only
be proved by a preceding, similar, statement, until at last the ultimate
proof is derived from Allah, Who in His wisdom lets everything
happen according to a customary pattern—although He could do
otherwise, if He wanted to. Syllogistic reasoning was only taken over
after the influx of translations of Greek philosophical writings. The
introduction of these 'pernicious' foreign doctrines is often ascribed
46

lb 42, 6-7 [A 52]
In orthodox theology the word sabab was used for these pseudo-causes, as
against the 'ilal of the philosophers
47
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to the philosophers and the Mu'tazila, while it was said to have been
introduced into orthodox theology by al-Guwaini the Imam al-Haramaini (d. 1085/478), the teacher of al-Óazzaïï.48
There are two fundamentally different kinds of analogy : the qiyäs
as-sibh and the qiyäs al-'illa. The qiyäs as-sibh—which does not fall
under Ibn al-Anbari's second definition—is based on a resemblance
between the secondary and the primary. We might also say that this
sort of analogy is an empirical principle consisting in the comparison
between two things because they are alike in one or more respects.
This is the original form of analogy as it was accepted by Muslim
science at an early time—an analogy which has nothing to do with
the classical Aristotelian syllogism. It is, therefore, not contradictory
to the omnipotence of Allah : it is nothing more than the establishment of a resemblance between two things which enables us to draw a
conclusion about the secondary, based on the condition of the primary.
We may draw this conclusion, since we suppose that Allah created
laws of nature, or rather that it pleases Him to let the same combinations of atoms happen regularly. There is nothing within the things
themselves which could make them cause something else without the
help of something outside them. Thus, nature and its phenomena bear
witness to the omnipotence of Allah, Who is the causa efficiens of
everything. This philosophy is altogether different from the determinism we find in Greek philosophy; it is related more closely to the
atomism of a Demokritos,49 in so far as there can be no causal
basis for knowledge of natural phenomena; connections between
phenomena bear an occasional character. What we have here described
is the common view of As'arism, and thus of orthodoxy. Some
theologians, though, did not even accept an analogy based on mere
resemblance: for Ibn Hazm even the establishing of a resemblance
between two things is an unwarranted conclusion, not permitted by
Allah.50
The second sort of analogy is the later form, which came into use
after the beginning of the activities of the Mu'tazila, who did accept
48

Brockelmann, GAL, I, 486-8, S I, 671-3.
This account is simplified in so far as we leave out the role that is attributed to
the human agents in this process of causality, in particular the function of the kasb
(that is the appropriation by man of his own acts which he is able to perform thanks to
the fact that Allah created in him the accident of being an agent) in AS'arism; on this
problem: Frank, 1966. In nature, causality is denied by As'ari; for the resulting atomistic
philosophy: Anawati, 1974, 99-102.
50
Cf Arnaldez, 1956, 165-93.
49
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the independency of the accidental actions of the substances created
by Allah, and who could, therefore, also accept the notion of causality
in nature. According to them causal analogy does exist, and it consists
in the observation that two things have an inner 'cause' ('illa, mana)5'
in common that causes the secondary to be similar to the primary.
This sort of qiyäs has always been critized by orthodox theologians.52
The origin of the qiyäs is still a point of debate. Schacht and others
have pointed to parallels in the Hellenistic world, especially to the
resemblance between the qiyäs and certain procedures in Roman
juridical theory.53 We should not forget that the rhetorical schools all
over the Roman—and later the Byzantine—empire taught the same
juridical materials. This could explain the parallels between the first
theoretical principles used in Arabic manuals of law, and those used
by Roman lawyers in the rhetorical schools. There is another terminological parallel which might be mentioned in this context, namely
between the qiyäs and a principle used in Hebrew biblical exegesis.
This principle, which is called hiqqis (literally: to hit one thing against
another),54 is used for an extrapolation of the teachings of the Torah:
it consists in the juxtaposition of two biblical regulations that share a
common feature, and in drawing a conclusion from this.55 The procedure of hiqqis reminds one indeed of the use of the qiyäs in SäfiTs
time, and a terminological connection between the two procedures is
certainly not too far-fetched.
There remains the question of chronology. Supposing that at Sïbawaihi's time there existed a more or less consistent system of criteria
and analogical rules, we are left with the choice between the rhetorical
schools with their juridical theories on the one hand, and the translations of medical works on the other hand, as possible sources for
the Arabic system of usui. It is true that the Arabs became acquainted
51

On ΊΙΙα and maná, cf. chapter Χ, η 61, Nader, 1956, 86-7
For the attitude of Muslim theologians towards analogy. Brunschvig, 1970; 1971
We may refer to the empiricists' distinction between a qnäs analogismos (conclusion
pointing to invisible beings = qiyäs al-'illa), which is to be rejected, and a qiyäs
epilogamos (conclusion pointing to visible beings = qiyäs as-sihh), which is acceptable,
both terms are used in the Arabic translation of Galenos' On medical experience,
Walzer, 1944 58 sqq They go back to Ainesidemos' theory of causal explanation:
Slough, 1969, 97-9
53
Schacht, 1950, 99-100, who quotes two articles by D. Daube in Law Quarterly
Review, 52, 265-6 and in Tulane Lav, Review, 18, 365-6; cf chapter I, note 8.
54
Margoliouth compares the Hebrew term with the Greek verb sumballein. Journal
of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1910, 320, quoted by Schacht, 1955, 99.
55
For the hiqqis: Zeitlin, 1964.
52
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early on with the educational tradition of the rhetorical schools, but
we also know that medical writings were among the first to be
translated, and that the first contacts with Greek science—especially
in Alexandria—took place precisely in this field What is more, we
have the testimony of Yühannä ïbn Masawaih, quoted above, which
proves that at least the physicians were aware of the existence of a
system of criteria to judge the physical facts On the other hand, the
study of grammar and grammatical norms was transmitted in the
first place by the rhetorical schools In any case, both grammar and
the sciences received their methodological principles from the empiricist system, and the same holds true for the study of law, so that
even the transmission of the criteria through the rhetorical schools
found its basis in medicine The Arabic system may have been even
the result of an interaction between the various disciplines, which all
shared the need to collect, to analyse, and to interpret an enormous
number of facts These facts could be ordered according to some well
defined principles, and these principles were borrowed from the classical tradition, possibly with the help of Hebrew biblical exegesis, in
which these principles—or at least one of them—were already used
before the beginning of Muslim science But at the basis of this system
was the method of the empiricist school, which became known in the
Orient through the translations of medical works, and possibly through
direct contact, for instance in Alexandria
It goes without saying that, in the course of time, grammatical
science took whatever elements it could use from other disciplines
(such as, for instance, the methods used by the traditionists for
distinguishing between reliable and unreliable information) The sciences of tradition, exegesis, and law were so important in the daily life
of the first centuries of Muslim culture, that they could easily exercise
a considerable influence upon other sciences 56 We have seen already
that a grammatical informant must meet the same requirements as
someone who transmits a tradition about the life of the Prophet
Another example is that agreement between different sources is granted
the same value and power in grammar as in law and theology 57
Perhaps the influence of other sciences applies also to the last of the
three principles mentioned by Ibn al-Anbäri, the istishäb al-häl,
according to which one may draw a conclusion about the properties
56

Kopf, 1956, cf above, chapter 1, note 61 (Carter's theory), Mubarak 1974\

79-93
57

Cf above, notes 39, 41, discussion by Weiss, 1966, 62-8
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of something secondary from the properties of something primary. This
is a particular kind of analogical reasoning, which, according to
Schacht,58 is to be regarded as one of the traces of Greco-Roman
law. On the other hand, one could suppose a connection with the
empirical principle diastole, although the data are not very clear in
this case.
In the law the use of the istishäb al-häl is better known than in
grammar, although Ibn al-Anbäri dedicates a chapter of his book
about the sorts of proof permitted in grammar to it.59 In the law the
term is used for the legal assumption, in case of doubt or in the
absence of solid proof, that the last known situation still obtains.
According to Goldziher the use of this argument in legal discussions
has its origin in the work of as-Sâfi'ï (d. 820/205) or in the Säfi'ite
school.60 One good example is that given by Goldziher of a man who
is missing, but whose death cannot be established with certainty.
According to the istishäb al-häl this man must be assumed to be alive,
and consequently his relatives may not inherit his possessions; the
missing man himself may inherit from someone else, and in that case,
the inheritance will be kept by the state. In the Hanafite school of law,
the former decision is accepted, but not so the latter, since in this
school istishäb al-häl is only applied to the denial of a right, but not
to the recognition of a right (li-'d-daf lä li-'l-itbät).61 It goes without
saying that for the Zähirite lawyers, such as Ibn Hazm, the istishäb
al-häl is a favourite method. For Ibn Hazm it ranks as high as, and is
part of, the consensus (igmä') of the community: if the community
agrees about something, we dare not accept a change in that situation
until we have solid proof {datit) for the necessity of such a change.
Such a proof can, of course, be only a text from the Qur an or a
tradition from the prophet.62
In grammar this sort of argument is connected with the discussions about analogy (qiyäs) and exceptions (sädd).63 Each word and
5S

Schacht, 1950, 100.
b. Anb. Lum. 86, 5 sqq.
60
Goldziher, 1887; cf. Schacht, 1950, 126
61
Goldziher, 1887, pp. 235-6. Is there a connection with Roman legal practice?
According to Zlinszky, 1960, under Roman law a missing person was considered alive until
definite proof was given concerning his death; his capacity to accept an inheritance in
absentia was the subject of many legal discussions (lb. 120-4).
62
b. Hazm, Ihk., 3, 385-90; 5, 590 sqq.
63
Cf. e.g. ibn as-Sarräg ар. Suy. Muzh 1, 139, 5-13 and Suy. Iqt., 24-5. Zagg Id
72 pen. - 73, 3: the connection between this argument and the juridical theory of
59
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each category has its own rules, and we may only assume a change of
these rules (c.q. an exception, in the case of a category of words),
when we are able to point at a cause ('ilia) which is responsible for that
change. In all other cases we must adhere to the primary rule (asl).64
The same may be stated positively : when we use the argument of an
istishäb al-häl we do not need any further proof, since the istishäb
al-häl suffices as a proof.65 A remainder of the discussion between
the Hanafites and the Säfi'ites about the use of the istishäb in the
case of the recognition of a right may be found in Ibn al-Anbäri's
remarks about the argument e silentio (al-istidläl bi-'adam ad-dalit)
following on the discussion about the istishäb al-häl: such an argument
is rather weak, and can never be decisive in the case of an affirmation,
at most in the case of a denial.66
By way of hypothesis we would like to point to the remarkable
similarity of this argument to one of the norms of knowledge which
was used in empiricist medicine: the diastole or diorismos, defined in
the Latin translation of Galenos' Subfìguratio Empirica in the following
way : 'Something is a distmctio (diastole) if it distinguishes the particular from the general only by way of evident knowledge'67 and '... the
determination (determinatie = distinctio) of something, which they
describe by saying that it is the property which distinguishes within a
general category something which is particular in some respect'.68 In
view of the fact that according to our theory all criteria of knowledge
used by empiricist physicians are at the origin of the Arabic usui, we
do not suppose that the similarity in this case is coincidental.
In ZaggägTs system of grammatical norms the qiyäs69 ('ilal qiyäsiyya) provides the explanation of the linguistic facts which we have
exception (istitna), cf Amaldez, 1956, 156 for the Zähirite theory concerning this
doctrine (every judgment from the Qur'an or the tradition should be taken literally and
generally, except in the case of textual evidence to the contrary) Apparently, Zaggâgï
was rather fond of this principle of reasoning cf Id 51, 16 - 52, 8, 77, 3-10, 113, 4-7
64
E g b Anb Ins 172, 23-4, 261, 12, 303, 5, cf Weil, 1913, 9, 16, η 9
"s b Anb Ins 199, 1
66
b Anb Lum 87, 10 sqq (the discussion lb 88, 1 is in fact identical with the
problem of Ins 199, 1-2 when there is an original form or rule, we do not need to
bother about additional proof) The example ibn al-Anbârï cites is the same as the
argument Zaggâgï uses in proving that there are only three parts of speech, Id 43, 3-7
Cf also Id 129, 12-3
67
Gal ap Deichgrabcr, 1930, 59, 8-10
и solummodo distinguât proprium a
communi per evidentes cogmtiones, cf Gal ib 154.8-11
"* Ib 62. 8
determinano quam disirihentes dicunt esse sermonem distinguentem a
communibus id quod est secundum unumquodque proprium
69
Zagg Id 64-5. quoted by Suy Iqt 67-9, cf Mubarak, 1974\ 102-17
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learned through the acquisitional norms {'Hal ta'limiyya). When we
hear the expression inna zaidan qaimun (indeed, Zaid is standing) we
know that after the particle inna the subject is in the accusative, and
the predicate in the nominative. By analogy we apply this rule to
other expressions of the same type. The 'ilia qiyäsiyya explains the
rule by referring to the resemblance between the particle inna and
the transitive verbs. If we then ask in which respect inna resembles
the verbs, and why we compare it with the transitive verb, we need
the 'ilia gadaliyya wa-nazariyya (speculative and theoretical norm).
'Theoretical' (nazari) is evidently a caique of the Greek word
theorètikós, just as its counterpart 'practical' {'amali) translates praktikos. In the scholia on Dionysios Thrax, we frequently find discussions about the division of sciences ; in this context the term theôrètikè
téchnè denotes a science which explains by means of theory (logos),
and which investigates only with the aim of looking into something,
examining something (theorem).10 This is exactly how the term is
used by, for instance, Yahyä ibn 'Adì,71 and by Qustä ibn Lüqä in
his translation of the Piacila Philosophorum.12 In the present context
nazari indicates the sort of questions which aim at understanding the
substance of the matter, and not at the practical use of it ; practice is
reserved to the 'Hal ta'limiyya, which teach you how to speak exactly
according to the grammatical rules, without explaining the essence
and the reasons of those rules.
The 'ilia nazariyya is sometimes called 'illat al-'ilia; according to
Ibn Ginnï this 'illat al-'ilia is not a real cause, but only an explanation
of the linguistic facts.73 Ibn as-Sarrag says that there are two sorts of
'Hal: the linguistic rules that tell us how to speak (= Zaggagi's 'Hal
ta'limiyya); and the explanations of these linguistic rules, e.g. why it is
that the subject always has the nominative case Çillat al-'illa). However, we do not need to know this reason in order to speak correct
Arabic.74 Obviously, in this system the la'lim represents the factor
70

Scholia D T I . 2 0 : 7 , 13, 110, 23. I l l , 32, 112, 23, 122, 29, 157, 29, 298, 2.
Yahyä ibn 'Adì in his On the /our uienti/h queitiom regarding the art of logic,
ed. M Túrker. Ankara Üniversitcsi Dil ve Tarih-Gografya Fakültesi Dergisi, 14, 1956,
87-102, quoted by Rescher, 1966, p. 42.
72
Plac Phil, 2, 1-8
71
b Gin Has 1, 173-4, сГ Mubarak, 19743. 122-3.
74
b. Sarr ap Suy Iqt ρ 58, cf. Mubarak, 1974\ 154. СГ. the Skeptic objection to
the use of grammar, above, note 6; Zagg Id 96, 17-9 'As for those of the common
people who speak Arabic without declension, and yet make themselves understood,
they can only do so when things οΓ common knowledge and daily use are concerned,
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natura, qiyäs and 'illat al-'illa the factor ars, which we will discuss
below in connection with the theories concerning the origin of
speech.75
In this connection we should also mention the story about al-Halîl
told by Zaggägi. Al-Halil, asked by somebody about his use of
grammatical norms, answered: 'The Arabs speak according to their
instinct and nature, and they know the structure of their speech.
There is in their minds a solid knowledge about its norms ('Hal)
even if it is not related of them that they possess this knowledge.
I considered something a norm whenever I was convinced it was
the cause of what I considered its consequence'.76 In other words, the
basis of every grammatical argument is what one hears from the
Arabs ; our explanations are mere guesses as to what is the reason for
their using such-and-such a form. Although we know of other books
about the 'Hal an-nahw—by al-Mäzini,77 Qutrub 78 and Ibn Kaisän79—
Zaggägi claims to have been the first to write a book about this
subject.80
but if anyone of them would try to explain an ambiguity to someone else without
understanding declension, he would not be able to do so' [A 53].
75
Cf below, chapter IX, note 29
76
Zagg. Id. 66, 1-2 [A 54].
77
Suy. Bugya, 1, 465 pen.
78
Suy Bugya, 1, 243, 3, Fihrist, p. 53
14
Suy. Bugya, 1, 19, 8, this book is quoted by Zagèâgï, Id 50, ult , under the title
Al-muhlâr, cf Flügel, 1862, 209, η 2, Brockelmann, GAL I, 111 ; S I, 170
80
Zagg. Id. 38, 13-6, cf. Mubarak, 19743, 69-71

CHAPTER FIVE

THE PERIOD OF THE TWO SCHOOLS
'Arrange a meeting between Ahmad îbn Yahyâ and this
Basrian ...'.'

According to the account of the Fihrist2—which was adopted by
Flügel3—, the history of Arabic grammar was dominated by the
opposition between the Basrian and the Kiifan school, which ultimately coalesced into the school of Baghdad, also called the eclectic
or the mixed school. This (simplified) account of the history of the
schools was criticized by Weil in his introduction to Ibn al-Anbârï's
Insäfß masa il al-hiläf baina 'n-nahwiyyin al-basriyyin wa-'l-küßyyin,
and recently by Fleisch.4 Both regard the distinction as an artificial
development invented by later grammarians. Their arguments may be
summarized as follows : although there existed in Basra and Kufa two
different groups of scholars with, probably, different opinions about
grammar and about the various details of grammar, they did not
consider themselves representatives of 'schools'. It was not even
possible for them to do so because they did not meet each other very
often, and had no chance to discuss their points of view, not even
when they lived in the same city, as was the case with al-Mubarrad
(d. 898/285) and Ta'lab (d. 904/291). The generation after Mubarrad
collected the 'differences of opinion' (masa il ihtiläßyya), i.e. they
projected their own differences of opinion into a former situation
which never existed. The school of Baghdad, which is said to have
been a fusion of the two systems, was nothing more than a conglomerate of grammarians, who, in retrospect, created the schools of
Basra and Kufa: 'Ainsi ces "Bagdadiens" sont les fondateurs de
l'authentique école de Basra et du fantôme d'école que fût Kufa, car
1

Zagg Mag 119, 9-10 [A55]
Fihnst, ed Flügel: Basnans 39-64. KûTans . 64-77; man halara ' l-madhahami :
77-84
3
Flügel, 1862, the history of Arabic linguistics is discussed according to the triparlition "grammatische Schule von Basra' (p. 3), 'grammatische Schule von Kufa' (ρ 117),
'gemischte grammatische Schule' (p 183)
4
Weil, 1913, 48-68. Fleisch, 1961, 11 sqq ; 33 sqq ; cf also Brockelmann GAL, S I,
157-8.
2
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il n'y eut qu'une veritable tradition grammaticale constructrice, celle
de Basra qui mit du temps a prendre conscience d'elle même et comme
toute tradition grammaticale a demande de l'effort de plusieurs
generations pour porter ses fruits' 5 The К ufan school had only been
created by the Baghdadians in order to give their own Basrian prede
cessors a worthy opponent Those solutions of grammatical problems
which in the //?i//ä/-literature are given as typically Kufan, are mostly
derived from al-Farra' (d 822/207), whose opinions were used by the
conservative Ta'lab in his struggle to lure pupils away from his
personal rival Mubarrad in Baghdad, where grammar was concentrated from then on 'Eine Synthese der Gegensatze konnte nicht
stattfinden, weil neben einem leidlich ausgebildeten System nur die
Summe einzelner Entscheidungen eines Grammatikers, des Farrä oder
höchstens noch des Kisâï stand' 6
We shall speak later about the school of Baghdad,7 here we shall
try to modify somewhat this too severe criticism of the Arabic tradition, which tends to be too schematic and could be animated with the
help of the various 'sessions of grammarians' (magälis), which are
reported for instance in the writings of Ta'lab, Zaggâgï, and Ibn
Ginni (d 1002/392), and which give us a glimpse of the daily intercourse of the grammarians who belonged to the schools
In the first place, it seems very unlikely a priori that a fairly
developed terminology as the one in use at KOfa should have been the
work of one man, al-Farra' That such a specifically Kufan terminology
existed may be deduced from the writings of the Kufans themselves—we possess Farra's Ma'äni 'l-Qur'än and the Magälis Ta'lab
which show that these grammarians used the Küfan terminology very
consistently—, and from later literature where we very often find the
explicit statement that such-and-such a term is Küfan 8 Therefore,
there can obviously be no doubt that there really was a typically
Kufan terminology, which is confirmed by the following statement
of Zaggâgï 'We mention the following answer of the Küfans in so
far as we have heard the arguments of those of the later grammarians who wished to support the Kufan doctrine, and also in so
far as we read about it in their writings However, we replace their
technical terms by our own, while preserving their meaning If we
5
6
7
8

Fleisch, 1961, 15
Weil, 1913, 77
СГ below chapter VI
Weil, 1913, 72, η 1 a list of some of these terms, cf also M ah zumi, 1958, 303 sqq
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were to try to imitate their technical style in every single case, we
would find it hard to hand down (their arguments to our readers), and
it would not have any additional advantage. On the contrary, their
technical language is probably for the greater part incomprehensible
to someone who has not studied their writings'. 9 We quote this
passage in extenso, since it proves in itself that there did exist something like a Kufan tradition, unless we are to assume that later grammarians not only invented the Kufan school, but a special terminology
to go with it as well. Besides, we find it hard to believe that a man
like al-Fârâbî (872/259-950/339), who was 32 years old when Ta'lab
died (904/291) should speak of a later invention, when he mentions
what he calls the 'well-known dispute' about the question whether
there exists a present tense in grammar. 10 The problem how to
explain this terminological difference between the two schools in
terms of different grammatical and historical background is not
relevant to our thesis that two more or less distinct 'schools' existed.
But there is more: the whole view Weil and Fleisch adopt with
regard to the contacts between these various groups of grammarians
is hardly commensurate with the numerous anecdotes which are told
about the meetings between these grammarians. When we compare the
'sessions' in Zaggägi's Magälis al-'ulama with those in Ibn Ginnï's
Hasais11 and with the Magälis Ta'lab, and then count how many
instances of contact in oral discussion between two grammarians are
recorded, we see how lively this contact was. It is true that the one
recorded instance of a discussion between Sibawaihi and al-Kisâ'ï
(d. 799/183)12 seems to have been a special occasion, which was not
to be repeated—afterwards Sibawaihi went to Persia never to return
to Basra!—, but on other occasions we find al-Kisä'I in discussion
with several other Basrian grammarians: with Yiinus (d. 798/182),13
with 'Isa ibn 'Umar (d. 766/149),1* with al-Mâzinï (d. 863/249),15 with
9

Zagg Id 131, 15 - 132, 1 [A56]
Far Sarh, 40, 1 - 42, 26; on this question: Zagg Id 86-8
1
' Especially the chapter on the mistakes and the omissions οΓ the scholars (bäh fì
saqatät al-'ulama), b. Gin Has 3, 282 sqq.
12
b Anb. Ins 293, 2 sqq., Zagg. Mag 8 sqq (although other discussions between
the two of them are mentioned by Ibn Tagnbardi, Flügel, 1862, 122). For this so-called
mas'ala zunburtyya. Blau, 1963
13
Zagg. Mag. 21-2, cf. b Anb Ins 86, 2; Zagg. Mag 254, cf. b. Gin. Has 3, 291,
9 sqq ; b. Anb Ins 298 sqq., cf. b. Gin Has 3, 292, 7-8 and Zagg. Mag 244, Suy
Bugya, 2, 163, 9
14
Zagg. Mag. 148, 263
15
Zagg. Мае 132-3, cf. b Anb Ins 81-4.
10
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al-Asma'i (d. 831/216).16 The grammarian Abu Muhammad al-Yazîdï
(d. 817/202)17 even said: 'I put al-Kisä'I to shame by proving his
mistakes in nine questions in the presence of (the caliph) al-Mahdi'.18
The same holds true for al-Farra', who is mentioned as having discussions with al-Garmï (d. 839/225),19 al-Asma'ï,20 and al-Mâzinî.21
Ta'lab had discussions with al-Mâzinï,22 and a rather heated altercation with one of Mubarrad's pupils, Zaggäg.23 Nor does the statement
seem correct that 'même al-Mubarrad et Ta'lab qui vivaient tous
deux à Bagdad n'ont engagé que de rares discussions orales',24 in
view of the fact that we counted no less than six accounts of discussions between the two grammarians in Zaggâgï's Magälis alone.25
Besides, we have Mas'udi's statement that Mubarrad loved to have
discussions with Ta'lab, although it is true that Ta'lab tried to avoid
the contact for fear of Mubarrad's eloquence.26 His son-in-law, Abu
'Abd Allah ad-Dïnawarî, attended Mubarrad's lectures in spite of his
father-in-law's protests. All this is confirmed by the fact that Ta'lab
speaks about the Basrian and Küfan grammarians as existing groups
and certainly not as divisions made up ad hoc by himself.27
Finally, al-Kisâ'ï and al-Farra' are quoted as discussing a manual,
which the Küfans used in their grammatical education, called al-Faisal
or al-Fasl.2B This proves that there existed something like a grammatical tradition in Küfa which cannot be explained away, and which
16

Zagg Mag 42; 68, 336
On al-Yazidi Suy. Bugya, 2, 340, Brockelmann, GAL I, 110
18
Zagg. Mag. 173, 10-1, cf. also ib 169; 255, 288.
'" b. Gin Has 3, 299, 11-8, cf b Anb Ins. 25, 9 sqq.
20
Zagg. Mag. 178
21
b Gin Has. 3, 303, 4 sqq., cf. b. Anb. Ins. 216-7
22
Zagg Mag 104; 112; 145.
23
Zagg Mag 116 sqq
24
Weil, 1913, 53; Fleisch, 1961, 13
25
Zagg Mag. 107; 109; 115, 119, 124; 349 We have made a choice Trom the
numerous examples, cf. also the parallel texts given in the introduction to the edition
of the Magälis by Α. M Harun.
26
Mas'üdï, Murüg, 8, 235; ad-Dinawari (d. 901/289): Flügel, 1862, 192
21
Ahial-Basra-.Ja'l Mag. 1,44,3, 1, 124,4, 1,249, 13; 1, 216, 7etc ;al-basnyyuna, ib.
1, 58, 6. On the other hand: nahmt, ib 1, 178, 4, аі-кйрууйпа, ib 1, 106, 9, ashäbunä,
ib 1, 127, 10; 1, 196, 3-4, etc He also uses the expression Sibawaihi wa-'l-Halil waashäbuhumä, ib 1, 42, 8 Cf the meeting of Ta'lab with the ahi al-Basra, Suy Muzh.
2, 204, 15 sqq.
28
Zagg. Mag. 266, 269 This work is ascribed to the 'founder' of Küfan grammar,
Muhammad ibn al-Hasan ar-Rü'äsi, the teacher of Kisal and Farra' (d. + 805/190),
cf. Suy. Bugya, 1, 83-4; Flügel, 1862, 18-9; Mahzûmï, 1958, 77 sqq.; Brockelmann,
GAL, S I, 177.
17
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must have meant something to people like al-Mubarrad: he says of an
amateur of grammar that he 'longs for the grammar of these Küfans;
they collect traditions and in case of disagreement refer to the
books'. 29 The words 'these Küfans' (hâ'ulâ'i Ί-kûfiyyina) express the
same sentiment towards the rival group of grammarians as the words
'this Basrian' (hädä Ί-basrí) in the quotation at the head of this
chapter.
How then must we regard these two 'schools'? Is it not right to
assume the same rivalry to exist in grammar between the two cities
of Basra and К Ufa as existed in questions of law and theology and in
political and religious matters between t h e m ? 3 0 There is no reason to
believe that Muslim universities differed very much from other uni
versities : they were as proud of their own grammar and their own
methods as contrasted with those of their rivals as any other 'school'
in history. It is true that the resulting differences of opinion were
mainly concerned with points of detail, and it is also true that the
respective methods were not so different as they were made out to be
in reciprocal accusations. As a matter of fact, the only difference
between Basrian and Kiifan grammarians was that they admitted
different forms of words or verses; their handling of grammatical
analogy was substantially the same, only their results were different.
This shows that it would be a mistake to compare the two Arabic
schools to the Greek schools of Alexandria and Pergamon—the
advocates of analogy and anomaly in speech, respectively. Not only
is there nothing that even remotely suggests a connection between
the two developments, but there is also nothing that resembles the
discussions about analogy or anomaly in speech in the controversies
between the two Arabic schools : both agreed that the basis of language
is the qiyäs, grammatical analogy. 31 We could, however, say that
the Kiifan school had the tendency to use a more or less rare
grammatical phenomenon as evidence for an analogy, or to set up
a superficial analogy in order to defend such a phenomenon, which
is the reason why they were severely criticized by the Basrians. 32 But
29
Zagé. Mag. 119, 7-8; 'books' (kutub) probably refers to the grammatical writings
of the past [A 57].
30
Cf. e.g. Mahzümï, 1958, 65-6.
31
b. Anb Lum 44, 5-8. 'Know that the rejection of analogy is not justified,
because the whole of grammar is analogy ... And whoever rejects analogy, rejects
grammar itself. No scholar is known to have rejected analogy' [A 58]; cf. Weil, 1913, 29
32
Cf the references given by Weil, 1913, 29 sqq. (notes) On the accusation of
irregular analogy: ib. p. 39
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on the other hand, it was completely normal for them to use arguments
which consisted of two parts: one based on textual evidence and the
other on analogy.33 Together with these criticisms we must keep in
mind that it was more or less a standard procedure among grammarians to accuse the opponent of using an irregular analogy (qiyäs
'ala 's-sädd) based on forms which were not generally acknowledged.
As the Kufan grammarians were more specialized in ancient poetry
than their Basrian colleagues34—like that great connoisseur of preislamic poetry, al-Mufaddal ad-Dabbi, who was a Kufan (d. ± 786/
170)—, they attached greater importance to those forms which occurred in poetry even when they were contrary to the rules, and they were
apt to use quotations from the poets to corroborate their theses. But
on the other hand, they did not fail to use analogy as a (second)
basis for their evidence.35
Without trying to play down the differences between the two
schools, we have emphasized the fundamental agreement between
them on the essence of language and grammar. As for the differences
of opinion concerning details of grammar, this is not the place to
discuss them. We refer to Weil's introduction to the Insäf, as well as
to Mahzumi's study on the Kufan school.36
33

СГ e.g. b Anb Ins 68, 12-3
СГ eg. Fleisch, 1961, 27
31
In one instance analogy even serves as the sole basis for their argument, whereas
the Basnans in this case rely on the evidence of quotations alone' (b Anb Ins 88).
36
Weil, 1913; Mahzumi, 1958; also Daif, 1968, 151-242 The sort of confusion that
arises around the character of the two "schools' may be illustrated by a few remarks made
by Carter, 1973b First he observes—in our view correctly— . "... il peut avoir existé des
écoles de grammaire répondant à la définition donnée par Schacht des "anciennes
écoles juridiques", à savoir des groupes de savants se distinguant les uns des autres non
par un corps de doctrine, mais simplement par leur implantation' (p 300), but then he
repeats once again Weil's opinion about the artificial character of the two schools,
which Carter regards as a retrospective creation by Baghdadian grammarians, who
attributed everything that contradicted Sïbawaihi's Kitäb to Kufan scholars (pp. 301
sqq ) Regardless of these remarks he then tells us that the difference between the two
schools may be expressed simply and clearly Basra was prescriptive, whereas Küfa was
descriptive' (pp 303-4)
34

CHAPTER SIX

THE INFLUENCE OF GREEK LOGIC
'Some people, whose Tables one should refuse to accept,
think that those who are called the philosophers had a
declension and grammatical writings of their own' '

We have already discussed the transfer of cultural life in the 9th/3rd
century to Baghdad and the consequences of this for Arabic grammar
and linguistics. The 'mixing of the two schools' of Basra and Kufa did
not lead to a reconciliation of opinions—in this respect Weil and
Fleisch are right—, it only brought together linguists from different
groups, with the result that gradually the old distinctions between
Basrian and Kufan grammarians disappeared. No longer did grammarians adhere to either the Basrian or the Kufan system, but they
were free to choose one of two existing opinions on any particular
grammatical problem. This new development is described by Mubarak
in the following way: 'Grammar in the (10th) 4th century in Baghdad
did not become a grammar with different schools based on biases and
emotions; the leaders followed their own various opinions, and some
of them—like ar-Rummânl—followed their rationally founded logicotheological convictions, so that the influence of those convictions was
discernible in their grammatical methods ... Their scholars used to
study the theories of both schools and choose between them, without
prejudice in what they chose: some of them usually preferred the
school of Basra, so that it became possible to call them a continuation
of the Basrian school in Baghdad ; a few others became a continuation of the Kufan school; still others were Baghdadians, mixing the
two sorts of grammar or taking from both of them'. 2 This makes
clear how it was possible for the old distinctions to disappear and at
the same time to persist, not as a distinction between two groups of
grammarians, but as a distinction between two different opinions. It
also explains why a Baghdadian school suo iure never existed. The
non-existence of a 'Baghdadian' school is one of the reasons for
Fleisch to conclude that only at Baghdad did grammarians organize
1
2

b Far Sah 42. 13-4. cf below, note 36
Mubarak, 1963, 329-30
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themselves into two different groups, the 'Basrians' and the 'Küfans'.
However, a 'Baghdadian' school could not even exist, because the
grammarians in that city had at their disposal two conflicting opinions
on almost every grammatical problem, and they could freely choose
either one of them without subjecting themselves to any party discipline.
It was only on those secondary points left 'unsolved' by the Basrians
and the Küfans, that they could advance a theory of their own—which
is then mentioned as a theory of the 'Baghdadians', 3 in so far as a
communis opinio was reached on those points.
One could object that in that case there was no progress at all in
Arabic grammar after its transfer to Baghdad. This, of course, is not
true. Grammar then occupied itself with problems of a different nature
to those of the preceding period. We shall have to distinguish between
those elements that were old and constituted a legacy of the past, and
those that were new. The latter category will concern us in this chapter.
The new generation of grammarians put to use the achievements
of an older period to solve analogous problems. Their methods were
more refined, although substantially their theories remained the same.
More and more complicated problems were invented in order to have
something to solve—this activity being one of the favourite pastimes
of almost all grammarians: we need only refer to the eternal hairsplitting about the declension of unusual proper names, or about the
construction of almost incomprehensible sentences.4 What is more,
every grammarian was obliged to defend time and again the theory he
had adopted about a specific problem, and he had consequently to
invent even more ingenuous arguments with which to confound his
adversary.
One could make yet another objection to this way of viewing the
condition of Arabic grammar in the 9th/3rd and the 10th/4th century:
why was it so frequently К ufan grammar that was considered wrong,
and why were the Kufan grammarians so heavily attacked? We could
answer, of course, that the vast reputation of men like al-Halïl and
Sïbawaihi and of al-Mâzinï and al-Mubarrad prevailed over the
3

Fleisch, 1961, 12 Such a specific theory of (he Baghdadians is mentioned for
instance, with respect to the nominative of the subject in a sentence like zaiclun akramluhu (Zaid, 1 honoured him) (b Gin Has 1, 199, 6 sqq ), lo a morphological
question (b Gin Kiläh al-mugtawh, ed E Pròbster. Leipzig. 1904 (19682), 3, 2, 4. 15),
and to a phonetic question (the vocalization of the gutturals with an 'a', lb. 2, 9. 6-7).
cf Daii. 1968. 245-8
* On proper names Zam Muf pp 5 sqq. and Fleisch, 1961. 271-5 On "incomprehensible" sentences Mub Muqt 3. 89 sqq
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undoubted merits of Küfan grammarians. But another answer might
be suggested. We must not forget that the Kiifan grammarians did not
consider themselves legislators of language, technical specialists, but
rather amateurs of language and literature, collectors of interesting
pieces of poetry. Such an attitude is tantamount to reducing one's
importance as a scholar: one becomes an erudite, not a scientific
investigator. If on the other hand, a grammarian wants to make
himself indispensable, he has to emphasize his importance as a technical specialist, and he must pose as the possessor of a knowledge which
is unattainable for the average layman. It is interesting to note that
in this respect the schools of Basra and Kufa resemble the schools of
Alexandria and Pergamon, respectively: in both cases it was the most
technical school that won the field and that had the greatest attraction
for professional grammarians.
When we compare the grammatical treatises written before and
after the transfer of grammar to Baghdad, we find an undeniable
difference in mentality and approach. We have already mentioned
the fact that later grammarians tried to defend the old theories with
new arguments, and it is precisely in these new arguments that we find
a lot of elements not present before in grammar. 5 Above all, we
find that the grammarians in Baghdad had a new set of grammatical
notions at their disposal, or rather the same notions as before, but
with a completely new purport, and defined in a new way. There
now was an interest in the theoretical background of linguistic phenomena which was almost completely absent from earlier writings
about grammar and language. Reflections about the origin of speech,
for instance, are absent from grammatical literature until the second
half of the 10th/4th century.6 There also arose a methodological
concern to define grammatical categories according to the exigencies
of logical law, and an awareness of the difficulties inherent in the
organization of a system which is to comprise all known facts. Many
of the subjects dealt with for instance in Zaggâgî's Idäh (e.g. the
definition of the parts of speech, their hierarchy, the use of grammar,
the reason why certain grammatical procedures are introduced into
speech, the nature of declension, and so on) are typical of the discussions in this milieu.7 The fact that Zaggâgï (d. 949/337) knew almost
5
The use of logic Zagg Id 48,9-10, 59, \3(ah¡an-na:ar, ι e those who use dialectical
arguments) and below, chapter VII
6
Loucel, 1963, 197 (10), and below, chapter IX
7
By this 'milieu' we indicate the grammarians included in the second diagram on
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all grammarians of this period personally 8 demonstrates the usefulness
of his book for a better understanding of Baghdadian linguistics,
especially when we use it to gain an insight into the logical foundation
of grammar and its connections with Greek logic and philosophy.
From bibliographical works we know that there were similar books
by other grammarians, but they have as yet not been rediscovered, or
they are still waiting for an editor or a commentator: the 'Hal an-nahw
of Ibn Kaisän, 9 Ibn as-Sarräg's Kitäb al-mugaz and his Kitäb al-usul,10
Rummânï's writings, 11 the Tdäh of Abu 'Alï al-Fârisï, 12 and Sïrâfi's
commentary on the Kitäb13 are examples of works which could solve
a good deal of problems and uncertainties about this period of
Arabic linguistics.
Some of the subjects which are found in the chapters of ZaggägTs
Tdäh were also discussed by Greek grammarians, and when we compare their methods and their arguments, we find that there is a definite
resemblance, above all in the use of logical terms in grammatical
debates and the use of dialectical methods. There are grammatical
points, too, which the two grammars share: some definitions of the
nouns and the verbs; 1 4 some of the arguments for the priority of the
nouns; 1 5 the distinctions between two layers or levels of speech
(impositions); 16 the question whether grammar is useful.17 The
problem is from what sources the Arabs could have derived such
knowledge.
pp 192-194. We refer to the exposé of Troupeau, 1962, who summarizes the most
important facts about these grammarians and their works, and gives a short survey of
the development of grammatical leaching in the 10th/4th century.
" As he himself tells us. Id. pp. 78-80
9
Suy Bugya, 1, 19, 8.
10
A manuscript of the Kitäh al-muga: has recently been rediscovered in Morocco
by Damerdji and edited in Bairut. 1965; cf Brockelmann GAL I, 114
11
On the writings of Rummânï : Mubarak, 1963, 87-92, Brockelmann, GAL I, 116;
S I , 175 The main source for Mubarak's study was the Sarh al-Kitäb, which has not
yet been edited, cf Fleisch, 1961, 35, η. 2; more data about the manuscripts of this work
in Hadïtï, 1967, pp. 204 sqq On Rummânï's theological writings: note 63 below.
12
Three treatises by al-Fârisï, among them the Tdäh have been discovered in the
library of Leningrad University (ms. nr. 944), cf Mamuhja, 19652 Other manuscripts of
the Tdäh in the Dar kutub al-misriyya (ms. nr. 1006 nahw; cf Sâmarrâ'ï, 1971, 37-8,
who refers to A I. Salbi, Abu 'Ali al-Fänti Qâhira, n.d ) and cf Brockelmann, GAL, S I,
175-6. The first volume of this work has been edited by H S. Farhüd, Qâhira, 1969.
13
Cf Brockelmann, GAL I, 115; Hegazi, 1971; Hadïtï, 1967, 159-92.
14
Cf. chapter VII.
15
Cf. chapter VII.
16
Cf. chapter IX
17
Cf chapter VII.
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In this connection we think first of all of the translations of Greek
philosophical works. In the first chapter we assumed that there was
direct contact between the first Arabic grammarians and those among
the people in the Hellenistic countries who knew Greek and had
learned it through traditional grammar. It proved to be impossible
to attribute the influence which at that time existed to the writings of
Aristotle and his commentators because these had not yet been
translated. But in the 10th/4th century there were Arabic translations
of Greek writings : it was precisely in this period that the schools of
translators flourished and that the Peripatetic writings were commented upon by Arabic philosophers, among them al-Fârâbï, who
died in 950/339, two years after Zaggâgï. All translating activities were
concentrated in Baghdad, where the caliph al-Ma'mun had, in about
830/215 founded, or rather enlarged the Bail al-Hikma (House of
Wisdom). About 25 years later, Hunain ibn Ishäq, the greatest of
the translators, became director of this university, a function he held
till his death in 877/264. Another important scholar, from the Säbian
community in Harrân, Tâbit ibn Qurra (d. 901/289) also came to
Baghdad and brought with him all the accumulated knowledge of his
community. About the same time, Qustä ibn Lüqä, a Christian from
Ba'labakk, was also working in Baghdad. 18
But the classical tradition came to Baghdad not only via Syria.
Meyerhof proved that the Alexandrian school was another link with
classical antiquity. 19 We know this from Arabic authors themselves:
al-Mas'üdï (d. 956/345) still remembered something about the history
of the Alexandrian school and its eventual transfer to the capital of the
'Abbâsid caliphate; 20 this transfer took place, according to Mas'üdï,
18
Brockelmann. GAL. I. 219-29 On Tabu ibn Qurra- Brockelmann. GAL. I, 2414, S I, 384-6, Meyerhof, 1930, 403-4, 412, his Kiláb ad-dahira ft 'dm ai-lihb was edited
by G Sobhy, Cairo, 1928. On Qusta ibn Lüqä Brockelmann, GAL. I, 222-4; S I, 3656; Meyerhof, ib., Badawi, 1968, 190, Daiber, 1968, 3-5 The question of the Bail
al-hikma is dealt with by Eche, 1967, 9-57. According to him the first institution of
this name was founded under the Umayyads by Mu'äwiya, and continued by Hâlid ibn
Yazïd ibn Mu'äwiya, who was also the first to further the translation of medical and
astrological books Under the 'Abbâsid caliphs al-Mansur, al-Mahdi, and Härün arRasid the collection of Greek books increased. But the apogee of the Bait al-htkma
was to be under al-Ma'mun, who thought of himself as a patron of the sciences, and
who was interested in purchasing books in Byzantium.
" Meyerhor, 1930
20
Mas'üdï, Tanbih, 122, 2-5· '(We have discussed) for what reason education was
transferred from Alexandria to Antioch in the days of 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-'Aziz, then it
was transferred to Harrân in the days of al-Mutawakkil; then it passed on to Quwairi
and Yühannä ibn Hailân in the days of al-Mu'ladid, and he (sc Yuhanna) died in
Baghdad in the days of al-Muqtadir ...' [A59]; cf Meyerhof, 1930, 407, Georr, 1948, 7.
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during the reign of the caliph al-Mu'tadid (892/279-902/290). Important in this context is above all the chronology: in the second half of
the 9th/3rd century, a large number of scholars came to Baghdad with
a knowledge of Greek that was sufficient to translate fairly complicated philosophical works from Greek into Syriac and/or Arabic. And
in the second place, there was a large collection of translated Greek
logical writings at the disposal of those who could not read that
language themselves.
It has generally been recognized that the translations played an
important role in the history of Arabic culture, but the role of the
translators has not been given the attention it deserved. That they
knew not only Greek, but also the system of Greek grammar as it was
still taught at that time at the Byzantine universities, seems selfevident. It is also confirmed by our sources. Hunain ibn Ishäq spent
some years in Constantinople in order to study Greek 21 —thus continuing the tradition of scholars like Jacob of Edessa—,22 and he
himself wrote an Arabic grammar according to the Greek system.23
It is even said that Hunain wrote about Greek grammar. Excerpts
from his Arabic grammar are probably given by Hwârizmï.24 In
later times, we hear that the Byzantine scholar Psellos even had among
his pupils Galatians and Arabs. 25 That this is no mere boast is
proved by the fact that we have the name of at least one Arab
from Baghdad who, according to an Arabic source, studied in Constantinople at this time (about 1050/440): Abu '1-Hasan al-Muhtär,
who was among the pupils of Psellos.26 If we accept Meyerhofs
identification of the 'Theodosios' mentioned by al-Muhtär with the
famous Alexandrian grammarian (first half 5th century A.D.), who in
Byzantine times was one of the great authorities, 27 we would have
important evidence of the fact that at least one Greek grammarian
21
Qifti. Ta'rih, pp 173-4; Madkour, 19692, 33; on Hunain· Brockelmann,GAL, I,
224-7, S I, 366-9, Badawi, 1968, 188-9 To be added to the bibliography Meyerhof,
1926
22
Cf above, chapter I, note 20
23
Merx, 1889, 105-6.
24
Hwar Maf 46, 3-10; cf above, chapter II, note 10 Hunain and Halli: above,
chapter I, note 49 According to Mas'udi, Tanbih, 112, 15 sqq , Hunain translated the
Septuagint into Arabic
25
Salhas, Mesaiômkè Biblmthèkè, Venice, 1872-94 (1972), 5, 508; Krumbacher,
I8972, 433.
26
Fuchs, 1926, but cf. Peters, 1968, 25 On Abu 'l-Hasan al-Muhtär Wùstenfeld,
1841, nr. 133, cf. Meyerhof, 1930, 426.
27
Meyerhof, 1930, 397, Hilgard, Grammatici Graea, IV, 1, V-IX
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was known in the Arabic world. Al-Muhtär could have heard about
Theodosios during his studies in Constantinople.
In fact, it seems altogether possible that contact in cultural and
scientific matters between the Byzantine and the Muslim world was
more regular than is normally assumed. To mention only one example:
the mission of the famous apostle of the Slavonic peoples, Kyrillos, to
the Saracenes. This mission took place in the second half of the
ninth century A.D. Kyrillos was interested in grammar, as is evident
from his translations of grammatical works—one work is mentioned
about the eight parts of speech—, his study of the Hebrew and the
Samaritan language, which he could read fluently, and, of course, by
his work on the Slavonic alphabet.28 It seems rather improbable for
such a man not to have engaged in linguistic discussions with his
Muslim colleagues.29 There is also the matter of the theological discussions between Muslims and Byzantine Christians, which continued
throughout the Arabo-Byzantine conflict and acquainted the Arabs
with many elements of Greek philosophical and logical doctrine.30
Besides, we must keep in mind that precisely this period witnessed
a revival of science and art in Byzantium under the oikoumenikòs
didaskalos of the patriarchal academy, Photios (d. ± 891/278).31 We
wonder if there could be a correlation between this 'Byzantine renaissance' and the sudden interest in Greek science in Baghdad. This
hypothesis should be studied in the light of the Arabo-Byzantine
political relations in the 9th/3rd century.32 Anyhow, these relations
28
On Kyrillos: Dinékov, 1972, Bujnoch, 19722, 63-8; the authenticity of this mission
has been questioned, ib ρ 195, η 45
29
We could also refer to Photios' (d. ± 891/278) embassy to the "Assyrians' in
855/241, during which he collected materials for his (Greek) anthology, cf Peters, 1968,
23, Hemmerdinger, 1956; RE XX, 1, 677; 689
30
Cf above, chapter I, note 9; Vryonis, 1971, 421-36
31
Vasiliev, 1970 2 ,*3-8, on Photios: Krumbacher, 18972, 73-9; 515-24; Peters, 1963,
23; Dvornik, 1950 Speck, 1974, argues convincingly against the existence in Byzantium
of a state university : the schools of higher education were private institutions with
different levels of teaching They received financial support of a private person—who
might even be the emperor himself, as in the case of Konstantinos'VII Porphyrogenitos
(913/301 - 956/355)—, but they were never part of any official educational system
According to Speck, the oikoumenikòs didaskalos was not connected with any 'university'
or 'academy' at all (ib. 74-91 ). For our purpose, however, this correction of the tradition is
irrelevant : whether these schools did or did not possess an official status, their cultural
importance remained the same.
32
Vasiliev, 1935-68; Canard, 1973, a collection of articles; particularly interesting
are Quelques à coté de l'histoire des relations entre Byzance et les Arabes (1956); La prise
d'Héraclée et les relations entre Hârun al-Rashid et l'empereur Nicéphore 1er (1962);
Les relations politiques et sociales entre Byzance et les Arabes (1964).
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were friendly enough to enable Arab caliphs to send for Greek
manuscripts to Constantinople—which is reported about al-Ma'mun
and al-Mansür.33 And, in times of war, there always was an opportunity of obtaining Greek manuscripts in the course of a military
expedition : as-Sâfï'ï recommends the translation of such manuscripts—
though only if they contain 'medicine or useful sciences' ! 34
However, except for the possibility that Theodosios the grammarian
was mentioned by al-Muhtâr, no names of Greek grammarians are
given in Arabic literature. This point is emphasized by Gätje as a
serious setback for any theory which tries to explain the resemblances
between Greek and Arabic grammar by supposing a contact between
the two cultures.35 The explanation could be that the general attitude
of Arabic scholars towards foreign culture was rather negative ; thus,
for instance, Ibn Faris: 'Some people, whose fables one should refuse
to accept, think that those who are called the philosophers (i.e. the
Greek philosophers) had a declension and grammatical writings of
their own. Ahmad ibn Faris says: we do not go in for that sort of
talk'.36 We do not assert that all grammarians were as chauvinistic
and narrow-minded as Ibn Färis, but certainly the belief in the
superiority of the Arabic language and Arabic grammar was very
strong among them.37 This could be the reason why grammarians
did not mention any Greek grammarian.
There is one instance of a Greek name mentioned in connection
with grammar, namely in the notes of al-Hasan ibn Suwär (born in
942/331)38 on the Arabic version of Aristotle's Categoriae. To Aris13

Hitti, 1968', 309 sqq We may also mention the case of Leon Philosophos' one
of his pupils had been taken prisoner by the Arabs, and the caliph al-Ma'mün,
amazed by his knowledge, tried—unsuccessfully—to obtain the services of Leon at the
caliphal court, Thcophanes contmuatus, 189-90, Speck, 1974, 2, 4, note 17.
14
Meyerhof, 1933, 122, η 2; Safi'ï ар. Tabarï, Ihtiläf al-juqaha Ed Schacht
Leiden, 1933, 178, 28 sqq
35
Galje, 1971, 23
36
b Fär. Sah 42, 13-5 [A60]
37
b. Fâr Sah 42, 6; also. Zagg. Id. 45, 3-5; Sigistäni ap Tauh Muq. pp 293-4;
Tauh Imtä', 1, 76, 13 - 78, 5 (cf. Berge, 1972); cf the critical remarks of Ibn Hazm,
Ihk 1, 32, 8-10
3e
On Ibn Suwär: Brockelmann, GAL, S I, 378 (Ibn Siwâr), Badawi, 1968, 192;
Meyerhof, 1930, 421 He was born in 942/331, and was a pupil of another famous
translator, Yahyä ibn 'Adi (Brockelmann, GAL I, 228, S I, 370), he died after 1017/408.
Ibn Suwär not only gives his own comments on the Categoriae, but also translates
sometimes or gives paraphrases of Greek commentaries He quotes Ammonios by name
(369, 8 sqq ) and gives paraphrases of parts of his commentaries in a number of passages
(361, 14-22 and 363, 2-3, cf. Ammon. pp. 11-2, ed Busse, 366, 11-4, cf Ammon 17,
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totle's words '... like, for instance, grammar, because it has the mind
as its substrate', he adds '... as for instance Sïbawaihi with the Arabs,
and Süsiänos (?) with the Greeks'.39 We have sought in vain to fit
the name into a form which is more likely to be a Greek name; maybe
the person meant is Johannes the Grammarian (Johannes Philoponos),40 but he was a philosopher, not a grammarian.
Fortunately we at least have evidence that al-Färäbi knew and even
studied Greek grammarians. Speaking about a group of words, he
says: 'Those words form a part of the group of significant words,
which are called by the grammarians huriif, and which are used to
denote meanings. These huruj are also divided into many sub-divisions,
although the experts of Arabic grammar have not been accustomed
so far to giving a special name to each sub-division. So, in defining
these sub-divisions, we will have to use the names which reached us
from the grammatical experts of the people of the Greek language,
since they gave each sub-division its own name'.41 We have studied
above these various types of huruf.*2 Gätje studied al-Färäbi's Kitäb
al-aljäz al-musta'mala β Ί-mantiq, where this quotation is found, and
18 sqq ) According to Walzer, 19632, 74-5, it is not necessary to assume the existence of
a commentary previous to Simplikios as Ibn Suwär's ultimate source, since his references
to earlier commentaries are also found in Simplikios (so, for instance, b Suwâr, 369,
8 sqq . cf Simpl in Aristot categ 18, 9 sqq ed Kalbfleisch) But this does not apply
to the important passages about the theory of the 'first and second imposition', which
exercized a considerable influence on the Arabic theories about the nature of speech,
cf below, chapter IX We can also mention lbn Suwâr's use of the word balantur as an
example of a meaningless expression this word is identical with the Stoic bliluri (SVF
3, 213, 21, the word was also used by the Aristotelian commentators) It would be
very interesting to have at our disposal all notes written by Ibn Suwâr in the manuscript
of the translation of the Organon (Bibliothèque Nationale ar 2346), cf Georr, 1948, 190,
Kraus, 1942, 2. 251, η 2
39
Text Georr, 1948, 320, 5-6 = Aristot categ 1 a 25-6, notes b Suwâr, 378,
по 44[A61]
4
" Súrtanos must be a mistake, the only possible emendation I can think of is
Johannes spelled in the Greek form, not in the Arabic Yühannä (ι e y - и - h - ' - η - s,
instead of the text given by Georr s-w-s-y-'-n-s),
just as the name Hippokrales
occurs in two forms the current form Buqrai, and an earlier form Hißqratis, in the
writings of Yühannä ibn Mäsawaih (Walzer, 19632, 112) Johannes Philoponos, the
Alexandrian philosopher, was known in the Arabic tradition as an-Nahni (the Grammarian), he lived in the first half of the 6th century A D Krumbacher, 18972, 581-2,
Steinschneider, I9602, 141-3, Meyerhof, 1930, 397, Qifti, Ta'rïh, 356, 14, Meyerhof,
1931, Saffrey. 1954 He is probably the Philoponos whose words are quoted in the
scholia D Τ (547, 24 sqq , cf also 524, 11) concerning the question whether the nomina
tive is d case, cf also below, chapter III B, note 14
41
Far Alf 42, 7-12 [A 62], ci Sarh, 54, 9
42
Cf chapter III A
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found many traces of Greek grammatical doctrine : 'Gesichert ist auch
durch die eigene Aussage al-Färäbi's und die vorangehende Gegenüberstellung ein Einfluss der griechischen Grammatiker. Die genaue
Quelle ist unbekannt. Es scheint aber, dass al-Färäbi mehr wusste als
in der Téchnè grammatikè des Dionysios Thrax steht'.43 We may also
refer to Färäbi's description of grammatical treatises, which shows
many traces of the Greek téchnai per) hellenismoû.** All this proves
that logicians and philosophers in the 9th/3rd and the 10th/4th century
not only translated Greek writings, but also occupied themselves with
Greek grammar—which, of course, they had to do, if they wished
to gain some understanding of the Greek language.
One could, however, object that this does not prove that Arabic
grammarians were as interested in the problems of another language
as the philosophers. It may not even prove that they knew these
problems, but it is a fact that there was a lively, though not always
friendly contact between representatives of logic and grammar in the
10th/4th century. One well-known discussion is that between as-Sïràfi
(d. 979/368) and Abu Bisr Matta ibn Yünus (d. 970/360), which took
place in 932/320.45 This discussion—the text of which is preserved
for us by Yäqüt and at-Tauhïdï46—does not offer a detailed account
of the grammatical matters which were discussed, but it does give a
marvellous picture of the relations between the old-fashioned grammarians with their empirical47 logic of sound reasoning and common
sense, and the enthusiastic representatives of the new Aristotelian
way. These modern logicians were proud of their knowledge of antiquity, and had a deep admiration for the philosophy of the classical
thinkers.48 They were convinced of the superiority of Greek wisdom
(and language), a conviction which is also found in the works of
another philosopher, Muhammad ibn Zakariyyâ Râzï (d. 925/313).49
43

Gálje. 1971, 23
Cf. above, chapter III B.
45
On this discussion: Mahdi, 1970 Matta ibn Yünus. Brockelmann, GAL. I,
228, S 1, 370, Meyerhof, 1930, 415-6; Badawi, 1968, 190.
46
Yäqüt. lrsâd al-arih, ed D S Margohouth, Cairo/Leiden/London, 1907-27, III 2 ,
84 sqq , Tauh. lmtä', 1, 108, 5 - 128, 19.
47
An example of an attested empirical argument is the argument that if Aristotle
had really been so important as claimed by Matta, then one could dispense with all
other logic (Mahdi. 1970, 80), cf. Galenos, On medical experience Waber, 1944, 101,
cf. Mahdi, 1970, 68, Tauh lmtä', 1, 113, 6-9; cf below, chapter IX, η 6.
4β
E g Matta ibn Yünus, Mahdi, 1970, 67
49
Râzï. Opera Philosophica, 1, 42, 14-5 'We also found as a generally valid matter
that none of all other nations has a more subtle flair, nor a more manifest wisdom than
the Greek nation" [A63)
44
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The grammarians, on the other hand, deemed themselves capable of
solving any problem with the help of their universal science of grammar, whereas, according to them, logicians were always bound to a
single language: 'Grammar is logic, only it is detached from Arabic;
logic is grammar, only it is understood through language',50 says
Sïrâfî in the course of the debate. Conversely, we find the following
words of a representative of the new logic, as-Sigistânï (d. ± 985/375),
the teacher of Tauhïdï : 'Grammar is an Arabic logic, but logic is a
rational grammar. The opinion of the logician is decisive about meanings ... and the opinion of the grammarian is decisive about expressions'.51 The same distinction is found in Fârâbï's Ihsa al-'ulum,
where he tells us 52 that grammar is concerned with those expressions
that are specific to one single language, whereas logic gives rules
which apply to the expressions of every language, in other words,
universal rules, which are indispensable to any science, even the science
of grammar. The idea of logic as a standard for all sciences is
developed especially in the philosophy of the Stoics, who considered
logic as one of the criteria of truth.53 It goes without saying that
Arabic grammarians resented this claim of the logicians: they tried
to claim the same position for grammar. The grammarian whom
Muhammad ibn Zakariyya met in Baghdad was so proud of his
knowledge and wisdom, that 'in the end he even said: "This (sc.
grammar) is the only science, the rest is wind"! ...; for he was one
of those who think that when you are skilled in language, you are
able to answer every question'.54 The problems which were so vehemently discussed by the two factions even found their way into technical grammatical writings.55 Examples of this kind of discussions are
50

Mahdi, 1970, 72, Tauh Muq , 75, 2-3 [A64].
Tauh. Muq 170 penult-ult [A65]; cf. 177, 16-22
52
Far Ihsa", 35, 1 sqq Such discussions about the difference between grammar
and logic were also the subject of the Kilâb labyin al-jasl bama swä'alayi 'l-mantiq
al-fahaß wa-'n-nahn al-'arabi by one of Fârâbï's pupils, Yahyä ibn 'Adi, cf. Qifti,
Ta'rïh, 362, 2, Kraus, 1942, 2, 251, η 2 As-Sarahsï, a pupil of al-Kindï, wrote about
Al-farq bama nah» al-'arab wa-l-manttq, cf b a Usaibi'a, I, 215; Kraus, ib On
Sarahs!· Brockelmann, GAL, I, 231-2; Rosenthal, 1943; 1951 For the discussions concerning the relationship between grammar and logic. Mubarak, 1963, 228, 19743, 72-8
53
SVF, 2, 19, 33 sqq., 2, 20, 15-8 On the problem of the place of logic within
philosophy: Jadaane, 1968, 100-6; Fârâbi ар. Dunlop, 1951, 92-3.
54
Rizi, Opera Philosophica, 1, 43-4 [A 66]
55
For instance, the question if the expression zaid ahsan ¡hwämhi (Zaid is the best
of his brothers) is correct or not, cf Mahdi, 1970, 76, as compared with b Gin Has
3, 24, 4 sqq.; 3, 333, 8 sqq ; 3, 336, 8-10 and with Hariri, Durrat al-gawäs.s, ар de Sacy,
1829, 25 penult - 26, 7, cf. ρ 64 This is the problem of the adjunction of something to
51
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abundant in Tauhïdï's reproduction of the conversations which asSigistânï held with other scholars in the booksellers' quarter in Baghdad. 56 His opponents were not as obsessed by professional pride
as as-SIräfi, though.
On the whole, there is no reason to suppose such a state of enmity
and rivalry to exist between logicians and grammarians as we are led
to believe from the foregoing remarks. A striking example of good
cooperation is the arrangement al-Fârâbï had with the grammarian
Ibn as-Sarrâg (d. 928/316): the grammarian learned music and logic
from the logician, who in his turn studied grammar with the grammarian. 57 At an earlier time we find the logician-philosopher al-Kindi
(d. ± 873/260) visiting Basra and discussing with al-Mubarrad a
linguistic problem. 58 We may also refer to Zaggâgï's repeated assertion that he tries to deal with his subjects according to grammatical
standards, and nol according to the theories of logic 59 —which is
typical for the need of his time to distinguish carefully between
grammatical and logical ideas and opinions.
This is also confirmed by the fact that not everyone succeeded in
making the distinction between grammar and logic which Zaggâgï
feels is necessary. More than once we find the grammarian accused
of mixing grammar with logic. We have already mentioned Ibn asSarräg, who studied with al-Fârâbï; from what we know about his
grammatical work, we may deduce that logic indeed did have a
lasting influence on his ideas about language; he used logical terms,
and rearranged the traditional facts of grammar according to logical
theory. 60 It seems very probable that Ibn as-Sarrâg was one of the
primary sources in transmitting the logical materials from his teacher
al-Fârâbï to the Baghdadian grammarians, since among his pupils were
az-Zaggâgï, al-Fârisî, as-Sïrâfi, and аг-RummänI. We certainly do not
itself (idäfat as-say' ila nafiihi), which is mentioned as a matter of disagreement
between the Basrians and the Kufans (b Anb Ins. 181-2; Asr. 11, 9: the Kufans
allowed this adjunction, whereas the Basrians rejected it; cfr. 'Ukb. Mas. p. 111). The
same point is touched in the discussions about the identity of ism and musammä,
cf below, chapter VIII, note 37
56
For instance in his Muqäbasät ; Tauhïdï was a pupil of ar-Rummânï, the logiciangrammarian.
57
Kraus, 1942, 2, 251, η 2 on the authority of b a. Usaibi'a, 2, 136
58
The discussion between Mubarrad and Kind! concerned the question if the word
inna is a superfluous word, Râzï, Maf 2, 42 uit. - 43, 4.
59
Id 48, 8-16; 58, 6-13, cf. Mubarak, 19743, 102-17.
60
b. Anb Nuzha, 150, 7-8; Qiftï, Inbâh, 3, 149; Fihrisl, ed. Flügel p. 142; Suy
Bugya, 1, 109-10, cf. Amer, 1963, XVIII-XIX.
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assert that each of these grammarians was as devoted a logician as
Ibn as-Sarräg was, but somehow they contributed all of them to the
influence of logic on grammar, if only because they mentioned certain
logical terms or theories.
As for ar-Rummânï, he carried on the tradition of his teacher, Ibn
as-Sarräg, and even went so far with his logical studies, that it caused
him to be accused of making a mixture of logic and grammar, which
was incomprehensible to normal grammarians. 61 We know, moreover,
that ar-Rummânï was a Mu'tazilite. 62 We shall see below that most
Baghdadian grammarians belonged to the Mu'tazila or had connections with that group of philosophers—which could explain their
interest in things logical. Rummânï also wrote about the most important problem of Mu'tazilite theology: the creation of the Qur'än and
the incomparability of its style (notably in his Kitäb an-nukat β
i'gäz al-Qur'an).63 Both subjects had much in common with grammar
and linguistic philosophy, as we can see in the writings of that great
Mu'tazilite, 'Abd al-Gabbar. The discussions about the creation of
the Qur an were closely linked with the problem of the creation of
speech. 64
We have come to know as-Sïrâfï as a fierce opponent of the new
logic, but even he did not escape its influence. He, a pupil of Ibn
as-Sarräg and of the famous Mu'tazilite al-Gubba'ï (d. 915/303), spent
much of his time studying Greek authors—among them Ptolemaios
and Eukleides—, and also devoted his energy to the study of logic, in
spite of his opposition to Matta ibn Yunus. As a matter of fact, his
opposition was not directed at logic in general, but against the new,
Aristotelian logic, as it was being preached by Matta, and against its
extravagant claims to supremacy in science. 65
Yet another scholar of this period, Ibn Kaisän (d. 932/320) probably
wrote about both disciplines: his definition of the noun was given in
two versions, a grammatical one, and a logical one according to the
Aristotelian tradition, as we know from Zaggâgï. 66 It is typical of the

61

b Anb Nuzha, 189-90; Suy Bugya, 2, 181, 3 sqq
Cf below, chapter Vili, note 18
63
For Rummânï's activities in this field- Bouman, 1959, 45-7, Nader, 1956.
64
СГ below, chapter IX.
65
Zub. Tab 132, 12-4. On the distinction between Sïrâfi's logic and the logic of
Matta ibn Yûnus: Mahdi, 1970, 58 sqq On Sirifi: Brockelmann, GAL, I, 115, S I,
174-5, Hegazi, 1971.
66
Id. 50, 11-6.
62
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scholars of his lime that they forgot about the ancient differences
between Basrian and К ufan grammar. Sïrâfî tells us so explicitly
about Ibn Kaisän 67 and about two other teachers of Zaggâgï, Ibn
Suqair (d. 929/317) and Ibn al-Hayyât (d. 932/320).68
The influence of pure, mostly Peripatetic, Greek logic remained
preponderant in the logical works of Arabic philosophers. Many of
the ideas and terms of the Aristotelian tradition are found for
instance in Gazzâlï's works, such as the Kitäb al-maqsad al-asnä fi
asma Allah al-husnä, the Kitäb al-mustasfä, the Mi'yär al-Um, and the
Kitäb al-ma'ärif al-'aqliyya.b9 We may also refer to Ibn Hazm's Kitäb
at-taqrib li-hadd al-mantiq10 and to the section about logic in Hwarizmi's Mafätih al-'ulûm. But the most important contribution to our
knowledge of Aristotelian logic in the Arabic world comes from Ibn
Sïnâ's commentaries and from the works of Färäbi: notably his
commentary on the De Interpretation, and the section about logic
in his //¡5ä' al-'ulüm.71 From these writings Aristotelian logic found
its way to grammar, though it never succeeded in replacing completely
the earlier influence of the direct contact with Greek grammar.
It should be noted that with the introduction of Greek logic other
elements besides the Peripatetic theory were brought to the Arabic
world, among them Stoic elements. This applies for instance to Stoic
materialism, which had a strong influence on the Mu'tazilite philosopher Nazzäm (d. 845/231) and which is also discernible in the

67
Sir Ahb 108, 8-9 Both Ibn Kaisän and al-AhfaS as-Sagir ( = Abu Ί-Hasan 'Ali
ibn Sulaimän, d 917/305) attended the lectures of Mubarrad and Ta'lab, the two
rivals and representatives of the school of Basra and Kufa, respectively It is typical
that the Fihrist begins its analysis of the later grammarians with the words 'the names
and the biographies of another group of learned grammarians and lexicographers,
namely those who mixed the two schools' (asma wa-ahbär gama a min 'ulama annahwiyyin wa-'l-lugawiyyin mtmman hálala Ί-madhabam) 77, 8-9, cf Flügel, 1862, 183
sqq.
68
Sir Ahb. 109, 2-3, cf Zagg. Id- 79, 3-6
69
Cf Brockelmann, GAL I, 535-46, S I, 744-56 (nos. 5, 51, 62, 54); Brunschvig,
1970, 158-69. On the Asma'. Gälje, 1974 We have used the edition M al-Kulubi,
Cairo, 1324 Α.H , the most recent edition is by F.A. Shehadi, Beyrouth, 1971. Two
other important logical works by Gazzâlî are the Maqâsid al-falâsifa, GAL ib. no. 56
(we have used the edition M.S al-Kurdï, Cairo, 1331 A H ; there is a more recent
edition in three volumes, Cairo, 1936) and the Qisias al-muslaqim GAL ib. no. 28
(id. V. Chelhot, Beyrouth, 1959), cf Kleinknecht, 1972.
70
Brunschvig, 1970, 150 sqq.
71
Brockelmann, GAL, I, 589-99; S I, 812-28 (Ibn Sina), GAL I, 232; S I, 375-7
(Färäbi).
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theories about the nature of sound.72 The theory of meaning and the
Stoic traces found in it will be discussed below, as well as those Stoic
elements which are present in Arabic grammatical theories.73
72
Horovitz, 1903, 1909. For the connection between the materialism οΓ the Stoa and
the theories on the nature of sound: cf chapter II, notes 44, 69, 70.
73
Cf. below, chapter X.

CHAPTER SEVEN

THE USE OF LOGIC IN GRAMMAR
'These are not grammatical terms or issues, but they are
taken from the technical language of the logicians, although a number of grammarians did accept them'. 1

Just like the Greek commentators on Dionysios' Thrax Téchnè
10th century Arabic grammarians tried to give their grammatical
writings a learned image by using logical arguments, philosophical
terms, and dialectic methods ; in both cases the results were not always
fortunate. Zaggâgî is typical of this trend in Arabic grammar. He
evidently believes that reason precedes religious tradition: he was,
after all, a Mu'tazilite; 2 he is also convinced that knowledge is
developed through reason, and that it is not innate, because that
would extremely limit man's free will, and his responsibility for his
own acts. 3 We may, therefore, expect him to be influenced by the
logical theories of his time. On the other hand, it is obvious that he
sincerely tries to keep logic and grammar separate, although he does
not always succeed.4 In this chapter we will quote a few examples
from Zaggâgï's Idäh to illustrate the use of logic in grammar.
In the second chapter of the Idäh there is a discussion about the
definition of 'definition' and of 'philosophy'. Such discussions were
typical of the kind of grammar that was in vogue at Zaggâgï's time.
They are also typical of the scholia on Dionysios Thrax: all scholia
begin with definitions of téchnè, 'definition', etc. 5 In his discussion
Zaggâgî followed Fârâbï's introduction to Porphyrios' Eisagôgè.b He

1

Zagg. Id. 48, 11-2 [A67].
СГ below, chapter VIII, note 19 On Mu'tazilite rationalism: Bernand, 1972, 38;
Brunschvig, 1972; Hourani, 197Г
J
Nader, 1956, 239-58
4
Zaggâgï's attitude towards logic. Mubarak, 19743, 102-17
5
E g. scholia D Τ 2, 19 sqq. + 3, 10 sqq , 107, 1 sqq + 108, 27 sqq., 156, 28 sqq. +
157, 15, 297, 17 sqq
6
A translation of this (unpublished) introduction· Dunlop, 1951 According to
Dunlop Firâbî's introduction to Porphyrios' Eisagôge may have been based on Philoponos' introduction to philosophy, which borrowed frequently from Ammonios, but is
not preserved (Dunlop, 1951, 78). Zagèâgï follows Fârâbï closely in his discussion
about the definition of philosophy
2
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mentions three definitions, the first of which is the one preferred by
Fârâbî. 7
1. The first definition—'a definition is a concise way of expressing the
nature of the thing to which it is applied'—is a literal translation of
the definition which is given in the Greek scholia, without any
indication of the source.8 The word 'concise' (súntomos) in the
Greek texts suggests a Stoic origin, when we take into account
the importance of the notion 'conciseness' (suntomia) in the Stoic
system of the virtues of speech.9
2. The definition chosen by Zaggâgî is that of the Aristotelian school :
'Definition is what expresses the essence of a thing' {logos ho tò tí
en eînai sèmainôn).10 This definition was also quoted in Greek
grammatical writings. 11 In the Arabic world, it was avoided by
orthodox theologians because of its connotation of a causal relation
between the object defined and the decisive terms used for defining
its nature : theologians used a descriptive type of definition instead
(cf. Zaggâgî's third definition). Zaggâgî, of course, does not have
such qualms about causality, and therefore uses the Aristotelian
type of definition, in accordance with his logical and Mu'tazilite
leanings, although in practice he acknowledges the value of a
descriptive definition.12
3. The type of definition favoured by the theologians is the description (rasm), about which van Ess observes: 'One was not primarily
concerned with the problem how to find out the essence of a thing,
but rather how to circumscribe it in the shortest way so that everybody could easily grasp what was meant'. 13 In other words, the
aim of the description is to differentiate the object to be defined
from other objects resembling it, by mentioning a characteristic
property it does not share with any other object. In Fârâbï's
words: 'Both (sc. the definition and the description) share the
use of the genus of the thing, and they differ in that the definition
1

Zagg Id. 46, 6-11. cf. Far ap Dunlop. 1951. 82-4
Scholia D T 107. 20-1 [G38]. 157, 4-5
4
Barwick, 1922, 95, Diog Laert 7, 59 = SVF 3, 214, 16-7
10
Anstot top I, 5, 101 b 39
" E g scholia D T 107, 1-2
12
СГ his discussion concerning the definition of philosophy (Id 46, 12 sqq ), also
his answer to the criticisms against Mubarrad's descriptive definition of the noun, Id.
51, 4-6
13
van Ess, 1970, 38
9
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adds to the genus the substantial differentiae, while the description
(adds) the accidental dijferentiae\l*
It is this type of definition which Zaggagi refers to when he talks
about the differences between the various definitions of 'philosophy': in his view, definitions may indeed differ, since they are
made for different aims. 15 It is evident that this type of definition
is related to the Stoic 'description' (hupographe), which is defined by
Chrysippos as 'showing the characteristic properties' {hè toû idíou
apodos is).16
Every art should have its ultimate justification in that it is useful to
man ; this aspect of science appears in every definition of téchnè from
Aristotle to the Stoa. 17 Grammar, too, must have its usefulness and
its aim (telos euchrèston = faida).18 The aim of grammar is to
guarantee our speaking correctly according to the rules of our grammar (hellènismós, latinitas, i'räb);19 its usefulness is to be found in
the fact that through grammar we are able to read correctly and to
understand old and venerable writings that would be otherwise incomprehensible to us (e.g. the poems of Homer, or the Qur'an). 20
Often philosophical terms and doctrines are used in order to 'clarify
the discussion'; we will quote a few examples from Zaggâgï's Tdáh,
namely from the discussion concerning the priority of the masdar. This
controversy between the Basrians and the Küfans has been dealt with
14
Translation Dunlop, 1951. 83, cf also Zaggâgï's analysis of the definition of
'man', Id 46, 7-11
15
For instance in Mubarrad's definition of the noun the intention to define the
noun in terms of'subjectivity' (laqrib 'ala Ί-muhtada), Zagg Id 51, 5.
'* SVF 2, 226, cf van Ess, 1970, 37 sqq and note 90, van den Bergh, 1954, 2, 84,
129.
17
Zage- Id. 95-6, Sleinlhal, 18912, 163-5, cf. scholia D.T 108, 31-3 'An art
(téchnè) is a systematic collection of observations that are acquired by experience, it
serves a useful and vital end' [G39], (a Stoic définition, cf. Zenon. SVF 1, 21), cf Far.
ap Dunlop, 1951, 84-5 'We say that an art is a faculty found in the soul, such that it
produces organization in a subject towards a particular aim' In Arabic literature this
is the fourth of the 'four scientific questions', Rescher, 1966, 40. Dunlop, 1951, 79
(Fârâbî's introduction to Porphyrios' Eisagôgè)
18
Steinthal, 189I 2 . 2, 179-80: 188-9; faida- cf chapter II
19
'Aim' and 'usefulness' amount, of course, almost to the same thing. For the
'aim of grammar'· Dion Thr pp. 5-6 (enumeration of the parts of grammar), and cf
scholia D Τ 2, 22, 109, 37-8; 446, 6; Proklos, scholia in Crat 12, 13-6
20
Cf the claim of the grammarian against Sextus Empiricus that grammar is useful,
because only through grammar can we discuss what the poets really meant. Sext. Emp
adv math I, 270 sqq.
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above in so far as it contains Greek grammatical elements. 21 The
Basrians claimed that the masdar was prior to the verb, and some
of them adduced proofs borrowed from logic. For instance, in order
to prove that the masdar is prior to the verb because it is the verbal
noun, they say that the agent precedes his action, and that he must
know the action before he can perform it. 22 We may point to the
Mu'tazilite answer to an objection to their doctrine that Allah has
eternal knowledge : to meet the objection that, Allah's knowledge
being eternal, the object of that knowledge must be eternal, too, the
Mu'tazilites introduce the distinction between possibility and actualization of an action. Allah's knowing an action implies the possibility
of that action, not the actual happening of it. In the same way, someone who is eating must necessarily have been before in the state of
knowing the action of eating; otherwise he could never have started
to perform the action of eating. 23
In the same discussion it is argued by the Basrians that the sounds
of the masdar are found in all verbal forms, which implies that the
verbal forms are derived from the masdar, and not the other way
round. Zaggâgï then quotes the ahi an-nazar, i.e. those scholars who
use dialectic methods. 24 They compare the relation between masdar
and verbal forms to the relation between a metal and the objects
made from that metal: the 'idea' {mana) of silver is found in a
silver ring, but the 'idea' of a ring is not found in silver.
The example of the metal (silver) and the ring formed from it is
traditional; there are other instances, where it is used for explaining
the production of something out of nothing. 25 ZaggagT's example
shows that for him—in accordance with the Mu'tazilite theory—the
potentiality of change is not located in the changing object, but in
the causa ejficiens, i.e., in the last resort, Allah, whether as the prime
and only Creator, or as the Creator of the causae secundae. This
21

Cf above, chapter III С
Zagg Id 56, 14 - 57, 3; 73, 15-9; cf the discussion concerning the priority of
the masdar, chapter III С
23
Cf. Abü'l-Husain al-Hayyât (d after 912/300), Kitäb al-inlisär wa-r-radd 'ala ihn
ar-Râwandi al-mulhid, ed transi Nader, Beyrouth, 1957, 81, 17 - 82, 1, cf Nader, 1956,
68-9.
24
Zagg Id 59, 13-60, 2
25
Van den Bergh, 1954, 2, 62, η 84 1 : the production of a ring from the original
silver implies the appearance of a new accident and cannot be the result of an inherent
principle, cf. Frank, 1966, 21 sqq. A different instance, in Gurgânï, is quoted by
Heinrichs, 1969, 75.
22
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view differs fundamentally from the view of the ashäb al-hayulâ, who
believe that the objects already contain the idea of their future shape,
and that in everything there is an inherent principle of potential
change—which is more in line with Greek philosophy. Sextus Empiricus, for instance, used the example of bronze and a statue made from
it in order to explain the susceptibility of certain materials to become
certain products.26
As an example of the 'logical' turn a grammatical discussion may
take, we will analyse now another passage from ZaggägTs discussion
of the thesis that the masdar comes before the verb, because it is a
verbal noun, and has, therefore, priority. This thesis is refuted by an
adversary with arguments borrowed from logic and philosophy.27 The
line this reasoning takes is rather complex and it includes a variety of
arguments, so that the connection is vague and sometimes nearly
incomprehensible. We will deal with the various elements point by
point. The adversary says: 'We do not say that nouns are prior to
verbs in an absolute sense, but we say that the noun is prior to the verb
of which it is the agent. Now, in this chapter we have already
reached an agreement on the fact that "noun" has the technical
meaning of "nominatum" because it takes its place when something is
predicated about it. We say therefore that Zaid precedes the verb of
which he is the agent, but it does not follow from this that he has
precedence over a verb of which someone else is the agent. If this is
true, then a masdar does not necessarily have precedence only because
it is the verbal noun. Nor do we assert in an absolute sense that a
noun has precedence over its nominatum, and that it never exists after
it: on the contrary, noun and nominatum must needs exist side by
side during the time of their existence. With "noun" we indicate the
meaning of its rights to "nounness". Do you not see that you can call a
given person during his lifetime "Zaid", then you can take this name
away from him and call him "Bakr", and after that you can take that
name away from him and call him '"Umar"? But his right to "nounness", you cannot take away: the two of them (sc. nominatum and
nounness) always coexist. Do you not see that something befalls it
(sc. the nominatum), something which does not leave it, something
which it possesses in each and every circumstance? That is the reason
why people make the mistake of thinking that a noun is identical
26
27

Sext. Emp. adv math 1, 108; cf. Sophr. 2, 410, 36 - 411, 2.
For the grammatical arguments, cf. above, chapter III С
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with its nominatimi. There are some people who call something that
does not exist a thing, others deny this. ... As it is now certain that the
noun has no precedence over the nominatum, your argumentation
that the masdar has precedence over the verb, because it is its noun,
and that it therefore comes necessarily before the verb, has lost its
validity'. 28
1. In the first place, the anonymous adversary states that one cannot
make the generalization that nouns come before verbs. One could
say that a noun comes before its own verb, just as an agent
comes before his own action, though not before the action of
someone else. In this context 'noun' is used in the sense of 'the
person who performs the real action'. 29 When we know that the
person Zaid comes before his own action, and not necessarily
before the action of someone else, we also know that the noun
zaid comes only before its own verb, and not necessarily before
another one. Hence it follows that we cannot use the argument of
the priority of the nouns in order to defend the priority of the
masdar on the ground of its being ism li-fi'l (verbal noun). 30
2. Even if we cannot use the thesis of an absolute priority of nouns
above verbs, there is still another possibility: if we could prove that
an ism (in this context 'a name', 'a word') precedes its musammo
(the object denoted by the word, in this case the verb: the masdar
is the ism al-fi'l, therefore, the fi'I is named by the masdar, and
is its musammo), we could show that the masdar is prior to the verb.
This turns out, however, to be as fruitless an argument as the first
one, because it is impossible to accept anything but the coexistence
of the asma and the musammayät : it is inevitable that they exist at
the same time. 31
28

Zaè|. Id 57, 4 - 58, 5 [A 68], in line 11 read al-tasmiya for hl-ivnivya
Using ism with the sense of musammo is permitted in the ihhär, i e when you are
talking about nouns and explaining their relations with verbs, cl". chapter VIII, note 75
30
The use of the term ism //-/;'/ (57, 8) instead of the usual ism al-fi'l (e.g 56,
3)—if it is not a mere printing error—could be an indication of the fact that the
speaker, who is defending the KQfan theory, is aware of Kufan terminology, which
uses ism al-JTI in another sense, namely with the meaning of 'interjection' (cf. Mahzümï,
1958, 308), and that in this way he tries to avoid ambiguity. The opposite procedure is
followed by Ibn Ginn! (Has. 3, 37, 5) who uses ism Ιι-Ί-fì'l ( = ism summiya hihi 7-/77,
ib 3, 36, 13) to indicate those words which are called by the KOfans ism al-JTI.
31
Van Ess, 1970, 45. According to Stoic theory a sign can only be a sign of
something it coexists with (sèmeion paran paramos) (SVF 2, 73, 24) Cf. Steinthal,
18902, I, 308-9. 'Da das Zeichen überhaupt nur ein Gedankenwesen (noèión) ist—denn
29
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3. That ism and musammä indeed always coexist is confirmed by the
definition of the notion ism, which means nothing more than the
right of a certain thing to being named, to nounness (independently
of the concrete name it receives, or of a change of name 32 ).
Every thing (say') has this right and it cannot lose it, because it is
an essential part of its being (maugüd bi-wugüdihí).
4. The notion say' is then elaborated within the framework of the
Stoic categories. 33
5. Ism and musammä being so closely connected, some people believed them to be identical; this al-ism huwa Ί-musammâ—theory
will be dealt with in the chapter about the Mu'tazila. 34
6. It would be possible to object against points 2 and 3 (ism and
musammo always coexist) that there are some non-existing things
which despite their non-existence are nevertheless called asya. In
that case, the ism would precede its, as yet non-existent, musammo,
and it would no longer be maugüd bi-wugûdihi. This argument may
be refuted when we prove that the so-called non-existing things

nichl als Tatsache ist es Zeichen, sondern nur als ein im Gedanken bezogenes—so ist
auch nicht die Tatsache als solche, sondern nur das auf das Zeichen gegründete Urteil
zu beachten, und dieses ist ein Gegenwärtiges'. The same condition is mentioned in
the definition of 'ilia by Ibn al-Anbârî (Lum 54, 9-10) This is consistent with the
opinion that words are signs of the things (simal), and that these signs are conventional.
Cf the following note and below, chapter IX The relation between 'ilia and ma'lul
is also explained by al-Gubbâ'i, ap AiS'ari, Maq 390 and by 'Abd al-Gabbâr, Mugnï,
4, 313; cf Frank, 1967, 251.
32
This reminds us of Plato, Crat 384 D ' 'It seems to me that whatever name one
gives to somebody, that will be his right name, and if you then give him another name
and call him no longer by the first one, then, the second name will be no less true than
the first one' (Hermogenes is speaking) [G40]; cf. Amm. comment, in Anstot. de
interpret. 20, 18 (hè ton onomatôn metathesis) The opposite opinion is found in those
theological writings which defend the divine creation of the names, e.g in Proklos
(cf Daniélou, 1956, 426): everything has its proper name given to it by God, the same
is asserted in the Arabic world, e.g. by Cabir ibn Hayyân (cf Kraus, 1942, 2, 257-8)
For the influence of the Cratylus on Arabic theories concerning the origin of speech,
cf below, chapter IX.
33
Rescher, 1966, 69-70, (say'); 70 (maugùd); 80 (hâi) According to Rescher, one
could say about the notion hai that 'the circumstantial evidence points almost conclusively to a Stoic origin'. (I.e. 80, η 37). On hai also : van den Bergh, 1954, 2, 4 Say'
is defined by the theologians and the philosophers as 'that about which something can
be said, and which can be designated' (ma yaguzu an yuhbara 'anhu wa-yasihhu 'd-daläla
'alaihi) (cf Hwâr. Maf. 22, 14; Aä'ari, Maq. 161, 9-10; van den Bergh, 1954, 2, 4; 122).
According to Rescher and van den Bergh the notion say' is based on the Stoic ti, cf
below note 35.
34
Cf. chapter VIII.
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in reality do exist.35 This proof is provided by a quotation from
the Qur'ân,36 and by a fictitious example.
7. After the excursion about the non-existent things we are brought
back to the main argument. The adversary concludes that the
35
Van den Bergh, 1954, 2, 62, n. 85.2. According to Stoic theory the highest genus
of everything, corporeal or non-corporeal, existing or non-existent, is the ti (something)
(cf. Rescher, 1966, 66-80; the quotations on page 78, note 31, Trom SVF are irrelevant,
since they do not prove that the Stoics held anything like the aforementioned theory;
we could refer to SVF 2, 117, 28-33 = Seneca, ep. 58, 15): 'The first genus seemed
to some Stoics to be the 'something', why this seemed so to them, I shall mention
presently In the universe, they say, there are things that exist, and things that do not
exist. These non-existent things are nevertheless part of the universe as well, namely
those things which occur to the mind, like Centaurs and Giants and anything else
which, formed falsely by the imagination, starts to have a shape, though not a substance' (Primum genus Stoias quibusdam vtdetur 'quid', quare vtdeatur suhnaam In
rerum, mquiunt, naturae quaedam sunt, quaedam non sunt. Et haec autem, quae поп чип!,
rerum natura complectitur, quae ammo succurrunt, tamquam Centauri, Gigantes et quicquid aliud Jalso cogitatione formalum habere aliquam imagmem coepit, quam vis non habeat
substantiam); cf also Diokles Magnes ар Diog Laert 7, 52 = SVF 2, 87 This theory
on non-existent things formed part of the Mu'tazilite doctrine (Nader, 1956, 134-5;
van Ess, 1966, 191-200, Bernand, 1972, 39-40 'la positività du néant'). According to
several Mu'tazilites—among them 'Abbäd ibn Sulaimän, al-Hayyäl (d. after 912/300),
al-Gubbâ'î, and Abu Häsim—non-existing things are already things with their own
essence and attributes. Allah can only provide them with the attribute of existence—this
is the act of creating It would appear that Stoic theory is at the root of this doctrine,
rather than Aristotelian hylomorphism, where existence is preceded by the mere metaphysical possibility of future existence, not by a real essence (cf Nader, 1956, 143-4 for
a different opinion). Rescher does not provide any quotations for this theory outside the
immediate reach of philosophy and logic. As we have seen, it could also be used in
grammar, though doubtlessly with less profit than in Mu'tazilite theology
36
Qur'ân, 24/39: '.. like a mirage in the plain, the thirsty man thinks that it is
water, but when he comes to it, he does not find a thing' [A 69]. The example is
traditional' Râzï (Maf. 14, 7-8) mentions the difficulties raised by Mugähid ibn Gabr,
a famous commentator on the Qur'ân (d 722/104); cf Sezgin, 1967, 1, 29 Mugähid
found in this verse a contradiction between 'till he reaches it', which implies that it is
something, and 'he finds out that it is nothing'. One proposal for a solution is to lake
lä say' in the sense of lä say' näß (nothing useful), or to translate 'till he reaches the
place of the clouds, and finds out that those clouds are nothing' Zaggâgï mentions this
solution, and another one according to which mirages are actually sunrays that glitter
on the sand (Id 57, 17-21). Another Qur'änic example is mentioned by Râzï, Maf. 2,
94, 6-10. For Zaggägi's second example—that of a man we seem to recognize when we
look at him from afar, but on approaching he turns out to be someone else—we refer to
Suyûti (Muzh. 27, 19 - 28, 1) and to Râzï (Maf. 1, 23, 21-4) where almost the same
example is used, but another conclusion drawn from it, namely that meanings correlate
with something in the mind, not with something in the outer world: when we imagine
that we see someone we know, but on approaching him we have to change our opinion
because he turns out to be someone else, the difference of the names which we have given
to the object perceived by us does not prove that something non-existent was given a
name, but it does prove, according to these authors, that names correlate with pictures
in our mind (suwar dihmyya), not with objects outside us.
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argument about the precedence of the asma' over their musammayät
has been invalidated, so that there is no way to prove the precedence
of the masdar over the verb by means of this argument.
ZaggagTs answer is that we are not discussing the possibility of
proving the priority of either asma or musammayät in a semantic
theory (or rather : an epistemological theory), but in terms of grammatical facts. The proof of the priority of the masdar is, therefore,
reduced to the proof of the priority of the noun, grammatically
speaking. Ism al-Ji'l must be taken, not in the sense of ism vs.
musammä, but of 'grammatical noun vs. grammatical verb'. There is
a consensus that nouns are superior to verbs.37
There is another interesting remark:38 according to Zaggagi the
theory of the adversary does not even prove that asma and musammayät are coexistent. Zaggagi does not explain in which way one
could refute this argument of the adversary, because his intentions
are only grammatical. But there is a chance that he means the theory
that there are ma'ani without an ism—which would prove the posteriority of the asma'.39
We are left with the question of the identity of the adversary. We
have already demonstrated in our introduction that Iogico-grammatical discussions like the one under discussion here are characteristic of
the grammarians in Baghdad during the fourth century. They tried to
defend the old theories of the two schools with new logical arguments.
In our passage we encounter a very fine example: the adversary
defends the Kufan theory, but we cannot possibly consider him as a
real 'Küfan'.40 Perhaps he was Ibn Kaisän, one of the teachers of
Zaggagi, who constantly switched between the two schools and often
taught and defended Küfan theories.41 That he indeed held the Küfan
theory on this point of grammar is shown by his words in the
commentary on Ibn as-Sikkit's Tahdib al-luga : The masdar which
belongs to fa'altu is taf il; ji"äl also occurs, analogous to the expres17
СГ Zagg Id . ch XI, pp 83-4
'" lb 58, 6-8
39
Razï, Maf I, 24. 2-4. 'It is impossible Tor all substances to be named by
expressions, because the substances are infinite What is infinite cannot be determined
by analysis, and what cannot be determined by analysis is prevented from receiving a
name' [A 70] Cf Suy, Muzh. 1, 26 pen. - 27, 2 "Can every maná have Us lajzT
On the infinity of things, cf below, chapter VIII, note 73.
40
But cf above, note 29
41
Or Ibn Kaisän, cf above, chapter VI, note 66
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sion dahragtuhu dihrägan (I rolled it down), because fa"ala and fa'lala
have the same pattern with regard to vowels and vowelless consonants,
and their masdars are formed in the same way, because of the
resemblance in pattern'. 42 These words presuppose the dependency of
the masdar on the verb, in so far as the masdar is said to be formed
from the pattern of the verb, i.e., is said to be secondary to the verb.
Philosophical terms are also used in support of the thesis that
some parts of speech are prior to other parts. We must, says Zaggägï, distinguish between various meanings of the term 'prior'. 43 He
then gives the example of a body and its colour : colour is an accident
and ipso facto posterior to the body in which it inheres, because the
elimination of the accidents does not eliminate the body itself.44
Accidents can only exist in a body; thus, colour only has existence in
a body, 45 although it may be thought of as being independent of the
body. 46 On the other hand, there does not exist a body without colour.
Nevertheless, we can say that bodies are prior to their accidents,
and in the same sense we can also say that, for instance, nouns are
prior to verbs. They always coexist, yet the agent is always prior to
his action. 47 Another example is the coexistence of the male and the
female principle, 48 which does not prevent us from saying that the
male principle is prior.
After the writings of Aristotle had been translated, his definitions of
noun and verb became commonplace in philosophical literature. 49
Apparently there were also grammarians who felt themselves attracted
42

b Sikk Tahd. 566 с [A 71)
Compare with this the discussions in Greek logical literature concerning the
various meanings of" proleros Anstot categ 14 a 26 - 14 b 23, Joh Dam , chapters
7, 13.60
44
Cf e.g Joh Dam . chapter 7, 2-3 = 13. 2-3. and below, note 88
45
Cf e.g Joh Dam 43, 19-21. 52, 77-81, colour is in a body, and not the other
way round, ib 4, 24-6; Anstot categ 1 a 28 'every colour is in a body' (hapan gar
ilirôma en soman)
4
* Van den Bergh, 1954, 2, 107: Bcrnand, 1972, 34, 1973, 51-2; As'ari, Maq 392,
15-6: 569 СГ Nazzäm's theory on accidents (ap. As'ari, Maq , ρ 362), according to
which we cannot perceive anything except the colours, which arc the bodies, no body
is without a colour According lo the Mu'ta/ilitcs, substances and accidents were
inseparably linked, cf Nader, 1956, 158-60
47
CI' above, note 22
4β
Except in the case ol the Qur'anic account of the creation of Eve after Adam
This is the sort of reasoning we also find in the argument about the creation of speech
allowance is made for the Qur'anic account, but then, linguistic theory is developed
independently, cf below, chapter IX
44
On Aristotle's definitions· Slcinthal, I890 2 , 1, 238-44, 261-2; Larkin. 1971, 28-33
42
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to these definitions, at least that is what transpires from Zaggâgï's
remark quoted at the heading of this chapter about the Aristotelian
definition. Zaggâgï himself tried to keep logic and grammar apart,
but did not always succeed.
Aristotle defines the noun in the Poetica: 'A noun is a composite
meaningful sound without time, no part of which is meaningful in
itself, 50 and in the De Interpretatione: 'A noun is a conventional,
meaningful sound without time, no part of which is meaningful when
it is separated'. 51 The difference between the two definitions is explained by the different nature of the two texts: the Poetica deals
with the various elements of speech, from the smallest (stoicheia) to
the largest (logos); one of the relevant properties of the nouns in
this context is that nouns are composed of smaller elements, hence
the attribute 'composite'. 52 The De Interpretatione on the other hand,
emphasizes the fact that both nouns and verbs are part of a larger
whole, the sentence (logos), so that their being composite is not
relevant. The Poetica does not deal with the nature of words and
speech, but rather with the nature of style and literature; speech is
treated here as lexis, i.e., as speech from a stylistic point of view. In
this context it is not relevant that nouns are the product of a convention. The De Interpretatione, however, is concerned with the logical
structure of thought, which is influenced by the conventional nature
of speech, hence the statement that nouns are conventional (katà
sunthèkèn). Both definitions have in common that the noun is defined
as a meaningful sound, whose parts do not have an independent
meaning. These two characteristics are shared by the verb, the difference between the two being that nouns do not indicate time, whereas
verbs do.
The definition from the Poetica is found in Matta ibn Yunus'
translation; 53 the definition from the De Interpretatione is found in
al-Fârâbî's translation and commentary, 54 as well as in oazzäli's
M

' Anstol poet 1457 a 11-2 [G41]. on the linguistic chapter ol" the Poetica'
Pagliaro, 1956, Scarpat, 1950. Morpurgo-Tagliabue. 1967
51
Arislot dc interpret 16 a 19-20 [G 42]
52
We agree with Sleinthal (18902, 1. 253) that GraTenhan's correction of \unhete
(intelligible) into stintitele (composite) should be accepted, because the original form
does not make sense As an additional argument may be mentioned Ibn Rusd's
translation (Si'r, 31, 10) which presupposes a Greek withete. сГ bischer, 1964. 143-4
note
53
Badawi, 1953. 127, 12-3 [A 72)
54
Fârabï, Sarh. 29. 1-2 [A 73]
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Mi'yär.55 Gazzalï adds that this definition is 'according to the logicians' ('ala sart al-mantiqiyyin). An abbreviated form of it is given by
Hwârizmï,56 and by Ibn Rusd in his translation. 57 A still shorter form
is found in Färäbi's Kitäb al-alfäz al-musta'mala fi Ί-mantiq, which
leaves out the entire second part of the definition, so that only the
difference between the nouns and the verbs remains, not those proper
ties they have in common. 5 8
There are also a few additions in the Arabic translations of Aris
totle's definitions. Färäbi, Ibn Rusd, Hwârizmï, and Gazzâlî 59 add
that nouns are single (mufrad) words. This marks the difference
between them and phrases, which consist of more than one word, a
difference which is also found in Aristotle's Categoriae: 'Some expressions are uttered with a combination of words, other expressions
without such a combination. The composite expressions : for instance
"man runs", "man conquers" ; the single expressions : for instance
"man", "cow", "runs", "conquers"'. 6 0 Besides, Gazzâlî says that
nouns are 'definite' (muhassaf),61 perhaps a reminiscence of Aristotle's
distinction between definite and indefinite (aorista) words. 62
Zaggâgï's version of the definition—'a noun is an invented sound
with a conventional meaning, not connected with time' 63 —is clearly
based on the definition from the De Interpretatione, because he
mentions the fact that nouns are conventional (bi-'ttijäq).6* We must
keep in mind that the De Interpretatione was already translated at an
early time by Ishäq ibn Hunain, whereas the Poetica was translated
only later by Matta ibn Yünus. 65 The meaning of Zaggâgï's additional
remark that words are invented (maudu) is explained by Gazzâlî's
discussion about the invention (waa") of names by parents for their
,5

Gazz Mi'yär, 41, 11-2, almost identical with Ibn Sïnâ's definition, 'Ibära, 7, 4-5

[A 74]
56

Hwär Maf 145, 9-10 [A75]
b Rusd, Si'r, 236, 5-6 [A 76]
Far Alf 41, 13-4 [A 77]
54
In another version of the definition, Mi'yär, 42, 15-7
60
Aristol categ I a 16-9 [G43]
61
Cf Gazz, Mi'yär, 42, 15-7
62
Aristot de interpret 16 a 29-30 'The expression "not-man" is not a noun,
there does not even exist a name to denote it—for it is neither a sentence nor a
negative judgment—, but let us call it an indefinite noun' [G44] Ônoma aorislon is
translated by Färäbi (Sarh. 32, 3) as nm gair muhawal
" Zagg Id 48, 10-1 [A 78]
64
The normal translation of Kala sunthèken is hi-la»äiu', cf Loucel, 1963, 254-5
(23-4)
65
Badawi, 1968, 76, 78
57
,й
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children. 66 The Arabic term wad, just like its Greek parallel thesis
indicates the human creation of a name. 67 This is in accordance with
the conventional nature of the nouns, as held by Aristotle and by the
Arabic logicians as his successors.
Zaggâgï mentions another variant of the Aristotelian definition of
the noun—'a noun is an invented sound with a conventional meaning
without time, whose parts do not participate in its meaning' 68 —, which
includes its second part (the constituent elements of a noun do not
possess an independent meaning). We may compare with this the two
versions of the same definition given by Fârâbï in his commentary
and in the Kiläb al-alfäz. On the whole, we believe that Fârâbï was
Zaggâgï's primary source for the logical definitions, probably through
Ibn as-Sarräg, his pupil and Zaggâgï's teacher. 69
There is still another version of the logical definition in grammatical
literature, namely the one mentioned by Sïrâfï70 and Ibn al-Anbäri. 71
This version is characterized by the term iqtirän (combination, sc. with
time). 72 Another group of definitions stress the fact that nouns do not
denote time, thus setting the nouns apart from the verbs, for instance
Zaggäg's definition.73 These are related to Fârâbï's second variant in
the Kitäb al-alfäz.
Arabic grammarians usually define the verb morphologically, i.e.
they list those of its morphological properties that mark it as different
from the noun and the particle. 74 Sometimes, they give a syntactic
definition, which emphasizes the function of the verb as predicate of a
sentence, itself unable to receive a predicate. 75 In the De Interpretatione Aristotle defines the verb as follows: 'A verb is (a word) which
also indicates time (prossèmainei) ; none of its parts has a signification
of its own. It is the sign of things which are predicated about some66

Gazz. Asma', 6, 11-4.
E.g scholia D.T. 130, 16 tithelai kata as compared with the Arabic wudi'a 'ala;
cf. below, chapter IX, note 61
"* Zagg Id 49, 6-7 [A 79]
6
* Cf. above, chapter VI, note 57.
70
Sir. Sarh al-Kitâb, 1,7 [A 80], quoted by Mubarak, in his edition of the Tdâh, ρ 49,
note 1. Almost the same definition is ascribed to Ibn as-Sarräg by al-'Ukbari, Mas. 44,
1-2, but this is probably an error on his part (cf. the editor's remark in his introduction
to the edition, pp. 18-9)
71
b Anb. Asr. 5, 18-9 [A81].
72
Cf Zam. Muf 4, 19-20, also quoted by Râzï, Maf. 1, 34, 24-5 [A82].
73
Zaggâg ар. b. Fär. Sâh 51, 2-3; cf. Räzi, Maf 1, 35, 9-10.
74
Cf. above, chapter III, В.
75
Cf. above, chapter III, В
67
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thing else'. 76 In the Poetica the predicative function of the verb is not
mentioned: 'A verb is a composite, meaningful sound with time, no
part of which is meaningful in itself. 77 We should not regard 'time'
in this context as a morphological property, but as a property of the
meaning signified by the verb. In the translations of the De ¡rtterpretatione definition by Hwârizmï and Fârâbï, the term prossemainei
has been divided into two parts: the verb signifies some meaning
(dalla 'ala ma'nan) and it also signifies the time of that meaning
(zamän hädä Ί-ma'nä).18 This is also found in the definition given by
Cazzali, who adds that the verb does not signify time in general,
but the time of the meaning signified by it (this marks the difference
between verb and temporal adverb). 79 In Zaggâgî's definition—'the
verb is what signifies an event and a past or future time' 80 —we
find the influence of the Aristotelian definition, though with a significant change: the term 'meaning' has been replaced by 'action' (hadat).
The verb is now described as a word which signifies action and the
time of that action. Perhaps this change was a reference to Sïbawaihi,
who wrote that verbs are the expression of 'the actions of the nouns'
(ahdät al-asmä').81 This is also the case in the definitions given by
Zamahsarl and by Râzï. 82
In Greek grammar the situation is as follows: Dionysios Thrax
defines the verb according to its morphological properties: T h e verb
is an undeclined word which can receive tenses, persons, and numbers,
and which expresses an action (enérgeiá) or a passion (pathos)'.*3 This
definition has been imitated by other authors, including Apollonios
Dyskolos. Apollonios adds, however, that morphological properties
are not essential for the verb: the most characteristic feature of the
verb is that it signifies an action (pragma). Only thus can we include
76

Anstot de interprei 16 b 6-7 [G45]
Anstot poet. 1457 a 14-5 [G46]
78
Hwâr Maf 145. 12-3 [A83]; Far Sarh, 33, 1-3 [A84], cf. also Far Alf 41, 15 42, 1, the /OefKa-definition is translated by Matta ibn Yunus, Badawi, 1953, 128, 3-6
[A85]; сГ. Ibn Rusd, Si'r, 236, 9-11 [A86]
79
ûazz Mi'yâr, 42, 17 - 43, 1: 'The verb (kalima) is a single expression which
signifies a meaning, and the time in which that meaning exists
' [A 87]
80
Zagg Id. 52 ult [A 88].
81
Cf. above, chapter III A
82
Zam. Muf. 108, 6. 'The verb is what signifies the combination of an action with
time ...' [A89], quoted by Râzï, Maf. 1, 36, I I , cf. also Râzï, Maf 1, 36, line 9 from
below. 'The verb is a word which signifies the inhering of a masdar in an indefinite
thing during a definite time' [A 90]
83
Dion. Thr 46, 4-5 [G47].
77
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the infinitive in our definition of the verb The rest of the properties
is accidental (читраг/іеротепа)84 Probably, this emphasis on the
pragma as essential meaning of the verb in later Greek grammar
is responsible for the replacement of mana by hadat in the Arabic
definitions of the verb in grammatical writing It is significant that
ma'nä retained its place in philosophical definitions
Both in Greek and in Arabic grammar the need was felt to make a
hierarchical classification of the parts of speech As speech was considered the reflection of rational thought, which in its turn reflects the
rational order in the cosmos—this was commonly thought by all
grammarians, whether they held phusei or these/, tawqif or isuläh—,
one could not accept that each part of speech was to occupy the same
place in hierarchy, and that it was to have the same rights as the
other parts 8 5 Apollonios Dyskolos justifies his search for hierarchy
with the argument that once one accepts the hierarchical principle for
the letters of the alphabet, one cannot agree with those who assume
that the order of grammatical elements is determined entirely by
accident 86 This demonstrates the necessity for a grammarian to make
rules for every part of grammar, and to explain every linguistic
phenomenon In this respect Greek and Arabic grammar resembled
each other very much
When we analyse Apollonios' arguments for the priority of the
noun, before the verb and the other parts of speech, together with
the arguments found in the scholia on Dionysios Thrax and in other
grammatical works, 87 we find that nouns are prior to verbs because
1 nouns denote substances (pusia), verbs accidents (sumbebèkós), substance is prior to accident 8 8
β4

Steinthal, 1891 \ 2, 267 sqq
Apoll Dysk synt pp 15-6
86
The word manaba indicates the place a word occupies within the hierarchical
system of Arabic grammar, originally it means 'step', 'rank', degree', it may also
indicate the elevation that serves as a seat In 'Abbäsid society manaba (or rutba)
means the place one occupies al a feast A strict order was observed as to who had the
right to occupy which place, so that manaba became the place (manzila) one occupies
in the social hierarchy of high society СГ Sadan, 1973
87
In the following texts arguments are given for the priority of the nouns 1 Apoll
Dysk synt 18,5-8,2 id ib 19, 24 sqq , 3 scholia D T , 71, 5-6, 4 ib 216,8-10,5 ib
244, 5-7, 6 ib 358, 11 sqq , 7 ib 359, 21-3, 8 lb 360, 13-4, 9 ib 521, 13-20, 10 ib
515, 15-8, 11 ib 522, 21-33, 12 Choirob 1, 105, 2 sqq , 13 id 2, 2, 22 sqq , 14 id
2, 3, 6 sqq , 15 Sophr 376, 4 - 377, 8, 16 (Ps )-Theodosios, ed Gottling, ρ 136,
17 Gregorios of Corinth, 4 + 7, 18 Amm in Arislot de interpret 102, 34 ed Busse
88
In texts 9, 10, 12, 13, 15
85
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2. nouns indicate the existence of things, verbs the actions and the
vicissitudes of those things ; the person who acts is always prior to
his action. 89
3. nouns and verbs have the same logical proportion as genos and
eidos: if the agent is abolished, the action is abolished as well,
while the reverse is not true (sunanhairein ) ; 9 0 the action presupposes the agent, while the reverse is not true (suneisphérein =
sunnoein),91 the action is performed by the agent, while the reverse
is not true (apotelein).92
4. the word for 'noun', onoma, is also used for 'word' in general. 93
5. noun and verb are the only essential parts of speech, since it is
impossible to make a complete sentence without them. In certain
cases, however, two nouns suffice to constitute a complete sentence,
when the verb 'to be' is understood. A verb without a noun is
always incomplete. 94
From Arabic grammatical literature the following parallel passages
may be quoted :
ad 1. For this purely logical argument we have to turn to the logical
writings about grammar, e.g. Râzî: T h e noun is a word that
signifies the essence, and the verb is a word that signifies the
inhering in this essence of something at a certain time'. 95 Here
the verb is defined as an accident of the essences signified by
the nouns. Hebrew grammarians used the same argument. 96
ad 2. This is the main non-syntactic argument for the priority of the
noun in grammatical literature. We find it for instance with
Zaggâgï, who also uses it in his chapter on the priority of the

89

In texis: 1 , 4 , 6 , 8 , 9 , 10, 12, 18
For the meaning of this term : Aristot lop. 141 b 28; categ 7 b 38, and cf above,
note 42.
" For these terms: Choirob 2, 3, 15.
92
In texts· 6, 9, 13, 15
93
In texts- 1, 6, 11.
94
In text 17; cf Donnei, 1967, 151-3 for further examples. We may compare with
this argument a Stoic text, SVF 2, 181 • 'The Stoics say that some meanings (lekta) are
independent, and some are incomplete; incomplete are those meanings that have a
disconnected form, e.g. graphei (writes), because we ask "who?"' [G48]. Some verbs
do not have an expressed subject, namely verbs in the first and the second person,
scholia D.T. 57, 12 sqq
" Räzi, Maf. 1, 111, 2sqq[A91].
96
Cf. Kimhi, Mikhlol, p. 10 (transi.) and note 4.
90
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masdar;97 it is, moreover, the argument that underlies his definition of the noun.98
ad 3. The comparison of the relation between noun and verb with the
relation between genos and eidos is found, though not explicitly,
in the argument of al-Kisä'i, al-Farrä', and Hisäm: 'The noun
is lighter than the verb, because the noun is included in the
verb, whereas the verb is not included in the noun'.99 We may
also point to Razi's remark: 'It is impossible to use the verb
without connecting it with the agent, ..., although we can use
the expression for the agent without connecting it with the
verb'.100
ad 4. Although the term ism is used also for 'word' in general, the
argument drawn from this use in Greek grammatical literature
is not proposed, as far as we know, by any Arabic grammarian.
ad 5. This argument is very important. Only nouns can form a complete sentence without the help of any other part of speech, but
verbs cannot do this.101 (The term used to translate the Greek
term autotelès in this context is mußd102). Verbs, even in the
first or the second person, always need a subject, which is in
Arabic expressed by the suffix; this suffix is equivalent to a
noun.103 As for the verb in the third person, we never know
who is its agent until the noun is mentioned.104

97

Cf above, chapter III С
Cf above, chapter III A.
94
Ap Zagg. Id 101, 3-4; the verb lUatara in this quotation is equivalent to the
Greek verb suneisphérem [A92].
100
Râzï, Maf 1, 111, 7-8 [A93], cf. the argument connected with sunanhmrein,
above
,c
' Sib Kit 1, 6, 11-2, b. Gin Has 1, 41, 13 sqq , b Anb Ins. 103, 13 sqq ; id
Asr ρ 9, Râzï, Maf. I, 111,2 sqq , cf Zagg. Id 100, 3-5, where this argument is used in
the discussion about the lightness of the nouns as compared with the heaviness of the
verbs, cf Gabucan, 1972, 31
102
Cf above, chapter II.
103
Cf e g. b. Gin Has 3, 20, 10 sqq for the verbal (ormsqumtu and qäma- the first
form, 'I stood up', contains a pronoun with a phonetic expression, in the second form,
'he stood up', the pronoun is understood and does not have a phonetic expression.
Pronouns are included in the category of the nouns, cf above, chapter III A, note 93
The verbal forms in the first person were analysed differently in Greek grammar, cf.
above, note 94
104
Cf Zagg Id 100, 3-5 with text 17 (Gregorios)
98
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There are two additional arguments :
1. Nouns only signify a nominatum, whereas verbs have to signify
an agent, one or more objects, the masdar, the time and the place
of the action, and the condition of the agent (häf).105 Nouns are,
therefore, lighter than verbs, and thus, prior to them. The same
fact is mentioned by (Ps.-) Theodosios, but in order to defend the
priority of the verb : 'The verb has even something more than the
noun. The noun signifies only the thing (sc. the nominatum), but
the verb signifies something more, e.g., légo (I say) indicates the
action in itself, in this case (the action of) saying, but, moreover,
it signifies the time . . . \ 1 0 6
2. The Basrians used still another argument, which was stated in
terms of the syntactic ability to serve as the subject and/or the
predicate of a sentence. 107
Subject and nominal predicate, says Zaggâgï, are substances or
accidents represented in speech by their names. 108 But we also define
them as those words to which we may apply specifically nominal
ideas {ma'äni), such as attributes, prohibitions, or vocatives. In other
words, subject and predicate (al-muhbar 'anhu wa-'l-muhbar bihi) are
terms which may stand for something in the outer world, or, in
metalanguage, for those words which represent them (al-ism an-naib
'an al-musammä), and which are characterized by the nominal ideas
they may receive (al-ma'âni aliati ta'tawiruha). What is meant by
'nominal ideas'? In order to understand this we must consult the
Greek data.
Protagoras the Sophist (5th century B.C.) was the first to speak
about classes of sentences: he distinguished between four 'pillars of
speech' (puthménes logon), viz., wish, question, answer, and command. 109 According to Koller this division was the result of his
rhetorical studies, 110 and actually we find in Aristotle's writings that
there is only one sort of sentence that can constitute the subject of
logical studies: the simple true-or-false judgment (apophasis, Aussage).
All other sorts of sentences such as command, wish, question, etc.,
' " , Rdzi. Maf I. 50. 15-6.Ta'lab. Mag pp 266-7. Zagg Id. 101. 1-2.
'"* On the notion lomignifiiare
Pinborg. 1967. 30 sqq. The quotation is from
(Ps -) Theodosios. ed Góttling. p. 136. cf. Steinthal. 18912, 2. 236 [G49]
107
Cf above, chapter III A, note 82. Ill B. note 33
108
Zagg Id. 42. 14sqq
'"" Cf Radcrmacher. 1951. ρ 38. Irg. 10
110
Koller. 1958
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belong to the art of rhetoric, 111 since they cannot be subjected to the
test of truth or falseness.112 This logical doctrine was then constantly
repeated by the commentators, who mostly distinguished between five
sorts of speech (judgment, command, wish, question, invocation) 113
On the other hand, we find that in grammar the Aristotelian classification turned into a genuinely grammatical one, and almost coincided
with the division into grammatical moods: the 'wish' became an
optative, the 'command' an imperative, and so on. 1 1 4 Apollonios
Dyskolos tells us of these moods (enkliseis) that they are 'mental
conditions' (psuchika) diathéseis) with regard to the action or with
regard to another person. Here we find expressed for the first time
that the verbal mood is not only a verbal form, but that it is a verbal
form which is connected with the state of mind of the acting subject.115
This explains to a large degree why Zaggägi connects the nouns (i.e.,
the representatives of acting bodies) with the 'nominal meanings/ideas'.
The Stoa put the same Aristotelian division to another use, namely a
division into ten sorts of speech, or rather, ten sorts of 'independent
meanings' (lektà autotelè).116
111

Aristot de interpret 17 a 1 sqq.. 'Not every (utterance) is categorical, but only
when it contains truth or falseness, which is not contained in every utterance for
instance, a prayer is an utterance, but it is neither true nor false. All other (utterances
than the categorical) must be left aside, because they belong rather to the study of
rhetoric or literary theory, whereas the categorical utterances belong to the present
study' [G50] Cf. Coseriu, 1970, 74-5, 77-8
112
For the definition of the categorical utterance or sentence: cf above, chapter
III С
113
Apophanlikón, proslaklikon, euknkon, erotèmatikón, klélikón, respectively, cf
Koller, 1958, 23 The number of five classes of sentences is also given by Ammonios,
cf. below, note 118.
114
Steinthal, 18912, 2, 272-91 The subjunctive constituted the main problem in the
attempts to transform the Aristotelian division into a grammatical system. The same
confusion of enkliseis and classes of sentences was taken over by the Syriac grammarian
Jacob of Edessa, cf Merx, 1889, 249-50
I
" Apoll. Dysk synt. 44, 9 - 45, 3 (the question is why the infinitive does not possess
person, number, or mood)· 'It seems to me, therefore, that those who inquire why the
infinitive lacks person, number, mood, act absurdly, since it (sc the infinitive) is not
plural, every action being singular Moreover, it does not possess a mental condition
(psuchtkè diathesis), since it has no inflection to indicate the various persons, and
only persons, being rational, can proclaim their own condition of mind Thus, even the
verb itself does not possess originally person and number. But when it is used about a
person, then it must also distinguish between those persons, which are singular, dual, or
plural, besides Consequently, it (sc the infinitive) cannot possess a mental condition,
just as we have said before' [G51]
II
* These ten classes are enumerated by Sexlus Empiricus, adv math. 8, 70 =
SVF 2, 187, and by Diogenes Laertios 7. 66 = SVF 2. 186, they are the classes of those
lek la which produce an independent meaning (for the lektön. below, chapter X)
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Returning to the Arabic world we notice in the first place the
influence exercised by the commentaries on Aristotle's writings, for
instance in Färäbi and Ibn Sina. 117 Färäbi reproduces almost exactly
the five categories of the Peripatos: judgment about truth or falseness (qaul gäzim), command (amr), question (jalb), request (tadarru),
invocation (nida). That Arabic scholars were still aware of the Greek
doctrine, is also proved by a statement of the Ihwän as-Safa' that
according to some people there are six, according to others ten, sorts
of sentence : this corresponds to a remark of Ammonios that the
Peripatos recognized five, but the Stoa ten, sorts of sentence. We
must take into account that Arabic authors usually distinguished
between a negative command (nahy), and a positive one (amr).l x 8 The
Brethren themselves recognized only: judgment, question, command,
and prohibition, so that 'wish' and 'invocation' are missing. 119 These
last two categories do figure in Ibn Hazm's list: judgment (habar),
wish or prayer (du a), question (istifhäm), command (amr); Ibn Hazm,
however, does not distinguish between a positive and a negative
command. 120 His term for the categories of sentences is 'elements of
speech' ('anäsir al-kaläm).121
As for Zaggägi, his list—command (amr), prohibition (nahy), invocation (nida), attribute (na't)—is not intended to be exhaustive. We
notice especially the absence of the category 'judgment', but perhaps
the 'attribute' (na't = sifal)122 should be considered the equivalent
of habar—the term habar is indeed used a few lines later in the
sense of 'verb', 'verbal predicate'.
That the categories of sentences are called 'meanings/ideas' (ma'äni)
which characterize the nouns, could be explained by the Stoic use of
117
Far Sarh, pp 51-2, b Sina, 'Ibära, 31, 8-15 In Syriac logic/grammar wc find
this division into five classes of sentences with Johannes bar Zu'bi (13lh/7th century);
Merx, 1889, 163
" " Rasâ'il Ihwän as-Sala', 3, 119-20, cf. Ammonios - remark. SVF, 2, 189· ' .. so
that he (sc Aristotle) docs not deal here with every utterance not with the wish, nor
with the command, nor with any other utterance, either from the five according to
the Peripatos, or from the ten according to the Stoa, but only with the categorical'
[G52]
119
Rasâ'il, 3, 119, pen. categorical speech (habar), question (hnhhâr), command
(amr), prohibition (nahy)
120
b. Hazm, Ihk I, 265,9-10.
121
Arnaldez, 1956, 50, η 1, 'Abd al-Gabbâr (Mugni, 7, 3, 8) uses the expression
aqsäm al-kalâm (sorts of speech; in this context it cannot mean 'parts of speech', cf lb
7, 50, 12 aqsäm wa-durûb, eg. habar, amr, nahy) The term brings to mind the Greek
e'idè ίου logon
122
Cf. above, chapter III A On naf Diem, 1970, 315.
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the word lekta in this context, and also by comparison with Apollonios
Dyskolos' doctrine, inasmuch as the categories of the sentences represent a mental stale of the acting subject; a command, a wish, etc.,
always presuppose an acting and thinking subject.

CHAPTER EIGHT

THE MUTAZILA
'Speech is made by a speaker, for he produces it. while
before it did not exist, therefore, it is an action on his
part" '

According to Ibn al-Anbäri, Rummâni wrote about grammar and
logic 'in a Mu'tazilite way' ('ala macjhab al-mu'tazila),2 which seems
to imply that there existed some sort of Mu'tazilite tradition in
grammar. There must have been a specifically Mu'tazilite method and
style of writing. We would, of course, be wrong in calling every
Mu'tazilite grammarian a professional logician. In this respect Fleisch
is quite right when he says: 'Dans quelle mesure des grammairiens
ont-ils reçu une formation philosophique, ceci n'a pas encore été
précisé. D'al-Ahfas al-Awsat (m. 830/215), disciple de Sîbawaihi,
as-Suyûtï (Bugya, p. 158, 1. 7) rapporte qu'il était mu'tazilite ... Mais
l'indication n'est pas suffisante pour en faire un philosophe'. 3 On the
other hand, it is more than likely that a grammarian who was at the
same time Mu'tazilite, tended to write about language from a logical
point of view, considering the data about the aforementioned grammarians. We can also refer to the Küfan grammarian al-Farra' (d.
822/207), who was a Mu'tazilite and at the same time was known for
his fondness of using logical and philosophical terms in his writings.4
Perhaps we can identify this Mu'tazilite method with that of the
'linguistic philosophers' (Jaläsifat an-nahwiyyin), a name which indicates those scholars who occupied themselves with the difference
between logic and grammar. This group of grammarians must have
been closely connected with al-Färäbi, who stands out as one of the
principal sources for the knowledge of Greek logic among the Arabs. 5
1

Zagg Id 43, 10-1 [A 94]
b Anb Nuzha, 189, 10-1, according to Nyberg (EI 2 , 790-1, s ν Mu'tazila) the
Mu'tazilites introduced the strictly grammatical method, he also notes the very close
connection between them and the philological school of Basra
3
Fleisch, 1961,25, η 1
4
Suy Bugya, 2, 333 sqq
5
СГ above, chapter VII, note 6 That these Mu'tazilite grammarians may be treated
as a group is also confirmed by the fact that there existed a special biography of the
2
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As for the number of grammarians who belonged to the Mu'tazila,
it must have been considerable. The following grammarians are said
to have held Mu'tazilite views: Abu 'Amr ibn al-'Alä' (d. 770/154);6
Tsä ibn 'Umar (d. 766/149);7 al-Halil (d. 791/175);8 Sibawaihi (d.
793/177);" al-Ahfas al-Awsat (d. 830/215);10 al-Farrä' (d. 822/207);"
Qutrub (d. 821/206);12 al-Mâzini (d. 863/249);13 al-Mubarrad (d.
898/285);14 al-Färisi (d. 987/377); " Ibn Ginni (d. 1002/392);16 assira fi (d. 979/368);17 ar-Rummäni (d. 994/384).18 Doubtlessly, Zaggägï also belonged to the Mu'tazilite grammarians, as may be inferred
from the Tdah.19 Even if we allow for a certain unreliability of our
sources, especially about the earlier grammarians, there still remains a
respectable number of names mentioned in connection with the Mu'tazila.
We shall see in chapter IX that the Mu'tazila played an important
part in the development of the theories about origin and nature of
speech. Their preoccupation with this and similar subjects is partly
due to their main dogma, the creation of the Qur'än, partly the
result of their interest in logic. We may say that this interest in logic
led them to study the differences and the similarities between the two
disciplines of logic and grammar—a very popular topic in the discussions of the 9th/3rd and the 10th/4th century, as we have seen
above. Thanks to the Mu'tazila or to the Mu'tazilite grammarians,
grammar became more preoccupied with the rationalization of gramnuhäl al-mu'tazila—this is mentioned by Suyütï, Bugya, I, 527, 18, in the biography of
a certain Abu '1-Hasan al-Bûrânï an-Nahw¡, cf Mubarak, 1963, 241, η As to the
connections between the Mu'tazila and Ma'mun's Bait al-hikma. Eche, 1967, 48-54,
on Ma'mun's religious policy Sourdel, 1962.
6
Zage Mag. 80, 9.
7
b. Muri. Tab. 131
8
Id. ib.
9
Id. ib.
10
Id. ib.; 'Abd al-Gabbâr, Mugni, 7, 218, 7, Suy. Bugya, 1, 590-1
11
Suy. Bugya, 2, 333, 7.
12
b. Muri. Tab. 131, b. Gin. Has 3, 255, 7 sqq ; 'Abd al-Gabbâr, Mugni, 7, 218, 7
13
Zagg. Mag. 294, 5-6 •>'; cf. 'Ubaidï, 1967, 60-7, especially ρ 66
14
b. Murt. Tab. 131 ; 'Abd al-Gabbâr, Mugni, 7, 218, 7.
15
Suy. Bugya, 1, 496; id Muzh. 1, 7, 10-1; b. Murt. Tab 131.
16
b Murt Tab, 131; Suy Muzh I, 7, 10-1; id Asbäh, 1, 338; cl" Naggär in his
introduction to the Hasais, pp 42-3, for further reference
17
b. Anb. Nuzha, 184, 15, b. Murt. Tab 131.
19
b Anb. Nuzha, 189, 11 ; cf above, chapter VI, note 11.
" This may be inferred from his words that speech is an act of the speaker and not
created by Allah (cf Id. 43, 16-7) and from his opinion about the ism and its musammä
(cf Id. 43, 11-2)
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matical methods.20 The attitude of many scholars towards logic and
the logical element in grammar may be deduced from their views
about the use of analogy (qiyäs).21 At first there was a strong opposition against the use of the 'causal analogy' (qiyäs al-'illa), in which
the conclusion arrived at by analogy follows necessarily and inevitably
from the premisses.22 For the orthodox this amounted to blasphemy,
since it implied a restriction of the omnipotence of Allah. The most
outspoken on the subject were the Mu'tazilites who held the existence
of causality in nature, that is: natural phenomena happen as the
result of natural laws which have been instituted by Allah. According
to the orthodox theologians, things happen in nature because Allah
wishes them to happen. Applied to analogy this means that the conclusion of a reasoning is true not because of the validity of the logical
principles concerned, but because of the will of Allah, Who in this
case permits the conclusion to be true always, although He could
change that truth if He wanted to.
In speech we find causality—at least according to the Mu'tazilite
grammarians—in the theory about the 'determinants' ('awämil): the
different endings of nouns and verbs in the declension are caused not
by Allah, but by the speaking subject.23 Grammarians distinguish
between 'canil lafzi and 'ämil ma'nawi, but according to Ibn Ginnï this
does not imply that the words themselves, present or absent in the
sentence, cause the endings : it only means that sometimes our action,
which causes the endings, is accompanied by a visible sign, and sometimes it is not. Man himself is the real 'ämil, not only in the declension, but also with regard to speech in general: hence the typically
Mu'tazilite statement that speech is an act of the speaker. So we find
in al-Gubbâ'ï (d. 915/303), teacher of the theologian al-AS'arï and
the grammarian as-Siräfi: '(Allah) utters the speech which He creates
in a substrate. But real speech ... is articulated sounds and letters
(i.e. consonants) in a certain order. The real speaker is he who
20
We also point to Zaggagï's insistence that every statement about speech be proved
rationally, cf. Id. 41, 16-42, 10.
21
Brunschvig, 1970.
22
Cf. above, chapter IV; Frank, 1966.
23
Mahzûmî, 1958, 264-6; cf. b Gin. Has. 1, 109-10 Zaggâgî does not say explicitly
that man is the 'ämil of the declension, as Ibn Ginni says, but it seems to be evident
from his remarks on the use of the declension and its introduction into speech that in his
opinion man provides words with the endings of the cases (Id. 69, 8- 70, 2). This
conforms to the Mu'tazilite doctrine on the human origin of speech, cf. below, chapter
IX.
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creates speech, and not he who is its substrate'. 24 Everything turns on
the question what we intend by giving a person the attribute mutakallim (speaking). The connection between this question and the problem
of the creation of the Qur'än may be studied in the seventh book of
'Abd al-Gabbär's Mugniß abwäb at-tauhid wa-'l-'adl, which deals with
the Halq al-Qur'än, especially in the chapter which* is entitled 'On
the fact that the real condition of the speaker is that he brings speech
into being by himself, in accordance with his intention and his will'. 25
'Abd al-Gabbâr begins by reasoning with one of his characteristic
grammatical arguments: according to grammatical rules the meaning
of the expression huwa mutakallim (he is speaking) is fa'ala 'l-kaläm
(he made speech), just as we say huwa därib (he is hitting), i.e. fa'ala
'd-darb (he made blows). The grammarians, however, are not competent to judge whether a person really creates his act, whether he is
its muhdit (creator, innovator): grammarians are not able to say
anything about the theological implications of the verb fa'ala. But,
leaving the grammatical facts for what they are worth, we may
indeed conclude by way of logical reasoning that that person does
create his act. Most certainly the grammarians would also reach this
conclusion, if only they would use the method of logical reasoning. It
follows that we must accept the literal text of the Qur'än where it says
that Allah is speaking. We must conclude from this text that He is
really speaking, 26 that He really makes His speech—which means
that the Qur an is created. On the other hand, when Allah creates
speech in a person, we cannot say that that person is speaking, by
virtue of the creation of speech into him, because he does not really
produce his speech himself. But when we are reciting the Qur an, it is
our own action, and we ourselves are creating speech—this speech
being an imitation of Allah's words. 27 We may compare with this a
quotation by Zaggâgï : 'speech is made by a speaker, for he produces
24

Ap Sahrastânï. Milal, 1, 54. 15-7 [A95]. cf Bouman, 1959, 25, Frank, 1966. 24-5
'Abd al-Gabbär. Mugni, 7. 48 Sqq [A96] Mutakallim is nol used in the Qur'än,
but cf e g 4 164, for the creation of the Qur'än Nader, 1956, 99-113
2b
The same sort of reasoning with the Hanbalile Ihn al-'Aqïl (about 1095'490),
who uses it in order to prove that Allah really speaks with audible sounds (against the
As'arite doctrine). Rasâ'il. pp. 22-3
21
On the recitation of the Qur'än being an imitation of Allah's words. Bouman,
1959. 15. 24, on the As'antc point of view b 'Aqil, Rasä'il. 22. 18-20 'According to
them (sc the As'antcs), the recitation and the reading and the writing (sc. of the
Quran) are created But the Qur'än itself is an attribute which resides in the mind of
the speaker, not perceptible to the senses of the believer, and the sounds and the
letters are only an imitation ol it' [A97].
24
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it, while before it did not exist; therefore, it is an action on his part', 28
in other words, the speaker creates his speech.
We find the same linguistic reasoning in Ibn Ginni in a polemic
with Abu '1-Hasan al-Ahfas : 'Do you not see that each of us when
he is speaking, only deserves that attribute (sc. the attribute "speaking") by virtue of his own speaking, not by virtue of something else,
or by virtue of His creating speech in his instrument of articulation. He
would not be speaking (se. he would not deserve the attribute "speaking"), unless he moved his own articulatory organs'. 29 Returning to
Zaggâgï, we notice that he talks about this originally theological thesis,
because it has been used by an adversary to attack the usual classification of the parts of speech. For, the adversary says, if every word
is an action (/?'/) on the part of the speaker, why then do the grammarians distinguish between asma, afäl and hurû/Ί Zaggâgï agrees
with the theological thesis, but according to him, it cannot be used as
an argument against the usual classification of the parts of speech
because of the unequality of the two levels of the discussion : there is
no real contradiction, since the terminology and classification of the
parts of speech are based on grammatical facts and on the grammatical differences between the parts of speech. Exactly the same
answer is given by 'Abd al-Gabbar to the objection that the grammatical classification invalidates his definition of speech as consisting
of 'letters in a certain order' (hurüj manzümá). He answers : 'What is
said by the experts of the Arabic language does not contradict what we
said. When they say "speech is noun, verb, and particle with a
meaning", they are talking about the speech as we have defined it;
they divide it into different parts, without denying that speech in its
totality consists of letters with a special arrangement'. 30
The opposite opinion about the action of the speaker says that, on
the contrary, every action belongs to Allah alone, Who is the Creator
of everything. This position was defended by Ibn Madä' of Córdoba
(d. 1195/592): 'The doctrine of the people of the truth (i.e. the
orthodox Zähirites, like Ibn Hazm and himself) is that these sounds
are only an action of Allah the Lofty; their connection with man is
the same as the connection of the rest of his voluntary actions with
28

Zagg Id 43, 10-1 Cf Kindi's definition of creation (ihda) 'making something
appear out of nothing' (izlmr ai-scn' 'an lana). Rasali. I, 165, 11. For the Mu'tazilitc
creano e minio- Wal/er, 1962, 187 sqq
2
" b Gin Has. 2, 454, 6-8 [A98].
10
'Ahd al-Gabhär, Mugni, 7, 9, 4-6 |A99], cf b 'Aqïl, Rasa'il, 9, 13 sqq
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him'.31 A compromise between the two extremes was formulated by
al-A§'ari ; this compromise was finally accepted by the majority of the
orthodox theologians.32
The influence of the Mu'tazila is also discernible in the partly
theological, partly grammatical debate about the question whether
words are identical with their nominata (the things denoted by them),
or with the act of inventing the words for the nominata, that is with
the act of using the words. The first thesis was opposed by almost all
grammarians according to Mu'tazilite doctrine, which held that words
were identical with the act of using them. In the discussions about
this subject, many difficulties arose from conflicting interpretations of
the term musammo. Zaggâgî makes clear33 that nomen and nominatum cannot simply be put on a par: in the sentence zaid qaim (Zaid
is standing), the word zaid is not identical with the person, Zaid,
whom it denotes, and the verb qaim cannot be held to be identical
with the action of that person,34 because both words, zaid as well as
qaim, are actions of the speaker (afâl al-mutakallim).35
Ibn Ginni proposes a grammatical proof of the distinction between
ism and musammo, which may be summarized as follows.36 An adjunction (idäfä) of a nomen to a nominatum is possible; they can, therefore, not be identical, since it is not allowed to connect something
with itself.37 When we look at the examples of such an adjunction of
a nomen to a nominatum, it becomes clear what the meaning of
musammo in this context is: in the expression hädä du zaidin the
meaning is hädä sähib hädä Ί-ism allodi huwa zaid (he is the possessor
of the name Zaid), or in other words hädä huwa Ί-musammä bi-hädä
Ί-ism (he is the person who is named by this name).38 Another
example is the common expression käna 'indanä data sabähin (he was
with us on a certain morning); the meaning of this expression is
käna 'indanä Ί-waqt al-musammä sabähan (he was with us at the time
31
b Madâ', Radd 87 [A 100], cf Mahzumi, 1958, 265 sqq , Arnaldez, 1956, 89,
Mubarak, 19743, 148-58, 'Id, 1973, 251-62
32
AS'ari, Ibâna, 52-5, cf Watt, 1971, 27, Frank, 1966
33
Zagg Id 43, 11 sqq , 57, 4 sqq
34
Besides, zaid is not the real agent, but only a grammatical one, сГ Râzi, Maf
1, 55, 11 sqq
35
Cf above, notes 24-8
36
b Gin Has 2, 188, 10-2, 3, 24, 3-4
37
Cf above, chapter VI. note 55, and Zagg Id 109, 15 - 110, 16
,B
b Gin Has 3, 27, 9-10, the example comes via Abu 'AM al-Fânsï from Ta'lab's
teacher. an-Nadïm
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which is called morning).39 In these and similar examples the nominatimi (musammo) is that which is named by the nomen (ism), in other
words, du, dát in the sentences quoted are the nominata of the
nomina zaid, sabäh.*0 This means that a word may be nomen or
nominatimi, depending on the use we make of it: if I ask someone
'what is the spelling of sayf (sword)', and he answers s-y-f, then we
are talking about a nomen. But when I say 'I hit him with a sayf, with
a sword', then I am talking about a musammä.*1 In the first example,
the nominatum of the word sayf is a nomen, in the second example
it is a nominatum. As a matter of fact, we are dealing here with
the distinction between the first and the second name-giving,42 or, to
put it in modern terms, between language and meta-language.
Ibn Ginnï also asks how it is possible that some people believe that
nomina and their nominata are identical. His answer is that it is
customary to use the nomina in talking about the nominata. In fact,
the nomina are the only way to 'reach' the nominata. For this reason,
some people thought that they could be used indiscriminately, and
that, consequently, they were identical.43
A new element is brought into the discussion by Cazzali, viz.
denomination (tasmiya).** According to Cazzali we must distinguish
between three elements: the nomen, its nominatum, and the act of
giving a nominatum a nomen. As for the identity of the nomen and
the nominatum, he mentions three theories. The first of these theories
holds that all nomina are identical with their nominata. The second
theory holds that this is nowhere the case. The third theory asserts
that there are three sorts of nomina: those which are identical with
their nominata (e.g. Allah, maugud (Allah, existent)); those which are
not identical with their nominata (e.g. hâliq, (creating), because this
word is not only connected with Allah, but also with the thing

39

b Gin Has 3, 32, 1-3
СГ Id 57, 8-9 the verb is the musammo of the noun, because the masdar is
called the ism al-fi'l
41
b Gin Has 3, 31, 5-10
42
Cf below, chapter IX, note 47
43
For the expression al-ism daiii al-ma'nä, сГ Gazz Asma', 6, 12 al-maillul 'alaihi
(= al-musamma), and Za|g Id 50, 4 (al-ism ma dalla 'ala Ί-musammâ) That we can reach
the nominata only through the nomina is said by Zaggagï, Id 56, 5-6, cf below,
note 75
44
Gazz Asma', pp 4 sqq On Gazzâlï's theories Gatje, 1974
40
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created); and those about which neither the first nor the second
property can be predicated (Allah's inherent attributes).45
The word A Höh, which is used as an example of the words of the
first category—those words which are identical with their nominata—
is used also by 'Abd al-Gabbär.46 He uses it to refute precisely the
theory about the identity of nomen and nominatum. If the word
Allah were indeed identical with its nominatum, then it would be
eternal—which is, of course, impossible in 'Abd al-Gabbär's theology.47 Nor can the names of Allah be identical with Allah, because
He is One, whereas His names are various and diverse.48 On the
other hand, the advocates of the identity of nomen and nominatum
assert that precisely the eternity of the word Allah is proof of the
eternity of the Qur'än—which can, therefore, not be a creation by
Allah. In Sahrastânï's Milal we find the statement that Allah's attributes are identical with His essence, because there cannot exist any
plurality in His essence.49
The element of the tasmiya is also mentioned by al-Bâqillânï (d.
1013/404), who deals with the theory of the identity of the nomen
and the nominatum in his Tamhid.50 The orthodox opinion, he says,
is that nomen and nominatum are identical—which shows that the
majority of the grammarians in Baghdad were not orthodox at the
time, because they all agreed that the nomen is something else than
the nominatum.51 The Mu'tazila held, according to Bäqilläm, that
the nomen is identical with the tasmiya, i.e. the namegiving. The same
theory is also explicitly attributed to the Mu'tazila by Ibn Hägib

45

The same classification is used by Baidâwï. Similar classifications in three categories (a, not-a, neither a nor not-a) in Stoic writings, e.g. in ethics the division of objects
into good, bad, and indifferent (SVF 3, pp 28-30; cf. Jadaane, 1968, 191, van den Bergh,
1954, 2, 117) ; also Poseidonios' definition of dialectics as the science of truth, falsehood,
and what is neither (SVF 2, 122), other connections, with Christian theology, van Ess,
1965, 119-20 On the doctrine of the attributes of Allah. Pretzl, 1940; Allard, 1965,
Frank, 1969
46
'Abd al-Gabbär, Mugnî, 7, 164, 10; 7, 165, 7.
47
As is asserted by ûazzâlï, Asma 4, 7 : 'as when we say that Allah—He is Lofty—
is essence and existent' (ka-qaulma Iilläh la'àia annahu dal wa-maugùd)
48
Van den Bergh, 1954, 2, 128, note 219 2· according to Ibn Hazm, Bâqillânï held
that Allah has only one name, but many appellations (tasmiyât) For this distinction,
cf below, note 57 and 70
49
Sahr. Milal, 34; Pretzl, 1940, 11.
so
Bâq Tamh., 227-36, also id. lnsâf, 47.
51
Which was to be expected in view of the fact that many grammarians belonged
to the Mu'tazila, cf above, notes 2 and 5
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(d. 1248/646) in his Idäh sarh al-mufassal·.52 'Some of them say that
the ism is the tasmiya, and this is the doctrine of the Mu'tazila and of
the grammarians and of many jurists. Others say that the ism is the
musammä, and this is the As'arite opinion'. It is hard to explain why
this theory is mentioned nowhere else in grammatical writings. 53 It is
not clear what exactly is meant by tasmiya: one is tempted to interpret
the Mu'tazilite theory of meaning in terms of 'use', i.e. meaning is
the sum total of all concrete uses of a word, but probably this is too
modern an interpretation.
It is not easy to understand what is meant by the word musammä
in these discussions, since two different meanings of the word are
being used at the same time. Gazzali's theory of signification distinguishes between three modes of being : 5 4 a physical level, a psychological level, and a linguistic level ; words correlate within this frame with
concepts in the mind (suwar dihniyyä), not with objects in the outer
world. 55 In that case, musammä is clearly the 'imaginary' correlate of
the word, not the concrete thing denoted by the word. This is the
meaning of musammä for Cazzali as well as Ibn Ginnï.
On the other hand, 'Abd al-Gabbär uses in his refutation of the
theory that ism and musammä are identical, arguments which are only
comprehensible if by musammä we understand the concrete thing
denoted by the word. The same meaning of musammä is used by the
adversaries of Bâqillânï : they argue that if the nomen is identical with
the nominatum, then by saying the word 'fire', we would burn our
mouths, and by saying the word 'zaid', that individual would be
present on our tongues. Here musammo means the concrete thing
denoted by the word. 56 Bäqilläni's answer is: 'This is talk of the man
,2

Ibn al-Hägib, Tdäh. ρ 107, quoted by Sdmarrâ'ï, 1971, 215-6 [A 101].
СГ van Ess, 1965, 117-8
54
СГ below, chapter IX, note 50, Gälje, 1974, 161, sqq. (Cazzalî's theory of
identity and diversity as it is applied to the problem of the ism and the milgamma'
168-75).
55
Gazz. Asma', 6, 10 sqq remark on the difference between the notions wad",
manciù', and maudit lahu
56
We are reminded of the Stoic paradox of the wagon (whatever you say passes
through your mouth, you say 'wagon', therefore, a wagon passes through your mouth),
de Rijk, 1968, 98-9 That the argument may also be used the other way round, may be
seen in a completely different context, namely in the controversy in Indian grammar
concerning the natural relationship between a word and its meaning. It is there argued
by the adherents of the Vaisesika school that words do not co-exist with the objects
they denote, the word 'fire' does not burn the mouth, and the word 'razor' does not
cut it, nor does the word 'honey' sweeten it (cf. Kunjunni Raja, 19692, 22)
53
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in the street, and typical of ignorant people, because the words "fire",
"zaid", which are present in our mouths, are not the name of Zaid,
nor the name of the fire, but only a denomination (tasmiya), and an
indication of those names. Their argument does, therefore, not apply.'.57 In other words, ism is a sort of idea which is inherent in the
objects and which is identical with them, whereas the sounds of the
physical word are an indication (daläla) of those asma. We do not
doubt that this argument of Bäqilläni's adversaries is one of the
arguments used by the Mu'tazila. We may compare with it 'Abd al-Gabbär's argument that, if ism and musammo were identical, the word
Allah would then be eternal.
The difficulties concerning the meaning of musammä are also mentioned by Baidâwï (d. 1286/685) in his commentary on the Fätiha.58
He says that the thesis of the identity of nomen and nominatum may
be accepted with a certain reserve. If by ism we understand the physical words (alfäz), there can be no question of an identity with the
musammayät, i.e. with the concrete things denoted by the words,
because in that case the two notions are incomparable, they are not
on the same level. If, however, by ism we understand 'the essence of
the thing' (dát as-say')—a meaning the word does not possess normally—then it is identical with the musammä. A third possibility is that
we understand by ism an attribute of Allah (e.g. in the Qur'anic text
sabbih ism rabbika (worship the name of thy Lord)59). In that case,
we must distinguish between essential attributes, which indicate the
essence of the thing (nafs as-say'), non-essential attributes, and in the
third place, indifferent attributes, i.e. those about which neither of
the two things can be predicated.60 Apparently, there can be only
identity of ism and musammä in the case of attributes of the first
category (al-As'ari, according to Baidâwï61).
57

Bâq. Tamh. 232, 12-6 [A 102].
' 8 Bald- Tafsir, 4, 7-14, cf. also al-Azharï, Sarh al-lasrtf 'ala 't-taud¡h, I, 7, quoted
by Sämarrä'i, 1971, 215-6
" Qur'ân, 87/1.
60
This classification of the attributes reminds us of Gazzäli, cf above note 45, cf.
Gätje, 1974, 155-8; 175-7
61
According to Bagdad!, Usui, 114 (d. 1037/429), quoted by Pretzl, 1940, 20, As'ari
defended the orthodox thesis of the identity of name and thing named in his book on
the explanation of the Qur'ân, but in his book on the attributes of Allah, he divided
the names of Allah according to His properties. Cf. Atari's discussion concerning the
names of Allah, Ibäna, p. 24, namely the problem whether they are created or not He
there concludes—from the Qur'ânic text lobarak ism rabbika—that these names cannot
be created, and are, therefore, identical with His essence But Sahrastânï, Milal, 34,
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Râzï's account62 completes the picture. His method resembles the
method used by ûazzâlï, in so far as he also includes the notion of
tasmiya in his discussion. He even mentions the fact that the identity
of ism and tasmiya was proclaimed by the Mu'tazila (and he refutes
this thesis63). We believe that, on the whole, Râzï's discussion served
as a model for Baidâwî. Räzi says that the theory of the identity of
ism and musammä was chosen by the As'arites.64 Apparently it is
rejected by the Mu'tazilites, because that school had a theory of their
own, which held that the ism is identical with the tasmiya. We have
seen above that both Ibn òinni and 'Abd al-Gabbär rejected the
identity of nomen and nominatum; both were of Mu'tazilite confession. Râzï admits, furthermore, that, if we use ism in the sense of
'essence of the thing' (dát as-say), it is indeed identical with the
musammä, although in that case the whole theory is a mere tautology
(idäh al-wädihäf). The arguments used by the advocates of the theory
are various, he says, the most important ones being the text of the
Qur'än (tabärak ism rabbika, cf. the above cited sabbih ism rabbika),
and another argument connected with the formula of divorce.65
The names of only a few authors are mentioned in connection with
this theory. Of the grammarians we have found only the name of
Abu 'Ubaida (d. 825/210), the teacher of al-Mâzinï.66 We are told that
one of the arguments he used was the text of the Qur'än {sabbih ism
rabbika). From the same source we hear that Sibawaihi opposed the
theory.67 It is small wonder that the majority of the grammarians did
not favour the theory of the identity of nomen and nominatum,
because the number of Mu'tazilites among them was considerable.
As we have seen, the Mu'tazila rejected this theory.
cf Pretzl, 1940, 11, tells us that AS'ari affirmed that in Allah all opposites are destroyed,
which implies that it cannot be predicated about His attributes that they are identical with
Him, nor that they are not identical with Him (comadentm oppositorum), cf van den
Bergh, 1954,2, 128, note 219 1
62
Râzï, Maf 1, 108-10 Cf also Anawati, 1974, 363-6, concerning Râzï's discussion
of the various arguments for or against this theory in his Lawámi' al-bayyinät β 'l-asmä'
wa-'s-sifät (ed Cairo, 1914, pp 3-10)
63
Râzï, Maf 1, ПО, 2-4 sqq
64
Cf above, note 52
65
Râzï, Maf 1, ПО
66
Lisân, s v i - m - w, 14, 402, 7-11 г , on the authority of Abu Ί-'Abbäs, ι e alMubarrad, a pupil of Mâzinï's Cf Abu 'Ubaida, Magäz al-Qur'än, ed M F Sezgin,
Qâhira, 1954, I, 16, 8
67
Lisân, ib 402, 1 This is indirectly confirmed by the fact that the question. Id 11,
8 is put to the followers of Sibawaihi, but probably, Sibawaihi himself was too early
for this discussion
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Originally, the problem was a theological one with rather grave
consequences for the idea of one God : if we accept the identity of
nomen and nominatum, then we must also accept the eternity of the
words, which in the case of Allah contradicts the Mu'tazilite doctrine. 68 The Mu'tazila therefore opposed the theory in the first place.
Their argument was the incompatibility of the unity of Allah with
eternal and different names. 69 The grammarians among the Mu'tazilites adduced grammatical arguments to prove the impossibility of the
theory, as in the case of Ibn Ginni. The theory favoured by the
Mu'tazila was the identity of ism and tasmiya, but we find Ibn Kulläb
(d. 845/240) making an effort to distinguish between the two notions.
He distinguished between 'the natural-conventional name which is
given to something in a particular language, which is its denomination
(tasmiyay and 'the thing's necessary and universal meaning or intelligible idea, which is its true name (/im)'. 70
No arguments of a grammatical nature are found in favour of the
theory of the identity of ism and musammo: the only grammarian
whose name is connected with it, Abu 'Ubaida, apparently restricted
himself to theological arguments. Zaggâgï lived at a time when the
problem had ceased to be a controversial issue for grammarians, and
he mentions it rather as a sort of commonplace objection, which
does not need to be refuted, since everyone knows it is based on an
incorrect theory. It is important to keep in mind that the original
issue was the identity of words and the objects denoted by them. Only
later did the problem, which was originally a theological one, change
into a semantic one, namely the identity of words with their meanings.
This change was partly caused by the need to find new, grammatical
arguments against the old theory.
There is perhaps a parallel between the original problem and the
Aristotelian theory that thought and the object of thought are identical
6Ν
Cf the orthodox statement in Bagdâdï, Usui. 114, if names were really different
from the things named, then Allah would not possess names and attributes from
eternity. Pretzl, 1940, 20
64
Concerning the nature of the discussion, which was rather primitive, cf Pretzl,
1940, 20 'Diesem Problem stehen alle МшакаІІітйп aus Mangel an dialektischer
Schulung doch sehr hilflos gegenüber "Gleichsem" oder "Verschiedensein" sind die
einzigen viel zu groben Denkmittel, mit denen sie um die Sache herumraten'
70
Cf Mahdi, 1970, 59, this theory was advanced by the grammarian Sïrâfî in his
discussion with Malta ibn Yunus (cf above, chapter VI) For the doctrine of Ibn
Kullab, Bouman, 1959, 37-8, van Ess, 1965 Ibn Kulläb was not a Mu'tazilite, but an
independent thinker In some respects his doctrine is reported to approximate that of
the Christians, cf Nader, 1956, 99, note, Sezgin, 1967, 1 599
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—except when we conceive of thought as an act—: if this identity
would not exist, we could only have an impression of the truth, never
truth itself, because our thought would in that case be different from
the truth. 71 This theory is also dealt with by Plotinos and by Alexandres in his commentary on Aristotle's De Anima.12
Aristotle even mentions that nomen and nominatum may be confused, in approximately the same terms as Zaggâgï: 'As we cannot
reproduce the objects themselves in speaking, we use words instead
of the objects as symbols. Consequently, we tend to believe that what
applies to the words also applies to the objects, just like the numbers
in arithmetic. But there is a difference: words are finite, as is the
number of sentences. But the objects are infinite. Thus, the same
sentence and the same word must needs signify more than one thing'. 73
Augustinus discusses the same problem as follows: 'As we are not
able to speak about words unless with words, and as we speak, when
we speak, only about things, it may occur to us that words are
signs of things without ceasing to be things themselves'. 74 There is a
striking resemblance with Zaggâgï's words: 'The term "nouns" can
take the place of the term "what is named by the nouns" when something is told about them (fi Ί-iljhär 'anhä), for you can only get hold
of (the nominata) through (the nouns), as we have mentioned'. 75
71

Van den Bcrgh. 1954, 2, 120, noie 201 2, Islamic philosophy, 1972, 29
Plot Enn 5, 3, 5, Alexandros of Aphrodisias, comment in Aristot de anima,
(Arabic translation), Badawi, 1971, 34-5 СГ also Proklos, scholia in Plat Crat 6, 8-9
71
Aristot soph el 165 a 7-13 [G53], cf Sleinthal, I890 2 , 1, 190-1, Cosenu, 1970,
70, 79-80 On the Arabic translations of the Sophistin Elenchi Badawi. 1968, 77 The
infinity of things as compared with the finitencss of words Suy Muzh 1, 26 pen - 27,
2, Râzî, МаГ 1, 24, 2-4, above, chapter VII, note 39 In literary theory the argument
of the infinity of things is used in the discussion concerning istiräk, the use of one
expression lor more than one concept Words are formed from finite letters, and are.
therefore, finite, they are used to express an infinite number of things, therefore,
istiräk exists by necessity This argument is used by Saläh ad-Dïn Halli lbn Aybak
as-Safadï (d 1362/764, cf Brockelmann, GAL II, 31. S II, 27) in his Fadd al-lutâm 'an
at-tanrna wa-'l-tsiiljdâm according to Bonebakkcr, 1966, 89 In another context the
infinity of the ma'am as compared with the finitencss of the alfoz is used as an argument
for the superiority of the artist, who has to select the right word for a meaning, cf
Heinrichs, 1969, 70-1
74
August dialect с 5, 8, 1-3
nam (um de serbis loqui шя \erbis nequeamus el
turn loquimut nonnisi de aliquibus rebus loquamur, oicumt ammo Ha esse \erba signa
reium, ut res esse non desman/ Cf Barwick, 1957. II
75
Zagg Id 56, 5-6 [A 103]
72

CHAPTER NINE

THE ORIGIN OF SPEECH
and particularly the theory of names happens to be a
rather complicated problem' '

It is a wellknown fact that Islamic theology had an enormous
influence on the linguistic studies of the Arabs,2 and considering the
number of grammarians with Mu'tazilite views, we cannot but expect
that the Mu'tazila, too, exercised some influence in this field. We
can detect the Mu'tazilite influence particularly in the ideas about the
nature and origin of speech. Although we do not believe in a Mu'tazilite 'liberal humanism', we do believe that their preference for logical,
i.e. Greek methods, and for rational thinking, led them to a more
anthropocentric conception of speech. On the other hand, it is certainly wrong simply to deduce from the Mu'tazilite doctrine of the creation
of the Qur an by Allah that the Mu'tazila considered speech a human
invention : 3 it is very well possible to conceive of a doctrine which
contains both the creation of the Qur'än and of speech by Allah,
without diminishing man's free will. Nevertheless, our sources indicate
that the combination of Mu'tazilite ideas and a conventionalist theory
about the origin of speech was fairly common, though there are exceptions, as is proved by the case of Abu 'AH al-Fârisï.4 Moreover, we
find that it is possible to deny the creation of the Qur an by Allah and
at the same time to believe in the human origin of speech.5 In short,
the conventionalist theory is neither a necessary nor an exclusive condition for Mu'tazilites.
As a matter of fact, it is impossible to understand properly the
ideas of the Arabic grammarians and theologians with regard to the
1

Platon, Crai 384 В [G 54]
Cf e g Kopf, 1956, Weiss, 1966, 1974
3
Contra Loucel, 1963, 275 (44) 'Mais que reste-t-il du Mu'tazihsme si la langue
est considérée comme révélée par Dieu 9 En quoi le libre arbitre humain pourra-t-il
désormais s'exercer'' ', for the Mu'tazilite theory Nader, 1956, 255-7
4
The astonishment of Loucel (1963, 275 (44)) and Kopf (1956, 57) at this fact does
not seem to be justified
5
Contra Loucel, 1963, 199 (12) 'Qui affirme que le Coran est incréé peut difficilement soutenir l'origine humaine du langage'
2
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origin and nature of speech without comparing them with the data
from Greek grammar and philosophy. It is important to keep in
mind that the history of this problem is a complicated one because of
the constant change in meaning of the terms used in the discussions
about this problem. We shall see that several terms have been
borrowed from Greek discussions by Arabic grammarians, even when
the framework of these discussions was completely different from the
Arabic point of view. In connection with this, we refer to Steinthal's
methodologically important observation : 'Solche Schlagwörter ändern,
..., mit der Zeit und mit den Vertretern und mit der gegenseitigen
Stellung der Parteien ihre Bedeutung; die Geschichte der Parteien, die
Entwicklung ihrer Kämpfe, liegt gerade in der veränderten Bedeutung
der oft unverändert gebliebenen Namen'. 6 The two words most frequently used in these discussions, phùsis and thesis were not meant
originally to indicate the origin of speech, but the epistemological
value of speech, i.e. the possibility to understand the nature of the
things through the words which signify them. Speech is phúsei when
it gives us an insight into the nature of things, when the form of
the words tells us something about the nature of things; speech is
thései when it contains only words which have been chosen or agreed
upon arbitrarily and independently of the things they signify. In both
cases, the origin of speech remains an open question : in both theories,
it may be due to a divine or a human name-giver, to nature, or to the
community. In later times, the terms phúsei and thései were also used
in the discussions about the origin of speech, whence the ambiguity
and the pointlessness of some of these discussions. This fact was
already known in antiquity, for instance by Proklos in his commentary on Plato's Cratylus,1 and by Ammonios in his commentary on
Aristotle's De Interpretationen According to these sources, the word
phùsis has several meanings.9 Kratylos uses it in Plato's dialogue of

6

Steinthal, 18902, 1, 75
We do not agree with Steinthal, when he says that Proklos 'sich völlig unfähig
(zeigt) einen getreuen Bericht über alle Philosopheme zu geben'. (18902, 1, 170) On
the whole, the remarks of Proklos (and Ammonios) bear witness to a keen insight into
the different meanings of the key-words What is true, though, is that he tends to
over-systematisize and to project new opinions back into older writings On Proklos·
Daniélou 1956
8
Amm. in Arislol de interpret 34-5, ed Busse
9
For the four meanings of phúsei' Prokl comm in Plat. Crat par 17 '... because
the term "by nature" {phúsei) has four meanings it may be used to indicate living
beings, animals, or plants, as a whole or in part, it may be used to indicate their
7
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the same name to indicate that things receive their names according
to their nature, and that therefore these names indicate those things
naturally, i.e., in a natural way, so that the sounds of the word
imitate the nature of the thing. 10 But speech may also be said to be
phusei because it is made up of something natural, something physical,
viz. sounds. ' ' Epikouros and Lucretius use the term in still another
sense: words originate in a natural way; just as animals make natural
sounds, man began to use natural sounds in order to indicate things,
though arbitrarily. 12 The opposite of phúsis is the term thesis: some
people mean by this that words signify things as the result of an
arbitrary agreement between the first men, 13 whereas others understand by thesis the action of a wise name-giver, who understood the
nature of things and expressed it in appropriate words.
The doctrine of the Stoics constitutes as it were a compromise
between the various theories; it came to be accepted by the majority
of the grammarians, and so found its way into the schools. 14 We
believe that the Stoic theory was one of the major sources of the

potential or actual properties, for instance the lightness and the warmth of fire; it
may be used to indicate the shadows and the images in a mirror; or it may be used to
indicate a picture made by an artist, which resembles its model . ' [G55]. According
to him, Kralylos used phusei in the second meaning, Epikouros in the first; cf.
Steinthal, I8902, 1, 168-82 and note 10 and 12 below
10
'Kratylos speaks the truth when he says that a thing has a name according to
its nature (phusei), and that not everybody is able to be a maker of names, but only he
who takes into regard the natural name of everything, and who is able to express its
essence in letters and syllables'. Plat. Crat. 390 D-Ε [G56J For the interpretation of
the Cratylus I refer to the fundamental work of Derbolav, 1972, which gives an almost
exhaustive survey of older interpretations and literature
" Cf Alexandres of Aphrodisias ap Amm in Aristot. dc interpret 39, 14-7, cd
Busse. '. . the syllogism presented by the commentator from Aphrodisias (sc Alexan
dres), which seems to prove that nouns and verbs are only natural (phúsei)' for nouns,
he says, and verbs are sounds, and sounds are natural ; therefore, nouns and verbs are
natural' [G 57] Cf the Arabic translation of Alexandres' treatise on sound, Badawi
1971, 31.
12
For the Epicurean analysis of language Diog. Laert 10, 75 sqq., Lucr Dc Rer.
Nat 5, 1019 sqq and Ernout/Robin's commentary in locum (Pans, 1962. 3. 138 sqq.),
de Lacy, 1939, Schrijvers, 1974 Epikouros' doctrine is a good example of the confusion
in the terminology words are natural (phusei), but they are conventional at the same
time which is mostly a statement characteristic of the lhe.se(-theories '
13
In that case, it is synonymous with sunihekei, or if the emphasis lies on the
traditionahly of speech with nomai, élhei
14
Pinborg, 1961. 125-6: 'Die am meisteten verbreitete Auffassung der Antike war
die der Sloa. die auch von den Rhetorschulen mit wenigen Korrekturen angenommen
worden ist. und so Zugang zur Algemcinbildung fand'
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Arabic theories, not least because of the great influence of the schools
of rhetoric on cultural life in the Hellenistic countries. 15
Traditionally we are told about the Stoic doctrine that, with regard
to the nature of language, it held that speech is phusei,16 that there is
a connection between the sounds of speech and the nature of the
things signified by those sounds. It is true that the Stoics believed
that in the first phase of the creation of speech, or rather, in the first
creative activity of man in this field, the 'first sounds' (prôtai phônai)11
showed a correlation between the essence of things and the form of
the words. This correlation is proved by Chrysippos with the form of
some of the personal pronouns. 18 But after this first period of creativity, speech follows its own course and its own laws, thereby losing
contact with the realia which are designated by the words. This is the
period of the development of grammatical rules, but also the period
of the denominative formations, which are irregular, i.e., which cannot be classified by rules. This distinction between two periods is
important for the establishment of the value of words with regard to
the essence of the things designated by them: in the first period,
which is ruled by nature {natura), words express the essence of the
things, but in the second period everything is ruled by grammar (ars)
and speech becomes a traditional, conventional way of speaking (usus).
Consequently, words lose their ability to express the essence of the
things designated by them, and they change constantly. In order to
rediscover the original words (the étuma which express the true essence
of the things), the Stoa used certain etymological principles of a
phonetic and semantic nature; 1 9 they even thought that with these
15

Daiber, 1968, 93 sqq The schools of rhetoric in general: Marrou, 19655
Orígenes, Contra Cclsum, 1, с 24 = SVF 2, 146 'The theory about the nature
of the words, whether they are ihései, as Aristotle thinks, or, as is held by the people
of the Stoa, phúseí, in so far as the first sounds imitate the things designated by the
words They also use certain etymological principles in this matter' [G58]
17
They are identical with Augustinus' cunahula verborum. dialect VI, 10, 9, 11, 13
(= stirpi), cf Barwick, 1957, 29-33
18
СГ SVF 2, 895: a quotation by Galenos from Chrysippos' Perì psuchès- 'For we
pronounce the word egô (I) by pulling down our lower lip at the first syllabic, thus
indicating ourselves (pointing at ourselves); following this pointing gesture—the movement of the chin and the nod towards the breast—comes the next syllable (The word
egô) does not point at anything outside us, such as is the case with the word ekeinos
(he)' [G59]; cf Schmidt, 1839, 23-5. In Latin grammatical literature, this example has
been taken over by Pubhus Nigidius, who contrasts nos and vos the same way Chrysippos does with ego and ekeinos, cf. de Rijk, 1968, 92-3.
" For the four categories of phonetic change (adiedlo, immutano,
transmutatie,
deiractio). cf. above chapter II The semantic principles operate with the categories of
16
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principles every word could be explained. 20 The Stoic etymological
principles soon became common property of Greek grammatical literature, and they are used in Arabic grammar as well. Suyuti defines etymology as follows : 'Etymology means deriving one form from another,
where both forms agree in meaning and original content and the combination of consonants, so that the second form signifies the original
meaning with a significant addition (in meaning), which is why they differ
phonetically or morphologically ...' 2 1 Here we may see an echo of the
Stoic doctrine: the change from original word to secondary word is
irregular, but may be explained through a correlation between the
change in meaning and the change in form. There are in fact two
layers of speech, one of which is fixed by nature, whereas the other is
the result of human activity and can be changed, or rather, is being
changed all the time. This distinction between primary and secondary
or derived words is most important in Arabic literature, which divides
words into two classes, 'roots' (usui) and 'branches', i.e., 'derived
words' (J'uru).22 The two layers of speech are also called—if one looks
at speech from a glottogenetic point of view—'impositions'. The doctrine of the two impositions of speech was known to the Arabs from
the translation of the relevant passages in Ammonios' commentary on
Aristotle's De Interpretationen which constituted one of the major
sources in relaying Stoic doctrines to the Arabic world.
True language {orthc>s logos), says Chrysippos, is just as natural
(phüsei) as are law and equity. 24 In this respect, his views about the
development of human society concur with those of the Sophists,
who created the famous distinction between natural and conventional

similitude, contranum. and vainitas, cf Barwick. 1957, 58-69 We find the same categories in Suy Muzh , 1, cap 23-4, pp. 187-207 (on figurative speech (magäz) and
etymology (istiqäq)).
20
August dialect. VI, 9, 18-9' Stout autumant .. nullum esse verhum, cuius non
certa explican origo posait (The Stoics assert ... that there exists no word whose origin
cannot be determined exactly).
21
Suy Muzh. 1, 201, 5-7, a quotation from the Sarti at-tashil, probably the one
written by Abu Hayyän al-Garnâlî (d. 1344/745) [A 104].
22
The blurring of this distinction between the usui and the furu appears in the
¿âhirite system, which regards it as an encroachment upon the power of Allah. 'Dieu
n'a pas créé des radicaux sur lesquels l'homme aurait eu la permission de broder pour
les adapter aux besoins de ses libres entreprises intellectuelles. Il a créé les mots réels,
simples ou dérivés, contenant en eux leur signification, c'est-à-dire la règle totale de
leur usage' (Arnaldez, 1956, 86; cf also pp. 154 sqq.).
23
Cf. above, chapter VI, note 38
24
SVF 3, 76, 4-6.
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institutions (nomai vs phüsei)25 But the Stoa by no means regarded
human inventions as being necessarily bad, as the Sophists had done,
for the Sophists, the two poles 'natural' and 'conventional' stand in
opposition; for the Stoics, civilization (ars) is something human beings
achieve by means of their divine reason (ratio), which is a gift of
nature 2 6 Civil law, for instance, is the adaptation of common,
natural law to the needs of civilization, but always in accordance
with that natural law law is the highest reason, implanted in nature
(lex est ratio summa insita in natura),27 and that natural law is the
starting-point for instituted law (a lege ducendum est iuris exordium) 2B
In this way, Stoic theory provided a compromise between the two
poles of ars and natura by claiming their essential identity : civilization
is nature expressed by human custom (usus) These three categories
exercised an enormous influence upon every theory of civilization,
and, through these theories, upon general education throughout antiquity. In the words of Pinborg: 'Aus dem berühmten sophistischen
Konflikt phusei contra nomai . entsteht die vermittelnde Theorie vom
Temar der natura, ars, usus, das die Entwicklung aller menschlichen
Fähigkeiten und Institutionen bedingt, sowohl im allgemeinen als
Stufen der Kulturgeschichte, als im Individuellen als Prinzipien der
persönlichen Ausbildung' 2 9
One of the most important facets of civilization is language, without
which no convention between human beings is possible. We have seen
that according to the Stoa, language is in origin a natural, physical
thing, consisting in 'first words' (prôtai phonal), which are placed on
the right things in the right way 3 0 This first stage represents the
element natura Later, speech is codified and regulated by the element
ars, the result being the usus, normal everyday speech
Hence it follows that we have to distinguish between basic words
and derivatives. The basic words are words from the first stage of
language. they are 'natural' (phusei), ι e they are in accordance with
nature and they tell us something about the essence of the things
denoted by them The derivatives are words of the later stages: they
are more arbitrary and their original form may have become confused
25
26
27
28

"
30

Steinthal, 18902. 1, 55-79
SVF 3, 89, 30 sqq
D e de leg 1, 18
lb 19, also SVF3, pp 76-80
Pinborg, 1961, 136
Cf above, note 17
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by frequent use. This means that in order to trace them back to their
original form we need a scientific discipline, the science of etymology.
Later grammarians used this historical distinction in a more grammatical and less principal sense, when they spoke about the 'first
imposition' and the 'second imposition' (prôtè thesis ka'i deutéra thesis),
as an indication of the difference between 'root words' {pròtótupa) and
'derivatives' (parâgôga). We find this for the first time with Dionysios Thrax: 'A root word is a word that is said according to the first
imposition, e.g. "earth"; a derivative is a word that derives its origin
from another word, e.g. "earthly"'. 31 The connection with the Stoic
theories about the origin of speech is evident in a remark made by
Choiroboskos: 'The root word resembles the first-created man; the
derivatives those who have sprung from him'. 32 In the same way,
prima et secundapositio are used in Latin grammar, e.g. by Quintilianus :
prima positio is the basic form of the word as against the composita,
which stem from a later development. 33 Later prima positio receives
the meaning 'basic form of the word, from which the declined forms
are derived'. 34 Priscianus uses prima positio in this sense, 35 and shows
that he is aware of the original meaning when he says: 'The first
imposition of the verb, which seems to have been proffered by nature
itself, and: 'Therefore it is original, because it received the first
imposition from nature itself. 36
In all these examples the two stages of development, as we found
them with the Stoics, have been put together, and have been transferred to actual, spoken speech. Instead of two chronological levels of
speech we now have two coexisting categories of words: the basic
words; and those words that have been more or less arbitrarily
derived from them, thereby forming new roots. The relation between
the two categories, the root words and the derivatives, is likened by
Varrò to a tree with its offshoots: 'As every offshoot is secondary by
nature, because the vertical trunk from which it has sprung is primary,
such is the case with the declension in words: homo (man) is the
vertical, hominis (of the man) is the oblique, because it is declined
31

Dion Thr 25, 3-5 [G60]
Choirob 1, 108, 3-5 [G61]
33
Quinl instil oral I, 6, 10, 1, 5, 65, cf 1, 6, 22
34
Char 228, 4, 330, 8, cf also 233, 4, Diom 344, 2, 349, 11, 356, 39, 384, 17
35
Prise instit 8, 63/421, 26-7, 8, 72/427, 12
36
Prise 11 cc · prima positio verbi quae videtur ah ipsa natura esse prolata, est
igitur primitiva, quae primam positionem ab ipsa natura accepit
32
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from the vertical'.37 This resembles the Arabic division of words into
usui and furu ; there is even a terminological resemblance.38 In Latin
grammar, the ultimate criterion for the correctness of speech remains
everyday use.39 We find the same division of words into two categories
in Ibn Ginni: 'People in their wisdom weighed the language of the
Arabs, and found that it consists of two groups of words: the first
category of words should be accepted as it is, involuntarily and
intuitively, e.g. "stone", "house" ... The other category is the one
that is found to be formed by analogical rules; it was not very
difficult for people to get to know this category, so they were able
to classify and to analyse it, since they could understand it ...\ 4 0
Note that in Arabic grammar the analogical element is emphasized
with regards to the derivatives ; in Latin grammar a distinction is made
between the analogical element (i.e. the declension) and the anomalous
element (i.e. the derivatives proper).41
As we have seen in the preceding paragraphs, the original Stoic
distinction between two stages of speech, between first and second
imposition, between natura and ars, was modified into a distinction
between two levels of speech, on a strictly grammatical basis, between
simple and composite words. The original distinction remained in use,
however, as a description of two chronologically distinct stages in the
development of speech and grammar. The 'artificial' element was now
represented by the grammatical categories and terms, whereas the
'natural' situation was that of speech without such classification. This
is what has become known as the distinction between object speech
and metalanguage. According to the classical theory, objects received
their names in the first imposition ; subsequently, these names received
names themselves, so to speak, in the second imposition. First the
names of the first imposition received the name 'name' as a common
appellation, and then they were divided into 'nouns', 'verbs' and so on.
37
Varrò, De L L 8, 1 · Ut propago omms natura secunda, quod рпич illud rectum,
unde ea, su decimata ¡taque declinatur in verba rectum homo, obltquum hominis, quod
dec ¡malum a ree to
38
For far' Varro's propago; for asl· origo and a word radix to be supposed from
the use of propago and the simile of the tree The concept of a root in words is also
found in Indian grammar, so that the likeness is hardly conclusive (cf e g Brough, 1951,
on the л/jAoM-theory). Cf. Barwick, 1957, 29-33
39
For the criteria lalimtatis and the unii an-nahn · above, chapter IV
40
b. Gin Has. 2, 42, 9-12 [A 105]
41
The analogical element is called declinano naturalis, and the anomalous element
decimano voluntaria. Varrò, De L L 8, 21-3.
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This theory is explained in only a few texts. 4 2 Ammonios tells us:
'Let it, therefore, be known that nature, realizing that this animal
(sc. man) was to be a social animal, gave it a voice, so that it would be
able to communicate its own thoughts to others by that means. And
men came together and agreed with each other to call this for instance
"wood", and that "stone" ... According to this way of indicating
things all words were invented. Their second activity was to observe
that some words could be construed with an article, though not with
a tense—these were called "nouns"—, and that other words could be
construed with tenses, though not with an article—these are the
verbs'. 4 3 In Latin grammar the same theory is found with Charisius:
'The Latin tongue, bom at the same time as the people of its civiliza
tion, satisfied their needs of signifying and of understanding what was
said. Afterwards, however, it (sc. the Latin tongue) was examined by
experts in the course of time, and it was tamed by the observations
of our brilliant minds. While a few of its parts still did not fit in with
the norms of speech, it let itself be ruled by grammatical rules and it
made that old licence of speech subordinate to reason'. 4 4
This chronological account of the origin of two logical levels of
speech was later to become a logical distinction between the same two
levels, but in a synchronic frame, for the first time explicitly in
Augustinus' dialogue De Magistro. Augustinus distinguishes between
words that signify words (e.g. nomen, verbum, and so on), and words
that signify things (e.g. homo,/lumen): 'I observe that the word nomen
and these four words (sc. Romulus, Roma, Jluvius, virtus), to which we
applied the signification of (nomen), differ in that the former is the
audible sign of audible signs, whereas the latter words, audible signs
though they are, are the signs of objects, not of signs'. 4 5
42

Pinborg, 1961, 136-8, 1967, 45-6
' Amm comment in Anstot cat ed Busse, pp 11-2 [G 62], cf id comment in
Aristol de interpret ed Busse. 10, 4 sqq , almost the same theory in Porphynos, com
ment in Anstot cat ed Busse, pp 57-8 An amusing practical example scholia D Τ
31, 24 sqq
44
Char 62, 2-8 Lalinus vero sermo aim ipso homme civitatis suae natus sigm/ìcandis mtellegundisque quae diteret praeslitit Sed postquam plane supervementibus saeculis
accepit artifices et sollertiae noslrae observai'lombus captus est, pauiis admodum partibus
oratioms normae suae dissentientibus, regvndum ie regulae tradidit et illam loquendi
licentiam servituli rationis addixit On this passage Fchling, 1956, 222 sqq, especially
pp 233-5 with the reconstruction of the prototype of this text, cf also Varrò, De L L
8, 3, on the reason for the introduction of declension into speech it helped people to
cover the overwhelming amount of ideas with relatively few words
45
Pinborg, 1967, 46, Coscnu, 1970, 110-4 It seems exaggerated to call Augustinus
4
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Returning to Arabic sources, we find that Arabic scholars operate
with the same distinction between object speech and metalanguage.
They were aware of the difference between two logical levels of
language, between names and the names of names. For instance, Râzï :
'Know that words are most of all expressions for things. These things
may be words or something else. Words, as e.g. "noun", "verb",
"particle", because each of these three words denotes something that
is a word in itself; something else, like "stone", "heaven", "earth" \ 4 6
We may also refer to the passage from Ibn Ginni's 'Hasais quoted
above47 with its distinction between the object sword and the word
's-w-o-r-d-'. The most explicit reference to this doctrine is found in
Gazzâlï who says : 'We say that words are an expression by means of
articulated sounds, invented by man's will, for the signification of
individual objects. They are divided into those words that were
invented primarily, and those words that were invented secondarily.
Those words that were invented primarily are e.g. "heaven", "tree",
and so on ; those words that were invented secondarily are e.g. "noun",
"verb", "particle", "imperative", "negation", "imperfect"'.48 According to Gazzâlï, there is even a third imposition, namely when we
are dividing nouns into various sub-categories and so forth.
We should also point to the logical distinction between the first and
the second intention, used in treatises on logic' 'wo man von einer
ersten und zweiten intentio spricht, je nachdem ob sich das Denken
unmittelbar auf die besonderen Dinge oder auf die allgemeinen Begriffe von den Dingen bezieht'.49 This theory was developed by Ibn Sina
and we know it had an enormous influence on Medieval scholastic
grammar, where it formed the basis for all theories of language.50
Apart from these testimonies we also have an explicit reference to
the doctrine of the two impositions in the context of an Aristotelian
commentary, namely in al-Hasan ibn Suwär's notes on the text of the

the 'Wegbereiter der stippositioiws-Lehre' (Cosenu, o c . 105): surely, Ammonios с s
represent a tradition that is independent from the De Mugislro For Augustinus also,
de Rijk. 1968
4ft
Râzï, Mal" 2, 96. 12-4 [A 106].
47
b Gin. Has 3, 31, 5-10, cf above, chapter Vili, note 41.
48
Gaz? Asma', 5. 19-23 [A 107]
49
Gátjc, 1965, 281; cf van den Bergh, 1954, 2, 111 Kw Gyekc draws the attention
to an ambiguity in the use of prima mientio et secunda mleiilio, (Gyeke, 1971)
,0
Pinborg, 1967, 37 sqq Note the importance of Gazzâlï's doctrine of the three
modes of being, as compared with the Medieval modi eswndi, mtelligendi et sigmjuandi
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Categories, which are based on a Greek commentary, possibly by
Ammonios.51 Ibn Suwar says: 'We say "in the first imposition" to
distinguish between expressions from the first and from the second
imposition, because the expressions from the first imposition are the
names ... that have been imposed on the objects primarily, and that
have become marks and signs serving as a general denomination for
them, for instance when we call this "silver" and that "copper", and
that "gold" : in short, all expressions that point at one single meaning.
The expressions from the second imposition are those that we have
separated from the expressions of the first imposition. Their meaning
is that we call, for instance, every word that signifies a definite meaning
without time ... ("noun"), and every word that signifies a meaning as
well as time "verb" ... These are the expressions of the second
imposition; they owe their names to the fact that we invented them
after the expressions of the first category'.52 We assume that Ammonios' commentary on the Categoriae was the source of the Arabic
theories about the two impositions.
As for the Arabic grammarians, they were only interested in this
doctrine in so far as they wanted to use it for the solution of the
problem of which part of speech came first chronologically, and
whether there ever existed a stage of language in which there was
speech without declension. The majority of the grammarians decided
that the original Arabic language did probably possess declension,
because of the wisdom of the ancient Arabs, who introduced declension into speech in order to prevent ambiguities and doubts about the
meaning of a sentence.53 The old distinction natura vs. ars becomes
here once again pejorative with regard to the 'artificial' element, since
according to general opinion, the original language was pure and
undefiled, but later generations corrupted it by their frequent use of
words (katr al-isti'mäl).5* Some grammarians, however, asserted
that the original language did not possess declension, which was added
only later by an effort of reason.55 Anyway, we may conclude that in

51

СГ chapter VI, noie 38
b Suwär, 361, 8-16 [A 108]
53
b Gin Has 2, 31, 7 - 32, 5: the doctrine of Abu Ί-Hasan al-Ahfas.
,4
lb 2, 29, 4 sqq , the same doctrine with Ibn Hazm, Arnaldez, 1956, 45-6.
,5
Cf the discussion in Zagg Id 67-9. According to Zaggâgî speech and declension
always coexisted; nevertheless it is possible to say that nouns are prior to verbs,
when we make a hierarchical classification, not a chronological one Zaggâgî admits
that some people have a different opinion (Id. 68 ult - 69, 2).
52
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technical grammar the original distinction lost its logical flavour, and
turned itself into a practical question.56
Another important source for the Arabs was the Cratylus. We know
that Plato's dialogue about the 'rightness' (orthótès) of the words (i.e.
about their value for our knowledge of the essence of the things
designated by them) was discussed in the Arabic world. That they
understood correctly what the Cratylus was all about may be deduced
from Farâbï's explanation of the character of that dialogue in his
Falsafat Aflätun: 'Thereafter, he (sc. Plato) investigates whether this
art (sc. the art of happiness) is the art of the science of language, and
whether man, if he has a complete knowledge of the words which
signify meanings, in so far as they signify something for the majority
of the nation to which that language belongs, and if he investigates
those words and knows them according to the methods of the
scholars of that language, whether in that case man would have
acquired a complete knowledge of the essence of things ...\ 5 7 It will
be noted that for Fârâbï the question is not who created speech, but
what is the value of speech for the understanding of objects in the
outer world.
More data are provided by the writings of Aristotle. According to
him, speech is the result of an agreement (sunthèkè) among men, and
it has therefore an arbitrary nature: 58 we cannot judge from the form
of the words what is the essence of the things designated.59 Aristotle,
56
This practical question also shows that Arabic grammarians were aware of a
certain development in speech As a matter of fact, this dynamic aspect of speech was a
controversial issue in another respect, namely that of the creation of new words (e.g.
in the language of the artisans, Loucel, 1963, 267-8); cf. Kopf, 1956, 40-5 Fleisch's
remark (1961, 17, n. 1) that Arabic theories about language lack a dynamic view does
not seem altogether justified. Those grammarians who occupied themselves with the
origin of speech, certainly made room for a development in speech according to the
Stoic doctrine of ars- natura - usus Change of language as a result of corruption of the
old habits was a commonplace in almost every work about correct language, eg. b.
Gin. Has. 2, 29, 1-6: here, Ibn Ginni asserts that the Bedouins did not change their
speech, but with the introduction of civilization people deviated from the i'räb ( = 'declension' or arabitasr>l) of pure speech; cf. also Fück, 19552, pp. 44 sqq. el passim;
Zubaidi ap. Loucel, 1963, 206 (19); also b. Gin. Has., 2, 5 sqq ; Ibn Hazm's views on
the changes of language : Ihk. 1, 30, 8-23.
57
Far Fais ΑΠ. 7, 1-8 [A 109]. The Cratylus in Arabic: b a Usaibi'a, 1, 201, 5;
Kraus, 1942, 2, 238, η. 2; Bergsträsser, 1913, 50. It may be added that the Cratylus
was also known in Synac literature, namely in Jacob of Edessa's introduction to his
letter on orthography, and in a scholion about the names of God, which also exists in an
Arabic translation, cf Nestle, 1878, especially p. 502.
" E.g. Anstot. de interpret. 16 a 19; 16 a 26-9; soph. el. 165 a 7; sens 437 a 13-5.
59
That words have no epistemologica! value is evident from Aristotle's remark, de
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though, was not interested in the genetic problem of the origin of
speech : for him it was important to determine the functional value of
the words and the way they function in actual communication; the
important thing is that words are conventional, not that they are the
result of a convention.60 Later generations were more interested in
another aspect of the matter: the creation of speech by the first
communities of men (sunthèkè, thesis). The term thesis must have been
taken over rather early by the Arabs, because we find the Arabic
equivalent wad' right at the beginning of Arabic grammar.61 The
Aristotelian point of view was transmitted at a later time,firstthrough
the commentaries on the De Interpretation, which were translated
into Arabic (particularly the commentary of Ammonios in the notes
of Ibn Suwär), and later through the indigenous commentaries, of
which Fârâbï's Sarh al-'ibära shows the best understanding of the
original problem.62 In grammatical discussions, however, we are almost always confronted with the question of the origin of speech : is
it a creation of Allah, or a product of human creativity? This is the
problem as it is discussed by Ibn Ginnï, Suyütï, and others.63

interpret. 17 a 1-2: 'Every sentence (logo·,) is meaningful, not as an instrument (Organon), but, as we have said, by agreement' [G63]. The word Organon clearly refers to the
Cratylus, where Sokrates calls a word an Organon didaskalikòn к ai üiakrilikón (Plat Crai
388 В; cf Sleinthal, 18902, 1, 186-7)—although, according to Ammonios, Aristotle
refers here to another thesis, namely that a sentence is a natural instrument of speech,
just as the human faculty of speech, Amm. comment, in Aristo! de interpret 62, 21 sqq ,
ed Busse
60
Aristotle does not use the dative sunthèkèi, but the expression kalà sunthèkèn,
which Cosenu, 1970, 65-9, interprets as 'traditionell', 'hislonsch-moliviert' According
to him, Aristotle's purpose is not to define the genetic connection between words and
things, but to establish the functioning of words in actual speech Cf. also ib , p. 82 and
pp. 90-5
61
Cf. the expression wudi'a 'ala (to have been invented for a certain meaning), e.g
Sib. Kit. 1, 186, 8 According to Weiss, 1966, 38-40, the original meaning of waif is
'givenness of language'; this meaning gradually gave way to the meaning 'establishment of language', 'origin of speech' (waxf al-luga); in his view, the Mu'tazilites were
the first to use the word in the sense of 'conventional establishment'. It seems, however,
that wad" did not denote the givenness of the relation between expressions and meanings
before the introduction of the treatises on the wad' al-luga by al-lgi (I4th/8th century),
cf also Weiss, ib., 52-3, 78, where it is stated that in the sense of 'conventionality' the
term used is muwâda'a, not wad"
62
Cf. especially Far Sarh, 50, 1 - 51, 7 for the different uses of terms such as 'nature'
(tab') Fârâbi also uses the Arabic translation of the Aristotelian nomos, namely
sana (ib. 27, 13; 20)
63
Loucel, 1963-4.
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Returning to the opinion of the Mu'tazila, we must note that they
need not oppose the creation of speech by Allah on principle, since
it could fit perfectly well in their philosophy. On the other hand, a
Mu'tazilite could hardly accept the existence of a necessary relation
between words and things, created by Allah or invented by men,
because this would impair human judgment and thereby human liberty
to choose by his own will. 'They (sc. the Mu'tazila) reason thus : if the
knowledge about an attribute is necessary {darmi), then the knowledge
about the thing to which it is assigned must be necessary, too. If
Allah the Lofty had created this knowledge in the heart of the wise,
by determining such-and-such a word for such-and-such a meaning,
it would thence follow that knowledge of Allah would be necessary.
This is contradicted by the reality of the task He imposes upon us
(sc. the task to believe in Him)'. 64 The result of this reasoning is a
general belief among the Mu'tazilites that language is a product of a
conventional agreement (istiläh, muwäda'a) among men. 65 The theoretical possibility remains, though, that men made the first language, and
that, after that, Allah taught them through this language the rest of
the languages—which is actually the opinion of 'Abd al-Gabbar's
teacher, Abu Häsim (d. 933/321) : 6 6 note once again that the Mu'tazila
is not opposed on principle to the revelation of a language by Allah. 67
However this may be, words were generally regarded by the Mu'tazilites as arbitrary signs (simät), which are used accidentally for certain
objects. The word 'sign' (sima) is connected with the problem of the
etymology of the word ism. This problem is dealt with by Ibn alAnbäri in the first question of the Insäf.6* Ibn al-Anbäri tells us that
the Basrians—probably represented by al-Mubarrad 69 —derived the
word ism from the radicals s-m-w, c.q. from the word sumuww
(height), for words are an expression of nominata below them, and

64

Râzî, Maf. 1, 23, 1-6 [AHO], cf Suy. Muzh. 1, 12-3
'Abd al-Gabbâr, Mugnï, 7, 183, 9-12. The fact remains lhal at least one Mu'tazilite held that the relation between words and things is completely necessary This is the
opinion of 'Abbäd ibn Sulaimän (d 844/230), cf. Mahdi, 1970, 52, η. 2 and above,
chapter II, n. 61. In this case, however, the relation is considered as being natural
(imposed by nature) and not imposed by Allah As for the implications of this identity
of 'meaning' and 'necessary cause', cf below, chapter X, note 63.
66
Râzî, Maf. 2, 201, 15-6, 'Abd al-Gabbâr, Mutasâbih, 1, pp. 82-3.
67
Mahdi, 1970, 53, η. 5.
6§
b. Anb Ins. 1, 17 - 6, 10; cf id. Asr. 3, 3 - 5, 18, Lisän, 19, 126, s.v. s-m-w;
b. Ya'ïs, 26, 21 -27, 15.
69
Mub ap. b. Fär Sah. 57, 17-8.
65
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they are therefore elevated above them.70 The Kufans, on the other
hand, derive the word ism from the radicals w-s-m, c.q. from the
words sima (sign) and wasm (stigma): 'The word is a sign which is
placed upon the thing and by which the thing is distinguished'.71 Ibn
al-Anbäri himself agrees with the explanation of the Kufans, although
he rejects the etymology proposed by them.72
Sima is an arbitrary sign, which serves to distinguish between
different nominata in a conventional way.73 The opposite interpretation of ism as derived from the radicals s-m-w, considers words as
something connected with the things designated, and given to them
for a special reason, whether by Allah, or by nature. There is indeed
a text where sima is used by the advocates of a conventional theory
about the origin of speech; Ibn Ginni tells us: 'For (according to
them) everything happened as if two, three, or more scholars should
come together and should want to designate known objects. In order
to do so they would choose for every object a sign and an expression
(sima wa-lafz). By recalling this sign you would know the object it
designates, and distinguish between it and other objects, and you would
not need to have the object present, if this word was used'.74 A
connection between the Mu'tazila and the etymology ism - sima is
reported by Bäqilläni.75
Considering these facts, and the fact that Weil thinks that this
problem arose rather late,76 we suppose that the original discussion
about the true etymology of the word ism was later translated in terms
of the discussion about the origin and the nature of speech. The
70
Cf the expression аі-тичаттауаі lahiahù which is used in this context. The idea
that words are elevated above the nominata is ridiculed by Ibn Hazm (Kitäb al-fisal,
Cairo, 1321 A.H., 5, 29 the fact that we use words like 'dog, pig, idolatry, etc.' shows
that not every word is as elevated as the Basnans suppose!). Cf Arnaldez, 1956, 85
71
Ta'lab ap b. Anb. Ins 2, 4 [A 111]; as a synonym Tor sima the term 'alama is
used, ib. 2, 1 ; 2 Cf. Abu 'l-'Abbâs (probably Ta'lab), Lisân, 14, 401, 1.6 from below.
'The noun is a description and a sign which is placed upon the object in order to
make it known (by that sign)' [A 112].
72
Just as Ibn Fans and 'Ukbari do b. Far. Sah , p. 57; also 'Ukb Mas , 65-6: ism
means the same as 'aläma, but this does not imply that ism is derived from wasm, sima.
73
Or between their various grammatical functions' sima as a grammatical sign, e.g
Zagg Id. 99, 6; cf. b Gin. Has. 2, 355, 16' mausum bi-'l-ГгаЬ Ibn Ginni uses the term
with this meaning of'grammatical sign' also ib. 2, 300, 4; as a synonym for 'alam—cf.
'aläma above, note 71 — : ib. 2, 316, 12 sqq.
74
b Gin. Has 1, 44, 3-6 [A 113]; cf Loucel, 1963, 267 (36).
" Bâq Tamh 225-7, on the theological implications of the etymology of n .
van Ess, 1965, 117.
76
Weil, 1913, 121
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Basrian etymology in Ibn al-Anbäri's account represents the opinion
that words are the expression of the true nature of things, whereas
Küfan etymology grants words only a conventional, purely arbitrary
meaning. It is not clear, however, if these consequences of the two
etymologies were already drawn at the time of al-Mubarrad (the
representative of the Basrian theory in Ibn al-Anbari's account) and
Ta'lab, or if they are the result of later theorizing influenced by the
Mu'tazilite school.
The orthodox point of view in its most extreme form attributes the
creation of each and every word to Allah Himself. This is mostly
based on the Qur'anic affirmation that Allah taught Adam all
names.77 There are precedents for this belief in Greek patristic and
theological literature, where we can find the tendency not to acknowledge any activity of man in the creation of words.78 On the other
hand, for a follower of orthodoxy it was also possible to combine the
two doctrines—creation of speech by Allah and human activity—and
suppose an agreement among men resulting in the invention of speech
(which is then arbitrary, of course), but at the same time to state that
this agreement first needed an inspiration from Allah. There is, to be
sure, a difference between this theory and the one we reported above
from Abu Häsim, but the result is virtually the same. In fact, we even
find a Mu'tazilite who held this opinion, namely Abu Ishâq al-Isfarâ'inï
(d. 1027/418).79 It was also shared by al-Guwaini, the Imam al-Haramaini, Gazzâlï's teacher (d. 1085/478).80 If instead of 'Allah' we read
the word 'nature' in these combinations of the two doctrines, we
have here a faint echo of the Stoic doctrine, even more so if we
keep in mind that the original controversy was not about the origin
of speech, but about the value of the words for the understanding of
the essence of the things designated by them. Interpreted in this way,
the same combination is found in Ibn Ginni, who states that there are
two kinds of words, the first sort not being liable to grammatical
analogy (qiyäs) (i.e. the original, natural words), whereas the second
one is (i.e. the derived words which are classified by rules and grammar).81 Here we are close again to the doctrine of the two impositions.
11
Qur'än, 2'31. eg. b hár Sah 5-8, cf Loucel, 1963, 255 sqq. (24 sqq ), b Gin
Has. 1,40
7
" СГ Daniélou, 1956, 422-3
79
Suy Muzh 13, 8 sqq
80
lb 14, 5 sqq Gazzâlî mentions Ihe opinion of his teacher as one οΓ the three
possible solutions to the problem, in almost the same words as Suyütï, Gazz Muslaslà, 145, 16-7 Cf Asín Palacios. 1939, 266, Cabanelas, 1956, 44-5
81
b Gin Has. 2, 42, 9-12, cf above, note 40

CHAPTER TEN

THE STOIC COMPONENT IN THE THEORY OF MEANING
'How could we say that someone is speaking without
thinking, if speech were really the same as thought 9 ' '

We have spoken above2 about the so-called voie diffuse, by which
Greek doctrines filtered through to the Arabic world, and we have
also seen that there was another way, the voie erudite, constituted by
the translations of Greek learned works, which, in a more organized
way, acquainted the Arabs with Greek doctrines during the period
leading up to and coinciding with the bloom of the Baghdad university.3 It has been recognized lately that there are a considerable
number of traces of Stoic doctrine in Islamic culture.4 Many of these
can be traced back to general philosophical literature (such as the
translations of the commentaries on Aristotle, pseudo-Ploutarchos'
Placita Philosophorum, etc.). But there are also such as cannot be
accounted for in this way. In such cases we must resort to the hypothesis of a voie dijjuse, which found its origin in the still Hellenistic
environment of the conquered territories. We have tried to show in
the preceding chapters that a number of elements in Arabic grammar
came to the Arabs by this voie diffuse, i.e. through contact with living
Greek grammar. Some of these elements can be traced back to the
Stoic roots within this Greek grammar (e.g. Zaggâgï's definition of
the noun;5 the paradigms for the nouns faras and iman (or raguf);6
the distinction between proper nouns and common nouns;7 the Stoic
division of sounds;8 the Stoic doctrine of phonetic changes;9 the
concept of verbal tense10). Other elements must be the result of the
1

'Abd al-Gdbbar. Mugnï, 7, 18. 13-4 [A 114]
Cf above, chapter I. note 45
3
For this period H itti. 1968", 306-16
* E g Jadaane, 1968
"• Cf above, chapter III B, note 36
* Cf above, chapter III A, note 12
7
Cf above, chapter III B, note 7
8
Cf above, chapter II
* Cf above, chapter II. note 44
10
Cf above, chapter III С
2
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influence which translations of Greek philosophical writings exercised
upon Islamic philosophy (e.g. the definition of 'definition';11 the
notion of 'predicate';12 the Stoic conception of sound;13 the notion
of 'something';14 the concept of time15). In this chapter we want to
discuss the part the Stoics played in the movement of ideas with
regard to one important problem of Stoic logic, namely the connection between thinking and speaking, i.e. the problem of meaning.
To the logical part of Stoic philosophy belong dialectic (the knowledge of truth and falsity), and rhetoric (the knowledge of eloquence).
The science of dialectic is divided by Chrysippos into two parts : the
signifying part (semainon ta) and the signified part (sèmainómena).16
This distinction between things which are signified and things which
signify, between meaning and sound, and in connection with it, the
distinction between thinking and speaking, i.e. between concept and
meaning, is essential for Stoic logic. It is true that Aristotle already
speaks about the difference between sound and meaning,17 but in his
view meaning is identical with the concept formed in the thinking
mind. His distinction between an outer speech (éxô logos) and a speech
in the mind (logos en tèi psuchèi)18 must be understood in the sense
11

Cf above, chapter VII, noie 8.
Cr above, chapter III С
13
СГ above, chapter II, note 37
14
СГ above, chapter VII, note 33.
15
СГ above, chapter III С
16
Diog Lacrt 7, 41-2 = SVF, 2, 48: 'Some people say that the logical part
(sc of philosophy) is divided into two sciences, namely into rhetoric and dialectic .,
and (they say) that rhetoric is the science of speaking well about the things at issue,
and that dialectic is the science of discussing correctly about the things in question
and answer That is the reason why they define it (sc. dialectic) thus it is the science
of truth and falsehood and that which is neither' [G64]. Diog Laert 7, 62 = SVF 2.
122 : 'Dialectic, according to Poseidonios. is the science of truth and falsehood and that
which is neither, it happens to deal with that which signifies and that which is signified,
as Chrysippos says' [G65].
17
E.g Anstot rhet. 1405 b 6-8· 'The beauty of a word, as Likumnios put it. lies
in the sounds or in the meaning, just as the ugliness of a word' |G66].
18
This difference is introduced anal post, 76 b 24-7' 'The argumentation is not
connected with the outer speech, but with the speech in the mind, because neither is a
syllogism (sc connected with outer speech) For it is always possible to object against
outer speech, but not always against inner speech' [G67J The same distinction between
two sorts of speech occurs as early as Plato, Soph 263, who plays with the words logos
and diálogos, just as Latin authors later used the words rano and orano (cf also Theaet
189 E - 190 A) This is the source of the distinction between speech-in-sounds and
spcech-in-thought, later designated with the words prophorikòs logos and endialhctos
logos, respectively Pohlenz has shown (1939, 191-8) that this distinction, though resembling lo a certain degree the Stoic theory, cannot be attributed to the older Sloa What
fell normally under the endiàthelos logos (cf SVF 2, 135) was dealt with by the Stoa
12
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of his theory of meaning, which was later to become the basis for
almost every theory of meaning in the Western world during the
Middle Ages : 'What is in speech is a symbol of what is in the mind,
and what is written is a symbol of what is in speech. Just as the
letters are not the same for everyone, neither are the sounds. The
emotions of the mind, however, of which these (sc. the sounds) are the
immediate signs, are the same for everyone, and the things (sc. in the
outer world) of which these (sc. the emotions in the mind) are the
images, likewise'.19 It will be clear that this tripartition 'things in the
outer world'—'concepts = meanings'—'sounds' is different from the
Stoic doctrine, which distinguishes most carefully between concept
and meaning. But when even Steinthal tells us that the Stoics themselves did not understand their own innovation, and that in practice
they confused their newly discovered 'meaning' with the concept or the
thing in the outer world designated by it,20 it seems necessary to
consult the sources again. We must keep in mind, of course, that so
revolutionary an innovation could very easily be misunderstood by
later authors, but the fact that they confused it with the traditional
point of view in their accounts21 does not prove that even the Stoics
themselves were inconsistent in their own doctrine.

under the heading semamomena In other words, the Stoics know about the distinction,
but only in so far as they distinguish strictly between thinking and speaking, and not as
a distinction between the physical and the psychical side of speech One could say that
the semamomena are identical with, or have the same content as the endialhetos logos
in a system which does not distinguish between thoughts and meaning Porphynos
attributes the distinction between the prophonkos logos and the endialhetos logos
explicitly to the Stoa (de abstin 3, 2-17), which could be interpreted as follows that the
Stoa did use the distinction but in the sense of an opposition between the thoughts
{énnoiui, SVF 2, 84) = endialhetos logos and the sounds together with their meaning
(phone + pragmata) = prophonkos logos This opposition was later understood as a
distinction between inner and outer speech
19
Anstot de interpret 16 a 3-8 [G68] For a discussion about this difficult text
Steinthal, I890 2 , 1, 185 sqq , he translates 'Die Sprache ist Zeichen fur die Erregungen
der Seele, und das Geschriebene fur jene, und wie die Buchstaben nicht überall dieselben
sind, so auch nicht die Laute Die Erregungen der Seele dagegen, von denen letztere zunächst Zeichen sind, sind dieselben überall, und die Dinge, von denen jene (die Seeleneindrucke) Abbilder sind, sind ebenfalls dieselben' Cf also Pinborg, 1967, 36, who
quotes Boethius' translation into Latin of this text, through which it became known to
Medieval scholiasts in the Western world, also Pinborg. 1972, ρ 30-1 Cf also Acknll,
1963, pp 113-5, Kretzmann. 1974, Cosenu. 1970, 65-70, Larkin, 1971, 21 sqq
20
Stcinthal. 18902, 1, 288 'Es scheint auch kaum, als waren die Stoiker im Stande
gewesen, das Wesen desselben (sc of the leklon) genau anzugeben und festzuhalten, es
schmilzt ihnen doch bald mit dem noema, bald mit dem tunthanon zusammen'
21
Cf below, note 52
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The text which, unwittingly, gives us the clearest insight into the
real meaning of the Stoic doctrine, and which at the same time
betrays the reason for the innovation—perhaps even more so than the
intellectual arguments mentioned by Sextus Empiricus and Augus
tinus—is the remark of an ignorant scholiast on Homer, who observes
on Iliad В 349: 'Lie (pseûdos): instead of "false" (pseudès). Such things
are called by the Stoics lektá, which are used instead of other words
with regard to the signification'.22 The sense of this is clear: in the
verse from the Iliad there is a discrepancy between the meaning of
what is said and what we think when we say it, and this is, according
to the scholiast, the famous Stoic lekton—he does not, of course,
understand the frame-work within which the lekton operates in the
Stoic doctrine. But it must have been this discrepancy which led
Chrysippos to write about anomaly, i.e. about the fact that similar
things are indicated by different words and different things by similar
words,23 and it must have been this discrepancy which led the Stoics
to distinguish between meaning and thought—possibly as a result of
their non-Greek background, which made them more sensitive to such
discrepancies than the Greeks themselves.24 The same intention is
evident in a fragment from Ploutarchos: 'They themselves (sc. the
Stoics) say that one who forbids something says something, forbids
something else, and commands something else again. For when you
say "Do not steal!", you say those words "Do not Steal!", you
forbid the stealing, and you command not to steal'.25 Here we find
the distinction between the signifying sounds (the words 'Do not
steal!'), the concept in the mind (the prohibition to steal), and the
linguistic meaning (a negative imperative of the verb 'to steal').
This implicit distinction is explained in the more Official' texts,
like for instance in a fragment from Ammonios, who speaks about
22

SVF2, 169 [G 69]
Varrò De L L. 9, 1" ... quod et Chrysippus de maequahilitale cum Sinbit sermona proposilum habet estendere similes res dissimilibus verbis et dnsimiles similibus esse
vocabulis notatas ... Mette has explained this text correctly with the help of a fragment
from Simplikios (1952, 12): 'Es handelt sich um ein formallogisches, kein im eigentlichen
Sinne sprachliches Problem'; cf Barwick, 1957, 53-4; Gentinetta, 1961, 107-8; 114 sqq ,
the fragment from Simplikios: SVF 2, 177.
24
For the non-Greek background of many Stoics : Pohlenz, 1939, 157 We may also
point to Chrysippos' interest in figurative speech, which was probably for him more
figurative than for native Greek speakers; cf. SVF 2, 259, 28; 260, 39, 261, 16, 263, 3;
263, 9, SVF 3, 125, 12.
25
SVF 2, 171 [G70]; cf. maybe also the quotation from Ps -Apuleius, SVF 2, 204 a,
and van den Bergh, 1954, 2, 4.
23
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the difference between Aristotle and the Stoa on this point, although
he does not seem to be too well informed: 'By these words (sc. the
text we quoted above from the De Interpretatione), Aristotle teaches
us what is principally and immediately signified by them (sc. the
sounds), namely the concepts, and through them the things, and also,
that we cannot suppose something between the concept and the
things, as the Stoics did, calling it lekton'.26 This question—whether
meaning is something apart from thought or not—formed in the
Middle Ages one of the most important issues in the discussions
between the Modists, who held the first opinion, and the Nominalists,
who held the second: 'Die Frage ob die Bedeutungen der Wörter und
der Sätze irgendeine Existenzform haben, oder ob es nur die Wörter
und ihren willkürlichen Gebrauch gibt, gehört von jeher zu den am
heissesten umstrittenen Grundfragen dieser Disziplin'.27.
A systematic discussion of the elements of the Stoic theory is
provided by Sextus Empiricus in connection with the problem whether
we can find truth and falsity in the sounds, in the meaning, or in the
activity of the mind : 'The people of the Stoa say that three elements
are connected with each other: that which is signified (sèmainómenon),
that which signifies (sèmainon), and the incidental thing (tunchánon).
Of these elements the second one is the sound, for instance d-i-ô-n,
the first one the meaning {pragma) itself, which is indicated by it,
and which we grasp in its correlation with our understanding, whereas
the barbarians do not understand it, even though they hear the
sounds. The incidental thing is that which is in the outer world, in

26
Amm comm in Aristol de interpret 17, 24, ed Busse = SVF 2, 168 [G71] It
is, of course, true that Ammonios' statement that Stoic lektá are something intermediate between thoughts (concepts) and objects, is not entirely correct—he ought to
have said that they are something intermediate between sounds and concepts (Long,
1971, 81) On the other hand, we may perhaps understand this statement in a less
technical way ('something apart from thoughts and objects') Long's equation of the
triad logtkè phantasia—lekton- phantaslhén with the triad scmeion—lekton—tunchánon
(ib 83) cannot be accepted Objects cause an impression, a representation in the mind
(phantasla), on a linguistic level objects are represented by the linguistic entity s o u n d meaning, some representations correspond to, correlate with such meanings, and are
therefore called rational (expressive, communicable) representations It is incorrect to
assert that 'the words which an auditor receives must be the utterance of the speaker's
rational presentation' (Long, ib ) The hearer receives sounds emitted by a speaker's
phónètikón, one of the faculties or the parts of the mind !
27
Pinborg, 1967, 9, who follows this question up to modern times
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this case Dion himself.28 We do not agree with Steinthal that in this
case meaning is confused with thought.29
It seems that lekton was not originally a technical term, but an expression which indicated the principal characteristic of the 'things'
(pragmata, in the Stoic sense of 'meaning'), namely that they are
used in speech, and that they are the meaning of the actual sounds.
This non-technical use appears in the following passages: 'Sounds are
uttered, but the meanings (pragmata) are said; that is precisely
the reason why they are also (called) lekta;30 and: 'Every meaning
(lekton) must be said, whence it obtained this name'.31
Augustinus, in the fifth chapter of his De dialectica*1 sums up in
a similar way the elements which constitute meaning. He says : 'A word
(verbum)33 is a sign of any given thing which can be understood by a
hearer, if it is uttered by a speaker. A thing (res) is everything which
can be felt or understood or what is hidden ... Everything in the
word which is not perceived by the ears, but by the mind, and which
is deposited in the mind, is called dicibile'.3*

2B

Sexl. Emp adv math 8. 11 = SVF 2, 166 [G72]
Steinthal (18902, 1, 289), who says that in this case the leklon is confused with
the nùèma The word parhuphistamenon is not to be translated as 'das im Verstande
vorhandene", but it is to be understood as 'coexisting with and correlating with what is
in the mind'; for the meaning of the word, cf. Liddell/Scott, s.v. (to the loci quoted
there add. Apoll Dysk synt passim, cf Schneider's index, s.v.); Long, 1971, 77, 80,
84; 108, note 25, 110, note 71
30
SVF 3, 213, 22-3, a quotation from the Tëchnè of Diogenes the Babylonian [G73]
31
Sext Emp adv math 8, 80 = SVF 2, 167 [G74] One wonders whether the term
Icgomena, which occurs in the title of several Stoic works, might not mean the same
thing, viz. meaning in so far as it is expressed in what is said, cf. a book of Chrysippos
Per) ton stouheion ιού lögou ka) ton legoménôn, SVF 2, 6, 17, and another one Per) lès
suntàxeôs ton legoménôn, SVF 2, 6, 18, especially the title of a book of Antipatros Per)
léxeôs ka) lôn legoménôn, SVF 3, 247, 25-6 {léxis = phônè; legómena = leklá, pràgmalal). Cf. the term legômenon used by the Aristotelian commentators. Long, 1971, 107,
η 13, 108, η. 23
32
This source had been already used by Schmidt for his reconstruction of the Stoic
doctrine, 1839, 54-5, cf. also Barwick, 1957, 8-28; de Rijk, 1968; Coseriu, 1970, 105-23.
33
Verbum is used by Augustinus in two senses, it can mean 'the phonetic shape of
a word', but also 'unity of sound and meaning, linguistic entity', approximately in the
same way as Apollonios Dyskolos uses leklon in the sense of 'word in so far as it
means something', cf. Schneider's index, s.v. In this sense it is equivalent to the Stoic
léxis sèmantikè, phônè sèmantikè, cf. SVF 2, 48, 29-30; 3, 213, 8
34
August, dialect V 7, 6-7; 8, 4-5' Verbum est umuscuiusque rei signum, quod ab
audiente poivt tntellegi, a loquente prolatum Res est quidquid vel senttlur vel intellegilur
vel laici ... Quidquid aulem ex verbo non aures sed animus sentit el ipso ammo lenelur
tnclusum, dicibile vocatur.
29
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Several attempts have been made to give the Stoic concept of
meaning its place within the logical context,35 but its value has been
expressed very well by Steinthal, notwithstanding his negative attitude
to the Stoic innovation: 'Das lekton ist nur das, was Aristoteles ta en
tèi phônèi, hai en tèi phônèi kataphaseis kal apophaseis nannte, und was
auch er von der doxa noch unterschied. Der Unterschied liegt nicht
im Inhalt (denn die Vorstellung und das lekton haben denselben Inhalt), sondern in der Existenzweise, wie namentlich nach der Ansicht
der Stoa der Fall sein musste'.36 We must add, though, that in the
Stoic doctrine there was a difference between the lekton and the
'Vorstellung' (nóèma), not only ontologically (non-existing lekta vs.
corporeal existing noèmata31), but in practice as well, as we have seen
for instance in the remark of the scholiast. It was precisely this difference which led the Stoics to stipulate something else, apart from the
idea (noèma).ia
Several authors suppose a connection between the Stoic term lekton
and the Arabic word ma'nä (meaning),39 but this supposition is based
exclusively on philosophical texts. One tends to forget that the first
occurrence of the Arabic term was in grammatical texts, namely in
Sîbawaihi's Kitäb. This means that if there is any connection with the
Greek term, this connection should be proved primarily through the
grammatical contact between Greeks and Arabs, and not through the
translations of Greek philosophical works.
In Arabic grammar, we find two pairs of words which indicate the
opposite entities, sound and meaning. In the first place there are the
35

E g Chnslensen, 1962, 44-8. Bochenski, 1956, 126 sqq , Mates, 19612, 11-26,
Mignucci, 1965, 88-103; Vineux-Reymond, 1941; Long, 1971, Kneale/Kneale, 1962,
139-43, Pinborg, 1972, 31-2
36
Stcinthal, 18902, 1, 296
37
The incorporeity ol"thc lekta Sexl Emp. adv math 8, 409 = SVF 2, 85, cf SVF
2, 170; 2, 331, 2, 48, 23 and cf the discussion Long, 1971, 84-90. The lekton possesses
only a hupheitanai, and it can only be conceived of by inference, by abstraction (katà
metábasin una), Diog Laert 7, 53; Sext Emp. adv. math. 9, 393, Long, 1971, 109,
η 54.
38
Cf also Schmidt's excellent summary of the Stoic views about meaning, 1839,
55, η 78: 'Hoc pragma vero cave pûtes Stoicis fuisse arborem illam ipsam s. illud tò
tunehdnon, in quod tu pnmum incideris, neve etiam ipsam illam visionem s phantasian,
quam arbor efTecerit in animo tuo. Utravis enim non solum ipsa arbor, verum etiam
visio, quippe quae nihil sit nisi pos échon hègemomkón, secundum Stoicos ad res corporales pertinet • sed pragma est incorporale illud, quod cum tua vox s phônè allerius
cuiuspiam animum attigent, unusquisque voci isti subesse vel ïntelligat vel sentiat'.
Cf. Christen sen, 1962, 45-6.
39
Rescher, 1966, 80, η 39; van Ess, 1970, 33; Gätje, 1965, 280 sqq ; van den Bergh,
1954, 2, 188
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words ism and musammo, which indicate the opposition between the
word and the real object in the outer world denoted by that word.
Sibawaihi does not use the term musammä in his Kitäb, but his name
is mentioned in the discussions about the identity of ism and musammä.*0 For these two terms we find a clear parallel in Greek texts:
Ammonios uses the terms onoma and onomazomenon in his commentary on Aristotle's De Interpre tatione: 'For if the name of something
is the name of a nominatum, it is clear that in the absence of a
nominatum the meaningless sounds are not names'.41 Onomazomenon
is also found in the technical vocabulary of Apollonios Dyskolos.42
In all probability this pair of words found its way into Arabic grammar and logic through the translations of Greek philosophical writings.
This explains why precisely these two terms were used in the discussions about the identity of ism and musammo, which is a logical issue
of a later date. We do not believe, therefore, that Sibawaihi used the
term musammä, and the occurence of his name in this context must
be explained in some other way. We refer to the discussion about the
meaning of the term musammä as opposed to ism.*3
In the second place, we have the pair lafz and ma'nä, as the expression of the opposition between a phonetic expression and its
meaning. These terms are equivalent to the current distinction in later
Greek grammar between phônè (sound) and sèmainómenon (meaning).44
The basis for this opposition is found in the Stoic theories on meaning.
The Stoics made a strict distinction between the phonetic and the
semantic aspect of the linguistic sign, as we have seen in the quotation
from Sextus Empiricus. Sèma'mon is the signifying, i.e. phonetic aspect
(= phônè), and the lek ton is its semantic correlate (= sèmainómenon).
In Arabic grammar lafz and ma'nä are used in exactly the same way,
viz. as terms for the two aspects of the linguistic sign. For 'sound' as
a linguistically irrelevant entity, the Arabs used saut; in Greek grammar we find in this case also phônè. Lafz and ma'nä remained the

40

Cf above, chapter VIII, note 67.
Amm comment in Aristot de interpret 30, 18-21, cd Busse [G75], cf. ib 35,
1-2, 10-1, 38, 3-4, 39,4-5.
42
Apoll Dysk synl. 113, 11
41
СГ above, chapter VIII
44
Or déloúmenon. cf Schneider's index, s ν , only once, the term lek ton is used in
combination *ith phônè. adv. 136, 32 Heinrichs, 1969, 69-82, discusses the significance
of the manajlafz controversy in literary theory
41
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current expressions, both in Basrian and Kiifan grammar,*5 and the
distinction was maintained by later grammarians.
There is no direct proof, apart from the resemblance in meaning
(the verb 'anä could translate the Greek verb légein, to intend), that
ma'nâ was a caique of the Stoic lekton, but whatever may have been
the terminological connection between the Greek and the Arabic pair
of words, it seems that in any case there is a link between the word
ma'nâ and the Stoic term pragma, which is used as a synonym of
lekton. At first, pragma had the non-technical meaning of '(some)thing'.46 Then, in Stoic terminology, it received the meaning 'thing
signified by the sounds, meaning' (= lektón). Still later, we find pragma mostly in the sense of 'something abstract', as against soma, which
denotes a concrete object. This new meaning may have been prompted
by the fact that the Stoa believed the pragmata (in the Stoic sense of
'meanings') to be bodiless.47 In its new meaning, the word is used for
instance by Dionysios Thrax, who divides words of the nominal class
into concrete and abstract ones : 'Noun is a part of speech with cases,
which can signify a body or an (abstract) thing'.48 We find the same
division into abstract and concrete nouns with Zamahsari, who uses
the terms ism 'ain (concrete noun) and ism ma'nan (abstract noun)
for the two categories of nouns.49 Here the word ma'nâ, which is
supposed to be the translation of the Stoic term lekton, appears as a
translation of the word pragma, which—as we have seen—was used in
Stoic terminology as a synonym for that same term lekton with the
sense of 'meaning'. Ibn Ginni uses the same terms 'ain and ma'nâ,
and he even gives as the first two examples for the category of the
concrete nouns the very two nouns used by Dionysios Thrax in this context: '... the masdars are the generic expressions for the abstract nouns
(agnâs al-ma'áni), just as other words are the generic expressions for
the concrete nouns (agnâs al-a'yâri), for instance "man", "horse",
"boy", "house", "garden"...'.50
As a consequence of the abstract meaning of the word ma'nâ and
of the confusion in the Greek world about the precise meaning of the
word lekton, which was often thought to be equivalent with the
44
46
47
48
49
50

For Kulan grammar, сГ e g Ta'lab, Mag 2, 387, 3 sqq
СГ e g Aristot de interprei 17 a 38
Cf above, note 38
Dion Thr 24, 3[G76]
Zam МиГ 5, 3
b Gin Has 2, 206, 8-10 [A 115]
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notions 'idea, thought', we find ma'nä in the translations of Greek
philosophical writings as a synonym for the Aristotelian nóèrna. We do
not agree with van Ess that this translation was caused by the nearly
identical meaning of the two terms : 5 ' the difference between thought
and meaning was fundamental in Stoic logic, as we have explained
above. But this difference was misunderstood or not understood at all
in classical antiquity.52 This misunderstanding of the meaning of lekton and pragma also explains the translation of the Greek term logos
(sentence) by ma'nä in the text of Hunain.53 Possibly there was also
some ambiguity, caused by the use of pragma in some contexts where
it almost seems to mean 'sentence'.54 The confusion reaches its height
in the commentary of al-Fârâbï, who translates the Aristotelian word
prâgmata by ma'âni, apparently because he misunderstood the word
and took it in its Stoic sense. Aristotle, of course, did not know this
Stoic sense: he used the word for the objects in the outer world
(which are indicated in Stoic terminology by the word tunchanonta).55
The same incorrect translation is found in Gäbir ibn Hayyän.56
In view of the aforegoing we must distinguish between two uses of
the word ma'nä: on the one hand, we have ma'nä as the counterpart
of lafz, in the sense of 'meaning correlating with a sound'; on the
other hand, we have ma'nä in the sense of 'something abstract'.
Possibly under the influence of the second use, ma'nä is often used in
almost the same way as the eidos of Platonism : it is then an abstract
correlate of something physical in the physical world. This abstract
correlate can be situated within or outside the mind, i.e. in the
speaking subject or in the objects. The 'meaning which resides within
the mind' (ma'nä qä'im fi 'n-nafs) has been the hotly debated subject
of many discussions. Relevant information can be found in the chapter
dealing with the refutation of those who claim that speech is a
meaning within the mind, in the seventh book of 'Abd al-Gabbar's
Mugni.51 When his adversary tries to convince him that this supposed
meaning within the mind is identical with thought, 'Abd al-Gabbar
retorts: 'and if he says "what I mean is thought and reason, because
M

van Ess. 1970. 33, η 62
E g Simpl comment in Anslot caleg 10. 3 sqq , who ьауь that lekla are
thoughts
53
Galje, 1965, 280
54
Diog Laert 7, 64, id 7, 66 = SVF 2, 186
" Far Sarh, 27, 23 = Aristot de interpret 16 a 7. also Anstot top 108 a 18 sqq ,
soph el 165 a 6-14, on prâgmata = luiuhánonia Long, 1971, 80
56
Gäbir, ар Kraus. 1942, 2, 258. nn 4-5
,2
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they are speech (kaläm), and what we hear is an indication of it", we
answer: "if that is what you mean, you use the wrong terms, although
you hit on the right meaning—just as someone who claims that movement is a meaning within the mind, thereby indicating the will (i.e. it
was never our purpose to deny the existence of thought : the only thing
you have done is to give it another name). We know for sure that
there is no connection between thought and the expression ('ibära) of
that thought. So, how could the expression be called an indication
{datala) ofthat thought?"'. 58 Here we find expressed in a somewhat
crude way the essence of the Stoic theory that there is no identity of
thought and speech. Otherwise, as 'Abd al-Gabbar puts it, it would be
impossible to say that someone 'speaks without thinking". We will
find Ibn Hazm using the same theory.
On the other hand, we cannot identify the ma'äni with the physical
objects themselves, in the way al-Färäbi and Gäbir did in the passages
quoted above—probably because they misunderstood the meaning of
the Aristotelian term pragmata. When Fârâbï talks about the 'traces
(atär) in the mind, which are imitations of meanings existing outside
the mind',59 he is in all probability referring to physical objects. On
the other hand, when the Mu'tazilites are talking about the ma'äni
outside the mind, they are referring to something non-physical within
the objects.
The meaning of the term ma'nä in the works of the Mu'tazilite
philosopher Mu'ammar (d. 835/220) has been studied by Frank.60 The
gist of his conclusion is that ma'nä often receives the meaning 'cause'
('ilia).61 This means that ma'nä is 'the intrinsic causal determinant of
the thing being so', in other words: the inhering of a certain accident
in a certain substance is caused by an infinite series of causal determinants (ma'äni)—these determinants are infinite because each of them
has to be caused by another one. This is the 'coercive cause' (ma'nä
,7

'Abd al-Gabbâr. Mugni, 7,. 14-20
'" lb. 18, 6-11 [A 116] Probably, 'Abd al-Gabbar's adversary in this discussion was
an As'arite. We find ihe As'antes as the defenders of the theory that language is a
ma'nä qä'tm β 'n-nafs in a treatise of the Hanbalite Ibn 'Aqil (d + 1095/490),
Rasa'il, pp 22 sqq
59
Far Sarh, 24, 24- 25, I [A II7]
"" Frank, 1967, cf Nader, 1956, 208-10
61
To Frank's quotations we may add b Hazm, Ihk 8, 1129. 9-10. 'Some of them
call the causes (ΊΙυί) meanings {ma'äni), and this is one of their grossest heresies, and a
false doctrine of their followers, because meanings are the explanation of sounds (sc and
not the cause of something)" [A 118]
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mugib), of which 'Abd al-Gabbâr speaks. 62 When there is in everything something which causes it to be the way it is, and when this
something is called ma'nä (meaning), we may naturally suppose that
this 'meaning' is necessarily connected with the word which indicates
the object—which is what one Mu'tazilite actually holds. 63 We will
not enter here into the question which of the two theories originated
first, and whether we can explain Mu'ammar's theories from this
opinion about meaning, or the other way round.
It is not necessary, though, to go as far as the Mu'tazila, and
conceive of the ma'nä as a sort of autonomous cause within the
object, always coexisting with the object itself. We may also regard
them as intentiones universales in the objects, put there by Allah, and
forming the material for the thinking mind. This conception is found
in the psychological theories of Ibn Rusd and Ibn Sina. 64 In their
theories, ma'am are those elements in the objects which are not
perceived by the physical senses, but only by some sort of perceiving
faculty of the mind (called by Ibn Rusd quwwa mutajakkira and by
Ibn Sina quwwa bätina ) : 6 5 'As for the meaning, it is that which is
perceived by the mind within the object that is perceived, without
the senses being able to perceive it (sc. that meaning) in the first
place'. 66 With this we may compare the Stoic definition of 'meaning'
we quoted above—\sèmainömenori) is the meaning (pragma) itself,
which is indicated by it (sc. the sound), and which we grasp in its
correlation with our understanding'—: 67 in the Stoic definition
thought and meaning are parallel developments in the mind, whereas
in the theories of Ibn Rusd and Ibn Sina meaning is situated within
the physical objects. In that case, the meaning of ma'ani is very close
to the Aristotelian concept of 'form'. There is a faint reminiscence of
Ammonios' incorrect observation that the lekton is something between
the concept and the object—and not something between the sound
and the concept, as he ought to have said. 68
All this is absolutely unacceptable to Ibn Hazm (d. 1064/456). For
him as a Zahirite and a profound believer in the creation of speech by
62

E g. 'Abd al-Gabbâr, Mugnï, 7, 15; 7, 19, 8.
Cf chapter IX, note 65
64
Cf Gátje, 1971b.
65
Cf. Gatje, 1965.
66
b. Sin Sifa\ 43 [A 119], cf. Gätje, 1965, 279.
67
SVF 2, 166; cf. also the remarks in the scholia D T on abstractions, 217, 7-8,
360,8-11; 572, 17.
6β
Cf. above, note 26.
63
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Allah, the meaning of a word is not identical with something in the
objects, nor with something in the mind : meaning is something objective connected with the phonetic expression. A word has a meaning,
because Allah provided it with that meaning. We dare not interpret
that meaning otherwise than literally, not to mention changing it. We
must accept the apparent and evident meaning of speech, such as it is
evidently understood by everyone in common discourse (zähir).b9 This
means that the relation between a word and its meaning is necessary,
not because of an infinite series of ma'äni as in the theories of
Mu'ammar, but because Allah created words and meanings together.
Our own intention (rnaqsüd) can only be expressed in accordance with
the objective intention of the word (i.e. the meaning): 'It is correct to
say that what is intended (muräd) by the imperative is a meaning
(mana) reserved to its phonetic expression and to its morphological
structure'.70 (i.e. the imperative has a meaning, and our role is restricted to putting that meaning to a use). The meaning correlates with an
object in the physical world (musammo), not with our concept of
that object. As the result of completely different reasons and motives,
Ibn Hazm and the Stoa arrive at the same point of view: meaning
and concept are different entities, although they are both correlated
with the physical objects.
Finally, we must point to another meaning of the term ma'nä,
namely 'intention', almost synonymous with terms such as mu'annä
and rnaqsüd. Probably this sense was in part brought about by the
meaning of the verb from which ma'nä is derived: 'anä 'to intend'.71
*' Whence the name of the school, the 'Zâhiriyya', Goldziher, 1884
70
b Hazm, Ihk 3, 261, 9 [A 120]; on this passage, Arnaldez, 1956, 52, n. 2, 58
Arnaldez translates: 'II est constant que pour l'impératif, son propos (muräd) est une
signification (ma'nä) particularisée par son expression verbale (lafz) et son intention
(myya)\ apparently reading bi-myya instead of binya We cannot agree with this
translation, because ibn Hazm speaks nowhere before in this chapter about the myya,
and because the combination lafz wa-hinya (or lafz wa-binä') is a standard expression.
What is more, we do not believe that Arnaldez' interpretation of myya as 'intention
significative' is correct The term myya is generally used with the sense of 'intention of
the speaker* (Sib. Kit 1, 123, 11; 1, 125, 13, 1, 126,4; b Gin Has 1, 309,9, 1, 313, 14,
b. Kais, ap Zagè. Мае. 320, 6, b Anb. Ins 36, 11; 198, 5; 259, 17; 287, 21), and
never with the sense of 'objective grammatical meaning without correlation with the
intention of the speaker' (Only once have we found myyat al-idäja, b Gin Has 2, 303,
10.) Another signification Zagg Id. 103, 3: with the force of a vowel (ß myya haraka)
71
Râzï, Maf. 1, 24, 16: '... because the meaning is an interpretation of the thing,
hinted at by someone and intended by him' [A 121] Cf. mu'annä (Zagg Lâm 23, 10)
and ma'niyya (b Gin. Has. 2, 300, 1); rnaqsüd is used in this sense b Anb Ins 48, 5;
54, 20; 63, 20; 139, I, Zagg Id 134, 2 The first two of these synonyms are probably
derivatives of ma'nä

Addendum
After the completion of my manuscript I received a copy of the
dissertation of dr. J. R.T. M. Peters, entitled God's created speech.
A study in the speculative thought of the Mutazili Qädi l-Qudät Abu
l-Hasan 'Abd al-Gabbär bn Ahmad al-Hamadänt (diss. Nijmegen;
Leiden, 1976). Peters analyses here for the first time in great detail
the structure and terminology of 'Abd al-Gabbär's thought, especially
in the seventh book of the Mugni. I will restrict myself to the
enumeration of those passages that are of immediate interest for the
subject of my study, without making any comments. The classification
of sounds (Mugni, 7, 6, 16-7, 2; cf. below, pp. 32-3): Peters, 1976,
38-42; 295-9; (Peters proposes the same emendation muqayyad that
I suggested, but he translates "fluent", "bound together"; cf. ib. 139,
note 160; 296, note 17); ma'nä qä'im β 'n-najs (Mugni, 7, 14-20;
cf. below, pp. 187-8) : Peters, 1976, 308-12; al-kaläm fil al-mutakallim
(Mugni, 7, 48 sqq.; cf. below, p. 152): Peters, 1976, 209-10. Peters'
analysis of 'Abd al-Gabbär's Mugni is certainly of great importance
for the study of the Arabic ideas concerning the nature of speech.
Finally I wish to refer to another book, which I regret not having
been able to use, namely Troupeau's index on Sïbawaihi (G. Troupeau,
Lexique-index du Kitäb de Sihawayhi. Paris, 1976. Études Arabes et
Islamiques, Série 3, Études et Documents, VII), which will prove to be
a most useful instrument for the study of Arabic grammar.
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al-Ahfas al-Kabïr
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Abu 'Amr(d. 154/770)
F 32 / D 27 / G I, 97 / N 16 / В 2, 231 / A 28 / Ζ 11 / W 3, 466
Abü 'Ubaid (d. 223/837)
F 85 / G I, 105; S I, 166 / Ν 86 / В 2, 253 / Ζ 39
Abu'Ubaida (d. 210/825)
F 68 / G I, 102; S I, 162 / N 64 / В 2, 294 / A 67 / Ζ 35 / W 5, 235
al-Ahfas al-Awsat (d. 215/830 or 221/835)
F 61 / D 94 / G I, 104 / N 84 / В 1, 590 / A 50 / Ζ 16 / W 2, 380
al-Ahfas al-Kabïr (d. ?)
F 61 / G S I, 165 / N 27 / В 2, 74 / A 40; 48 / Ζ 12
al-Asma'ï(d. 216/831)
F 72 / G S I, 163 / N 69 / В 2, 112 / A 58 / Ζ 35 / W 3, 170
al-Farrä' (d. 207/822)
F 1 2 9 / D 1 9 2 / G I , 118; S I , 1 7 8 / N 5 9 / В 2, 333 / A 34; 51 / Ζ 29
al-Garmi (d. 225/839)
F 81 / D 111 / G I, 108 / N 90 / В 2, 7 / A 72 / Ζ 16 / W 2, 485
al-Halil (d. 175/791)
F 37 / D 30 / G I, 98; S I, 159 / N 27 / В 1, 557 / A 38 / Ζ 13 /
W 2, 244
Ibn as-Sikkït (d. 244/858)
F 158 / G I, 120; S I, 180 / N 109 / В 2, 349 / Ζ 40
'Isa ibn 'Umar (d. 149/766)
F 29 / D 25 / G I, 96 / N 14 / В 2, 237 / A 31 / Ζ 36
al-Kisâ'ï(d. 183/799)
F 121 / D 172 / G I, 117; S I, 177 / N 39 / В 2, 162 / A 34; 40; 51 /
Ζ 28 / W 3, 295
al-Mâzinï (d. 249/863)
F 83 / D 115 / G S I, 168 / N 111 / В 1, 463 / A 74 / Ζ 18 /
W 1, 283
Qutrub(d. 206/821)
F 65 / D 108 / G S I, 161 / N 56 / В 1, 242 / A 49 / Ζ 23 / W 4, 312
Sïbawaihi (d. 177/793)
F 42 / D 57 / G I, 99; S I, 160 / N 35 / В 2, 229 / A 48 / Ζ 15 /
W 3, 463
as-Sigistânï, Abu Hâtim (d. 182/798)
F 87 / G I, 107 / N 116 / В 1, 606 / A 93 / Ζ 21
Yünusíd. 182/798)
F 34 / D 28 / G I, 97; S I, 158 / N 14 / В 2, 237 / A 31 / Ζ 36
N = b. Anb. Nuzha; В = Suy Bugya, A = Sir. Ahb.; Ζ = Zub. Tab., W = b Hall.
Waf., G = Brockelmann, GAL; F = Flügel, 1862; D = Daif, 1968.
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al-Ahfas as-Sagir (d. 315/927)
F 63 / G I, 130 / N 149 / В 2, 167 / Ζ 25 / W 3, 301
al-Fârâbi (d. 339/950)
G 1,232; S I , 375 / W 5, 153
al-Fârisi (d. 377/987)
F 110/ D 255 / G I, 116; S I , 1 7 5 / N 187 / В 1,496/W2, 80
Ibn al-Anbâri, Abu Bakr (d. 328/939)
F 168 / D 238 / G I, 122; S I, 182 / N 158 / В 1, 312 / Ζ 32 / W 4,
341
Ibn Fâris (d. 395/1004)
F 246 / D 241 / G I, 135; S I, 197 / N 190 / В 1, 352
Ibn Ginnï (d. 392/1002)
F 248 / D 265 / G I, 131 ; S I, 191 / N 197 / В 2, 132 / W 3, 246
Ibn al-Hayyât (d. 320/932)
F 203 / D 246 / N 149 / В 1, 48 / A 109 / Ζ 26
Ibn Kaisân (d. 320/932 or 299/911)
F 97; 209, n. 2 / D 248 / G I, 111 ; S I, 170 / N 143 / В 1, 18 /
A 108 / Ζ 27
Ibn as-Sarrâg(d. 316/928)
F 103 / D 1 4 0 / G I, 114 / N 150 / В 1, 109 / A 108 / Ζ 52 / W 4,
339
Mabramân (d. 345/956)
F 96 / N 133; 151 / В 1, 175 / A 108 / Ζ 25
al-Mubarrad (d. 285/898)
F 92 / D 123 / G I, 109; S I, 168 / N 132 / В 1, 269 / Ζ 23 / W 4,
313
аг-Rummânï (d. 384/994)
F 1 0 8 / G I, 115; S I, 1 7 4 / N 189 / В 2, 180 / Ζ 27? / W 3, 299
as-Sïrafi (d. 368/979)
F 1 0 7 / D 145/G I, 115; S I , 174/N 183/ В 1, 507 / A 109 / Ζ 26 /
W2, 78
Ta'lab(d. 291/904)
F 164 / D 224 / G I, 121 ; S I, 181 / N 139 / В 1, 396 / Ζ 31 / W 1,
102
Zaggâg(d. 311/923)
F 9 8 / D 1 3 5 / G I, 111; S I, 1 7 0 / N 147/ В 1,411 /A 108/Ζ 24/
W 1,49
az-Zaggâgï (d. 337/949 or 340/951)
F 9 9 / D 2 5 2 / G I, 1 1 2 / N 183 / В 2, 37 / Ζ 26/ W 3, 136
N = b Anb Nuzba. В = Suy Bugya. A = Sir Ahb . Ζ = Zub Tab . W = b Hall
Waf. G = Brockelmann. GAL. F- = Flügel. 1862. D = Daif. 1968
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Sir. Sarh = as-Sïrâfi, Abu Sa'id al-Hasan b 'Abd Allah, Sarh Ii-Kiläb Sibawaihi
(in margine Kiläb Sibawaihi).
Suy. A5b. = as-Suyiili, Galâl ad-Din, Al-Asbâh -ла-'n-nazä'ir. Haidarabäd, 1359 Α.H
Suy. Bugya = as-Suyuti, Galâl ad-Din, Bug va I al-wu'ät fi tabaqöl al-lugawi\yina
wa-'n-nuhât Ed. M A Ibrahim. Qâhira, 1964-5.
Suy. Iqt = as-Suyuli, Galâl ad-Din, Kitâb al-iqtirâh fi usui an-nahv. Haidarabâd, 1359
AH.
Suy. Muzh = as-Suyûlï, Galâl ad-Din, Al-Muzhir ß'ilm al-luga Qâhira, 1325 A.H.
Xa'l Mag. = Ta'lab, Abu 'l-'Abbâs Ahmad b. Yahyâ, Magâlis Ta'lab. Ed. 'A M
Harun Qâhira, I9602
Tauh Imtâ' = at-Tauhïdï, Abu Hayyän, Kitäb al-imtâ' wa-'l-mu'ânasa. Edd. A. Amin/
A. az-Zain. Qâhira, 1939-44.
Tauh Muq. = al-Tauhïdi, Abu Hayyän, Al-Muqäbasäl. Ed H as-Sandubï Qâhira,
1929
'Ukb. Mas. = al-'Ukbarï, Abu '1-Baqâ', Masa il hilâpyya β 'n-nahw. Ed. M H al-Halwânï. η ρ , η d
Yüh. b Mas. Nawädir = Yuhannâ b Mâsawaih, An-Nawâdir at-ttbbiyya. Ed Ρ Sbath
Qâhira, 1934.
Zagg Amali = az-Zaggâgï, Abu '1-Qâsim, Al-Amâli Ed. 'A. Harun. Qâhira, 1382 A.H.
Zagg. Gum = az-Zaggägi, Abu '1-Qâsim, Al-Gumal. Ed. M. Ben Cheneb. Paris, 1957
Zagg Id = az-Zaggâgï, Abu '1-Qâsim, Al-ldâh fi 'dal an-nahw Ed M al-Mubârak
Qâhira, 1959
Zagg. Lâm. = az-Zaggägi, Abu '1-Qâsim, Kitâb al-lâmàt. Ed. M. al-Mubârak Dimasq,
1969.
Za|g. Mag. = az-Zaggâgï, Abu '1-Qâsim, Magâlis al-'ulama Ed. 'A. M. Harun.
Kuwait, 1962
Zam Ahâgï = az-Zamahlarï, Abu '1-Qäsim Mahmud b. 'Umar, Al-Ahâgi 'n-nahwiyya
Ed. M. al-Hadari. Hamâ, 1969.
Zam. Muf. = az-Zamahsarï, Abu '1-Qäsim Mahmud b 'Umar, Kitâb al-mu/assal β
'n-nahw. Ed. J P. Broch. Chnstianiae, 1897.
Zub. Tab. = az-Zubaidî, Abu Bakr, Kitâb tabaqât an-nahwiyyina. Ed. F. Krenkow.
Rivista degli Studi Orientali, 8, 107-56.

GREEK AUTHORS QUOTED
Stoic fragments are quoted from Stoicorum Veterum Fragmenta (SVF) edited by
J. von Arnim, Stuttgart, 1968 (edilio stereotypa from the first edition, 1903). In
quotations from SVF two numbers indicate: volume, fragment; three numbers indicate:
volume, page, line.
Commentaries on Aristotle's writings are quoted from Commentano in Aristotelem
Graeca, edited by the Academia Litlerarum Regia Borussica, Berlin, 1882-.
Greek grammarians are quoted from Grammatici Graea, Hildesheim, 1965 (editio
stereotypa from the edition Leipzig, 1883-1901).
Bekker, AG = I. Bekker, Anecdota Graeca. Leipzig, 1816
Diog. Laert. = Diogenis Laertn Vitae Philosophorum. Ed. H S. Long. Oxford, I9662.
Greg. Cor. = Gregorios of Corinth, Perì suntaxeôs logoû. Ed. D. Donnet. Bruxelles/
Roma, 1967.
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Joh

Dam = Johannes Damaskcnos. Die Schulten des Johannes von Damaskos I
Insinuilo elemenlans Capita philo.sophica (Dialectica) Ed. В Kotler Berlin. 1969
( = Patristische Texte und Studien, Band 7)
Plout de comm not = Ploularchos, De commimihus notitiis Edd M Pohlenz/R
2
Westman. Leipzig, 1959 ( = Plularchi Moralia. voi VI. fase 2)
Prokl Comment. = Proklos Diadochos, In Piatonis Cratyhtm Commentarla Ed G
Pasquali. Leipzig, 1908.
Sext Emp adv math = Sextus Empiricus, Adversiis mathemalicos Ed. transi R G
Bury. Cambridge (Mass )/London, 1961
Tryph. frg. = Trvphoms fragmenta Ed A. dc Velsen Berlin, 1853 (Amsterdam, 1965)

HEBREW AUTHORS QUOTED
b Ganâh, Opuscules = Ibn Ganâh, Abu '1-Walïd Marwân, Opuscules et traités. Edd.
J. et H Derenbourg. Paris, 1880 (Amsterdam, 1969)
b. Ganâh, Sêfer = Ibn Ganâh, Abu '1-Walîd Marwân, Sêfer harriqmâ. Hebrew translation by Yehuda hen Tibhön. Ed M. Wilenski (reprint Yerusalayim, n.d )
Kimhi, Mikhlol = David Kimhi, Mikhlol. Transi W. Chomsky. New York, 1952.

LATIN AUTHORS QUOTED
Latin grammarians (except Charisius) quoted from Grammatici Latini, edited by H
Keil. Leipzig, 1855-80.
August, dialect = Augustinus, De dialectica liber Ed J Pinborg; transi В Darreil
Jackson Dordrecht/Boston, 1975 ( = Synthese Historical Library, 16) (quotations
are by chapter, page, and line in Crecehus' edition, S. Lucas, 1857).
Char. art. gramm. = Charisius, Artis grammaticae libri V. Ed С Barwick. Leipzig,
1964.
Quint, instil, orat = Quintihanus, Institutiones oratonae libri primi capita de grammati
ca (I, 4-8). Ed. M. Niedermann Neuchâtel, 1947.
Varrò, De L. L. = Varrò, De Lingua Latina Ed. transi R.G. Kent. Cambridge (Mass.)/
London, 1958.

ORIGINALS OF THE ARABIC AND GREEK TEXTS
QUOTED IN ENGLISH TRANSLATION
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1. Τής δέ διαλεκτικής θεωρίας συμφώνως δοκεΐ τοις πλείστοις άπό
του περί τής φωνής ένάρχεσθαι τόπου.
2. Ούτω δέ ίσως και ό επισταμένος περί ονομάτων την δύναμιν
αυτών σκοπεί, καί ούκ εκπλήττεται ει τι πρόσκειται γράμμα
ή μετάκειται ή άφήρηται, ή και έν άλλοις παντάπασιν γράμμασίν
έστιν ή του ονόματος δύναμις.
3. Λιμός, ή λεΐψις των επιτηδείων. Γίνεται παρά τό λείπω, λείψω
λιμός· καί ώφειλε δια διφθόγγου γράφεσθαι, άλλα συνέπαθεν
ή φωνή τω σημαινομένφ, επειδή γαρ ενδειαν δηλοΐ, τούτου
χάριν καί ενδειαν φωνήεντος άνεδέξατο, ώς Τρύφων.
4. ... ώσπερ ό έποίουν πλέον έχει του παρωχημένου προς τον ποιώ...
5. "Εστί δέ φωνή αήρ πεπληγμένος ή τό ίδιον αίσθητόν ακοής,
ώς φησι Διογένης ό Βαβυλώνιος έν τή περί τής φωνής τέχνη.
6. ...καί ζώου μέν έστι φωνή άήρ ύπό ορμής πεπληγμένος, άν
θρωπου δέ έστιν έναρθρος καί άπό διανοίας εκπεμπόμενη, ώς
ό Διογένης φησίν.
7. Λέξις δέ έστι κατά τους Στωικούς, ώς φησιν ό Διογένης, φωνή
εγγράμματος, οίον «ήμερα». Λόγος δέ έστι φωνή σημαντική
άπό διανοίας εκπεμπόμενη, οίον «ήμερα εστί»... διαφέρει δέ
φωνή καί λέξις, ότι φωνή μέν καί ό ήχος έστι, λέξις δέ τό
εναρθρον μόνον. Λέξις δέ λόγου διαφέρει, ότι λόγος άεί σημαν
τικός έστι, λέξις δέ καί ασήμαντος, ώς ή «βλίτυρι», λόγος δέ
ουδαμώς.
8. Ίστέον δέ ότι τών φωνών αϊ μέν είσιν έναρθροι καί εγγράμματοι,
ώς αϊ ήμέτεραι, αϊ δέ άναρθροι καί αγράμματοι, ώς ό ήχος του
πυρός καί ό κτύπος του λίθου ή του ξύλου, αϊ δέ άναρθροι μέν,
εγγράμματοι δέ, οίον αί μιμήσεις τών άλογων ζώων, ώς τό
βρεκεκέξ καί τό κοΐ (ή φωνή του χοίρου)· αύτη γαρ ή φωνή
άναρθρος μέν, καθό ούκ ΐσμεν τί σημαίνει, εγγράμματος δέ,
καθό δύναται γραφήναι, αί δέ έναρθροι μέν, αγράμματοι δέ,
ώς έπί του συρισμοΰ-αΰτη γαρ ή φωνή έναρθρος μέν, καθό
ΐσμεν τί σημαίνει, οίον «ροίζησεν δ' άρα πιφαύσκων Διομήδεϊ
δίφ», αγράμματος δέ έστι, καθό ου δύναται γραφήναι.
9. Συμβήσεται γαρ την μέν είναι φωνήν σημαντικήν καί έγγράμματον, ώς τήν άνθρωπου, τήν δέ σημαντικήν καί άγράμματον,
ώς τήν κυνός ύλακήν, τήν δέ άσημον καί έγγράμματον, ώς τό
βλίτυρι, τήν δέ άσημον καί άγράμματον, ώς τον μάτην καί ου
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τοΰ σημήναί τι χάριν γινόμενον συριγμόν ή τήν φωνής τινός
των άλογων ζώων μίμησιν.
Λέγω δ' ότι προσσημαίνει χρόνον, οίον ύγίεια μεν όνομα, το
δ' υγιαίνει ρήμα - προσσημαίνει γαρ το νυν ύπάρχειν. Και άεί
των υπαρχόντων σημεΐόν έστιν, οϊον των καθ' υποκειμένου.
Λεκτέον ούν ώς παντός μέρους τα ίδια δει σκοπεΐν και ου τα
παρεπόμενα, και οϋτω ποιεϊσθαι τον μερισμόν.
Έπίθετον δέ έστι τό επί κυρίων ή προσηγορικών όμωνύμως
τιθέμενον και δηλοϋν επαινον ή ψόγον.
"Αρθρον δέ έστι στοιχείον λόγου πτωτικόν, διορίζον τα γένη
τών ονομάτων και τους αριθμούς, οίον «ό, ή, τό, οί, αί, τά».
"Εστι δέ προσηγορία μέν, κατά τον Διογένην, μέρος λόγου
σημαίνον κοινήν ποιότητα, οίον «άνθρωπος», «ίππος». "Ονομα
δέ έστι μέρος λόγου δηλοϋν ιδίαν ποιότητα, οίον «Διογένης»,
«Σωκράτης».
Έ ά ν γαρ αποδίδω τις τήν πρώτην ούσίαν τί έστι, γνωριμώτερον
και οίκειότερον αποδώσει το είδος άποδιδούς ή τό γένος οίον
τον τινά άνθρωπον γνωριμώτερον αν άποδοίη άνθρωπον άποδιδούς ή ζ ώ ο ν τό μέν γαρ ίδιον μάλλον του τινός άνθρωπου,
τό δέ κοινότερον.
Έπεί δέ έστι τά μέν καθόλου τών πραγμάτων, τα δέ καθ' εκαστον
— λέγω δέ καθόλου μέν ο έπί πλειόνων πέφυκε κατηγορεϊσθαι,
καθ' εκαστον δέ ο μή, οίον άνθρωπος μέν τών καθόλου, Καλλίας
δέ τών καθ' εκαστον — ανάγκη δ' άποφαίνεσθαι ώς υπάρχει
τι ή μή.
"Ονομα έστι μέρος λόγου πτωτικόν, έκαστου τών υποκειμένων
σωμάτων ή πραγμάτων κοινήν ή ιδίαν ούσίαν άπονέμον.
"Ονομα έστι μέρος λόγου πτωτικόν... κοινώς τε καί ιδίοις
λεγόμενον κοινώς μέν οίον «άνθρωπος», «ίππος», ιδίως δέ οίον
«Σωκράτης».
Του δέ ονόματος διαθέσεις είσί δύο, ενέργεια και πάθος,
ενέργεια μέν ώς κριτής ό κρίνων, πάθος δέ ώς κριτός ó κρι
νόμενος.
Πάντως γαρ ή ουσία εστίν ή ενεργούσα τι ή πάσχουσα, τό
δέ ρήμα σημαίνει τήν πραξιν καί τό πάθος.
Καί τοϋ ρήματος δέ άναγκαίως πρόκειται τό όνομα, έπεί τό
διατιθέναι καί τό διατίθεσθαι σώματος ίδιον, τοις δέ σώμασιν
επίκειται ή θέσις τών ονομάτων, έξ ών ή ίδιότης τοΰ ρήματος,
λέγω τήν ένέργειαν καί τό πάθος.
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22. To μέν έπί ταΐς πράξεσιν öv δήλωμα ρήμα που λέγομεν... το
δέ γ' έπ' αύτοΐς τοις έκείνας πράττουσι ση μείον της φωνής
έπιτεθέν όνομα.
23. Θέλουσι μέν γαρ καθολικά τίνα θεωρήματα συστησάμενοι από
τούτων πάντα τα κατά μέρος κρίνειν ονόματα, είτε ελληνικά
έστιν είτε και μή κτλ.
24. 'Ελληνισμός μέν ούν έστι φράσις αδιάπτωτος εν τη τεχνική
και μή είκαία συνήθεια.
25. Τί διαφέρει το μονόπτωτον του άκλιτου; Διαφέρει ότι το μονόπτωτον άρθρα μόνα επιδέχεται, ως το «Αβραάμ», άκλιτον δέ
έστι τό μήτε έπιδεχόμενον, μήτε όλως κλινόμενον, οίον το
«ούς», το «δέμας».
26. 'Ρήμα έστι λέξις απτωτος επιδεκτική χρόνων τε και προσώπων
και αριθμών, ένέργειαν ή πάθος παριστασα.
Τ
27. Η οτι πρώτον λόγον οι παλαιοί, τήν τότε καλουμένην πρότασιν,
νυν αξίωμα, προσηγόρευον, ö πρώτον λέγοντες ή άληθεύουσιν
ή ψεύδονται; Τοΰτο δέ έξ ονόματος και ρήματος συνέστηκεν,
ών τό μέν πτώσιν οί Διαλεκτικοί, τό δέ κατηγόρημα καλοΰσιν.
28. "Εστι δέ τό κατηγόρημα τό κατά τίνος άγορευόμενον, ή πράγμα
συντακτόν περί τίνος ή τινών, ..., ή λεκτόν ελλιπές συντακτόν
ορθή πτώσει προς αξιώματος γένεσιν.
29. Μή νόμιζε δέ οτι έν τη συνθέσει του λόγου πρώτον έξ ανάγκης
κείται τό όνομα, δεύτερον τό ρήμα, είτα τόδε ή εκείνο, αλλ' ως
τύχη συντίθεται... καίτοι έχρήν φυσικώς προτάττεσθαι μέν τό
όνομα ώς ούσίαν, μεθέπεσθαι δέ τό ρήμα ώς συμβεβηκός,
ύποτάττεσθαι δέ τα λοιπά.
30. Φασί δέ ώς είς χρονικά διαστήματα διεΐλε τους χρόνους ό
Διονύσιος ώς ει τις είς ένιαυτόν και μήνα καί ήμέραν και ώραν
τέμνει τους χρόνους. Καί δια τούτο ενεστώτα φησιν, ήτοι ώς
προς μήκος ένιαυτοϋ ή μηνός ή ημέρας ή ώρας, καί γάρ φαμεν
ενεστώτα ένιαυτόν καί μήνα καί ήμέραν καί ώραν.
31. Πρώτος ό ένεστώς, δεύτερος ό παρεληλυθώς, τρίτος ό μέλλων.
'Αλλ' ώφειλε, φασί τίνες, ό μέλλων πάντων προτάττεσθαι,
πρώτον γάρ μέλλει τι γίνεσθαι, είτα γίνεται, καί ούτως οίχεται.
"Αλλοι δέ τον παρεληλυθότα μάλλον, επειδή τα παρελθόντα
τών ενεστώτων πρότερα.... Καθ' έτερους μέντοι γε λόγους
προτέτακται ό ένεστώς ώς ορατός καί φανερός.
32. Ίστέον ότι τα απαρέμφατα δευτέραν εχουσι τάξιν, καί τούτο
ευλόγως, ει γε καί πρώτην ώφειλον έπέχειν τάξιν, ώς όντα
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άρχαί και οιονεί ρίζαι τών ρημάτων εξ αυτής γαρ της απαρεμ
φάτου γίνονται πασαι αί εγκλίσεις και εις αυτήν αναλύονται.
Καθώς έφαμεν, εστίν γενικωτάτη ή τών απαρεμφάτων εγκλισις,
άναγκαίως λείπουσα τοις προδιαπορηθεΐσι, τοις προσώποις και
τω παρεπομένω αριθμώ, ος ού φύσει παρέπεται τω ρήματι,
παρακολούθημα δέ γίνεται προσώπων τών μετειληφότων τοϋ
πράγματος. Αυτό γαρ το πράγμα εν έστιν, το γράφειν, το
περιπατείν, όπερ έγγινόμενον έν προσώποις ποιεί το περιπατώ,
το περιπατοΰμεν, το περιπατοΰσιν.
Τοις ρήμασιν εξαίρετος παρέπεται ή ψυχική διάθεσις, όπερ ού
σύνεστι τοις άπαρεμφάτοις, και το έν άριθμοίς και προσώποις
καταγίνεσθαι, ών της διαφοράς ούκ ετυχεν το άπαρέμφατον,
καθο καί ή . . . μετοχή στερούμενη τών προκειμένων και της
τών ρημάτων ιδέας άπεβλήθη.
Τινές δέ ήξίουν προτάσσειν τήν άπαρέμφατον λέγοντες, ότι ΰλη
τίς έστι καί αρχή τών ρημάτων εντεύθεν ουδέ βούλησιν ψυχής
ουδέ πρόσωπα ουδέ αριθμούς εμφαίνει · αί γαρ άρχαί άπλαΐ
τυγχάνουσιν, ως τα τέσσαρα στοιχεία προς τα σώματα, καί τα
είκοσιτέσσαρα προς τα ονόματα, καί πηλός άνείδεος καί ασχη
μάτιστος προς τα έξ αύτοϋ είδοποιούμενα σκεύη.
Ει μή ιατροί ήσαν, ουδέν αν ή ν τών γραμματικών μωρότερον
(Γραμματική έστιν) εμπειρία τών παρά ποιηταΐς τε καί συγγραφεΰσιν ώς έπί τό πολύ λεγομένων.
"Ορος εστί λόγος σύντομος, δηλωτικός της φύσεως τοΰ υπο
κειμένου πράγματος.
Τέχνη εστί σύστημα έκ καταλήψεων εμπειρία έγγεγυμνασμένων
προς τι τέλος εύχρηστον τών έν τώ βίφ.
Έμοί γαρ δοκεΐ ότι αν τίς τω θήται όνομα, τούτο είναι τό
ορθόν, καί αν αύθίς γε έτερον μεταθήται, εκείνο δέ μηκέτι καλή,
ουδέν ήττον τό ύστερον ορθώς εχειν του προτέρου.
"Ονομα δέ έστι φωνή συνθέτη σημαντική άνευ χρόνου ής μέρος
ουδέν έστι καθ' αυτό σημαντικόν έν γαρ τοις διπλοΐς ού
χρώμεθα ώς καί αυτό καθ' αυτό σημαίνον, οίον έν τω θεοδώρω
τό δώρον ού σημαίνει.
"Ονομα μέν ούν έστι φωνή σημαντική κατά συνθήκην άνευ
χρόνου, ής μηδέν μέρος εστί σημαντικόν κεχωρισμένον έν γαρ
τω Κάλλιππος τό ίππος ουδέν καθ' αυτό σημαίνει, ώσπερ έν
τω λόγφ τώ καλός ίππος.
Τών λεγομένων τά μέν κατά συμπλοκήν λέγεται, τα δέ άνευ
συμπλοκής. Τά μέν ούν κατά συμπλοκήν, οίον άνθρωπος τρέχει,
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άνθρωπος іщ, τα δε άνευ συμπλοκής, οίον άνθρωπος, βοΰς,
τρέχει, νικφ.
Το δ' ουκ άνθρωπος ουκ όνομα, ού μέν ουδέ κείται ονομα
ö τι δει καλεϊν αυτό — ούτε γαρ λόγος οϋτε άπόφασίς έστιν —,
αλλ' έστω ονομα αόριστον.
'Ρήμα δέ έστι το προσσημαΐνον χρόνον, ού μέρος ουδέν σημαίνει
χωρίς· εστί δε τών καθ' έτερον λεγομένων σημεΐον.
'Ρήμα δέ φωνή συνθέτη σημαντική μετά χρόνου ης ουδέν μέρος
σημαίνει καθ' αυτό....
'Ρήμα έστι λέξις απτωτος επιδεκτική χρόνων τε καί προσώπων
και αριθμών, ένέργειαν ή πάθος παριστασα.
Τών δέ λεκτών τα μέν λέγουσιν είναι αυτοτελή οί Στωικοί,
τα δέ ελλιπή. Ε λ λ ι π ή μέν ούν έστι τα άναπάρτιστον έχοντα
την έκφοράν, οίον «γράφει», έπιζητοϋμεν γαρ «τίς».
"Εχει δέ τό ρήμα καί πλέον τι του ονόματος. Το μέν γάρ ονομα
σημαίνει πράγμα τι μόνον, τό δέ όήμα καί τι πλέον, οίον τό
«λέγω» σημαίνει καί αυτήν τήν ένέργειαν ότι λέγω, σημαίνει
δέ πλέον καί τον χρόνον.
Άποφαντικός δέ ού πάς (sc. λόγος), άλλ' έν ф τό άληθεύειν
ή ψεύδεσθαι υπάρχει • ούκ έν απασι δέ υπάρχει, οίον ή ευχή
λόγος μέν, άλλ' οϋτ' αληθής ούτε ψευδής....
"Ενθεν μοι δοκοϋσιν εύήθως άναστρέφειν οί έπιζητοϋντες δια
τί ελλείπει προσώποις καί άριθμοΐς καί ετι ψυχική διαθέσει,
εΐγε ού πληθύνεται δτι παν πράγμα έν έστιν, — εΐγε ούκ έχει
ψυχικήν διάθεσιν, ότι μηδέ εις πρόσωπα άνεκυκλήθη, απερ
έμψυχα όντα τήν έν αύτοΐς διάθεσιν τής ψυχής επαγγέλλεταιώστε δυνάμει αυτό τό ρήμα ούτε πρόσωπα επιδέχεται οϋτε
αριθμούς, άλλ' έγγενόμενον έν προσώποις τότε καί τα πρόσωπα
διέστειλεν, όντα λοιπόν ή ενικά ή δυϊκά ή πληθυντικά. ΠροΟπτον
δέ δτι ουδέ ψυχικήν διάθεσιν καθώς προείπομεν.
"Ωστε ού περί παντός λόγου έκεΐ διαλαμβάνει, οϋτε περί του
εύκτικοδ, ούτε περί του προστακτικού, οϋτε άλλου τινός ήτοι
τών πέντε κατά τους Περιπατητικούς ή τών δέκα κατά τους
Στωικούς πλην του άποφαντικοϋ.
Έπεί γάρ ούκ εστίν αυτά τά πράγματα διαλέγεσθαι φέροντας,
άλλα τοις όνόμασιν αντί τών πραγμάτων χρώμεθα συμβόλοις,
τό συμβαίνον έπί τών ονομάτων καί έπί τών πραγμάτων ηγούμεθα
συμβαίνειν, καθάπερ έπί τών ψήφων τοις λογιζομένοις. Τό δ' ούκ
εστίν δμοιον · τά μέν γάρ ονόματα πεπέρανται καί τό τών λόγων
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πλήθος, τα δε πράγματα τον αριθμόν άπειρα έστιν. Άναγκαϊον
ούν πλείω τον αυτόν λόγον και τοΰνομα το εν σημαίνειν.
...και δή καί το περί των ονομάτων ου σμικρόν τυγχάνει öv
μάθημα.
...δτι το φύσει τετραχώς· ή γαρ ώς αϊ των ζώων καί φυτών
ούσίαι ολαι τε καί τα μέρη αυτών, ή αϊ τούτων ένέργειαι καί
δυνάμεις, ώς ή του πυρός κουφότης καί θερμότης, ή ώς αί σκίαι
καί αί έμφάσεις έν τοις κατόπτροις, ή ώς αί τεχνητοί εικόνες
έοικυιαι τοις άρχετύποις εαυτών κτλ.
...καί Κρατύλος αληθή λέγει λέγων φύσει τα ονόματα είναι
τοις πράγμασι, καί ού πάντα δημιουργόν ονομάτων είναι, άλλα
μόνον εκείνον τον αποβλέποντα εις το τη φύσει όνομα öv
έκάστω καί δυνάμενον αυτού τό είδος τιθέναι εις τε τα γράμματα
καί τάς συλλαβάς.
...τον συλλογισμόν, öv ó Άφροδισίευς εξηγητής εκτίθεται,
κατασκευάζειν δοκοΰντα μόνως είναι φύσει τα ονόματα καί τά
ρήματα' τά γαρ ονόματα, φησί, καί τα ρήματα φωναί, αί δέ
φωναί φύσει, τά άρα ονόματα καί τά ρήματα φύσει.
...ό περί φύσεως ονομάτων (sc. λόγος), πότερον, ώς οΐεται
'Αριστοτέλης, θέσει εστί τά ονόματα, ή, ώς νομίζουσιν οι άπό
τής Στοάς, φύσει, μιμούμενων τών πρώτων φωνών τά πράγματα,
καθ' ών τά ονόματα, καθό καί στοιχειά τίνα τής ετυμολογίας
είσάγουσιν.
Τό γαρ έγώ προφερόμεθα κατά τήν πρώτην συλλαβήν κατασπώντες τό κάτω χείλος εις αυτούς δεικτικώς, ακολούθως δέ
τή του γενείου κινήσει καί επί τό στήθος νεύσει καί τή τοιαύτη
δείξει ή έξης συλλαβή παράκειται, ουδέν άποστηματικόν παρεμφαίνουσα, όπερ επί του εκείνος συντέτευχε.
Πρωτότυπον μέν ούν έστι τό κατά τήν πρώτην θέσιν λεχθέν,
οίον «Γή». Παράγωγον δέ τό άφ' έτερου τήν γένεσιν έσχηκός,
οίον «Γαιήϊος».
...καί εοικε τό μέν πρωτότυπον τω πρωτοπλάστω άνθρώπω,
τό δέ παράγωγον τοις έξ αυτού του πρωτοπλάστου γενομένοις.
Είδέναι γαρ δει οτι ή φύσις γινώσκουσα ότι κοινωνικόν έμελλε
γενέσθαι τό ζώον τούτο, εδωκεν αύτω φωνήν, ίνα δια ταύτης
άλλήλοις σημαίνωσι τά εαυτών νοήματα. Καί συνελθόντες οι
άνθρωποι συνέθεντο προς αλλήλους τόδε μέν, ει τύχοι, «ξύλον»
όνομάζεσθαι, τόδε δέ «λίθον»... · κατά τούτο μέν ούν τό σημαινόμενον απασαι φωναί ονομάζονται. Κατά δευτέραν δέ έπιβολήν
έπεσκέψαντο ότι ταϊς μέν τών φωνών δύναται συντάττεσθαι
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άρθρα, χρόνοι δέ ουχί, άπερ έκάλεσαν ονόματα, ταίς δε χρόνοι
μεν συντάττονται, άρθρα δέ ού, απερ είσί ρήματα.
"Εστί δέ λόγος άπας μέν σημαντικός, ουχ ώς όργανον δέ,
άλλ' ώσπερ εΐρηται κατά συνθήκην.
Το δέ λογικόν μέρος φασίν ενιοι εις δύο διαιρεΐσθαι έπιστήμας,
εις ρητορικήν και εις διαλεκτικήν...· την τε ρητορικήν έπιστήμην ούσαν τοΰ ευ λέγειν περί τών έν διεξόδω λόγων και τήν
διαλεκτικήν τοΰ ορθώς διαλέγεσθαι περί τών έν ερωτήσει και
άποκρίσει λόγων, όθεν και οϋτως αυτήν ορίζονται • έπιστήμην
αληθών και ψευδών και ουδετέρων.
Διαλεκτική δέ έστιν, ώς φησι Ποσειδώνιος, επιστήμη αληθών
και ψευδών και ουδετέρων τυγχάνει δέ αΰτη, ώς ό Χρύσιππος
φησι, περί σημαίνοντα και σημαινόμενα.
Κάλλος δέ ονόματος το μέν, ώσπερ Αικύμνιος λέγει, έν τοις
ψόφοις ή τώ σημαινομένφ, και αίσχος δέ ωσαύτως.
Ού γαρ προς τον εξω λόγον ή άπόδειξις, αλλά προς τον έν τη
ψυχή, έπεί ουδέ συλλογισμός. 'Αεί γαρ εστίν ένστήναι προς
τον εξω λόγον, άλλα προς τον έσω λόγον ουκ αεί.
"Εστί μέν ούν τα έν τη φωνή τών έν τη ψυχή παθημάτων
σύμβολα, και τα γραφόμενα τών έν τη φωνή. Και ώσπερ ουδέ
γράμματα πασι τα αυτά, ουδέ φωναί αϊ αύταί · ών μέντοι ταύτα
σημεία πρώτων, ταύτα πασι παθήματα τής ψυχής, και ών ταύτα
ομοιώματα πράγματα ήδη ταύτα.
Ψεύδος · αντί τοΰ ψευδής. Ταύτα δέ παρά τοις Στωϊκοΐς λεκτά
καλείται τα προς τήν σημασίαν δι' άλλων φερόμενα.
Αυτοί γε μήν λέγουσι, τους απαγορεύοντας άλλο μέν λέγειν,
άλλο δ' άπαγορεύειν, άλλο δέ προστάσσειν ό γαρ λέγων
«μή κλέψης», λέγει μέν αυτό τούτο, «μή κλέψης», απαγορεύει
δέ κλέπτειν, προστάσσει δέ μή κλέπτειν.
Ό 'Αριστοτέλης διδάσκει δια τούτων, τίνα εστί τα προηγουμένως
καί προσεχώς υπ' αυτών σημαινόμενα (sc. ύπό τών φωνών),
και οτι τα νοήματα, δια δέ τούτων μέσων τα πράγματα, καί
ουδέν έτερον δει παρά ταύτα έπινοεΐν μέσον τοΰ τε νοήματος
καί τοΰ πράγματος, όπερ οί από τής Στοάς υποτιθέμενοι λεκτόν
ήξίουν όνομάζειν.
(Οί άπό τής Στοάς) τρία φάμενοι συζυγεΐν άλλήλοις, τό τε
σημαινόμενον καί τό σημαίνον καί τό τυγχάνον, ών σημαίνον
μέν είναι τήν φωνή ν, οίον τήν «δίων», σημαινόμενον δέ αυτό
τό πράγμα τό υπ' αυτής δηλούμενον καί ού ημείς μέν αντιλαμ
βανόμεθα τη ημετέρα παρυφισταμένου διάνοια, οί δέ βάρβαροι
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ούκ έπαΐουσιν καίπερ ττ\ς φωνής άκούοντες, τυγχάνον δέ το
έκτος ύποκείμενον, ώσπερ αυτός ό Δίων.
Προφέρονται μέν γαρ αί φωναί, λέγεται δέ τα πράγματα,
α δή και λεκτά τυγχάνει.
Παν τε λεκτόν λέγεσθαι δει, οθεν και ταύτης έτυχε της προση
γορίας.
Ει γαρ το ονομά τινός έστι του ονομαζόμενου, δήλον οτι αί
άσημοι φωναί μη οντος του ονομαζόμενου ούκ άν εΐεν ονόματα.
"Ονομά έστι μέρος λόγου πτωτικόν, σώμα ή πράγμα σημαίνον.
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praesens 76
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Ло/ё/ 80
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STELLINGEN

I
Bij het bestuderen van ontleningen binnen een corpus van grammaticale
teksten is een vergelijkend onderzoek naar de gebruikte voorbeelden van
het grootste belang; het is dan ook te betreuren, dat de index op
Sïbawaihi van Troupeau de paradigmata niet opgenomen heeft.
II
De woorden таиф', mauqi', marnila, magali, maqäm vormen binnen
de Arabische grammaticale litteratuur een terminologisch complex;
aangezien deze terminologie karakteristiek is voor de Arabische grammatica, is een nadere bestudering ervan gewenst.
III
Voor een bestudering van de i'râb in de geschiedenis van de Arabische
taal is het van belang rekening te houden niet alleen met het werkelijk
gebruik, maar ook met de opvattingen over het wenselijk gebruik.
IV
Bij de bestudering van ontleningen aan het Grieks in de Arabische
philosophische litteratuur kan men met veel vrucht kennis nemen van
de methoden en resultaten van het onderzoek naar het Christelijk Latijn
en Grieks.
V
Het vrijwel ontbreken van verwijzingen naar Griekse grammaticale
werken in de Arabische litteratuur kan verklaard worden uit de speciale
plaats die de Arabische taal inneemt in de Arabische wereld.

VI
Het tweede hoofdstuk van Zaggâgfs « Iaah fi 'Hal an-nafrw » is
gebaseerd op Färäbi's commentaar op Porphyrios' « Eisagôgè ».
VII
Ten onrechte gaat Α. Denz bij zijn theoretische inleiding tot de
aspectleer van het Arabische dialect van Kwairiä uit van zogenaamde
noëtische categorieën, waarbij tegenover het Zeichen de Sachverhalt
geplaatst wordt.
(cfr. A. Denz, Die Verbalsyntax des neuarabischen Dialektes
vort KwayriS (Irak). Mit einer einleitenden allgemeinen Tempusund Aspektlehre, Wiesbaden, 1971, p. 4, n. 4).

VJII
Nagel's opvattingen over de politiek van de 'Abbäsidische kalief
al-Ma'mün met betrekking tot de 'Aliden komen voort uit een te
gunstige beoordeling van de motieven die het politieke handelen van
deze kalief beheersten.
(cfr. T. Nagel, Rechtleitung und Kalifat. Versuch über eine
Grundfrage der islamitischen Geschichte, Bonn, 1975, (pp. 413-430).

IX
Het stilzwijgen van de Arabische bronnen ten aanzien van de gezantschappen, die door Karel de Grote naar Harun ar-Raaïd gezonden
zouden zijn, kan niet verklaard worden uit intolerantie van deze bronnen
tegenover de Christenen, zoals door Musea gedaan wordt.
(cfr. G. Musea, Carlo Magno ed Harun al Rashid, Bari, 1963,
pp. 43-44).

Χ

De basis van het Stoïsch werkwoordelijk systeem wordt gevormd
door de oppositie sun telikós f pararat ikós.

XI
De gangbare opvattingen over Plato's « Ion » maken te weinig onderscheid tussen Sokrates' opmerkingen ad rem en zijn opmerkingen ad
hominem; tengevolge hiervan krijgt men een karikaturaal beeld van
de verhouding tussen Ion en Sokrates.
XII
Het is uiterst misleidend ten aanzien van de Stoïsche philosophie de
term « metaphysica » te gebruiken.
(cfr. A. A. Long, in : A. A. Long (ed.), Problems in Stoicism,
London, 1971, p. 75).

XIII
In een diglossie-situatie wordt de keuze voor de hogere of de lagere
taalvariant niet bepaald door linguïstische factoren, maar door sociale
en/of politieke factoren.
XIV
De rol van Kyrillos bij het ontstaan van een grammaticale terminologie
voor de Slavische talen is nog nauwelijks onderzocht.
XV
Het ware wenselijk dat de Nederlandse communicatiemedia de termen
Mohammedaan, Mohammedaans vervingen door Moslem (Muslim),
Islamitisch.
XVI
Het volstrekt afwijzen door een groot aantal leraren van de voorstellen
ter vernieuwing van het onderwijs die verkondigd worden in de discussienota « Contouren van een toekomstig onderwijsbestel » komt niet voort
uit angst voor eigen positie of afkeer van vernieuwingen in het algemeen, maar uit een diepe en bijzonder serieus te nemen zorg voor het
onderwijs.
Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift van C. H. M. Versteegh.

